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ACQUISION MANAGIEENT OF CONSUMANBLE TECHNOLOGYr UTiZING A NOVEL TECH3NOLOGY TRANSTON PROCESS

Runssd L Ura, USAF

ABStRACT

The traditional approach towards acquisition of military hardware is inherently slow. By the
time the weapon system is being delivered many of it's subsystems no longer meet the real needs
of operationul missions. Also, missions themselves evolve and yesterdays subsystem may no
longer be adequate. Hence, the system is forced into expensive retrofit in order to get it up to
the desired capability. A classic example of this occurs with the aimr"r wasparency
subsystem. Typically, the aircrew transparency subsystem is of secondary concern in the aircraft
design process and in the evolution of aircraft mission assignments during the life of the aircraft.
This can result in an urgency driven, very expensive, redesign, and in this curtnt tight fiscal
envinmenti, this proces will clearly not do anymore.

A proven process for accelerated transition of technologies can be used to overcome thes
problems. This process to rapidly transition laboratory R&D to operational use evolved using
principals which are now more commonly refered to as a TQM approach. This proem can
be used on any subsystem which is consumable, that is, it wears out and requires periodic

This paper explains this process, describes several examples of its application, and suggests
applications in which it can be used in a broader sense.

INTRODUCTION

A common criticism is that the results of Laboratory Research and Development efforts are too
slowly exploited into better/cheaper operatio!? hardware. Rapid advacements are being made
in the areas of cost reduction technology and to achieve technological superiority. These
technology advancemet are keeping pace with the ever changing missions demanded of the
military.

Because some of these technology advancements have only recently been available and the rate
at which the laboratory is progr-ssing is much faster than before, some subsystems, while
acceptable, may not be optimal. For their time, these subsystems were the best they could be,
but now they could benefit from further technological advances. It is these subsystems that
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could benefit fromn the proposed process to rapidly transition the Research and Development
dvancemeunts to operational usage.

To illustrate, take for example the evolution from high altitude bombing to low altitude precision
strikes. Among the various airrft subsystems which must also evolve concurrently is the
aircrft transparency. At lower altitudes, there is an increased risk of birdstrikes, as well as
erosion from particulate matter suspended in air. The transparency system must be able to cope
with this new environment. The transparency system of an existing fighter aircraft is a good
example of this mission evolution and its resulting consequences. An early trauswency system
(canopy) was constructed from a single sheet of material and had a birdstrike resistance of less
than 200 knots. It soon became apparent that at lower altitudes (below 3000 ft) an increase in
birdstrike resistance was needed. A canopy was developed and provided protection to 350
knots. However more problems developed because of this low level environment, chiefly,
abrasion of the ceiopy resulting in a loss of optical clarity. (Operation Desert Storm was a good
example of this phenomenon being experienced on many aimraft.) Aircraft were also
performing this mission at speeds higher than 350 knots, and with onboard equipment
necessitating improved optical quality of the canopy. Consequently, the canopy had to provide
even more birdstrike protection as well as abrasion resistance and improved optics. This
requirement evolution took place over a 15 year period during which more complicated canopies
were developed to meet these requirements as well as extending the service life of these pats.
This was all accomplished by using the following technology transition process.

THE PROCESS - ,PRELUDE..

The process can be explained much like the tires on your car. They wear out and need to be
replaced. Your type of car and to some degree your personality, will determine what type of
tires you will purchase. All must be durable and low cost. The qpots car driver will insist
upon good traction and manuerverablity for negotiating curves, the off-road four wheel drive
vehicle will opt for more rugged construction and better traction, and fPunly the land yacht
owner will opt for quiet and comfort. Each will evaluate the performance and durability of their
current tire against these standards in selecting a new tire.

The tire manufacturers are constantly striving to provide better products in order to obtain more
of the market share and consequently more profit. Hence, the consumer (driver) is faced with
many more possibilities than say a year or two ago. He may consult with a auto mechanic or
test agency before making any purchase decisions. Once thes evaluations ar completed, the
consumer will make his choice of tires. He will drive these tires, form his own impressions
about their performance and durability, and eventually wear them out. The process then starts
all over again.
"This oversimplified explanation illustrates the key concepts involved. One fAudamenw oacept
is that some weapon subsystems are of a consumable nature and eventually wear out. And, that
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when they do wear out, the replacement should meet the requirements necessary to fulfill the
mission.

The operational users, together with the system developers, maintainers, industry, testing and
supporting laboratories form the basis in which this process works (i.e. the stakeholders.)

The second fundamental concept is that the stakeholders who have ownership of the weapon
system want to deliver the best product they can possibly achieve. This is absolutely necessary
for succes For without this personal commitment, the weapon system is doomed to
Mediocrt.

When these two fundamental concepts or conditions am, met or exist, then the process may
proceed as explained in the next secton.

TR• PROCESS "FUGtUr

The first step in the process is to identify what performance and/or supportability features of
the subsystem should be improved. The subsystem must be of a consumable nature and would
be replaced periodically. Usually a standard criterion is used in order to make the determination
of whether the current system is good enough or should be improved. However, this standard
is of a dynamic nature and changes with the situation. To continue the trsparency example,
the Air Force uses the "444' concept as the standard to which transparency systems are
compared. Simply stated, a transparency system should perform its mission for a minimum of
four years after which it should be able to be replaced by no more than four technicians in four
hours. Embedded in this standard are both performance and supporbility features.

Once the standard is identified, a decision must be made. That is, should the subsystem be
upgraded, procured as is, or both? Usually, the subsystem being of a consumable nature can
be upgraded, but the upgrade must be proven sufficient to warrant the risk of purchase.

This decision is best done by the stakeholders. The using commands will comment on the
performance, the maintainers on the supportability, etc. If the curmrt subsystem is not okay,
then the stakeholders must proceed to the next step.

The next step relies upon the supporting laboratory to apply emerging technology to the
subsystem. The laboratory is constantly developing, integrating, validating and transitioning
technology to meet mission performance requirements at lower cost. Depending upon the
maturity of the technology, the subsystem may benefit immediately. It is important to note that
of the stakeholders, the laboratory is best suited for this task, and not say the system developer.
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The reason for this is that quite simply the laboratory is where technology risks au- taken at
minimal cost. Taking new technology and inserting it into the Engineering, Manufacturing and
Development phase is much riskier and more costly.

When the new technology is applied to the subsystem, a prototype must be evaluated. This
evaluation could be in the form of a 'critical experiment" or an "operaional evaluation'. What
is important in this step is that the evaluation must include all the stakeholders. If for example
the operational command was not present, then there could not be any feedback on it's suitability
for field use. Likewise, a similar logic could be said of the logistics command. The basi point
is that the evaluation must not occur win a vacuum'.

If the operational evaluation was a success, then the technologies embodied in the subsystem
could immediately be procured in an upcoming spares buy. Again, if the stakeholders were
properly working together from the beginning this would not pose a logistics problem. If the
subsystem did not perform as desired, then back to the laboratory it goes for continued
technology development. This ends up being a somewhat cyclic process paced to coincide with
specific upcoming spares buys.

As a case example, let's examine the transarency subsystem for an existing bomber. The
current production design windshield had a service life of less than one year (350 flight hours)
due to delamination of the outer glass ply, forcing the Air Force to spend $10 million per year
for spares. Addressing this service life issue was truly a joiat effort between all the
stakeholders.- -The stakeholders working together agreed to a service life interim goal of two
years. Doubling the service life to two years was definitely not consistent with the first '4" (4
year service life) in the "444" concept. But, the stakeholders agreed that the technologies to
support an interim goal of two years could be demonstrated, with reasonable risks, in time to
coincide with an upcoming spares buy. And, that the savings from this procurement against the
interim goal would be a welcome reduction to Air Force costs of ownership while the four year
service life goal was pursued.

Technology transition to users was realized as the prototype windshield designs went into
production. This stakeholder technology exploitation team was working so well that in less than
one year the stakeholders again selected a prototype windshield design to replace the current
producton windshield.

The new windshield designs provide 100% increased service life at half the cost of the initial
production design. The Air Force is expected to save $7.5M per year for spare parts as a result
of this technology transition. This savings is coming from increased service life and a result of
competition between the vendors. The unit cost of the winmshield dropped from $62K to $25-
$33K since the program started.
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The key reason for this success, is the close relationship that has been developed and maintained
between all the stakeholders. The users, the logistics community, the laboratory and industry
were full team members from the earliest phase, and their active participation throughout the
program ensured a smooth and rapid transitioning of technology as soon as it was successfully
demos�aed. The team is continuing in its quest to transition emerging technologies to meet
the -444- goal.

THE PROCESS - VARIATIONS*

We have encountered many applications where this process could be used to focus technology
development and then rapidly transition it to operational use. One aea which is just beginning
to use this process is aircraft engines. The Propulsion System Program Office at Wright-
Patterson uses a similar process to replace engines in high performance airaft. The only
criteria for successful application is that the two fundamental concepts discussed earlier be in
place. Other examples include tires, brakes, wheels, and ejection seats. This process is not just
confined to subsystems associated with aimraft but could be applied to any weapon system or
platform.

SUMMARY

This paper has explained a teck.ology transition process to rapidly transition technology from
the laboratory to operational use. The only criterion needed is that the subsystem be of a
consumable nature and the two fundamental concepts be in place. Additionally, this process
requires a *team approach" to accomplish the transition. This is probably the most critical
element in the process, because if this teaming did not occur then technology transition -,,ould
"be just *over the wall". Ths team is actually the stakeholders in the weapon system. They
have a personal commitment to producing/maintaining the best system for the operational
commands. Together, a close working relationship among the stakeholders is the key to
successful technology transition.

ENDNOT.,

I. Draft Proposed Aeronautical Systems Center (ASC) Technical Planning Integrated Product
Team Charter dated 4 Dec 92. This charter brings together the vital stakeholders in the systems
"acquisition process in a forum to meet projected operational user needs.
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TECHNIQUES TO CREATE A SUPPORTABLE TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM1

Thoms. E. Bennett, DoI 2

ABSTACt

A driving factor for the developmeat and acquisition of military systems is supportability. However,
thl, has not always been the case. Take the United States Automotive Industry's expewlence, from leading
the Inermtlos CommuntY in automotive quality, to fln behind Japan in building supportable
technologies and then back to investing resources to develop supportable systenm Why the tunarounds?
Because the customer's feedback was that supportability was one of their main consideratdons in buying a
new car. Ukewise, the US Military has learned from the Automotive Industry the importance of
supportable systems. In the 1970a, leaders in the Defense Department established acquisition logistics
organiations to develop the tools and expertise to allow future systems to quantitatively counterbalance
perormance requirements with supportability requirements as design drivers. Now that the DoD has
empowered the technology customers with the economic resources to buy into their own systems, versus
Putting up with what they were historically given, the acquisition community must take an Automotive
Industry approach to developing weapon system.

Our acquistin logistics organizations now have the experts and tools to meet our customees
needs and to work with industry to further Improve our systems. This paper will address the methods and
tools that ae available to determine, develop, demonstrate. and transition supportable teehmiogy/systems
to our customer Specificaly, it will addrm thes methods as applicable to tmuency systems

PAMT I -W 3M AIMODflIOC

SINTRODUCTION

The Japanese Industries use quality process improvements to quantitatively improve their overall
way of doing business. The concept is that business processes and product development can be quantifed.
and oVeral output results can be measured. Product performance can be measured by collecting field
resul dat". Proce performnce can be measured through product performnce data, product
performance data trends, customer feedback, and economic analysi& The Japanese have shown that
"implementing these collection methods and feedback loops is necessasy for an organisation to be
competitive in our current environment.

How does logistics tie into this concept? By quantifying the development processes, determining
what perforunce data to collect, how to collect It, collecting it, and then using results data to improve the
deveme processes and products you have the key to Incorporaft logistics into a technology
program. Whether the program is automotive production, personal computer production, military asrcraft

Prepared for presentation at the 1993 Aerospace Transparent Materials &
Waclosures Conference, held in San Diego, California on 9-13 August 1993.1 Deputy for Logistics, Vehicle Subsystems Division, Wright Laboratory.WL/FZVR. Wright-Patterson APr, OH 45433-6553.
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production, or a new reseach and development program for a T-38 transparency system, the development
of quantified processes, collecting &-W data, and implementing a results based feedback Improvement

SprocesIs Ihow logistics must be incorporated into programs..
/ Let us consider the research and development (R&D) types of programs. R&D programs,

excluding the very basic research (referred to as 6.1 and 6.2 proarams by the mitary), ae
•/ slnilar in process to the much more elaborate major system devekopments, such as the F-22 airft

program. On large scale production progaims, such a the F-22, lotstics Is a formal process and managed
by the acquisition logistics department of the Irogram ofice. They are focused on such deve•pment Items
as the technical orders (fOs), the support equipment (SE), the training for maintenance and support
personnel, etc. In the R&D programs, thee t of logistics elements also need to be taken into account,
but more from a common sese engineering perspective versus developing all of these logistics
requirements. For example. If a new t system Is being developed In a laboratory program. It is
not reasonable for the wesme h engineer to develop the complete technical orde for retroftng this
system onto a particular aircraft. Howeve, it is reasonable for the resewh engineer to study what the
current technical order requirements are for maintenance on comparative transparency systems and then
assess the R&D design t) determine what impacts the new technology will make on the maintenance
community. This concept seems very simple, but In the majority of historical research programs, the
technology was only driven by the goal of achiei a performanc requirement The need to fit the
technology Into an operational system, and to develop the logistics support for It, was typically considered
to be the responsibility of the system program offlce (SPO) for the production system, and the
technologists "threw the problem over the wall" to the SPO.

This disconnect, and the associated expense to redevelop an optimiwd system with the new
technology, was the basis to matrix reliability, maintainability, and supportability (RM&S) engineers into
the Air Force Labs. Their job is to support the R&D program managers in developing supportable
technologies. They do this by creatin business processes for Incorporating logistics requirements Into the
programs, establishing logistics requirements for the development effort, and using/developing the
logistics tools required to support the programs.

REUABI'IgY, MAIN'WADABI , and SUPPOMRTABUJY

These three terms ae often referred to as the "Ilitles". My definition of reliability is the Inherent
maerial and design properties of a system, or subsystem, that allow It to function falure fee for a spedsc
number of operating hours hi a given environment Reliability can be measured In quantitative terms, such
as mean time between a specic failure, or In number of failures over a given period of time for a group of
identical parts. Mme is the common denominator for mea•uring reilablity. Likewise, iny definition for

aIs a qualitative evaluation of a system or subsystem design based on how much maintenance
efort Is required to keep the system operational. Such concepts as accessibility, mean times to mepair,
number of maintenance actions per flight hour, etc. are Al considerations for evaluating how maintainabie a
system Is. And supportability encompasses all of the infrastructure and support requirements to maintain
the system or subsystem. Supprtabili Is a a qualftve measure of a design, and Incorporates such
concepts as maintenance falt requirements, maintenance personnel trainin requirements, sore
facility requirements, unique parts required, considenrtion of rare elements being supplied by countries
other than the USA. etc.

Considering the three "illtlesd In the derlign. sad looking at the R&D prgam from a cmmon
sense engineering perspective will produce good results in developing a supportable technology. Owe key
Is to balance the RM&S requirements for the system with the sysem performance requirements. Prom my

p , i have found tha the system pIrformance requiment will alway rule, unless you wre
developg a totally supportability driven program, such as the high reliabft fighter, where system

Scapabilities were traded off to se just how reliable a system could be designed. However, the
proper perspetive on developing a supportable R&D program Is to evaluate the Impad of the design on
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RM&S. and make trade.o4 decisions based on this. C.mmoant , sne engineering usually prevails once the-
RM&S concerns have.been identilled, and after the trades have lxen made, the system always seems to
be better.

QUAMiWIKI REQUIREMEMT

"It Is diffiult, If at impossible, to set RM&S requirements if they are not quantified. However, I
have seen instances were conractual requirements stated only that the contractor should consider RM&S.
Irm not sure what It means to consider RM&S. In the cases where I observed this problem, the contractors
produced nothing in the way of RM&S" and since there is no way to enforce the term "consider' (at least
i'm unaware of any), the program usually produces less than desired RM&S qualities.

Therefore, it is necessary to quantify RM&S requirements for each program, just as it is necessary
to quantify the performanm requirements for each program The Windshield Program Office of Wright
: LaboratryI has demonstrated some good concepts for quantifyjup RM&S requirements in their windshield
development programs. One of their most notable examples is the 444 concept. It stands for a 4 year
"service life, with a changeout by no more than 4 technicians in not more than 4 hours. This is a simple
conce mad is applied to their contractual design requirements. The transparencies can be quantitatively
tested before final acceptance, with the 444 concept covering RM&S concerns such as maintenance man.
hours to replace, and mean time between failure. of the system. In addition to unique concepts such as the
444, there are a multitude of other tools and techniques to quantify RM&S requirements on a research and
devel-en -tvi.

What is the right amount of RM&S requirements to add to a program? This is not an easy question
to answer. In fact, often times there may be many answers that will provide good results for a supportable
technology product. I usually consider a trade between the overall cost of the contract, whether or not the

-- product is a study or a prototype, whether or not the technology is-directed at a particular weapon system
or Is more generic, and what the current RM&S concerns are on similar fielded technology. The real
answer to the question is the same answer the Defense Department Leaders came up with in the 1970s,
which was to establish acquisition logistics organizations to develop the tools and expertise to support the
development o( all future weapon systems. A point to make here is that there are many tools and resources
available to analyze what RM&S factors should be considered in a development effort, and in turn there are
many tools and resources available to determine the RM&S parameters for given designs, but it does not
make sense to take a shotgun approach with placing RM&S requirements on a program An inexperienced
pr*ct engineer could easily overwhelm the scope of a development effort by blindly applying RM&S
requiremenato It.

For example, let's consider a new windshield develonment. The R&D wil take a systems
perspective. It may be appropriate to include a contractual requirement for one or two tasks from MIL,
STD138&IA, Logistic Support Analysis (LSA), to be lerformnl, However, placing a generic statement in
the statement of work that LSA must be performed on the effort, or incorrectly tailoring the LSA
requirements could cause the proposals to come back with cost estimate ovemrns well over an order of
magnitude beyond the basic research costs. The reason is that the generic ISA tool evaluates facility
requirements, maintenance personnel training requiremenns, all the tech orders, etc. None of these
categories are typically applowiate for an R&I) effort. However, some LSA categories are appropriate to
R&D, such as a trade study of the technology use, or the maintenance task llstings for the system, etc.

Common sense engineering Is the key to effectively utilizing the RM&S tools and techniques to
develop a supportable technology. The methodology of devekq)itg quantilkfd RM&S, goals/concepts (I.e.
444), measuring the results that these goals have produced, and Implementing fact based improvements to
the RM&S concepts, based on the pros and cons from the measured results, is a method I have found to
work effectUvely for developig supo•table technologi

3Windshiold Program Office, WL/FIVR, Wright-Pdtterson APB, Ohio.
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MAINTENANCE DATABASES

Maintenance databases are one of the few tools that the RM&S engineer has available to provide
definite results based data to support trade.off decision making on a technologRy program. The Department
of Defens maintains a mu'titude of databases on every bing imaginable, Including all of the weapon
systems that the US owns. Many companies that produce particular weapon systems, or subsystems, also
maintain their own maintenance databases on their systems. The databases store data on everything
imainable, Including such things as the number of fligfht hours for every single system per day, the daily
maintenance performed In each base shop, the reliability values for all the various weapon systems and
subsystems, the cost of spr. parts procured for each subsystem broken into various time periods, etc.
Some databases are rudimentary, meaning they store only raw data, such as a backshop log of what
maintenance was performed on a given day, by each technici•n, and what work was completed. Other
databases am higher order, meaning they not only contain raw data, but they will utilize this data in their,
intefna programming to determine higher level information, such as quarterly supply expenditures per
wing, or the number of F-IS windshields that were neplaced in a given month by the USAF, etc.

One shortcoming of maintenance databases is that they are only as good as the data that is etered
into them. In my eperlences, I have found that the raw data coming from the baaes is not always accurate.
An example to prove this point Is one where we knew that the Air Logstics Center (ALC at Hill A?1
procured a certain number of P-16 tires per year. As we were searching the USAF databases on F-16 tire
wear, we checked to see the total number of tires that were replaced in a year. It was approximately one
third of the number of tires that we procured each year. Unless the USAF is building a large number of
warehouses each year to store all the left over tires, the numbers are inaccurate. But, for the most part, I
have found the raw base data to be usable for making tradeeoff decisions, as long as I remember that the
data I am basing a decision on Is sometimes only a rough estimate of what Is actually occurring on a
particular system And, unless we Invest a lare amount of resources to collect the data ourselves, the Doff-
databases are our main source of decision making Irformatlon.

The following information is derived from a publication produced by the Supportability Investment
Decision Analysis Center (SIDAC) under a USAF contract4. It is a good refermnc for learning more about
the DoD maintenance databases. Here are a few of the main DoD maintenance databases that I feel-co benefical Informaon.

REMIS (Reliability and Maintainability Infrmation System) wThe objective of REMIS In to provide
the Air Force with an on.line, compileensive, integrated information system. The system will include
maintenance management information, equlpment inventory Infomation, status Information, utilization
da configuration data, Mission Capability (MICAP) data, and Awaiting Parts (AWP) data. REMIS will be
an equipment maintenance management Information source for aerosac vehicles, trainers,
Communication-Electronics (C.E) equipment, Automatic Test Equipment (ATE), Support Equipment (SE),
and other reportable items." "REMIS when fully implemented, will replace 28 existing data systems"
Although the REMIS database was supposed to have an Initial Operating Capability (0OC) in 1989, the
system han not yet become fully functional.

MODAS (Maintenance and 0praional Data System) "Tlhe objective of MODAS is to provide an
on-line, interactive data storage and access system. Its primary function Is to provide a Data Base
Management System (DBMS) with automated analytical capabilities to support R&M and Product
Improvement and Product Perfonnance Programs established by the Air Force. MODAS contains
maintenance man-hour information for both airborne and non-ibome equipment, and operational data for
airborne equlpment" MODAS's raw data comes from the bose data in CAMS (which is described below).
REMIS Is slated to replace MODAS once It reaches full capbqity.

4SIDAC Data Source Catalog, published sometime around 1990.
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CAMS (Ctoi. Aultomted M;dnIittMUe SYStem) Wl1w obji-rtiv. of (CAMS is to prowvie an online,
ha".w-klv" maintenmane orting system. CAMS is not 'umrrntly available at all base locations. CAMS is
replacing the privious manual process oA reoxwting bast.4wl! miaintenauce actions. CAMS can improve the
quality of data in 1I06 an* REMIS as it contains an tqp.front editing capability for the technician who is
inputting the maintenance repair or service action. This system contains maintenancr data for a six-Pceir
bse, only. This baw maintenance data is transmitted to i)056 sy•tremlevel statistics muh as MTBF and
MM/th can be compiled. monthly." The CAMS database is not normally accen•ed by acquisition
Ieronnet Since CAMS data is raw data and feeds other relational databasem the RM&S engineer typically
queries a higher level database such as REMIS or MODA& And, the REMIS or MODAS systems can
iwovkde highe level data by conlbning, manipulatinz, and calculating overall raw data from around the
workL

'IICARS (T1actical Interim CAMS and REMIS Rejpoting System) "The objective of TICARRS is to
InWwki an on•line, maintenance nrporting system for the F-16 and K.15E aircraft which includes
engerimng, configuration, and logistics data. Data is also prloiied via tai-totape transmissions from
each I"16 and F-15E base, on a daily basis. TIh tape informalion is verified and loaded into the TICARRS
database,, thereby Imwiding a complete database for weapon systems." The TICARRS database is an
example of where the SPO and ALC wanted more accurate inhwmatkm than they received in the standard
! ISAF daabases, so they invested additiona resources to develop their ewn method to collect RM&S data
on their Systems. The F-I 17 Pjograrn and the F-15 A/H/C/I) program is cumntly establishing a TICARRS
database for their systern

LIFE CYCLE cosT MANAGEMENT

Another RM&S tradeoff that shouIld be consklered in the klesign proxess is the life cycle cost
S..... inqmats that the technology will have on a subsystem anl overall system. There are three methods that I

currently use and feel Iwtwlde good infornmation to allow relatively acturate trade-off decisions involving life.
cycle cost onsklerations. The first nmethod is antother !)ol) databiase tonl, anl I again reference the SIDAC
Data Source Catalog. The secoml nmthod is a IISAP " fAtwanr program tool that allows RM&S engineers to
calculate a life-cycle cost prediction fow the system, or subsystem, based on the predicted system usage.
The last metuxd thai I will mention, which Ls always a go, d fallbuk, is the simpk, back o4lhe*nvelope
calculations.

SVAMOSC (Visibility mai Management (Oprating 'utlqsI Cost) Database. Mlhe objective of
VAMOSC is to pmwkve operating antd sulqprl cots for Air Forre ground communications anl electronic
equipment, aircraft, anl aiecraft subsystens," "On-l.ne acess it) VAMO(SC- is limited to the IJSAF major
acquisition organization IprmonnieL"

CASA (COs Analysis Srategy Assessment) Models. 11is is a IISAI written program that allows
tOw user to input system/subsysten usage variabkls, (such as number of aircraft per base, mean time
between a particular subsystem failure, etc.) anl have dth imrgram calculate the lifet Cycle Costs
associated with felding a particular technology on a current or new system. It will also allow the user to
perform "what-ifs" on current systems to dekterminte if a new terhnolOy nrepMeenent system/subsysOtem is
even beneficial from a coto standpoint.

Finally, if the RM&S engineer needs to gret so.xs quick Iiimers to make tradheoff (lecisions with
life cycle cosis consklered, I r-counuemnd using somle simplle lbwk of the envelxope calculations. ihis
method often will Promkie relatively accurate information if you have a rtaigh kida of the production and
supiport costs for a current or new technology system/subsystevm. I have found that the 'kage investment of
resources required to predict life cycle cost consklerations is not always worth the investment for an R&D
technoloW development prnWoam. I bexlkve the resources4 arr much belter spent on obtaining an accurate

prediction on the impalc of the technology to the maintenance conununity, adl particularly on techo)logy
Itnmsition.
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O`MEf RM&S TOOLS

T'here are many other RM&S tools available to the RM&S engineer as resources to support his
technology program. The following ame at few of those that I have found useful as resources to hel me in
supporting advanced trnusparency systems technologies and the other vehicle subsystemns advanced
techiology development pjogranis.

R&M 2000 is a UISAF publication. The version I have is from October 1987. The Iublication is
cleared for public release. The objective of the publication is to define the R&M goals for the UJSAF. listed)
In ordet of priority, such an 'Increase Combat Capability", and 'Increase Snylvability of the Combat
Support Structure'. The kuecumenit diescribes the priniciplets and building blocks to develop) these goals
within an acquisition programn. It descrbesx how to aet the requirements, how to integrate the requiremients
into the development progifnm, and it provkles some information on R&M tools that Lan hell) the RM&S
engineer with implementing the R&M 2000 goals. Even though this document is six ytears old, it is still
timely and presents many good Kiext.

The. I gistics Needs progrmi was tk-veoped, and is inasnaed by the Aeroniautical Systems Center
at Wright-Patterson AFW Logistics Needs 0.140 are one pae writte-ups, kept in a large database. They
are the UJSAF, USA& and IJSN's pioritized technology needs wish~ist for improving the RM&S of their
weapon systems. The LN program receives LN write-ps throughout the year and then meets with the LN
representatives and RM&S technical experts from the tn-services to validate the need for a new technology
to be develoe. The database' provkides a hypertext search capability for RM&S engineers to s-arch for
particular requirements for application of a technology dlevelopment progarm. TIs% tool is particularly
effective in tech transition, with an emjphasis on the maintenance community.

Re-Bluing Visits (RRVs) and Blue-Two Visits (BlVs) are techniques that I have found very useful
in learning first hand what the RM&S issues are on a fielded system. The RUlVs and the BT~s are similar
by design in that both are business trips where acquisition peirsonnel ame taken as a small group to an
operating location and spend a couple of days with the maintenance, supply, and ope-rating personnel. The
group gets handseon maintenance experience and leairns first hand how a system is used and maintained in
the field. One of the benefits of the visits is that the acquisition pe-rsonel see for themselves what
technology/design ideas work we-lt, andl which ones create mainterimct prtoblemfs. The group also gets
invaluable experience from talking with the matintainers and learning about very creative work-arouncs. to
design problems. The RBVs and KTV% are not for the designer to see operational problems and design
quick fixes, but togain abett tmerrstanding of how dffrent desigsworkin the feldand apply this
knowledge to the next gene-ration designs. 11e differences betwen the RBV and the B'IV Is normally that
the REV is usually a smaller group of only government personnel that visits one operting location and
focuses on specific technology areas, versus the HTV, which is usually a Wirt" group, of high ranking
government and industry acquisition personnel that often visit multiple bases oin one trip and focus on an
o"eal perspective of maintaining and fielding various systems.

Integate Logistics Support Plans (lIISPs,) are another tool that I have found useful in supporting a
technology prograna W~hereas the RIIVx and 1W/s are first hand observation of how the
system/subsystem is used in the fiekld, the lIS81s are the dlocumentation on a particular system of how the
design is to be used and supporttedi in the (iclil. The ILSt's provide the details of how the system is fielded
from the time it leaves the production p~lant until it is used in serice at its operating location. Even though
we often use our systems/subsystems other than for how they were designed, the IISP of a system
provides the RM&S, engineer with the information to base ideas on what impacts a new technology will
have on a fielded system. Combining a system ILSP with a RBV to observe, first hand the RM&S issues of
a fielded system, usually provides a comprehensive picture of what RM&S factors must be considered in a
new technology development program.
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UNIQUE RM&S TOOLS

The available RM&S tool described above awe generic in nature, meaning they are designed to aid
RM&S engineers in a wide range of technical disciplines. Many HM&S engineers, and ImrOgim engineers,
hive invented unique tools to support RM&S tecnology d-velopment factors in their particular technical
area. Once again, the Windshieki Program Office is a good exarple of using unique RM&S tools to
improve a technology area. They have invented, developqe, and used their own RM&S tools to evaluate
and imprOVe the RM&S characteristics of their developments. The following are a few of these tools, which
should illustrate the usefulnes of developing unique RM&S took

The Aircraft Transmrency Durability Research Facility (A11)RF) was invented, designed, and built
iu the mid 1980%. It is a 25,000. square foot indoor facility in which full scale transiarency systems are
mounted on a front fuselage section of their repctive aircraft. nIw windshield is in a test section that is
subjected to extreme thermal and pressure changes, which are based on typical daily mission profiles and
flight line storage for that aircraf Tnw entire service life of a translarency system =an be simulated in this
computer controlled facility in three months of 16 hour day. (5 day week). After correlating failure data to
field data collected on. the satne transnarec•y systems, the faciliy can be used to evaluate field reliability of
new technology systems. Other environmental factors are being addiled to the test chamber, such as
humidity and ultraviolet radiation, ý;Wth will simulate flight line environments even more realistically. This
facility has proven invaluable in evaluating a recent high reliability coating research and development

The imbedded Aircraft Tranmsarency Environmental D)ata Rec•7der (known as the Data Recorder)
is another unique tool invention of the Windshield Program Office. The Data Recorder is designed as a
small chip with a tiny powmr sulny, which can be imbeddkd in a transarency system framre at the time of
production. The lData Recorder will constantly multilex diflerent data senso, which are also embedded
around the transparency system frame at the time of production. Thie data will be stored for a particular
period of time and then downloaded into a central database system to be evaluated by the. Windshield

... _Program Office R&D program engineers and the RM&S engineer. The data will detail the parameters that
an oerational system experiences both in flight and on the ground during maintenance and flight line
storage. The RM&S factors. (such as temperature, pressure, humidity, etc.) arm already known, since this
is what the Data Recorder is measuring. Thus, the data being recordd• are the parameters (s•ecific values
at each given time increment) to each RM&S factor. You can see that this tylx •f RM&S development tool
can be used for many other technical areas besides tranarency systems.

The Combined Environment Testing Methodology is another idea that has stemmed from
transparency s.stem research. When evaluating methods to perform atcelerated testing on RM&S
fauctr, and having them correlate with fieki failure data, it was observed that the test data sometimes
correlated, and sometimes did not, demending on the aircraft subsystem bein tested. The problem that
seetmed to exist was that combined environmental conditions, (such as a lifetime of ultraviolet radiation
exposure along with rain erosion) had a much more detrinental effe't on some (designs than others. 11W
solution was to devise a RM&S technique to combine testing environments. The environmental tests could
be run sequentially in some cases, and at the same time in othlrs. The result is that the RM&S test
techniques that have provided relatively good results in the labortory as correlated with field failure
results, are now producing much better correlation. Again, I think a point can be mde that this type. of
RM&S technique of combined environmental testing can be aliek-d to many technology areas.

RM&S STANDARDS

Additional sources of informalion to help the RM&S e4,,giwer in suppmrting his programs can be
found in the multitude of Government, Industry, and Professional So'iety's standards, regulations,
publications, and handbooks. The fiolowinR is a short list of sOm% Of the l)oWIS iksign Standards for RM&S
that I find helpful.
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* MIL,STD-O.2 Overall Index of Military StandarxIs.
* MIISTD-470 Maintainability D)esign Recommendations.
* MII,.ST),785 Reliability Design Recommendations.
SMIL-STD.810 Guideline on the Natural Environment with Parameters.

* MIIS'T-38&8IA/2H Logistics Suplqprt Analysis/Record.
* M6IST)1472 Iluman Factors Maintenance Design Recommendations with Parameters.
• ACTS MIIPRIME, Aircraft Tranrenc9 Syqtems Design Recommendations.

There are various prokesAional societt1s that publish standanrs on RM&S and support working
groups to advance the RM&S techniques in system design. The Society of Automotive Engheers has a G.
I I RM&S working committee that has active international membership from a multitude of industry
engineers from the US, and abroad, and active participation by RM&S engineev from the IJSAF, lISA, an;
USN. Their charter is to develop generic RM&S design guidelines, recommendations, and standards.
They are currently completing a project to publish a comprehensi listing of all known RM&S Covernment
and industry documents, (such as standardn, handbooks, etc.) both from the IIS and abroad. Another of
their publications about to come out is a recommendation and definitizrd listing of what should be the
minimum number of coar RM&S terms that are needed to compmrhensively track all RM&S facto for any
given system developmnent lrogram. This will be a milestone publication, since there are curmretly
thousands of RM&S terms found in all of the known RM&S documentation, They are also charterd to
organize and hold the annual RAMS international conference, and to initiate academic courses amn
curriculums at the collegiate level to further the enginver's understanding of RM.%S needs on system
development.

Focusing sp-cifically on aernopace transparency systems, the American Society of Testing and
Materials (ASTM) has subcommittee F7.0)8. This working committee, also comprised of international
membership, is chartered to (klvelop qpecific design guideline4, recommendations, and standards for the
development of aerospmce transparency systems. Many of their recommendations, standards, and test
methodologies have been developwd to adkiress RM&S factors of tranpaency sy.em developments.

CONCLUSIONS

The methodologies and tools to incorporate RM&S factors Into any system/subsystem R&D
pogram are available. The Covernment is currently placing high priority on developing supportable
technologies. It hais been the DoD plan since the 1917fs to be proactive vermis reactive in addrlssing
RM&S factors of system design. In Wright Laboratory, there are RM&S engineers in each of the
directorates, colocated to all the different irogram offices, to support the program manager in making
decisions concerning RM&S design tradeoffs.

Progr.ns have begun to establish processes to balance supportability requirements with
performance drivers. However, the efforts to build in a mandatory process to address RM&S factors In the
technology programs are stil In the rudimenta stages. Because the technology customer, mainly the
using commands, now have to pay out of their yearly budgets to maintain and upgrade their systems, along
with operating costs, the design paradigms quickly changing. As mentioned at the beginning of this paper,
the DoD is having to take an automotive industry approach to developing systems and subsystems. The
customer now has the financial control to direct the future of Government research programs, and they are,
by investing in the R&D proRrams that will hel) their RM&S iroblems. So, as with the automotive
industry, the imlxortance of RM&S In future I)ol) retsarch and develMmient is alnpaet.
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Cordon C. Stone, PRO
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Abstract

Canopy systems, including transparencies, are being recognized at
the military and prime contractor levels as being an essential
component of the aircraft assembly. This recognition, which is
welcomed by the struggling designers and the transparency
suppliers, has highlighted certain voids in technologies
mandatory to the proper design and construction of the complex
systems required on modern aircraft and for updating/redesigning
existing aircraft transparency systems.

.. Thispaper reflects- on a small subset of technology voids
encountered on the Mission Integrated Transparency System (MITS)
Program and encourages the transparency community to assist in
developing the technologies needed to fill these voids.

Copyright 0 1993 Lockheed Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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INTRODUCTZON

Lockheed Fort Worth Company (LFWC), formerly General Dynamics, Ft
Worth, under contract F-3361-S-8-C-3402 to Wright Laboratory
(WL/FIV), is prime contractor for the Mission Integrated
Transparency System (MITS) Program. The program is a multi-year
task directed at technical assessment of transparency systems for
military aircraft for the 1995 and on time period. During this
program LFWC has conducted design trade studies, tested and
revealed successful transparency technologies, developed design
and performance criteria, and, through a Critical Design Review,
has transitioned the technology from the industry to the using
customer.

The MITS program has been supported by the major suppliers in the
transparency and materials industry, resulting in bringing new
transparency systems into service for the USA?.

r M promotes and sponsors technology development that improves
aircraft performance and reduces cost of ownership to the user#
Therefore, an important output from the MITS program is the
identification of transparency technology voids or gaps.

This paper is a draft of a larger forthcoming report intended to
fulfill the FIVR objectives by listing and providing a brief
assessment of the transparency system technologies within a
single document.

While the primary focus of the technology listing in this-draft
and the report to follow, is on transparency systems, it is
necessary to overlap into the entire canopy systems to ensure
complete and satisfactory integration to the aircraft.
Transparencies should not be designed without detailed attention
to the canopy frames, latches, loading and load distribution,
emergency and normal actuation, as well as associated pilot
weapons delivery optical functions. Today's aircraft, requiring
stealth and direct threat protection features demand
considerations from the transparency such as the use of non-
circular cross sections for structural loading, surface coatings
that must withstand the environments (including hostile) and yet
be geometrically shaped to provide good optical quality. The
input to General Dynamics' Trade Study report, as well as the
report, itself,(References 1 and 2) provide detail insight into
the integration of many of the transparency technologies listed
herein.

These diverse requirements must be integrated into a workable,
durable hardware system by the designer and manufacturer. To do
this, technical tools and managerial freedom are needed. This
paper can only address the technical tools. Credit for the first
push to technology needs or voids is given to Mr. Harley Walker
(Reference 2) of Wright Laboratories, who, in 1983 challenged the
community to face the issues.
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The -ollowing page format is used to present each of the
technology subjects. It should be noted that some ot the
subjects listed are currently under development in sponsored
programs, and that in some cases sponsorship may exist but the
information is not available to the author. The reader should
treat this paper and the report to follow, as an independently
compiled shopping list, to be evaluated for opportunity, and
subjects accepted or discarded as appropriate to the need.

eroat for Technology subjects

Title
Background/Objective

Current State of Technology
Potential Solution

Benefits of Solution

Acknowledgement

Many of the technology subjects covered in this paper were
initially identified in Reference 1 by Mr. K. .. Thompson, Canopy
Systems consultant. Mr. C. A. Webster of Lockheed Fort Worth
Company, has also participated in the identification, refinement
and documentation of these subjects in Reference 2. The
contributions of these two gentlemen is gratefully acknowledged
by the author.
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Bird Proof NVD

Background/Obj•ctive

Interface HUD Systems. Heads up displays (HUD) mounted. on the
glare shield in front of the pilot have become an interface item
with the advent of transparency designs that depend on semi-
bagging or flexibility to defoat bird impact. Out of geometrical
necessity relative to the pilot, and drag area considerations
relative to aircraft performance, the HUD is usually mounted in
close proximity to the center of the forward transparency.

Current State of Technology

Typically, the HUD assembly consists of a thick piece of semi-
tempered glass mounted into metal side posts using flexible
adhesives. The side posts are anchored to a large electronic
housing within the instrument panel area. The HUD glass is
required to be reflective for transfer of signal information in
collimated form to the pilot by reflection and/or refraction.
During impact with a bird at high speeds, the transparency
contacts the HUD glass, breaks it and scatters glass fragments
over the cockpit. If unprotected, the sharp glass fragments can
cut the transparency during high strain rate loading, resulting
in immediate failure. Transparency designs have not accorded
this risk, nor has the HUD in it's configuration. The HUD has
proven to be an asset for the 1-16 in reducing the total amount
of deflection occurring during bird strike by interrupting the
traveling wave.

Potential Solution

1) Seek HUD designs that utilize shatter proof transparent
material.

2) Apply a sacrifice inboard ply to the transparency.

3) Install a protective material over the contact edges of the
HUD.

4) Any of the above, but require through specification criteria
that the HUD and transparency be compatible for bird strike.

Benefits of Solution

Simply to properly design for the entire bird risk, not just a
portion of it as has been the practice.
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Full Scale Time Line measurement of
Deflection, 8train and Strain Rate

During Nir4 impact Testing

Sackground/Objectivo

This is one of the technelogy voids identified in the 1983
Transparency Symposium by Mr. Harley Walker (Reference 2). The
void still exists. The need simply is for test technology that
will record in real time, and in precise form, the dynamic
results of a transparency during a bird impact test. The
technical community has conducted hundreds of bird strike tests
on the ?-16, F-111, and others and there is very little real
engineering data to assess the geometrical and physical result.
Material needs, limits of current materials, dynamic modeling,
geometrical effects, etc. are at best guesswork for lack of
recorded data. These are big challenges, but the technical
reward is big.

Current State of Technology

This is basically a blank. Deflections on the transparency are
estimated by use of straws located at known distances from the
inboard surface of the transparency as one method. Another
method is a complex arrangement of cameras, geometrically
resolved to follow marked spots on the transparency. The first
method is not time lined and risks loss due to HUD debris and
internal wind blast. The second is indirect and cannot be .
adequately calibrated and validated.

Strain measurements were attempted in the late 1970's by Douglas
Aircraft Co. under contract through UDRI using state of the art
strain gages. Two results were observed. First, the
polycarbonate transparency was damaged by gage installation,
causing failure during the impact. Second, the gages lost range
and failed prior to completion of the impact event.

Computer modeling of the impact event has been used extensively
in an attempt to reveal the dynamics of the transparency during
bird impact. These models intend to predict a stress and
deflection. The deflection can then be related to that estimated
value using the methods described above. This usually results in
the model requiring adjustment to fit the result, leaving any
future variable, such as speed, thickness, geometry or material
unaccredited.

Potential Solution

No solution is offered to this very complex set of problems.
Pursuit of solutions should be a priority.
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Benefits of Solution

it is known that polycarbonate and other plastics are strain'and
strain rate sensitive. The designer needs to understand these
limits and be able to relate these to the full scale event of
bird strike. The benefits come in purely financial terms of
optimized designs and greatly reduced %estinq costs. A fallout
of this technology should be a more realistic material
specification, and should open the possibility of new materials.
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sub-geal*e burming simulation

sackground/Obj ec-tive

This sub-scale simulation technology is intended to implement and
help validate software to assist in the preproduction study of
formability of geometrical shape* as well as to provide the
manufacturer with an ability to optimize formi~ng processes before
coumittinq to full scale tooling.

Current State of Technology

The primary approach to full scale forming is one of doing what
has worked in the past: experience. What is missing is that the
past is not fully transferable, and even so, it may not have been
the best approach. Typically, any manufacturing process tends to
continue to be done the way it was started if the product is
profitable* Developing new processes is risky and can be
expensive. Put another way, if it isn't broke .....

Potential Solution

Using the predictive thermoforming model, design and develop
suitable subscale tooling for demonstration of forming processes.

Benefits of Solution

The targjet-is improved optic quality through a more-controlled --
process. This translates to reduced initial investment and lower
selling cost.
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Cockpit Glare and Light Control

Background/ObjeCtive

Provide for variable control of cockpit exterior illumination.
(Dial-A-Tint)

Current State of Technology

The industry does not currently offer transparency designs that
provide for variable (controllable) light transmission for
optimal viewing of cockpit displays. One exception, not yet
generally adapted to complex transparency designs, is the use of
UV activated photo sensitive compounds integrated into interlayer
materials. PDA Engineering has conducted extensive research on
this for nuclear flash protection. Joint IRAD programs between
Lockheed (GD/FW) and Texstar, Inc have also pursued similar
objectives, achieving some success in subscale flat coupons.
Pilkington has been involved in MITS testing of photochromic
materials. WL is currently active on an approach referred to as
Dial-A-Tint that reduces/limits light transmission, but not to
the degree required for nuclear flash. Another approach under
investigation by commercial industry (PPG Industries) is
Electrochromic activated transparencies. However, this approach
currently appears confined to glass designs of limited size and
curvature. One possible other problem is that some systems
require power to retain a state of transparency.

.... Potential Solution

A specific solution is not known. Some considerations for
development of an exterior light control system could include:

Combining electrochromics and photochromics to automatically
control overall light, and also provide manual zone control.

Fail safe. A loss of power should result in full light
transmission.

Benefits of Solution

Most of the benefits are peacetime related;

Reduced glare on flight instruments.

Reduced heat load in the cockpit during high ambient
lighting conditions, while maintaining full light levels
during reduced ambient conditions.
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custom Optics Design

Background/Obj eot ive

Develop a generic software program for the purpose of eustomizinq
theoretical optical quality by defining the relationship between
the outboard and inboard surfaces (or all optically coupled
surfaces). As an example of the situation, the F-16 transparency
is compound contoured as is needed for single piece designs to
aid manufacturing. The elevation component of optic error due to
curvature is negative, while the error due to forming (wedginess)
is positive. The shape of the error curves is not fully
offsetting, and therefore, the greatest gain was not achieved
during original design. The potential, however, is that a
significant portion ot the theoretical error can be compensated
"for by a controlled surface relationship. Other software package
development within the predictive analysis software tools
category needs to consider this program for surface definitions.

Current State of Technology

The existence of any suitable program is unknown.

Potential Solution

No technical solution is offered.

Benefits of Solution

This is considered the umbrella optics design tool, subordinating
the other programs under the category of predictive analysis
software tools since their results are components of tho custom
optics program output. The design capability represented by this
program will significantly affect not only the current practice
of thermoforming, but more importantly will control the newer
designs being considered under the "frameless" design approach.
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Technology Library

Background/Objoctive

There exists a need for the transparency community to have
ready access to the enormous volume of data that has been
published but is scattered among all the technical society. Each
company, government agency, or manufacturer has their own limited
li),ary of information. None of these is complete and updated
excipt through the ASTM and Transparency Symposium minutes.
There is no known cataloging of data by subject material, key
woxx association, or other methods. There is no central source
frori which the information can be accessed or acquired. Every
new design starts from a zero database with only local data along
with that provided during aircraft development through
competitive situations. We need a central library that can be
accessed via computer, and a method of soliciting selected data,
rerorts, procedures, specifications, etc.

Current State of Technology

There is none. The data is scattered, users are not aware
of existence of data, mistakes are repeated and testing is
duplicated. There is little knowledge advancement except as
transmitted during symposia and by competitive solicitations.
"Lessons learned" is not being practiced. On the bright side, it
is believed that UDRI plans to tackle at least part of the
problem under contract with WL/FIVR.

Potential Solution

The UDRI effort may be the answer, or part of the answer.
The stated need should be compared to the UDRX plan. It gaps
exist, we need to pursue them.

Benefits of Solution

Self explanatory, see above statements.
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Xigh Temperature Polymers

Uackground/Objectivo

Polycarbonate and acrylic are commonly used for transparency
structural materials. The heat deflection temperature (MDT) for
polyearbonate is approximately U65"?. The heat deflection
temperature for aoylic is approximately 2100?. The aerodynamic
heating of high performance aircraft can easily exceed these
relatively modest temperatures. Although limited excursions past
a Aaterial's HUD are possible, transparency material could be a
limiting factor in an aircraft's capabilities (especially a
supercruiser).

A high temperature polymer would be useful as part of a system to
defeat directed energy threats.

A high temperature polymer might serve as a better substrate
material for ITO, a conductive coating. ITO is desirable for
it's superior light transmission properties.

The objective would be develop a material that would have the
thermal performance of glass but retain the weight, formability
and impact resistance of lower temperature polymers.

Current State of Technology

Developmental high-temperature candidate surface-ply .materials
were evaluated during the NITS Program. However, these materials
have not been demonstrated with coatings on full scale parts.

What about structural materials (polycarbonate replacement$) such
as AEC?

Potential Solution

Continue the quest for the "holy grail," - a material with all
the desired properties including high heat deflection
temperature.

Benefits of Solution

Increased flexibility to the designer in material selection.
Opening up of the flight envelope for selected aircraft. Weight
savings for aircraft that would otherwise be forcad to use glass
to meet thermal requirements.
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Anti-Reflective Coatings on PolYers

Background/Objective

Multiple images are formed in the transparency by the internal
reflections of distant lights, such as from a runway. If the
transparency is less than perfect, "he pilot may see these as
ghosts, and because of the high efficiency of the eyes, they
appear comparable in intensity to the primary images. The
presence of these images is distracting and can pose a safety
problem.

Anti-reflective coatings would be used to control multiple
images. The objective would be to develop an effective anti-
reflective coating that can be applied to a liner, harC coat, or
directly to polymers such as acrylic or polycarbonate.

Current State of Technology

To date, anti-reflective coatings have not been effective in
eliminating multiple images.

Potential Solution

No technical solution is offered. Fully effective anti-reflective
surfaces should be studied.

---Benefits of Solution

Aircraft with forward transparencies that are other than flat can
experience multiple images during night time operations. The use
of cylindrical or conical shaped transparencies does not
eliminate the problem since the pilot views through compound
curvature at all positions except along the centerline in a
perfectly formed part. The elimination, through original design,
of multiple images reduces the unnecessary burden to the pilot of
selecting/discriminating the real image during potentially
hazardous night operations.
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Aircraft Transparency Technology
Development and Validation

for Transition to
DOD Flight Vehicle Systems

Robert 3. McCarty, Chief

Aircrew Enclosures $ectiof
Aircrew Protection Branch

Vehicle Subsystems Division
Flight Dynamics Directorate

Wright Laboratory
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base

The investment portfolio for aircraft transparency technology
developed by the Aircrew Protection Branch (FIVR) in Wright
Laboratory (WL) targets not only evolutionary development of
conventional technologies, but also includes revolutionary concepts
for order of magnitude improvements in transparency system
performance and cost of ownership. This paper presents an overall
illustration of the aircraft transparency technology investment
strategy being pursued by WL. Roadmaps of each cluster of programs
targeted to meet WL Corporate Goals are presented and discussed.
Brief discussion of key efforts in each of the roadmapped areas is
included. Opportunities are outlined through the turn of the
century to achieve new levels of mission performance while
providing lower cost of ownership. in particular, transition
opportunities are highlighted for technologies enabling directly
formed and frameless aircraft transparencies. Suggested business
strategies are presented through which industry might collaborate
with WL in successful application of technology for directly formed
and frameless aircraft transparencies.

Chanaes in the World of Systems Accuisition

DOD Streamlinina

Within the Department of Defense (DOD), rapid change is being
driven by powerful political and economic forces. The Cold war has
ended, and the US is faced with the challenge of competing
effectively in the world marketplace. The warfighting force is
being drawn down drastically, and the Defense Budget is being
slashed. In the arena of research and development, the DOD is
pursuing strategies such as Project Reliance to enable collabora-
tion across the Service Agencies, and to establish lead organiza-
tions for key areas.
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Air Force Research&Develoment

Within the Air Force, leadership in streamlining processes for
systems acquisition is reflected by major Comm, and mergers. in July
1992, the Air Fotee Systems Couand and Air Force Logistics
Commands ceased to exist - both replaced by the joint command
called Air Force Materiel Command. New policy and proctsses have
been established by the Air Force to formally implement acquisition
streamlining, and the former annual Planning, Prograzmming, and
Budget System has been replaced with the Sianntual Planning,
Programning, and Budget System (BPPBS). Major system development
cycles now embrace the Integrated weapon System Management (IWSM)
concept with its single system point of responsibility from cradle
to grave.

Within the Wright Laboratory (WL), one of the four Air Force
super labs which have been established, emphasis has been placed on
the acceleration of technology transition to -system
customers/users. Formal processes such as the Jenior Xngineering
Technical assessment Leview (SENTAR) have been embraced by WL to
interface with Aeronautical Systems Center engineering offices for
effective transition of new WL technology.

Aircrew Protection Branch Vision
Opportunities

Within the swirling whirlwinds of change described above, the
Aircrew Protection Branch (FIVR) members of the DOD *We Do Windows
Gang' envision not only evolutionary progress, but also true
breakthroughs in the development, integration, and validation of
materials, design concepts, assessment techniques, and
manufacturing methods for aircraft transparency systems. As shown
in Figure 1, this new technology will permit balance to be achieved
between performance and affordability in future aircraft
transparency systems.

MISSION AFFORDABILITY
CRITICAL AS A DELIVERABLE

PERFORMANCE FEATURE

/ \

Figure 1. Balance Between Performance and Affordability
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FZVR is pursuing both evolutionary and revolutionary solutions
to problems which today still prevent the acquisition of af ford-
able, mission compatible transparency systems. Figure 2 lists the
key problem areas associated with current transparency systems.

• SHORT SERVICE LIFE

- HIGH UNIT COST

- INADCOUATE MISSION PERF'ORMANCE

Figure 2. Transparency System Problems

The goal of the FIVR progrcm can be most succinctly stated as
Validated 04440 Transparency Technology. The meaning of the term
0444" is illustrated in Figure 3.

0 MORE THAN 4 YEARS OF MISSION COMPATIBLE SERVICE LIV•E

- NO MORE THAN 4 TECHNICIANS REOUIREO FOR CHANGEOUT

* NO MORE THAN 4 HOURS REOUIRED FOR CHANGEOUT

Figure 3. 04440 Transparency Technology

Increased Emphases

Through the remainder of the 1990's, and into the 21V century,
FIVR sees the need for increased emphasis in a number of
transparency system technology areas. These needs are driven by the
opportunities and goals already discussed. Figure 4 lists key areas
requiring increased investment of resources.

DSecreased Enohases

Some technology development areas which have received
significant FIVR resource investment in the past, will need
decreased emphasis over the next decade. These areas include the
development of stand-alone computer assessment tools, and the
"hands on* acquisition of service life information through
inspection of transparencies which are either installed in aircraft
or have been removed from service.
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* TRANSPARENCY RCMSTORATION/RECYCILE

• CONTROL Of COCKFI4 AMIPONT LIGNT LEVEL

a BIRO tIMPACT HAZARO tvINITION OR otCOMPUTER MOO)LIP4C

* ELECTROSTATIC OCHAVIOR

. IN-0USt 8ASIC RESE:ARCN

"" IN-HOUSC MrSARCN rACIUTVES

• RCMOVAL FOR CAUSt CRITERIA

- tR0(CtIY PFR01CO rA•kCLESS TCCMN14LOCY URANSITION

* AUTOMATED SERVICE Lift DATA ACOUISIl$ON

. DURAItt COATINCS f$OR COMIAT I'NAZARDS

* INTEGRAtMO COMPU!J'R AIMoO OCSICN/tNO)NtC[hNO/MANUACtUIHNG

(Note: Order of listing does not indicate priority).

Figure 4. Transparency Technology Areas Requiring Emphasis

"Business Exnansion

In suznary, the Aircrew Protectior, Branch vision of the 21"
century is that aircraft transparency technology represents a high
leverage area which is ripe for increased investment in an era of
declining resources and shrinking warf ighting force. In short, what
is required is a significant *business expansion' in this high
payoff technology area.

Fliaht Dvnamics Directorate Technical Area Plan

The annual publication of the Flight Dynamics Directorate (FI)
which documents program plans/investment strategy is called the
Technical Area Plan (TAP) for Air Vehicles Technology. The FI TAP
is broken down into thrust areas, and further in core technology
areas. Aircraft transparency technology efforts fall under the
Vehicle Subsystems Thrust in the FI TAP, and within the Core Tech
Area of Aircrew/Aircraft Survivability and Safety.

Aircrew/Aircraft Survivability and Safety

Within the Core Tech Area of Aircrew/Aircraft Survivability
and Safety, the Vehicle Subsystems Division (FIV) has established
three separate goals involving aircraft transparency technology.
For each of the three FIV transparency technology goals, a separate
program roadmap has been prepared for publication in the Fiscal
Year 94 (FY94) F1 TAP. Figure 5 lists the three FIV transparency
technology goals.
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"a TRANSPARENCY DURASILITY AS$ESSMENT METHODS

- TRANSPARENCY DESIGN TOOLS/CONCEPTS

- TRANSPARENCY TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS

Figure S. Vehicle Subsystems Goals for Transparency Technology

Wriaht Laboratory !nvestment Portfolio

Traniarencv DurabilitJ Assessment Methods. RoAdma

Figure 6 shows the F1 TAP Roadmap to develop and validate
analytical and experimental durability assessment methods. These
methods will extend transparency system durability in operational
mission environments, and as a result substantially reduce the cost
of transparency system ownership.

The first exploratory development (Program Element 62201F)
program shown in Figure 6, uFailure Analysis for Polycarbonate
Transparencies,* and its FY95 follow on, 'Failure Analysis for
Transparencies, e are both efforts to sponsor research in university.
and industrial centers. Multiple awards are in place under the
current effort, and are planned for the future effort. Current
studies in progress focus on preventive and predictive criteria for
polycarbonate fracture. The responsible FIVR project engineer is
currently Mr. Richard Smith. Other papers planned for this
conference which document individual efforts under this program
include, 'Fatigue Analysis of Polycarbonate Transparencies* from
Purdue University Calumet, *Physical Aging of Polycarbonate by Free
Volume Considerations' from Battelle Columbus Laboratories, and 'An
Experimental Evaluation of the Effect of Hole Fabrication/Treatment
Techniques on Residual Strength and Fatigue Life of Polycarbonate
Specimens with Holes* by the University of Dayton Research
Institute.

The second exploratory development program shown in
Figure 6, *Transparency Crazing/Fracture Mechanics,' is an on-going
effort to build in-house expertise in evaluation and assessment of
transparency systems. Current capabilities include pressing and
annealing samples, artificial aging exposure with ultraviolet light
and humidity, dynamic mechanical thetmal analysis, digital
microscope with image processing for coating erosion and surface
quality, and angular deviation mapping for (up to) very large
transparencies. Planned capabilities include gel permeation
chromatography, mechanical testing, and dust erosion testing. FIVR
project engineer, Mr. Richard Smith, Palace Knight Research
Engineer, Mr. Steven Clay, and technician, Sgt John Williams are
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TRANSPARENCY DURARII.ITY ASS. SMINT PROGRAM ROADMAP

_11___FY# U93 94 TY,96 .108 Z.97 FY91 FY1 Y0

ILURC LNALYSIN FOR
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FAILURS i:ANALYSI FOR
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Figure 6. Transparency Durability Assessment Program Roadmap

responsible for the in-house program.

The third exploratory devolopment program shown in Figure 6,
*Transparency Durability Test Criteria," and its FY95 follow-on
program, 'Durability Test Criteria Validationo will provide a
coupon scale test methodology to predict service life of new
transparency systems. Application of this methodology and associat-
ed requirements/criteria will serve as the first oyardstick"
available for use by the acquisition community to enable selection
of systems for production based on lowest cost of ownership. FIVR
project engineer Mr. Richard Smith is responsible for this program.
Other papers planned for this conference which document efforts
under this program include, 'Development of a Transparency
Durability Test Criteria: Coupon-Scale Testing and Field Service
Data Analysis," and *Pressure Burst Testing of KC-135 Celestial
Navigation Windows,* both from the University of Dayton Research
Institute.
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A fourth and fifth program *re not shown in Figure 6, but will
be discussed here. One of these programs is not shown in Figure 6
because funding was completed prior to FY93. and the other is not
shown because funding was obtained subsequent to development of the
FY94 F1 TAP.

The fourth program which is associated with Figure 6 is a
Phase 11 Small Business Innovative Research (SIR) program for
stress measurement in structural plastics using acoustic waves. A
field portable device will be delivered which can be used to
non-destructively assess the level of outer fiber stress in
transparencies either during manufacturing, installed on the
aircraft, or removed from service due to some failure. Application
of this device will permit selection of transparency systems which
afford longer service life with respect to crazing, a conmon mode
of failure driven by the level of stress present in structural
plastics. The fIVR project engineer is Mr. Richard Smith, and the
paper planned for this conference to document this effort is
"Stress Measurement in Structural Plastis by Lambda-Critical
Waves" from the Analytic Engineering Company.

The fifth program which is associated with Figure 6 is another
Phase I1 SBIR program, this one for an imbedded or in-place data
recording system which will be demonstrated for an F-16 canopy
system. The microprocessor based system will include numerous
transducers to sense key environmental factors in manufacturing,

-operations, and storage such as temperature, humidity, stress, and
ultraviolet flux. Implementation of this device will permit greater
understanding of the environment aseeno in service. This knowledge
will allow design of more durable transparency systems better able
to survive the service environment. Great potential for dual use
spinoffs are envisioned from this work, such as solid state memory
for personal computers to replace rotating floppy discs. The FIVR
project engineer is Mr. Richard Smith, and the paper planned for
this conference to document this effort is *Transparency Recorder
for Obtaining In-Place Environmental Life History* from Nonvolatile
Electronics Incorporated.

Transparency 2esian Tools/ConceDts Roadmap

Figure 7 shows the F1 TAP Roadmap to develop and validate
design tools and concepts. Application of these "rules and tools'
will reduce the vulnerability of transparency systems in the
hostile natural and combat environments, as well as significantly
reduce cost of ownership. The 'rules and tools" under development
here represent the second generation of methods produced by the
Wright Laboratory. In the 1980's, WL developed and transitioned a
number of stand-alone assessment tools to support transparency
system design such as structural analysis and aerothermodynamic
analysis codes. Now in the 1990's, these tools are being upgraded
and combined into fully integrated systems for concurrent design
which run on affordable engineering workstations. Project personnel
at various levels such as program manager, designer, and engineer-
ing analyst can all employ the new integrated systems to accomplish
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their individual roles as members of the concurrent design and
development team.

r TRANSPARENCY DESIGN TOOLS/CONCEPTS PROGRAM ROADMAP
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Figure 7. Transparency Design Tools/Concepts Program R0i&fap

The first program illustrated in Figure 7, *Directly Formed
Frameless Aircraft Transparency, * is an effort jointly funded from
Program Elements for exploratory development (62201F), and for
engineering development (64609F). The principal product of the
effort is an integrated computer aided tool for the design,
engineering, and manufacturing (CAD/CAE/CAM) of directly formed
frameless aircraft transparencies. This CAD/CAE/CAM tool is called
the Analytical Design Package (ADP), and will be validat-
ed/confirmed via fabrication and extensive ground based testing of
a Confirmation Frameless Transparency (CFT). The CFT moldlines were
derived from the forward portion of the F-16 production canopy, and
testing will address portions of the production specifications for
the F-16 canopy. The technical Program Manager for this program is
Mr. W. R. (Bob) Pinnell; the Program Manager for new business is
Capt R. (Becky) Wagner: the technical lead for the ADP is Mr. Mike
Gran, all of FIVR.
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Many papers have been planned for this conference to document
individual efforts under this program and they include, 'Analysis
of Transparency Panel Shrinkage Characteristics and Their Applica-
.ion to Transparency Mold Design' and *Dimensional Mapping and
Shrinkage Characterization of Large, Thick-Walled, Directly-Formed
Transparent Panels' from Florida International University;
*Mechanical Properties Evaluation of Frameless Transparency
materials,* and 'Bird Impact ResistanCe %valuation of Frameless
Transparency Materialse from the University of Dayton Research
Institute; *Optical Evaluation of Transparencies Utilizing New Test
Apparatus,' 'Development of Directly Formed and Frameless Aircraft
Transparency Technology, An Overview,' and 'Analytical Simulation
of LOw Pressure, Thick Walled Injection Molding of Aircraft
Transparencies* from the Wright Laboratory; 'Injection Molding as
a Direct Forming Method for Aircraft Transparencies" from
Envirotech Molded Products; and "The Use of Computerized Materials
Data in ADP2," and 'Analytical Design Package - ADP2 A Computer
Aided Engineering Tool for Aircraft Transparency Design' from PDA
Engineering.

The second exploratory development program shown in Figure 7,
'Frameless Transparency Technology,' is planned as a competitive
procurement scheduled for FY94 award. Because it is foreseen that
injection molds for complex transparency shapes will need to be
segmented, this program is planned to provide risk reduction having
to do with the "witness lines' which will remain on the
transparency surface as a result of mold segmentation. This program

S............. will explore technologies to either circumvent the -witness line
issue through a one piece mold liner for example, or deal with
witness lines through innovative methods for mold design for
example. The FIVR project engineer is currently Mr. Mike Gran.

The third exploratory development program shown in Figure 7,
"Analysis and Experimental Evaluation,* is an effort to facilitate
the development of WL in-house expertise in the application of
concurrent design tools, not only for directly formed and frameless
transparencies, but also for more conventional transparency
systems. It provides maintenance, and upgrading of software and
hardware systems for concurrent transparency design, as well as
training for users/customers of this technology. The FIVR project
engineer is Mr. Mike Gran.

The fourth exploratory development program shown in
Figure 7, 'Windshield/Canopy Design Technology,' is a competitive
procurement scheduled for FY95 award. This program is essentially
a follow-on program for further development of the Analytical
Design Package (ADP). It will produce an expanded capability for
concurrent design with features like optical performance being
included. The FIVR project engineer is Mr. Mike Gran.

The fifth exploratory development program shown in
Figure 7, 'Balanced Design,' is a competitive procurement scheduled
for FY98 award. This program is planned to *roll up" the Durability
Assessment Methods produced by the programs illustrated in Figure
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6, into the Design Tools produced by the programs illustrated in
Figure 7. The result would be a superset of methods, criteria,
rules, and tools enabling the design of transparency systems
providing acceptable balance between mission compatible performance
and supportability. The FIVR project engineer is Mr. Mike Gran.

The sixth program shown in Figure 7, 'Directly Formed Framed
F-16 Canopy, is planned to transition technology for direct
forming of transparencies to the F-16 system. The program will
develop and quality a form, fit, and function F-16 canopy which
would be directly formed (injection molded), but which would bolt
into the production metal F-16 canopy frame with no modifications
to the frame. This program will provide a preferred spare F-16
canopy offering lower cost of ownership and turn of the century
mission compatible performance. The directly formed framed ?-I6
canopy spare will represent the next opportunity to transition new
transparency technology to the 7-16 fleet, subsequent to the
540 Knot F-16 Canopy program currently being conducted by the
FIVR/Ogden ALC team and discussed later in this paper. A candidate
for funding is the Manufacturing Technology Directorate of the
Wright Laboratory (PE 78011F).

The seventh program shown in Figure 7, *Frameless ?-15
Windshielde is also known within the Air Force as the *Next
Generation Transparency' program. This program will develop and
flight demonstrate a truly frameless ?-15 windshield which offers
lower cost of ownership, and meets turn of the century requirements
for mission compatible performance. The frameless 7-15 windshield
system will represent the next opportunity to transition new
transparency technology to the F-15 fleet, subsequent to the 540
Knot F-15 Windshield program currently being conducted by the
FIVR/Warner-Robbins ALC team and discussed later in this paper. A
candidate for funding is the FY96 6.3 POM.

Transparency Technoloav ODtions Roadman

Figure 8 shows the F1 TAP Roadmap to develop and demonstrate
transparency technology options. These options will reduce
vulnerability in the hostile natural and combat environment to
enhance durability and reduce life cycle costs. The return on
investment in this particular FIV goal area has been extraordinary.
The value of airframes alone which survived what would otherwise
have been catastrophic windshield bird impact incidents exceeds
$750M.
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Figure 8. Transparency Technology options Program Roadmap

The first program shown in Figure 8, *Mission Integrated
Transpa 'rency,* will transition technologies for bird impact
protection and mission based design to the F/A-18 system for the
Navy. Mr. James Terry is currently the program manager for this
effort.

The second program indicated in Figure 8, OInjection Molding
of Electrically Active Transparent Panels," is a research effort to
explore the feasibility of directly forming transparent materials
which are electrically conductive using a low pressure injection
molding process. Lt Erik Joy is the current program manager for
this effort.

The third program in Figure 8, "Windshield/Canopy Development
Program,' comprises multiple projects teaming FIVR with respective
Air Logistics Centers, each developing and validating through
flight test technology options for a specific system. Projects
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currently include an upgraded P-16 canopy, T-38 student windshield,
F-15 windshield, and 8-18 windshield. Current project managers are
Lt Joe Davisson, Lt Joe Coogan, Lt Guy Graening, and Lt Joe Coogan
respectively. The overall program manager is currently Lt Guy
Graening.

The fourth program in Figure 8, 'Birdstrike Resistant Crew
Enclosures Program,* is a contracted program to provide technical
support for the in-house *Windshield/Canopy Development Program.*
The current program manager is Lt Guy Graening.

Transition OQoortunities

A numbsr of transition opportunities are being pursued through
the turn of the century to achieve new levels of mission perfor-
mance while providing iower cost of ownership. From the programs
illustrated in Figure 8, transition opportunities include a T-38
student windshield system with an all composite frame, an F-16
canopy system, an F-15 windshield system, a B-is windshield system,
an F/A-18 windshield system, and abrasion resistant windshield
systems for helicopters.

Two transition opportunities from programs illustrated in
Figure 7 will be highlighted in this paper because they involve
directly formed and frameless aircraft transparencies. The first of
these two transition opportunities is for a directly formed (low
pressure injection molded),fm F-16 canopy. The second
transition opportunity is for a frameless F-15 windshield.

Directly Formed Framed F-16 Canory

Plans for a FY95 start for a program to develop and qualify a
directly formed framed F-16 canopy have been endorsed by critical
transition team members. Figure 9 illustrates the acquisition
strategy developed to date for this program. The F-16 Systems
Program Office (IWSM) has provided written coiwitment to implement
the system after qualification. The Ogden Air Logistics Center has
provided written commitment to acquire the qualified system as a
preferred spare. SENTAR approval of the formal Technology
Transition Plan has been obtained with WL/FtVR identified for
overall technical program direction.

Sacramento Air Logistics Center has provided written
com•,itment to acquire in-house engineering design expertise, and to
provide program management. Potential investors indicating interest
in providing program funding inclode ASC/SMT (RAMTIP), and WL/MT
(Manufacturing Technology). The qualified spare canopy resulting
from this program will offer $200M cost of ownership savings over
the remaining life of the F-16 fleet. Consistent, high quality
optics; state-of-the-art abrasion resistant coatings; and 210'
century mission compatible performance will be provided.
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Figure 9. Strategy for Directly Formed Framed F-16 Canopy

Frameless F-I5 Windshield

Plans for a FY96 program start to develop and qualify a
frameless F-15 windshield system are gaining support. Figure 10
illustrates current acquisition strategy for this program. SENTAR
approval of the Technology Transition Plan (TTP) has been obtained
with WL/FIVR identified for program management. Potential investors
include SAF/AQ providing 6.3 funding for the effort. Headquarters
Air Combat Command has invited briefings on the program, and has
been given the opportunity to sign the TTP. The qualified spare
F-15 windshield resulting from this program will offer $75M cost of
ownership savings over the current production design for the
remaining life of the F-15 fleet, along with turn of the century
mission compatible performance.

Transition Strategv

Wriaht Laboratorv.Technoloav Transition Manaaement Process

Figure 11 illustrates the novel technology transition
management process developed within FIVR for aircraft
transparencies. This management process is discussed in detail in
another paper planned for this conference titied, *Acquisition
Management of Consumable Technology Utilizing a Novel Technology
Transition Process,* from Wright Laboratory. This process is
product oriented, customer driven, and hinges on a team approach to
solving user problems.
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Figure 10. Strategy for Frameless F-15 Windshield
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IExistina Teams

Effective teams are in place and functioning for a number of
programs validating conventional or evolutionary technologies.
These teams are working programs already discussed such as the T-38
windshield, F/A-IS windshield, 5-13 windshield, F-16 canopy, and
F-13 windshield.

luturg TeAM

Teams are currently in the process of being formed and
strengthened for other FIVR programs validating truly revolutionary
technologies such as direct forming processes, and frameless design
concepts. Candidate systems for transition of direct forming
technology include the F-16 canopy as already discussed, and the
F-22 for which a non-uniformly thick injection molded canopy could
enable significant weight savings. Candidate systems for transition
of frameless technology include the ?-15 as already discussed, and
new acquisition programs.

Suaaested Business Strateaies

Considerable dialogue regarding possibilities for new bu.iness
strategies within the aircraft transparency community is resulting
from WL efforts in directly formed and frameless transparency
technology. More dialogue will be necessary to put effective
teaming arrangemeots in place to achieve the significant payoff
offered by this revolutionary -technology to the Air Force, and-
ultimately to the US taxpayers.

Conversations for possibilities to date regarding teaming for
directly formed and frameless transparency technology application
have suggested the business strategy illustrated in Figure 12.

Engineering organizations at airframe companies, research
centers, and Air Logistics Centers may become the principal users
of the inexpensive but powerful integrated computer aided Orules
and tools* for design, engineering, and manufacturing. The
transparency vendor industry may provide integration expertise to
develop directly formed structural shells into complete systems
meeting balanced requirements for mission performance and
supportability. New team members which have not historically been
part of the transparency technology community may emerge as
subcontractors to traditional transparency vendors. Subcontracted
tasks might include injection mold design and fabrication, as well
as production injection molding.

A significant portion of the investment for this new
technology will be borne by the Air Force, and provided for use by
development teams in the form of Government Furnished Equipment and
Support. The Computer Aided Design, Engineering, and Manufacturing
tools, along with training and maintenance for these tools forms
the 'backbone' of the FIVR investment portfolio for the future as
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"already discussed. The goat in this arena is to employ only
Commercial Off The Shelf '*OTS) software, fully supported by the
software industry.

" INTEGRATED COMPUTER AIDED DESION/ENGINkERING/MANUr .ACTURING
- AIRFRAME COMPANIES
- AIR LOGIStICS CENTERS
- RESEARCH CENTERS

"• SYSTEM INTEGRATION
- TRANSPARENCY VENDORS

"" INJECTION MOLD DESIGN/FABRICATION/MOLDING
- MOLD DESIGN/MOLDING HOUSES

- COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN/ENGINEERING/MANUFACTURING RULES/TOOLS
- AIR FORCE (COMMERCIAL OFF THE SHELF SOFTWARE)

- HARDWARE (INJECTION MOLDS/HEATING & COOLING PLANTS)
- AIR FORCE (GOVERNMENT FURNISHED EOUIPMENT)

• RISK REDUCTION TECHNOLOGIES (MOLD LINERS)
- AIR FORCE (EXPLORATORY DEVELOPMENT)

Figure 12. Suggested Business Strategies for Application of
Directly Formed and Frameless Transparencies

Other examples of Government furnished equipment include large
scale heating and cooling systems for thermal control of injection
molds. The current heating and cooling system available from FIVR
has been sized for large, one-piece transparencies such as the F-16
or F-22 canopies. Injection molds for systems which are
successfully qualified such as the F-16 canopy, and F-15 windshield
will be available for production phases of work.

in addition, continuing investment in risk reduction
technologies are also part of the FIVR investment portfolio for
this technology area. Concepts such as one-piece mold . 4ners for
use with segmented molds to avoid witness lines on mold&,-" articles
will be explored. Alternate direct forming 9rocesse&. such as
coinjection molding for laminated structures, and casting will be
studied. Useful results will be folded in on-going system
development and qualification programs.
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The FIVx vision for application ef directly formed and
frameless aircraft transparency technology (centers on collaboration
with industZy to reflne preliminary business strategies. Figure 13
shows 4 number of key issues which need to be dealt with to achieve
win/win solutions to potential problems.

SDEVICLOPMENT Or WORKABLE SCHEME$ FOR TEAMING

- EXPERIENCED VENDORS FOR CONVENTIONAL SYSTEMS

- NEW TEAM MEMBERS FOR MOLD OESIGN/MOLDINO

- AIR FORCE SMALL LOT BUYS VS LARGE MOLDING PRODUCTION RUNS

- IMPACT OF STORING LARGE NUMBERS OF SPARtS

- ECONOMICS OF MOLDING SMALL NUMBERS OF ARTICLES

Figure 13. Directly Formed and Frameless Aircraft Transparency
Technology Application Issues

One issue needing further resolution is the development of
-workable schemes for teaming among airframe houses -transparency

vendors, and new team members such as injection mold designers or
fabricators and molding companies.

A second issue revolves around the aircraft transparency
coumunity practice to date of producing relatively small lots of
new or spare systems; e.g., a recent B-13 windshield system spares
buy was for about 30 windshields. Historically, it has been conmmon
"practice in the injection molding industry to produce relatively
large numbers of a particular article in any one production run.
Many issues related to this apparent conflict of scales need to be
explored fully, such as the impact of storing large numbers of
spares, or the economics of injection molding relatively small
numbers of production articles in a single run.

FIVR is eager to work with other team members to acquire
customer or user endorsements for planned programs, and to obtain
investor coammitments. The ultimate goal of the *We Do Windows Gangs
in Wright Laboratory is to produce superior weapons systems which
enable US forces to fly, fight, and win.

FIVR extends invitations to every organization which has an
important role to play in achieving these goals: key companies and
organizations which have been long standing members of the aircraft
transparency system development commiunity, as well as capable new
team members who can contribute to the development of revolutionary
new transparency systems for 2 1 " century.
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ADVANCED TRANSPARENCY DEVELOPMENT
FOR USAF AIRCRAFT'

Michael P. Bouchard LU. Joseph C. Davisson
Associate Research Engineer Aerospace 1'rgineer
University of Dayton Research Institute USAF/WL/FIVR
Dayton, Ohio Wright-Patterson APO, Ohio

ABTAM C objectives, including meeting the USAF's "444"

The development of advanced aircraft performnce and supportability goal (maintain mission
transparencies which meet USAF 1995-2()00 mission performance requiements for a minimum of 4 years,
requirments is described and illustrated. The key after which the trensparency can be changed out in 4
1995.2000 mission requirements am first iWntified. hours by 4 technicians), retaining optical compatibility
A review of available birdatrike test data is than with emerging HUD (Head-Up Display) and night
prsented. This review demonsates that the vision goggle technologie., and providing a path for
birdstuike requirement can be met with current incorporation of protection against emerging combat
technology. Based on the review, a set of design hazard threats, such as lasers. The canopies must
guidelines is given for improved bird impact continue to meet all current specifications for mold
resistance while meeting the additional future line, weight, fit, and so forth2 Designs must also be
requirements. Subscale coupon testing to scrmen affordable and competetively procurable.
potential lamirnam for impact resistance and to obtain
mechanical properties for use in finite element A thorough engineering approach toward
analysis (FPA) is then given. The mechanical advanced transparency development is presented.3 In
properties of transparency polymeric materials have brief, the aprosch consists of (1) review of
been found to be sensitive to atrain rates, necessitating available birdstrike test data to obtain insight into the
the tesn to ensure accurate results in subsequent FEA. current state of the at and to develop guidelines for
Nonlinear dynamic FEA for final analytic bird impact improved bird impact resistance; (2) design laminates
evaluation is described neL This task utilizes the which follow the birdstrike design guidelines of step
recently-developed X3D explicit FPA code which (I) and provide the flexibility to incorporate
provides strain rate-dependent material properties, technologies which will ment the other design
direct modeling of the bird, element and ply failure requirements: (3) fabricate and test subaae coupons
criteria. and rapid turnaound on workstation and to sca" potential laminaft for impact resistance and
mainframe computers. Final design selection in view to obtain mechanical properties at high strain rat for
of their ability to meet all design requirements is use in finite element analysis (FEA,, (4) perform
described. Full scale fabrication and testing ae nonlinear explicit dynamic FEA for f!nal analytic bird
underway, with initial findings presented herein, impact evaluation; (5) select the best designs in view

of all design requirements; (6) fabricate prototype
L INTRODUCTION advanced trenspurencies, and (7) perform full-scale

Many of the windshield and canopy birdstrike. durability, and flight tests. Steps (1) - (S)
(transprec) systems developed for current USAF have been completed, with Steps (6) antd (7) currently
cobet aircraft were designed primarily foA the high in progres.
altitude air-to-air role. Projections for 1995-2000
missions forecast an increased birdatrike risk due to IL TEST DATA RIEW
a greater frequency of high speed, low altitude flights. All of the available canopy bird impact test
In response. programs have been initiated to develop data were compiled into one volume along with an
advanced transparency systems capable of providing engineering interpretation of their significance for
mission-ompatble bird impact protection. These improved birdatrike protection. 4 The compilation and
programs address additional 199S2000 mission review considered canopy stiffness. bird impact

Originally published as AIAA P No. 93-1391 with same title In proceedinps for 34th Stmctures. Structual

Dynamics and Materials Conference April 19-21. La Jolla, CA.
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capability. laminate construction, HUD effect and .WviC life is expet to (W96t any increaIe in the
canopy weight. The meet impect-reisitat laminotee twat tWf the advanced canopie.
were found to ncorporme at least O.S in of
polycarbona ranging hor one to three plia. Based 11L IAMINATE IMA T V=
on deflections at the pilot's heed postition, laminated At the time the program was initiated,
polycarbonate.acylic designs were found to be as successful determination and comparison of laminated
stiff as monolithic polycarbonate designs of canopy bird impact resistance using FEA technology
comparable thicknes The HUD proved to be a entailed a fairly high uncetainty, Primary reaons for
critical factor in canepy bird impact capability the uncertainty were the limited availability of high-
beauase contact with the canopy during bird impact priced computing power, and the lack of appropriate
could cause catastrophic fracture of the unprotected material properties and failure models for input into
structural ply. HUD contact was found to limit the the PEA models, which would affect the accuracy of
monolithic polyearboune impact capability to 400 the results (me Sectio IV), Some experimental
knots. Canopy weight was also determined to be an means was needed to pare down the potentially large
Important issue. with the allowable being 139.5 analysis MAtri to Only the Most promising designs.
pounds, typial woights for Monolithic and
laminated canopin being. taspectively. 136 and 130 The experimental method selectd was a
pounds. Due to the HUD contact and weight high-mrae three-point beam teat (Figure 1), which
limitation the monolithic polycarbonate canopy was provided a relatively inexpensive means of evaluating
judged to be limited to its curent 0.75 inch
configuration, with 400 knot impact resistance, while
laminated canopies appeared to allow for some
growth in thickness and weight, permitting impact
resistance of at lest M0 knots.ma

Base on fth revriew findings, design
guidelines for the development of an advanced canopy

. capable of successfully resistinga high speed impact -------
(in this case, 540 knots) with a four pound bird were
then developed. In brief, these guidelines
recommended a laminat polycarbone canopy o."f w' "
construction, which includes a single main structural
polycarbone ply (for improved optics over multi. Figure 1. Thre..Point Beam Test Setup.
structural ply designs) at least 0.5 inch thick.

emerging advanced aaionredst a static drain
coatings applied to a thin outboard polycaironate ply, the impact redstance of various laminated
and an inboard polycarboesae or cast acrylic inner ply configurations. The method, which used beam
to promect the main ply from direct contut with the geometry from ASTM-F736. employed MTS
HUD during bird impact. The current laminated servohydraulic test equipment.5  The test was
canopy has the main polycarbonate ply but does not performed at high loading nose velocities (2000 and
incorporate an inner protective ply. In addition, cast 40.000 in/min), resulting in nominal strain rates of up
acrylic is used for the outer ply of the current to 130 in/in/see in the ply materials, which wa in the
production laminated canopy and is subject to crazing range of strain rates experienced by full-scale
and craciting, which generats a substatlal cost canopies subjected to birdstrike." The test thus
penalty in comparison to the desired four year service provided a measure of a laminate's ability to resist
life. impact conditions akin to that of bird impact.

,lesign which follow then guidelines will The test ranked impact performance of
not only mnee the bird impact requirement, but will prototype laminates relative to current production
also meet durability, weight. optics, and fit laminates on the basis of peak sustained load. total
requirements. In addition, the polycarbonate outer ply absorbed energy, ad failure mode. Figure 2 presents
provides a means for later incorporation of combat typical load-displacement curves for a curent
hazard protection (application of coatings ad/or production laminate and a prototype laminate. The
substitution of new ply materials) as those prototype laminate is seen to absorb 40% more energy
technologies are developed. Finally, the increase in (area under the load-displacement curve) and sustain
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ownw Leue. fraite evraw~wi property account for the rate dependencies.
- - -- - - - -Unfortunately. little rate-dependent esting of the

mateials of interest has been performed and very
- - -~- - -little data is available in the open literature. Such

teeting Is not straightforward because of wave
-* pPOPagation phenomena aNd high elongations of soms

of the materials.

""MIS servohydrauli test appeamius was used
- - -- - because high was rate (loading veloctitles) could be

ftur 2.Typial ighRaftBean LA -Stoke to 100 inininsecY9 Polycarbonate sa-cast acylie.an
Curves.polyurenthaae samnplee were testeid The gpal of the

polycarbonaew snd acylic tensile test was to obtain
the enr tireswo-wtain curve for various saInO rates,
while for the urethane tensile tests the goal was to
obtain dhe tensile modulus for various strain rates.

13% more peak load tham the production laminate. Tensile specimens for polycarbonwt and Wcylic (mini
The tests demonstrated that five laminates exhibited round tensile rod) and urethane (flat dogbone) ame
significantly greater performance than the current shown in Figures 3 and 4. Orips used were screw-in
production laminate. One laminate, which had
utilized as-cast acrylic as the main structural ply
sandwiched between two thin polycarbonatle plies, was
considered unacceptable due to fracture of the acrylic
ply and subsequent loss of energ absoorption. 0
Another laminate exhibited outer ply delamination,
with marginal impact performance. The tes results
also indicated that polycarbonaew outer plies generally
showed better impact resistance than acrylic oute
plies when tension-loaded because the polycarbonaN 7eNo
deformed plastically comparvid to the cast acrylic,
which exhibited brittle fracture. In compression, the
impact resistance of polycarbonte and acylic outer
plies was comparable because the acrylc. though it r~p 3. ycabonate &Acrylic Tensle Sample
fractured, tended to have its pieces pushed together,
providing load resistance. There was no significant AUSWM 0 1421 TypeL 3pe"~s
difference in impact resistance between two-slructural. ."i
polycarbonate-ply and singlasrctural-polycarbonate. -t
ply designs. In view of thisremuit.and due to the
increased fabrication costs and nmor challenging
optics associated with two-structuralpl~y designs, It
was recommended that laminate Incorporate a singlee-ta
polycarboate structural ply. n

IV, HIGH RATS H&MAT"A 729MIG
Tests to determines meshmalcal properties of

Indiviidoal ply materials were conducted sent. 71e AST 041 Tp 0 Tw Spesbnmw
re pt, - to dynmic loadingl of the polymeric:
nm isat;l "yWially used to fabricate airraft F M4 w wT111111014

traspcaenis cans be highly Wtain raft dependent.'
Accurfte FDA prediction of ManspeenY responses to
bird Impact therefore requires accurate stain rate- for doe rads, Mo~tion hur tdo D 412 doghons, and
dependent material properties as Input data along shoulder for the D 1822 doghboses. The desired atrain
with appropriate material models in the FEA code to rates were scblb.rod by using a short gage length
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(SineaialU stanin rats is essentially the pull velocity the inferlayers utilized the simple torsion formula for
divided by gape length). which was designed into the a circular thin hollow tube while linear static finite
rods and the D 1822 dogbooes while for the 0 412 element analysis was used to redu.:* the polycurbonate
dogbones It was achieved by "choking up" on the teat and acrylic results due to the more complex g amertry
section with the iction grips. Very small (0.031 (the radius to relieve stress concentration) and because
iwac grid length) axisily-aligned strain gages were the compliance of the grip section of the samples was
boede to the sie of selected rod gage sections to not insignificant compared to that of the gage rection.
tnOWlzo strin. AWSataometn WOWe similarly used for Due to the simplification; impose by the linear static
seslected dolbone samples. T1he stride gages were analysis (inertial off""t Ms negligible, material
Eectlve at all sMein rafts. The inerad& of the properties are rate independent and homogeneous), the
exaensometren precluded their use for teat rates above reduced data for the highest strain rate are first
to in/sec. necessitating; Wscln Of Measured strain. approximations of the true Values.
displacement curves to the high rate displacement
time historeks. Poisson rawi test were conducted for

polycarbonate and acrylic. A 2x version of the
The goal of the sheow tests was to obtain ASTM D 1822 Type L sample geometry wan used

sheaw modulus of each of the test materias6 as it (Figure n)~ with a * 90' rossette bonded to the cente
function of strain rate. A torsional shear teat of the gage section to monitor strains. The samples
configuration utilizing an MT7S tension-torsion teste were pulled using an MTS tension teste and
was chosen for these tests. Sample geometries, which shoulderstyle gripe.
appea in Figures 5 and 6. use a square planforin for

* em a se

3 1?5 L-g
I%= alycrboaft crylc Sear ampl.gnre 7. Poisson Ratio Sample.

0~w 5.4 *.Scar oa Ta Acerei Sheacte todeerin te ul

modulus of the various 
bulykaeras icesm

SWO mem W

OR&dLAVW* fta-===

Figure 6. Interlayer ShwSample.

Insertion Into the aluminum fixture blocks and a thin
annular test section. 7he test section thickness wan
sized to obtain the desired high strain rates. while the
diameter and width wan sized to meet torque figures1. Bulk Modulus Fixture.
limitations of the test equipment Data reduction for
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of the PEA material models require this input. The handbook values (0L39 versus 0.36 handbook).12

bulk modulus describes the resistance of a material to Poissfon ratio for acrylic decreased with Incrasing
hyrsaipressoure. The lack ofan appropriate bulk stai rate (from 0.37 stafti to 0.33 at 44 intintsee).

material model has in the past, undet the action of This compares, to a 0.35 handbook value.12 jU
bird impact pretssurs allowed an PEA structural ply elasti modulus for the urethane interlayer materials
to squeeze an adjacent interlayer inside-out. increased with Increasing strain ratef. Note that
permitting the strctual ply to move down into the interlayer materials are more acmuately charaicterized
next structura ply. The teat technique used was the as viscoelastic: rather than elautic so that material
Mawsoka.Maxwell cylinder and piston (see Figure descriptions odhe than elasti modulus wre mnun
$).to The bMT machine pushes the rod into the appropriate. as discussed below.
cylindrical sample, causing it to deform against the
eand and side walls of the fixture Bulk modulus is The final step was to fit approprate PEA
the slope of the pfessurewdilatation curve. Pressure material models to the test data (Note that othe
was taken to be the ratio of the SMS measured load limited data for poflycarbonate and at-ast acrylic
to the cross-sctional ame of the hole in the fixture. weae also used in determining the material constants
Dilatation is the change in volume divided by the for these models.) The PELA code being used (X30D.
origna voluume Assuming the hole diameter see Section V) provided two- useful material models
remained constant during the test, dilatation was for the plate elements to be used. For acrylic and
computed as the change in sample length (equal to the polycarbonate. the "elastic-plustic, raw-sensitive
hMS measured displacement) divided by the original isotropic mateari model was chosen. This is a
-ape length. simple bilinear elafstic-plastic; streses-strain model with

strain-rate-vaying yield poinL For acrylic, the rae
Sample tensile satres-strain curves fbr parameters were set to turn off the yield point strain

polycarbonate at two strain rates me shown in Figure rate dependency. The material models and material
9. As is expected for glsasy polymers the constants for polycarbonate and acrylic ares given in

Tables I and IL Urethane was treated as a
Polycerbonate Tension Test Results "viscoelastic material with failure." Thsmoe

thma StithRA itw 0.1 a 100 in/in/0 allows specification of the bulk modulus and rate
14 ---- aa-- sensitive show (deviatoric) responsfe. The material

Lwow T" Ta L Polycarbonate Material Model.

WO - ý -aera - . jL~d: Blastic-Plastic. Raw-Sensitive

-p - dest - 0.4-ln: -i 1" ind-s - 3U -as

5.1 ~ fOV v. a5 6. 555 . . I1 Polss adrtoa 0.39 *4

VIpn 9e. Polycarbonate Stress-Strain Versus Strain (110 quasi-stati yield a 7140 psi
Rawe W1. hardeIng slope - X6.1 kal

D ainverse of raftesensitivity scaie factor = 196=0
p ainverse of rate sensidvity exponent a 12

polycarbonate tentsile modulus is found to be mildly au a Wdultmt so=es = 13000 psi
varying with strain rate and mome sensitive to
(decrasing with) strain level, while the yio.-ld and where O ay I* dA)~
ultimate wtength ame strongly sensitive to (Increase
with) strain rawtI.I The as-cast acrylic, in contrast to At IS stan;, value varie considerably with smain
polycarbonate. showed strong dependence of modulus (seO text)
with strain rate as well as strain. No significant At 0.1IS Wtain
plastic deformation was observed, and the ultimate
(fracture) point was essentially invariant with strain
fale. Shear modulus data for polycarbonate, and as. model and maueria: constants wre given In Table Ml.
cast acrylic were found to folow trends similar to The methoda and results discussed above
those of the tensile data. Poissorn ratio was essentially represent a "firs-Order" attempt at characterizing the
constant for polycarbonate and higher than typical strain raw-dependent behavior of aircraft transparency
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Table U. As-CAst Acrylic Material Model.
progifin and fast execution on the wide variety of

ggji~l Elastic-Ptastic. RateSensiive UNIX-based workstation and mainfirame computers.1'

p * density - 0.043 lbrin3  X3D's advanced f.~aurs enabled engineers
11 *tensle modulus =450 ksi tomxl the entire iastrike system, ncluding the

vaPoisson radion * 0.35 '-* cnow". the HUD. and the bird. as she-.'n in Figure
0' 0 quasi-static yield 0 am2 psi 10. In the past. ad hoc estimations of bird toads,
ýohardenin slope a 8000 ksu
Oka utltimate sermrs a 1600 psi

At 2% strain, varies considerably with strain and
strain rate (see text)

SAt 0.05% strain; average of static and high stai
rawe values (0.37. 0.33 respectively)

Tawl NIll Urethane Mateia Momel

LM~da Mde: Viscoelastic Material with Univew.'
Pressure-Volume Behavior

p = density a 0.037 lbrin3  Figure It. X30~ PEA Model of Canop, Cu) HUD),
K a linear bulk modulus -a 400 kal an Bird.
On ,a equilibrium shear modulus a 830 psi

qa instantaneous slhow modulus a 3400 psi
a decay constant = 10 based on bird impact tests on pressure plate were

require&"5 The canopy model consisted of laminated
where Gz)*On +(Ch-Ogp*)e t =dm%, - "I ellements with shear correction factonsto account
03(t) = stress relaxation fucto for nonlinear strain distribution through the canopy

thickness due to the large differences in stiffness
0 Values can vary considerably with polymer between sutrctural and interlayer plies, The HUt)
formulation model consisted of aluminum plate elements with

adjustments made to match the static and free
vibration beading response of the full-scale HUD) (see

materials. Other eW'n are being conducted to refine HUD Validation below). T1he bird model consisted of
doe test methods, to vedffy and expand the material tetrahedral elements which provided stable mesh
database, to develo more accurate material models, behavior without the need to resor to an lBulerisa
and to incorporate the effects of temperature. The description or free4..grangian model (disconnected-
results of these efforts will be documented and discrete ball elements). 16 Symmetry and rigid wall
presented in future forums in a continuing effort to conditions were imposed on the plane containing the
make such information available to the aircraft Canopy Ceaeterline. so that only half of the Canopy,
transparency community. HMt) and bird were directly modeled

V. DIM2 IMPACT ANALYSIS To validate the system, a series of six full
Nonlinear dynamic impact FEA using scale birdstnike test shots were conducted to compare

UDR1's recently-develope X30 explicit nonlinear with identical baseline simulations in X30. The
dynamic FEA program provided the final inalytical approach consisted of first focusing on each
evaluation of the bird impact resistance of the component model (canopy, HUD, or bird) individually
prototype canopies.13 X3D employs the latest in PEA and then validating the component models together as
technology for nonlinear Impact dynamics, including a system.
explicit time integration of the solution, large
displacements, finite strains, advanced nonlinear Canopy and Bird Mo-del Validation
(including viscoelastic) material models. element and The objective of the first two shots in the test
ply failure, direct modeling of the bird, good series was to validate the canopy and bird models.
Integration with the PATRAN pre. and poisprocessing The test set up consisted of a production P. 16 canopy
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installed on the P-16 table top test fixture. A HUD Furthe validation of the X3D bird model
was not included in the configuration so that was also accoomplished. The X3D bird material
caopy/bird interaction could be isolated. The impact model requires input of bird strength, which was
velocity for both shots was 350 'knots using a 4 pound unknown. However, the bird strength affects the bird
chicken and impact locations on the canopy centerline breakup patter Bird mass distribution data was
at Fuselage Station (F.S.) 113.5 and F.S. 99 therefoure collected during the birdstrike tests by
respectively. Validation was accomplished by plotting mounting a steel "bird catcher" device just aft of the
a time history of the experimental and PEA canopy pilot's head psition. The r x 3' steAl box was
deflection at selected points along the centedine. divided into 24 6" x" cell. Squars• of aluminum
Experimental deflection at these points was captured honeycomb structure wee placed in each cell to
by using two internally mounted cameras operating at mtain bird debris, The weight of each square was
5000 frames pet second and then reducing the data recon;ed prior to and after bird impact testing. and the
using a film analyzer and thu triangulation net bird debris cplculatd. X3D analysis showed that
technique.1" a fairly weak bird best matched the experimental bird

breakup pattern. The bird model, which was an
Deflection daa was used to fine tune the elastic-plastic material with discontinuous pressue

canopy and bird models (primarily by adjusting the volume behavior, is given in Table IV.
bird *failure strength," which affected momentum
transfer to the canopy and therefore canopy Table IV. Bird Material Model.
deflection). Once confidece in the canopy and bird
models was established, efforts turned to the addition Material Model Elastic-Plastic with Discontinuous
of the HUD model to the system. Pressure-Volume Behavior

W Vaidation P0 a initial density a 0.0343 lbin 3

A HUD, structurally equivalent to the K, a linear bulk coefficient a 337 ksi
production version, was used in the next two shots of X2 n quadratic bulk coefficient a 719 ksl
the test series. Aluminum blocks were installed on K3 a cubic bulk coefficient a 2020 ksi
the inside of the HUD chassis (avionics box) to KT - linear bulk modulus in tensloni - 1000 peL
simulate the mass, center of gravity, and moment of 0 n shear modulus a 30 ksi
inertia of the production HUD. Anticipating that the 0- yield strength - 3000 psi
combiner assembly would be damaged during the first W- hardening slope - 300 psi
shot, a spate combiner was fabricated using a design Ou a ultimate strength a 3100 psia
engineered to be structurally equivalent to the
production item. The objective of these shots was to where p a ZKi', s1.-3, p - pmsureu% a p/p0.1
validate the HUD model and its effect on the system.
Current production canopies were used in both tests * 3100 psi Save good deflection correlation; 3010
with a 350 knot4 pound bird impact at lrc•ion R.S gSave god bird debris distribution correlation
99 for the first shot and F.S. 113.5 for the r.rond.

Prior to bird impact testing, the static and Deflection data was used to make final
free vibration bending response of the fIll-scale HUD refinements in the HUD. canopy, and bird models.
were measured. The static bending response of the Figure I I shows correlation between experimental
HUD wu obtained by considering the HUD as a deflection data and an identical X3D simulation.
cantilever beam, hanging a steel block of known mums
at the free end. and measuring the vertical System Model Confirmation
displacement at the load application point. The free The find two shots of the test series served
vibration bending response of the 1UD was than to validate the model of the entire system (canopy,
determined by manually exciting the HUD and bird, and HUD) while demonstrating X3D's reliability
reading the fundamental bending natural frequency under diffrent impact conditions, including the
from a Fast Fourier Transform analyzer rerding the velocity, impact point, canopy thickness, and canopy
response of an accelerometer attached to she HUD. laminate confiuration. A three-ply canopy was used
Simi'e analyses of the FEA HUD model were as the test article in the first shot aid a two-ply
perfon'red using NASTRAN, with density and canopy In ahesecond.
modulus adjustments being made to the HUD to
match the experimental response. The cockpit setup consisted of h HUD and a

Se
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AMC 9Wt 1072 ms X30 N as1 sa design tool.
Me PL Y. anPL amk U s"I"

W - Before evaluating prototype designs, a
determinat ion of tie critics! HUD type (i.e.. the HUD)

U ~ ~ ,- -that allows the most deflaction at the pilos head

- during a itd~rke) waesmade using X3D. The

maig it Ioneffective Isattenuating oanopy

, ~comparative simulation between the two HUD) types
1 3 4 a weshownin Fgure 13. This comparison sarved as

Figur It. X3D Versus EU 4.mantal Deffection the rationale for using the CAD HUD in the X31)
71aHsois design analysis and in 540 knot birtistrike testing on

F""oyp canopies.

MAS5ULENI ONt CANOY PI

*quick look" device installed in the cockpit at the
pilot's head position (P.S. 140) to ensure that the N

requirment (atno mm, 'than = .inches of canopy-
deflaction was met. The bead location is critical as
excessive deflection could result in an incapacitating s
piOW inMry Idenica Impact velocities (500 knots)
and impact points (P.S. 113.5) were maintained for Ml-
each shoL -A"

pound bird impact at 5S0 knowi anid in both tests the Frgur 13. Influence of HUD Presence and Type on
HUD was shown to play a key role in attenuating Canpy Deflection at Pilot's Head.

caoydeflectin

Deflection data oktained! from the test was
in goo agreement with an X3D) simulation using X32 Pmtovtm Canoo Evaluation
Idential parameesm as shown in Figure 12. X3D's relatively small memory requirements

(due to explicit time integration) WAn laminated plate
elements permitted overnight turnaround of completes

X50 MLAION F AIC 30? 050analyses out to 20 msec (approximately 40.000 time
- .- - - - - ~steps) on UNIX workstations. Previous codes. using

Implicit time integration required 1.3 weeks of
calendar time to perform the same task on a CRAY

si.- -supercomputer. Because of the tremendous
-6 improvement in turnaround times, )OD was utilized

I as a design tool to evaluate the performance of

js A' -1 - - several prototypes for fabrication.

LII ~ I 1U canopy design guidelines (Section 11)
. ~ - - * nd laminated beam test results (Section lfl) were

used to select canopy prototypes for X3D evaluation.
11gW% 12. Deflection Comparison Betwveen X317 A total of too simulations were conducted at an
P-16 System Model and Birdsuike Test Results. Impact velocity of 540 knots. A mix of two-ply and

three-ply canopies were evaluated along with the
This correlation confirmed the accuracy of the system current production canopy. All three-ply designs and
model and served as the basis foDr proceeding with the two of the two-ply designs passed the 54 knot
evaltsation of 540 knot prototype canopies using X30 birdstrike simulation. Two of the simulations showed
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excessive deflection of a the pilot's head (one of transparency systems.
those was a simulation of a 540 knot birdstrike to the
currnt production canopy). In addition. the beam test method was demonstrated

to be an effetve meam of screening potential canopy
IT. JL = FABRICATION AND •laminates for impact resistance.

After taviewing the results of the 540 knot/4
pound bird impact simulation. prototypes were .RECOATO
selected for fabrication. The selection strategy The following item m recommended as a
balanced short and long term objectives to find a result of th work completed:
suitable mix between risks. cost, and technical
requirements. To satisfy an immediate requirement I. Pull-scale prototype canopies should be fabricatd
for increased birdstrike protection and an extended and durability, birdsuilks and flight tests should
service life, two.ply canopies with advanced be conducted (fabrication is already underway).
environmental coatings were selectadt Three-ply 2. Continue development and valdation of the X3D
canopy designs wee selected to meet the longer term code to make it a thoroughly reliable and
objective of providing flexibility to incorporate accurate tool for transpeuney design.
combat hardening echnologies as they mature (by 3. Continue to develop an openly-available literature
applying advanced coatings to or substituting source of high strain rate mechanical properties
advanced materials for the outer ply). for transpamcy materials.

To date, one set of thoe-ply prototypes has ACKNOWIDEMENTS
been received for bird impact testing. The firm full. This work represents the combined efforts of a team
scale canopy fabricated passed the 540 knot/4 pound that includes the USAF (Air Combat Command
bird impact test as predicted by X3D. Fighter Requirements, Ogden Air Logistics Center,

Wright Leborowry, P-16 System Program Office, and
The capabilities of X31 and the experience Arnold Engineering Development Center), Industry

gained in this design process are currently being used (General Dynamics, Texutar, PM, Sierracin, and
in the development of other advanced combat aircraft --. Pilklngtons and Academia (University of Dayton

"a ency systems. Research Institute).

3U- CONqCLUSIONS RFRN•

i1h effort described herein advanced the
state-of-the art in aircraft transparency design in four 1. Smith, Maj. Gee R. D.. Keynote address for
major * un Conference on Aempac Transparent Materials

and EclMuMs, Montey. CA. 16-20 January.
1. The technical approach described In this paper 1989.

increased the bird impact resistance of a fighter
transparency system above 500 knots for the firs 2.. _ "Critical Item Development Specification
time in fighter aircraft transparecy design for F-16 A/MB,= Transpuenciss." Genern
history. Dynamics Specification No. 16ZXM0211 Revision

2. The X3D explicit PEA code was demonstrated to A, Fort Worth, TX, December 1985.
be an efficient and accurate computational tool,
with timely throughput using UNIX workstations, 3. Bouclued, h. P., T. W. Held, and W. IL
and therefore suitable for usn as an inoegW port Bivimidl, "Development of an Advanced P-16
of the design process. This is in contrast to put A/ Forward Canopy," UDR-TR-92-88,
experience with implicit codes which have University of Dayton Remeach Institute, Dayton,
required the use of supercomputers, and therefore OH, to be published.
were more suiteble for final evaluation at the end
of th design process. 4. Boucmb"d M. P., "F-16 500 Knot Canopy

3. An openly-available literature soume of high Development Desp Reoommendations," UDR.
"sain rate mechantcal and material models wos T1-19-16, University of Dayton Research
Initiated for Increased accuracy In forute FEA Ist Dayton, OH, August 1989.
design work.

4. This effort highlighted the need to consider the S. _._ "Standard Practice for Impact Resistance
HUD as an integral put of "birdproof of Monolithic Polycarbonamn Sheet by Manm of
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a Failing Weigt." ASTM-P73 American 16. Wnuhard. M. P.. R. A. Brockman. Od T. W.
Society for Testing nd Materials, Philadelphia. HeKl "A PreF-Lagrangian Model for Soft-Body

PA, October 1981. Impact Analysis," paper pesented at the 16th
Annual Mini-Symposium on Aerospace Science

6. Greene. F. IL "Testing for Mechanical Properties and Technology, Dayton. OH, 29 March 1990.

of Monolithig and Laminated Polycarwatsis
Materials. Pant 1. Test Reults and Analysis." 17. . -e Trianagulatioe Programe Z248 OW

AFPDL-TR.71l96 PatS i, Air Force Flight BASIC User's Guide," Sofre"h, I-w.. Fairba
Dynamics Laboratories, Wright-Panterm Air OH. 1987.
For* BSa OH, October 1978.

7. Rhodes. 0. F.. "Damping. Static, Dynamic, and
Impact CUaatertistics of Laminated Beams
Typical of Windshield Construction." AFFDL-
TR-76-156. Air Forme Flight Dynamics
Laboratories. Wright-Pantow Air Force Bae
OH. Decembe 19717.

8. Bouchard. M.P. "An Experimental Evaluation of
the Impact Resistance of Recoated P-16A
Monolithic Polycarbonate Flat Sheet," WRDC.
TR-90..3975. Flight Dynamics Labmratory,
WrigM.Patrterw Air Force Base. OH, May 1991.

9. Bouchard, M.P. "Mechanical Propertics of
Airc•ft Transparency Materials at Various Strain
Rates," UDR.TR-92.89. University of Dayton
Research InstitutbkDayton.OH. tobs published. -.

10. Gilmour, L. A. Trainer. and R. N. Haward. Mw
Detemnination of the Bulk Modulus in a
Constrain SoliK" Journal of Polymer Sciece.
vol. It 1974.

II. Brastow, W. and Cornelluaen. R. D.. Failure
fgasd New York Hanser Publishers, 1986.

12. Lawrence, J. HK. "Guidelines for the Design of
Aircraft WindshieldCanopy Systems." AFWAL-
TR.80-3003. Air Force Wright Aeronautical
Laboratories. Wright-Patterson AFB. OH.
Felbuary. 1980.

13. Brockman, R. A. and T. W. Held. "X3D User's
Manual." UDR-TR.92-59, University of Dayton
Research Institute. Dayton. OH. April 1992.

14. ,. "PATRAN Plus User Manual. Release
2.5," Publication No. 2191024, PDA Engineering.
Costa Mess, CA. October 1990.

15. Brockman, R. A., and B. S. West. "Bell-Boein$
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INTEGRATED SYSTEMS APPROACH TO STRATEGIC TRANSPARENCIES

ILt Joe Coogan, WLI/I5 VR
Wright-Pateuson Air Foree Base9 Ohio

The Strategic Transpuany Tedhmoiogy (STT) pmgrmn is the benchmait of transparency system
integrmion. This paper presents the S"T program which will integrate combat hazar4 protection into a
durable strategic windshield. Supportability issues were identified early in the program, and treated equal
to pedformanciL The balance between performance and supportability was maintained through effective
use of concurrent engineering principles. SIT requirements an the most comprehensive ever defined for
a transparency system. Lady validation of critical tecnologies minimized program risk prior to
technology integration. The STT program will integrate validated technologies to crea transparencies
that will meet the strategic needs of the Air Force into the 21st century.

INTRODUCTION

The goal of the Strategic Transparency Technoiog~es (SlI) program is to validate and integrate
new technologies which will advance strategic transparencies. and strike a balance between performance
and supportability. Current straegic transparencies suffer frum extremely short service life and lack the

.-combat hazard protection necessary to protect aircrews through the end of the century. Recent .
developments in Individual transparency technologies have been made by industry, academia, and military
laboratories. These developments will make it possible to provide multiple forms of combat hazard
protection while making vast improvements in transparency system durability.

As with any design program, It was important to understand what similar systems already exist,
and how well they perform. No matter what system an engineer is designing, there is always an existing
baseline system from which the new system will evolve. This system will define the baseline for

S -.- -~ performance. , eliability, maintainability, and life cycle costs, from which the new system will depart The
system will also provide important lessons learned. For the STT program. the baseline windshield was
the B-IB transparency system.

All systems are designed to meet the user's requirements. if a system fails to meet the user's
requirements, It ultimately fails to be good system. It is Important that all requirements be defined and
understood before system design begins. The best source for such requirements is the users themselves.
In the Air Forme, strategic transparency users am the flying units, the air logistics center, and the using
command. A combination of interviews, operations and maintenance data, and requirements documents
yield the majority of the system requirements. Balancing the requirements takes a team of experts more
intereasted in dhe success of the system than Its ability to excel in their particular areas of expertise.

With the requirements defined. It Is necessary to Identify the technologies which will be available
to help the team achieve them. Some technologies will be ready for simple insertion into the system,
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while others require further development or validation before they can be incorporated. The team must
only count on technologies which are sufficiently mature. At this point, the team must make a decision
about how much risk is acceptable and identify ways to reduce or control it An important factor often
overlooked on new technologies is the risk associated with integrating the new technology with other
technologies.

To be useful, the technologies must be integrated into a system and transitioned to use in the field.
With declining defense budgets, it is increasingly important the laboratories produce and transfer
technologies directly to the user. For this reason, this program was geared directly toward proving the
technologies on an aircraft which is currently flying in numbers large enough to substantiate the
development investment.

HISTORY OF STRATEGIC WINDSHIELDS

Windshields for strategic aircraft are the most complex and difficult to design. Aircraft such as
the P-1 I l and B-I were designed to penetrate at very high speeds and low altitudes. In order to maintain
a sleek aerodynamic shape, the windshield• were sloped back and contoured to the airframe, causing a
series of trades between birdstrike resistance, service life, optics, and aerodynamic performance. Initially,
aerodynamics and optics won out on the F-I 1, until a few were lost in Vietnam due to brdstrkes. The
B-I learned from this mistake and placed heavy emphasis on birdstrike resistance at the expense of optics
and service life. The low technology of past combat hazards allowed the windshields to meet the threats,
but as high technology weapons find their way into more and more national inventories, we are more
likely to encounter them.

When the B-I windshield was designed, in the early 1970's, it was the most sophisticated
windshield ever designed. Originally designed to meet the requirements of the B- I A, which was intended
to fly supersonic. emphasis was placed on performance. The installation angle made it necessary to make
the windshield extremely large to provide visibility. It can withstand a four-pound birdstrike at 560 knots,
and has an electric heater built-in to prevent icing.

To meet the requirements, a polycarbonate stnictumr ply was used with a glass face ply,
polycartonate spall ply, silicon interlayers, and metallic coatings which provide ant-static and heater
capabilities. Numerous tests were conducted to ensure that the windshield would meet the operational
requirements. The windshield passed the binistrike tests, although in a binistrike near the top of the center
post may result in failure of the airframe in the area. In general, the performance requirements for the
windshield exceed the performance requirements for the rest of the airframe.

From the very beginning of the B-I program, there was much concern about whether to use a
glass or plastic faxe ply. While the first B-IA rolled off the assembly line with acrylic face ply
windshields, glass faced windshields had already been ordered to replace them. There were three primary
factors in the decision to switch to glass: abrasion resistance, metallic coatings, and the heater. For
resistance to abrasives, such as nuclear dust, glass was superior to the acrylic and liners of the time,
Metallic coatings required for the anti-static coating and heater were difficult to apply to plastic and
exhibited very poor durability. The most critical factor was that glass allowed the heater to operate at
much lower temperatures than a plastic face ply, due to their respective thermal resistivities. The all
plastic windshield suffered from localized hot spots making the windshield susceptible to failure.
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Since the beginning of the B- 1B program, the windshield has been a poor performer and adversely
affected the operational availability of the aircraft. A few symptoms of the problem arm delamination,
cracking and melting from heater use, multiple imaging. poor post-birdstrike visibility, excessive change.
out times, and lack of combat hazard prtection necessary to mee4 the 1995-200 thmret. The wi.,,shields
had a service life of leas than one year. and required four days to change ouL This cost the Air Force
$IOM per year for spares alone. With two forward windshield panels per aircraft, each of the just under
100 aircraft was MICAP twice a year for four days to change-out a windshield. Approximately 72 hours
of the down time was waiting for sealants to cum In terms of operational availability. this was disastrous.

In 1985 a Tiger Tem was assembled to address the windshield issue. As a result, a team with
the labororite, 8.1 SPO, OC-ALC. industry, and academia was established. A two-step get well plan
was formulated. First, apply existing technologies to increase service life and reduce changeout time.
to reduce the logistics burden. Through quick curing sealants, changing to chemically tempered glass, and
sealing the edges, the service life has been doubled and change-out times significantly reduced. Next.
develop and validate technologies which would further increase service life and provide combat hazard
protection to meet the 1995-2000 mission threats. Combat hazard technologies have matured to the point
that they are reliable and durable enough to be considered for incorporation. The most recent efforts have
focused on switching to a plaswc face ply and incorporating combat hazard protection directly into a
windshield which has greater than a four year service life.

Many of the problems encountered in the B-IB have not shown up in the B-2. It has a similar
crOss section with the exclusion the heawer and incorporation of an EWM screen. There is also a
polyurethane liner in the exterior surface of the glass. An effort Is under way to improve the liner
technology, and the 8.2 would gain greatly from the application of combat hazard technology validated
in the S1T program. Incopomrating the nuclear thermal flash protection into the windshield and replacing
the glass face ply with plastic could reduce trnsparency system weight by as much as 150 pounds.

DEFINING MEANINGFUL RiQUIMENTS

Strategic aircraft operate in an environment where it is no longer acceptable for windshields to
"just keep the birds out*. The transparencies must minimize radar cross section, protect the aircrew
against modem combat hazards, provide good optics, be compatible with systems like night vision
goggles, and place the minimum burden possible on the logistics system. Before it is possible to
determine how the transparency will do this it is necessary to define precisely what it is to do, and to
what level it will perform. To design a well balanced and affordable transparency, the requirements must
define not only performance requirements, but supportability requirements as well. Once the requirements
are established to effectively address the operational and support needs, technologies which satisfy the
requirements were identified and validated for incorporation into the design.

To ensure comprehensive coverage of strategic transparency requirements across the board, a
review of all requirements documentation for Air Force strategic transparencies was performed. Baseline
requirements were established through evaluation of F-I 11. B.IB, B-2, and Mission Integrated
Transparency System (MITS) requirements. These requirements were divided into five categories:

"* Natural Hazards
"• Crew Machine Interface
"* Combat Hazards
"* Supportability
"* Fuselage Integration
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Through a mixture of "Bottom-Up" and "Top-Downtm analysis. requirements were evaluated and
"the most stringent requirements selected. The requirements definition methodology developed by Northrop
generated requirements which met or exceeded baseline aircraft specifications. The requirements were
driven by strategic aircraft composite mission profiles and updated to reflect the latest threat analysis and
"Statement of Need for strategic ahrcrafL By involving experts In t'e definition of requirements, lessons
learned from previous strategic transparency efforts and operational use were fed into the requirements

The process was initiated with a "Bottom-.Up analysis. The basic framework was es slish
from the categories and parameters from the MITS program. Baseline specifications were loaded into the
matrix. Specifications for the F. 111. B- 19, and B.2 were reviewed and new parameters added to the
matrix as they were identified. The most stringent requirements were chosen from those availablL.

Northrop's "Top.Down" analysis developed new requirements from existing baseline aircraft
requirements which were modified based on updated threat Information, lessons learned, and composite
mission profiles. Composite conventional and nuclear mission profiles were developed to define the
overall strategic mission aircraft performance requirements. The results of the "Bottom-Up" and "Top-
Down" analysis were simultaneously evaluated and the most stringent requirements were chosen from
those available. Acceptance criteria were identified for each requirement.

INVESTIGATING TECHNOLOGIES

"As the system requirements were reviewed, technologies were identified that could be utilized to
meet the requirements. The technology areas identified as critical to the success of the program were
supportability and combat hazard technologies. The primary driver for supportability among the strategic
community is currently service life. Most notably, the tendency for delamination between the glass face
ply and silicon interlayer. The other technology area requiring investigation was emerging combat hazard-
protection to meet the 1995-2000 threat.

Metallic cotzlng and liner technologies for plastic face plies have matured over the last five years
to the point that they are nearly ready for incorporation into strategic transparencies. Bonding capabilities
between interlayers and plastic plies, and similar coefficients of thermal expansion and strain rates between
plastic plies will significantly Improve supportability through reduced incidents of face ply delamination.
This approach has a significant degree of risk because it requires durable liners and metallic coatings for
application on plastic substrates. Until recently. this has been a major obstacle for plastic transparencies.

Recent advancements in photochromics and metallic coating technologies make it possible to
incorporate combat hazard protection directly into the windshield. These technologies must work together
to protect against millimeter/mIcrowave radiation, lasers, nuclear thermal flash, and electro-magnetic pulse
(EMP), while minimizing radar cross section. The photochromic dyes. which are imbedded in interlayer
material and placed between the face, structural, and spall piles, activates rapidly enough to protect the
alrcrew from the high energy thermal pulse. However, PLZT goggles are required because photochromlcs
can not react fast enough to protect the eyes. If properly designed, one metallic coating can provide
protection from more than one type of combat hazard.

Any research program involves a certain degree of risk. It is the responsibility of the development
team to manage the risks, minimizing or eliminating them to the greatest extent possible. As a central pat
of the SFF program. a technology risk management process was implemented. W'11h the program
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technology goals clearly defined, eaks were identified, a&,vsed, and controlled. The top five risks were

listed and specific plans for their reduction were defined and agreed to by the development team.

One of the keys to minimizing riks was io perf•om coupon level evaluations of the tewhnologies'
maturity and Imuitationf. As an example, the ability of metallic ctatings and liners on a plustic substrate
to perform after exposure to hawh environments was identified as a critical risk, TesLt were designed to

evaluate candidate comnbination as they were exposed to combat hazards. extreme weatber conditions. and
cyclic loadlc4 These tets identified thre combinations from two vendors that warrant further study.

The other ctampeditorn may be able to meet the requirements for a specific airmrft, but would be

uaceptably risky for incorporation Itto other transparencies. A goal of the STf program is to validate

technologies which can be applied to the majority strategic transparenes.

The test series was designed to validate the candidate materials ability to meet the strictest

requirements in a minimum number of tests. Coupons were fabricated with a& metallic coating protected

by a liner. The coupons were a mix of substrates with gold. silver, or rTO type coatings. protected with

various liners. The coupon were subjected to optics, bending/thermal, bending/cyclic, thermal, QUV,

humidity, liner adhesion, and thermal flash tests. The durability and performance of the coatings and
liners were measured. For the thermal flash tests, coupons were tested with and without liners to identify
their effects.

The other key technology risk was the durability of the photochromics. Under an IR&D program,
Norhrop has worked with the various transparency vendors to validate photochromic dyes which ame not

sensitive to oxygen. and can be incorporated into an adl plastic windshield.

TRANSITIONING A USEFUL PRODUCT

Technologies validated in the laboratories are transitioned directly to the field where they can be -

used. The B.lB was chosen as the transition vehicle for the SrT program prnducts. The B-IB is in the

greatest need for the supportability and performance Improvements. Also, because there are almost 100

B-lBs and only 20 B-2s. it offers the best economic investment cost/benefit ratio.

Because the B.I requirements are not as stringent as the SIT requirements in each of the
categories, a trade st'ty wAll be performed to identify the specific technology mix which will best serve
the B- IB. The technologies will be integrated into a single cross section to validate manufacturability and
"combined durability. Tests similar to those performed on the metallic coating coupons will validate that
the integrated transparency cross section meets the needs of the B- I B and is ready to be scaled up. Full
scale test articles wil then be manufactured and tested. While undergoing qualification tests, the fall scale
articles will be flight and durability tested,

Once proven on the B-lB. the technologies validated under the STT program will be made
available for use in the B-2 and other aircraft with similar needs for combat hazard protection, through
the Joint Aircraft Transparency Technology Insertion Center (JATTC).

CONCLUSIONS & SUMMARY

The Strategic Transparency Technology program is the benchmark for transparency system

integration. The program has taken a systems approach to providing technologies and balancing
supportability and performance requirements. This will ensure strategic aircraft have affordable
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windshields which meet their mission needs for 1995-2000.

The history of strategic transparencies was reviewed and lessons leaned were applied to define
a program which will not repeat the mistakes of the past.

The most comprehensive and stringent set of requirements ever developed for a transparency were
defined and levels of acceptance quantified. Supportability was treated as an equal with performance
requirements to provide balance and affobiability. A combined *Bott-Up" and "Top-Down" approach
was used to define the requirements, using composite mission profiles and strategic airmraft requirements.

Technologies have matured sufficiently to provide great Improvements In supportability while
incorporating combat hazard protection. Photochromics and metallic coatings on plastic have been
validated. These technologies will be incorporated into an durable all plastic windshield. The ability to
integrate the technologies will be demonstrated prior to production of full scale prototypes.

Current plans call for proving the technology on the BI.B first, followed making the technology
available for application to the B-2 and other aircraft with the assistance of the Joint Aircraft Transparency
Technology Insertion Center (JATTIC).
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INTEGRATED SYSTEMS APPROACH
to Strategio Transparencies

1. IDEINTIFY NEEDS

2. DEVINE REQUIREMENTS

3. IDENTIFY TECHNOLOGIES TO MEET RIOTS

4. VALIDATE TECHNOLOGY MATURITY USER,
OWNER

S. INTEGRATE TECHNOLOGIES MAINTAINER
DESIGNER RS. VALIDATE FULL.SCALK SYSTEM ;MANUFACTURERR

7. TRANSITION SYSTEM

RISK MOl_ TECH mGrI
PROCES POCS

IDENTIFYING NEEDS

MISSION NEEDS STATEMENTS

*AIRCRAFT MISSIONS

o OWNER

* USER

* MAINTAINER

NEED - A DURABLE STRATEG0IC TRAN8PAREFNCY SYSTEMt WHICH MEETS
AIRCRAFT MISSION NEEDS FOR 1998.2000 AND IS SUPPORrAELE.
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8-18 WINDSHIELD CROSS SECTION

V41IACLASS

WMALn 'rp POfYCAM MASON

DEFINING MEANINGFUL REQUIREMENTS

*USED SBOTTOM-UP* AND OTOP.OOWW, METHOD.

BASEuD ON F-111, S.-1, 61.2 AND MIT$ REQUIREMENTS

*DEFINED COMPOSITE MISSION PROFILES AND THREAT ANALYSIS

*BALANCED PERFORMANCE AND SUPPORTABILITY

o DEFINED QUANTIFIABLE REQUIREMENTS

* DEFINED ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA FOR EACH REQUIREMENT

o CHOSE MOST STRICT REQUIREMENTS

MOST COMPREHENSIVE, OuANT1TATIvE, TESTABLE SET OF
REQUIREMENTS FOR Afl AIRCRAFT TRANSPARENCY EVER DEFINEDI
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REQUIREMENTS CATEGORIES
for Strategic Transparencies

" NATURAL HAZARDS

* CREW-MACHINE INTERFACE

- COMBAT HAZARDS

s SUPPORTABIUITY

# FUSELAGE INTEGRATION

/

* mU."BOTTOM -UP" REQUIREMENTS MATRIX

UU@IOY. WATUR. MAZAROI. 1.1
PUt 4INRIOTlrIKI o 3.13 - -

COW -W -. ap"s.sW

OON"

-o 40 WF

amm

* .ami s .. . .a ~
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"TOP.DOWNV REQUIREMENTS MATRIX

P*tRAMow U . SA• NThtK6 • 313

-AS ~-g a*" 4" ow. 400

SSAMPLE DESIGN & PER .FORMANCE REQUIREMENTS

I.I II WNW MUM
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BASIC TECHNOLOGIES AVAILABLE
to Meet Requirements

* DURABLE METALLIC COATINGS ON PLASTIC

*PHOTOETCHED SCREENS

, OXYGEN INSENSITIVE PHOTCHROMICS

•DURABLE TRANSPARENCY LINERS

COMBAT HAZARD TECHNOLOGY AREAS
Under Validation to Meet Requirements for 1995-2000

*Rader Crate Section Control

* Laser Protection

e Photochromic Nuclear Thermal Protection

* EMP Protection

*MIllImeter/Microweve Shielding
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TECHNOLOGY MANAGEMENT PROCESS

STRATIGIC
PROGRAM

*Gl"OOS SASIuui

P RIXSKl Ce

110MNGMN .w4 PINVORMANCE UWWLG

XIM SK PRcR eOWIRIMINTS

Alex A8Eff~5ff NICK RDUCTIO

IOENIIRIS RANGSKN PRPOCESSIVIIE

COWSEOUENCUUSw RESULTSRSILT

* ES~iMATEK REDUCTRTIONS

,momvwuA RISKS ANAtomsSoeSA 066UMI

SCHIOU* UISE I PROVE0 TEKHLLS G

COST~*CHC REP IUC N21TNIRECS

MUIF 46 PLANLI ALTERNATIVEPAH
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VALIDATION OF TECHNOLOGY MATURITY

RECENT TESTS VALIDATED METALLIC COATED PLASTIC
COUPONS FOR:

* OPTICS
- BENDING/THERMAL
s BENDING/CYCLIC
i THERMAL SHOCK
* QUV EXPOSURE
• HUMIDITY

I UNEA ADHESION
i THERMAL FLASH

SUBSCALE TECHNOLOGY INTEGRATION

WILL VALIDATE INTEGRATED TECHNOLOGY:

"* MANUFACTURABILITY

"• MISSION PERFORMANCE

"* DURABILITY
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FULL-SCALE SYSTEM VALIDATION

WILL VALIDATE ABILITY TO PRODUCE FULL-SCALE
ARTICLES WHICH MEET REQUIREMENTS FOR:

"• MANUFACTURABILITY

"• MISSION PERFORMANCE

"* DURABILITY

TRANSITIONING A PRODUCT

"* PREFERRED SPARE FOR 8.19

"* WILL IMPROVE B-1 COMBAT HAZARD PROTECTION

"* WILL IMPROVE B-1B OPTICS

"* WILL IMPROVE SUPPORTABILITY

"* TECH TRANSITION TO 8-2 AND OTHER AIRCRAFT
THROUGH JATTIC
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TECHNOLOGY APPLICATION ON 5-2

GO'M MA COATIN6

POLYC RIONA6 0% C ARO#N &?I

S~ftXURALSTftcTUmA
Pun Puts

pwooftOI$'0 SCRUI Q'QHA

COATED GLASS DESIGN COATED PLASTIC DESIGN

SUMMARY

*INTEGRATED SYSTEMS APPROACH WAS USED ON STRATEGIC
TRANSPARENCY TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM

*MOST COMPREHENSIVE SET Of TRANSPARENCY REQUIREMENTS EVER

*SUPPORTABILITY TREATED EQUAL TO PERFORMANCE

*DESIGN OPENED TO NEW TECHNOLOGIES TO MEET NEEDS AND
REQUIREMENTS

*RISK MANAGEMENT INTEGRAL PART OP ENTIRE PROGRAM

*TECHNOLOGIES ARE READY FOR INTEGRATION AND SCALE-UP

*TECHNOLOGIES WILL TRANSFER TO OTHER AIRCRAFT
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RAIN EROSION TESTING REQUIREMENTS.-
THE P.16 TRANSPARENCY SPECIFICATION REVISITED

Clifton A. Webato
* ~Lockheed Port Wort Company
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Rain Erosion Testing Requirements
The 1-16 ?ransparenoy specification Revisited

Clifton A. Webster
Lockheed Fort Worth Company

Fort Worth, Texas 76101, U.S.A.

A review of the 7-1.6 transparency specification was undertaken in
response to a changed mission profile and the availability of new
high performance materials and coatings. The ?-IS transparency
specification (revision C) requires that the outside surface
withstand rain impingement of one inch per hour at an airspeed of
500 knots for a period of 5 minutes. This requirement was
introduced into the Specification in 1981. Discussions were held
with the author of the original Specification and the 7-16
transparency manufacturers. No published analysis was forthcoming
which would describe how or why the 500 knot velocity, 5 minute
duration, and I inch per hour rainfall rate combination was
selected.

This paper attempts to establish a basis for selection of levels of
..rainfall rate, velocity, exposure duration, and droplet, ie

A literature search yielded 1.4 inch/hour rainfall rate as an
operational criterion. However, the only available rain erosion
test facility, the University of Dayton Research institute (UDRI),,
has a fixed rate of I inch/hour.

Current mission profiles were used in combination with extreme
* ~rainfall rate atnd duration data from Florida to derive expected

exposure durations appropriate for the F-16.* The expected exposure
duration for the I irch/hour rate correlated well with the
Specif ication (4. 18 minutes vs.* 5 minutes respectively) . The

* current test velocity also correlates well with a weighted average
Air-to-Ground mission velocity (500 knots vs. 523 knots). The
average mission velocity was taken only at altitudes at which
rainfall may be encountered.

Copyright a1993 Lockheed Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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Introduation

Air Force Specification 16ZK002C (1], defines the current
requirements of P-16 transparencies for resisting wear and surface
erosion when exposed to the impingement of rain. This
specification requires that the outside surface of the r-16
transparency withstand rain impingement of one inch per hour at an
airspeed of 500 knots for a period of 5 minutes, with visible
surface damage limited to 10 percent or less of the exposed surface
area. This requirement applies to both coated and uncoated
exterior surfaces.

Rain erosion damage requirements in the current Air Force
specification were introduced when the F-16 transparencies became
Government Furnished Aeronautical Equipment (GFAE) in October of
1981. Discussions were held with the author of the original
Specification and the F-16 transparency manufacturers concerning
the basis for the rain erosion test parameters.

No published analysis was forthcoming which would describe how or
why a rainfall impingement rate of one inch per hour at 500 knots
for 5 minutes was developed. The following excerpts are typical of
the literature search findings:

"Rain erosion tests are realistic in evaluating how well a
coating adheres to a plastic surface [21."

"There has been no correlation between results of this test
and in-service data C2]."

.- 16 forward transparencies are currently constructed with a top or
outside layer of uncoated cast acrylic. This MIL-P-5425 acrylic
material has been successfully tested for rain erosion resistance
in accordance with Specification 16ZK002 requirements. Coupons are
tested both unexposed and following exposure to the artificial
equivalent of 3 years natural sunlight. The test specimens are
mounted at 30" inclination to the direction of air flow.

Why question the requirements of a specification for a transparency
design that has been in service for over 10 years?

1) Change in Mission profile. In the late 1970's the expected
mission nix for the F-16 was 50% air-to-air and 50% air-to-ground,
with air-to-ground sorties being flown at 450 knots during
ordinance delivery. The current mission nix is approximately 30%
air-to-air and 70% air-to-ground. For the air-ground mission the,
average approach velocity is over 500 knots with a typical altitude
in the 300-500 ft. range. Thus, there is both an increased chance
of encountering rainfall at the lower altitudes of the air-to-
ground mission (compared to the air-to-air) mission and an
increased chance of damage at the higher velocities.
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2) New coatings to evaluate. A new generation of environmental
coatings is under evaluation. Qualification testing should be done
using appropriate requirements.

3) New materials to evaluate. Improved materials that could take
the place of polycarbonate and acrylic are being developed and
should be tested using appropriate requirements.

J ' Results of this study were used to make recommendations for
changing the existing Air Force Specification, 16ZK002.

During the review of available military standards, specifications,
Air Force Wright Laboratory publications and other documents used
to compile this report, it became readily apparent that it would be
very difficult to quantify what could be considered "normal
rainfall encounters."

Four variables are required to fully define the rain erosion
requirement: rainfall rate, aircraft velocity, exposure duration,
and droplet size.

'Test Rainfall Ra&t

This study started with a search of F-16 literature. The Prime
Item Development Specification for F-16 Aircraft, 16PS005 [3],
directs the investigation to Specification 16PSOII (4].
Specification 16PSOll, states that F-16 aircraft shall be
operational under in-flight rainfall rates of 0.59 inches per hour
as defined in MIL-E-38453 (5]. However, MIL-E-38453 was canceled
on 7 April 1986. MIL-E-38453 has been superseded by MIL-E-87145
C6]. XIL-E-87145 lists NIL-STD-210 (7] as the document which
defines flight operational rainfall rates at a 0.5 percent extreme.

XIL-STD-210C, gives a rainfall rate which would occur 0.5 percent
of the time as 0.6 mm/mmn.

L 1i inch 60 minutes - 1.4 inchesa
minute 25.4 mm hour hour

All rain erosion testing for U.S. Air Force equipment is performed
at the Wright Laboratory facility by the University of Dayton
Research Institute (UDRI). The Wright Laboratory apparatus has a
calibrated rate of 1.0 inches per hour in contrast to the required
rate of 1.4 inches per hour (8].
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Test YA1oa0i

Up-to-date mission profiles for both Air-to-Air and Air-to-Ground
missions were obtained from the Lockheed Fort Worth Company 7-16
Aero Performance group. Tables 1 and 2 summarize these missions.
These mission profiles were used to calculate a weighted average
airspeed at which extreme rainfall might be encountered and the
rain impact would potentially be damaging. Calculations are
presented in Table 3.

"It was assumed that rain above 15,000 feet would be avoided due to
the possibility of encountering ice and extreme air turbulence. It
was further assumed that the rainfall rate and probability of
occurrence would be uniform from ground level to 15,000 feet.
Studies of vertical radar reflectivity profiles indicate that when
high precipitation rates reach the surface- the rates and hence
precipitation water content, stay fairly conrtant with altitude up
to about 6 kilometers then decrease above (91.

A velocity of 500 knots was selected as that which would
potentially cause the rain impact to be damaging.
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Table 1: MISSION SUMMARY
AIa-TO-GROUND MISSION ?I.OO-PW-229 ENGINE

Mission Phase Time Airspeed Altitude
Interval (KTAS) (reet)

cl fob7.

cruise 23.3
47? 33,010

D.sCee 10.3

Sook (500 KTAS I200 Itt 8.4
50 00

Turn (NUa Pompt) 0.4
me 200

so 200

Turn (NIL pwSw)0.
50 200

- Kopf"l (I1*K It) 0.4
Soo 200

Turn (Npax POW) 0.4 s

1111rni (1-mc fI) 0.1

Turn (NIL. pouwe)0.

12E1"in (1-2K It) 0.4

Doll 0.6

S5020

550 ("200 0m t

Climb 6.5
441 39,465

Cnate 24.9
"43 40.399

Total Mission Tims (in) 110.90
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Table 2: MISSION SUMM(ARY
AIR-TO-AIR MISSION FllO-G9-129 ENGINE

Mission Phase Time Airspeed Altitude
Interval (ETAS) (Feet)

TA. a "Coo (Max POWef)0.
340

I Ci ii i II i 6.ii7

Clm

Table : M S48O 3UM160

6.0

Ascot (N 0.9-1.1) 0.5

turn (1 as N1.1) 1.3
701 15,000

0 5,000
owell 1 (10 0.9) 00 0

580 15,000

SAeseL (N 0. 9-1.1) 0.3

Turn 1 at N 1.1) 0.0

756 15,000

Deeal (1 1.1 -0.9) 0.2

Turn (3 at N 0.9) 1.6

560 15,000

Cl im 6.0

501 
45,525

Seon 1. _ 1_____ ________

Total Dlaacn Tiet 129.90

L11,0.0
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For mission segments from Tabla I in which the velocity starts or
ends under 500 knots, the average velocity and half the time
interval for the segment was used in Table 3. For example,
velocity - (542 + 477) knots/2 - 510 knots and interval - 10.3
uinutes/2 - 5.15 minutes.

Table 3: AIR-TO-GROUND MISSION BELOW 15K FEET

Airspeed Flight Fraction of Weighted
(KTAS) Time Flight Time Airspeed

(Min) Under 15K (KTAS)
!;, Feet

510 5.2 0.1891 96.44

521 8.4 0.3055 159.17

500 .4 0.0145 7.25

500 .1 0.0036 1.80

"500 .8 0.0291 14.55

500 .2 0.0073 3.65

500 .4 ---- 0.0145 7.25

500 . 1 0.0036 1.80

/" 500 .7 0.0255 12.75

500 .2 0.0073 3.65

525 .2 0.0073 3.83

550 7.5 0.2727 149.99

508 3.3 0.1200 60.96

Total 1.0000 Total
27.50 523.09

Approximately 89% of the typical Air-to-Ground mission airspeeds,
for altitudes under 15,000 feet, were in excess of 500 knots. A
majority of the Air-to-Air mission is also flown at airspeeds
greater than 500 knots. However, the altitude during these mission
segments is typically 15,000 ft or greater. Therefore, the Air-to-
Ground mission would be the worst-case environment. From Table 3,
the weighted average mission airspeed at altitudes where rainfall
encounters are expected was 523 knots for the Air-to-Ground
Mission. A test velocity of 523 knots is within capabilities of
the Wright Laboratory/UDRI facility where impact velocities to a
maximum of 650 miles/hour or 564 knots can be attained E81.
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flieated Uxposure Duration

Expected exposure duration is dependent upon three variables:

1. The fraction of the total lifetime (flight and ground) of the
transparency that is flight time. For this study it in
assumed that a typical F-16 will fly 22 hours each month and
that forward transparencies have an expected life of 4 years.

2. The fraction of the flight time that is both below 15,000 feet
and 500 knots or faster. From Tables I and 3, the Air-to-
Ground Mission fraction is 27.5 minutes out of a 110.9 minute
total mission time. The Air-to-Air Mission fraction is 10.9
minutes out of a 126.9 minute total mission time.

3. Typical durations of extreme rainfall rates. MIL-STD-210C,
gives a rainfall rate which would occur 0.5 percent of the
time as 0.6 mm/minute (1.4 in/hour).

Air-to-Ground Mission:

ZZ- af.t 22 han 11 nab 4 pew .O~6OmM *78.6 niftiesMiui I k h ow"

l /Air-to-Air Mission:

10 -si * 22 hm~a * 12 Mk•h 4 y '•o .06 60 'dfmm a 2.2.2 mta
1 a .9 * IRf t -.-. . t. h -. . . - -v h o w •

-. , These exposure times, being considerably higher than the 5 minute
baseline of the Specification, were suspect. Another reason to be
suspicious of this approach is the statistical model for
calculatinq the 0.5% extreme of MIL-STD-210 utilized 1-minute
percipitation intensities only. It seems logical that testing with
a 0.5% extreme rainfall rate should be done for a 1-minute duration
only. Therefore another approach to calculating exposure duration
was investigated.

Rainfall Intensity-Duration-Frequency Curves were obtained from the
National Weather Service, U.S. Department of Commerce, Fort Worth,
Texas (10]. These curves were compiled using accumulated rainfall
data and a frequency analysis method of extreme values developed by

* .Gumbel. A detailed discussion of this method of extreme values can
be found in report AD766210 (11].

Extreme rainfall rates are available for such areas as India and
Northern Brazil. However, this author chose to use data available
for rainfall rates in Florida. Florida was chosen as typical of an
area where extreme rainfall rates might be encountered during
peacetime operations.

Duration for two rainfall rates, 1 inch per hour and 1.4 inches per
hour, were taken from the above referenced charts for Jacksonville,
Key West, Miami, Pensacola, and Tampa. These rates are tabulated
in Table 4 for a return period of forty years. The forty year
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return period was derived on the basis of "withstanding" an extreme
rainfall occurrence. Report AD766210 defines "withstanding" as a
calculated risk of failure of 10 percent. The four year expected
duration of exposure is one-tenth or 10 percent of forty years.

A return period can be explained as the span of time during which
at least one event of specific extremes is expected to occur. For
example, in Tampa Florida, rainfall of one inch per hour or greater
that lasts for at least 7.5 hours is expected at least one time
during forty years. Thus, tbis rainfall extreme for Tampa has a
forty year return period.

Table 4: FLORIDA RAINFALL DURATIONS
LOCATION DURATION (HRS) DURATION (HRS)

1.0 inches/hour 1.4 inches/hour
Jacksonville 8.2 4.0

SKey West 9.0 4.7
Miami 11.6 6.3
Pensacola 10.6 6.4

Tampa 7.5 4.4

AVERAGE 9.2 5•2 . .

For the Air-to-Ground Mission the encounter durations for the two
rain fall rates selected are as follows:

For a 1 inch per hour rainfall rate the duration during the
expected 4 year service life is:

9.2 hros * 22 f•g hoursbaa * *i n1 ft. * I 1 60 •4.10 nutis"Mont .4&U. ,st., .isaiah Sod"• 24 1: how .1 ,

For a 1.4 inch per hour rainfall rate the duration during the
expected 4 year service life is:

5.2 haws * •m flight..s . .. f, N.. W i • , I& • ,. 4 04"06t55
itO.rfie misedo 24 how$ I how

Droglet Miss

The droplet size distribution for a 0.6 mm/min (1.4 inches/hour)
rainfall rate is found in Table 5. The distribution was estimated
from a gamma-function fit to drop-site distributions observed
during heavy rain in tropical cyclones C7]. The liquid water
content is 1.6 g/um.

At the WWUDRZ rain erosion test facility, drop diameter ranges
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from 1.7 to 2.3 mm with an average size of 2.0 mm at the capillary
orifice. Thim drop size distribution corresponds with the standard
1 inch per hour rainfall rate [12]. Drop size and drop rate are
controlled by the water temperature, capillary orAfice diameter and
head pressure of the water storage tank (8]. It should be noted
the drop size that actually impinges on the toot coupon is unknown
due to the turbulence inside the test chamber. Adler [13] suggests
that the drop size distribution at the WL/UDRI erosion facility is
bimodal with a peak at 1.0 m• and the other centered around 4.5 mm.

Test droplet size for a 1 inch per hour rate is somewhat larger
than that expected for a 1.4 inch per hour natural rainfall event.
Considering the equation,

Kinetic Energy - .5 * Mass * Velocity,

test conditions should present a more extreme condition due to the
larger test droplet size and therefore mass.

For the purpose of this study, droplet size as a test variable was
ignored due to:

The difficulty in controlling droplet size as a test
parameter.

Test conditions that should be more extreme than environmental
conditions.

_ - -: -_The 7-16 Specification does not mention droplet sixe as &--test
condition.

Table 5: DROPLET SIZE DISTRIBUTION

DIAMETER SIZE DROPLETS
INTERVAL (mm) PER CUBIC METER

0.5-1.4 1154

1.5-2.4 260

2.5-3.4 26

3.5-4.4 2

4.5-5.4 <1

5.5-6.4 <1

' i ii i ii lil
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ReogMendations

As a result of this study, the following recommendations were made
to Ogden Air Logistics Center (O0-ALC)t

1. Rainfall rate to remain at 1 inch per hour.

2. Duration to remain at five minutes.

3. Impact velocity to increase from 500 to 523 knots.

4. Coated transparency surfaces be tested to the same
specifications as are the uncoated surfaces.

Any new specification should also include QUV exposure to coupons
prior to testing. QTJV machines expose coupons to a combination of
UV light, humidity, and timperature. Previous testing (14] C1S]
indicates a high correlation between simulated environmental
exposure and premature coatings failure during rain erosion
testing.

Areas for rurther lnvestiaation

The discrepancy between the 1.4 inch/hour rainfall rate required by
MIL-STD-210 and the 1.0 inch/hour rainfall rate capability of the
WL/UDRI facility is unresolved. An approach might be to convert
from a higher rainfall rate to a lower rainfall rate by increasing

----duration.ý--

The number of raindrops that collide with the transparency within
a unit of time is logically proportional to the product of rainfall
rate and flight velocity. For example, a one inch rainfall rate
for 4.18 minutes would result in more collisions than a 1.4 inch
rainfall rate for 2.4 minutes (product equals 3.36). The 4.18 and
2.4 minute values were determined in the Expected Exposure Duration
section. If the number of collisions is proportional to the amount
of damage, then the rate/duretion trade is valid.

Even if this relationship is valid, it likely has upper and lower
bounds. The lower bound would reflact a threshold duration at
which a specific rainfall rate and velocity combination would not
cause damage. The upper bound represents complete surface damage
(i.e. coating removal) or end of testing. In between the bounds as
testing duration increases, surface damage increases. A critical
assumption to the rate/duration trade and the ideas set forth in
this paper is that the subject durations fall within these
hypothetical bounds. Further investigation is required to prove or
disprove this hypothesis.

The number of collisions for a given rainfall rate at the UDRI
facility is also in question. Adler 113] suggests that run times
be ircreased by a factor of three or four to better compare with
representative natural rainfalls.
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much work remains in the field of rain erosion testing. As Gilligo
(16] states, the mechanism of rain erosion is a complex phenomenon
that is a function of test parameters and characteristics of the
specific polymeric material.

•Aknoyladaeuent

This report was originally published by General Dynamics Fort Worth
Division (now Lockheed Fort Worth Company) as report 16PR10780.
The original title was: Assessment of Expected Damage To F-16
Transparencies From Uxposure to Rain Over a Four Year Service Life.
This report was co-authored by C. A. Webster and W. L. (Lynn) Early
of Lockheed Fort Worth Company.
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EVALUATION OF HARDENED B-lB WINDSHIELD MATERIALS

ILt Joe Coogan, WL/FIVR
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio

and
K. L Clayton

University of Dayton Research Institute

ABSTRACT

There is an operational need for providing integrated protection from projected weapon
threats to B-1B transparencies. Initially, coupon-type specimens were molded and/or machined
from candidate material systems and subjected to exposure to chemical *treats, simulated
nuclear heat flux, and lam,, irradiation. Additional samples of candidate hardened transparency
r, aterials were subjected to the following test/evaluation: quantifying the energy passed through
the material during thermal flash exposure; quantifying changes in optical density during laser
irradiation; and evaluating durability of unconditioned exterior coatings in a simulated nuclear
dust environment. Existing photochromic interlayers show promise for controlling the heat
energy passing through a transparent laminate during nuclear flask exposure, but fail to respond
in time to satisfy flashblindnesa requirements. When subjected to simulated nuclear dust
environment, samples with an elastomeric liner on the outer surface experienced less optical
degradation than samples with a hard overcoat.

Recently, coupontype specimens which incorporate ITO on a chemical srirdgther.ed
glass face ply and the EOII system on a high temperature polyctrbonate face ply have been
exposed to four equivalent yearof acoelerated weathering plus cleaning. Subsequent
test/evaluation, Including laer irradiation, is being conducted to substantiate durability of the
face ply coating and strctural integrity of the face ply to structural ply bond.

INTRODUCTION

During 1988, Phae I hardened transparent coupon-type specimens were procured and
tested to evaluate material degradation. Candidate material systems, having no pre-
cokulitioning, were exposed to chemical threats, simulated nuclear flash, and laser irradiation.
During 1990, Phase 11 candidate transparency material systems, hardened to protect the airew,
were subjected to the following test/evaluation: quantifying the energy passed through the
laminate during simulated thermal flash exposure; quantifying changes in optical density during
laser irradiation; and evaluating durability of abrasion resistant overcoats In a simulated nuclear
dust envioiment. During 1992-93, Phase III coupon-type specimens which incorporate a laser
resistant face ply were procured, exposed to four equivalent years of accelerated weathering
(UVlmotore/cleaning), and then subjected to tests to evaluate coating durability.
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"PHASE I: PROTECTION OF THE MATERIAL SYSTEM

Coupon-type specimens were molded and/or machined from the two laminated
matial systems shown in Figure 1.

Three replicates, each 1./2" x 1-1/2" x t, of each material system were exposed to
three agents: thickened soman (IOD), thickened mustard gas (THD), and agent VX. Haze
and transmittance measments were made before and after exposure: testing being
conducted by Battelle-Columbus Division. All three laminates tested; i.e., coated glass
faced, coated OAC-590 faced, and uncoated OAC-590 faced, performed satisfactorily; all
three being relatively impervious to the chemical agents.

Three replicates, each 2r x 2" x t, of each material system were exposed to laser
Irradiation at the Laser Hardened Materials Evaluation Laboratory (LHMEL), Wright-
Patterson Air Force Base. Samples were subjected to different power levels and times
using a continuous wave (CW) carbon dioxide (C0 2)laser having a flat-top beam profile to
determine the severty of resultant frosting. Test results are presented in Table 1. Note that
one coated glass faced sample was tested again at the 1995 power level threat and passed.

Three replicates, each 4 x 4-1/2" x t, of each material system were exposed to heat
flux to simulate nuclear flash. These tests were conducted at the Tri.Service Thermal
Radiation Test Facility established by the Defense Nuclear Agency at Wright-Patterson

--AFB. A flux level of 55 cal/cm2 ,sec for a duration of 3 seconds was used. Aerodynamic- -
flow over the specimens contsponded to a Mach number of 0.6. Visual inspection after
exposure proved adequate to subjectively determine comparative material degradation
and/or pass/fail criteria. The laminates having a coated GAC-590 face ply exhibited sinilar
behavior to the laminates with uncoated OAC-590 face plies. Near the end of one three.
second cxposre of 55 cal/cm 2-sec, each experienced bubbling and pitting on the surface,
locally tuning milky-white. There did not appear to be any visible degradation during the
first one or two seconds of exposure. The coated glass-faced laminate did not experience
any change in visibility after thme three-second exposures. However, there were resulting
areas of internal delamination and some cracking upon cooldown, possibly caused by
Interference fit expansion within the test fixture.

PHASE 11: PROTECTION TO THE AIRCREW

The test specimen cross-sections shown in Figure 2 were subjected to flux levels of
X t,.,/cnm2 and 40 cal/cnm using a one-second rectangular pulse to simulate nuclear flash.
Cai.L'.meter measurements were made to determine the heat energy passing through the

mateid during exposure.

Visibility was maintained after multiple exposures for all specimens tested.
Aproximately 5 calcm2 ad 10 cal/cm2 passed through the "B" samples when exposed to
;3 cal/cm2 and 40 ci/cr_, respectively. Approximately 0.5 cal/cm2 and 1.0 cal/cm2

rimed through the "A samples when exposed to 20 cal/cm2 and 40 caVcm2, respectively.
AM the visible light appeared to pus through both configurations.
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Tests were conducted to evaluate the changes in optical density of candidate
transparency material samples during lase irradiation. These tests were conducted in the
Optical Laboratories of the Applied Physics Division at UDRL The test samples were
exposed to two wavelengths in the infrared region (10.6 pm and 1.06 pm) and one
wavelength (0.53 pm) in the visible range. The ten samples absorbed the light in the
infrared region instead of switching. This is in agreement with the thermal flash test
results; similar specimens blocking the heat energy passing through the material during
exposure. All samples failed to attenuate the beam when exposed in the visible spectum.

Tests to evaluate the durability of protective exterior coatings in a nuclear dust
environment were conducted in the DNA Dust Erosion Facility located at PDA
Engineering. Santa Ana, CA. The test specimens consisted of flat 2x2-inch tempered glass
substrates in three different configurations as follows:

1. Qhem-strengthened glass with ITO coating outboard and with an antimony-tin
oxide coating over the ITO (identified as Sample C).

2. Chesn-strengthened glass with ITO coating outboard and an elastonric liner over
the ITO (identified as Sample D).

3. Temally tempered glass with laser-reflective coating and an elastomeric liner on
the outer suIface (Identified as Sample B).

The transmittance and haze measurements were sensitive to erosion damage.
Although the luminous transmittance dropped by only a few percent, the haze increses in
most cases were significant. Post-test haze measurements are summarized grkphically in
Figure 3 in terms of a bar chart. Each bar represents the mean value of two identical
samples tested at each condition. The samples are identified as C, D, and E. As shown in
the figure, damage increased with velocity and dust loading. Case I was the low velocity
case and resulted in the least damage with haze levels of less than 10% for all materials.
As velocity was increased to 700 fps with a reduced dust load In Case 2, the haze levels
increased. Maximum damage occurred in Case 3 with the higher velocity and dust load.
For Case 3, haze values ranged from approximately 19% to 50%. As shown in Figure 3,
the samples with an elastomeric liner on the outer surface (i.e., D and E) experienced
significandy less optical degradation than the samples with the hard (ATOE) ovenrco.

PHASE III: COATING DURABILITY

Coupon-type specimens were procured In accordance with the cross-section shown
in Figure 4. Face ply materials consisted of ITO coated chen-tempered glass and 50l
coated high temperature polycarbonate.

The specimens were mounted on racks and placed in QUV machines. The QUV
expowe consisted of alternating cycles of 8 hours of UV exposme at 70- degrees Celsius
(158M) using UVA-340 bulbs, followed by 4 hours of dark/condensation at 50 degrees
Celsius (122M). Two weeks of exposure (336 hours) in the QUV simulates one year of
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natural weathering. ITh specimens will be exposed for a total of 8 weeks (4 equivalent
: ~years). Routing cleaning was simulated by wiping the surface of the specimens 50 times

with a 5}W50 mixture of isopropyl alcohol every other day (after 49 hotu's of artificial
weaterng), using a Xlmwip~e paper towel.

After exposure, to four equivalent yewr of accelerated weathering, the specimens
will be tested to substantiate (a) durability of the face ply coating, and (b) strtuxral
interity of the face ply to souctural ply bond. Figure 5 presents the proposed test matrix.
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TABLE !

TEST RESULTS - PHASE I

CHEMICAL/I.OLOGICAL
Coated Glans Pus
GAC-590 Pass

THERMAL FLASH
Coated Glass Pass
GAC-590 Pass i & 2 sec

Fail 3 sec

LASER
Coated Glass Pass at 5,7.5, & 10 secPass at 7 sac (1995 gpal)

.. GAC-590 Pus at 5 se c(minor craze--- .
Fail at 7.5 sec
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GAC-S90 (OUTBOARD PLY)
COATED (OPTICS 11) AND UNCOATE[)

MIL-P-833 10 POLYCARBONATE

MIL-P-5425 ACRYLIC

INTERLAYER

REFLECTIVE COATING
GLASS

SILICONE

POLYCARBON~ATE

Figue 1. CkossaSections of Phase I Transparent Laminates for Evaluation of Material
Degradation
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PHOTOCHROMIC
INTERLAYER

POLYCARBONATE

FILTER GLASS PHOTOCHROMIC

SPECIMEN *A*

ITO COATING CHEM-.TEMPERED GLASS

SPECIMEN u*e

PTpur 2. Crou-Sactdfl df plua 1 Hmnlene Thnsperet Lamnam for RW~u3O"O Of
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60

so - Case I (350 tps, .O05 gcm2) - 0.1.

40 * Case 3 (700 fps. 0.05 g2cm2)

.. 30
S
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sample 10

Figure 3. Pog-Test Haze; Nudes Oust
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tj FOR RAIN EROSION, FACE PLY WITH LASER PROTECTIVE
CHEMICAL CRAZE, COATING(S) & ANTI-STATIC COATIN3
SALT IMPINGEMENT,
& TAPE PEEL

r INTERLAYER
POLYCARSONATESTRUCTURAL PLY

.2 FOR FLATWISE TENSION
& LASER IRRADIANCE

Figre 4. Crso-Secfi. f MPh.m i H TrnPant LaMiae for EWall of
Coadin Dumrbity
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Tesa Paramleter Specimen 2=eomu -No,. Required

Rain.Erosion Coating Durability I x .937- . 6

Chemical/Soms Qaze Coating Durability I' x 7" x t1  1S
AmCn dng Owribility r~x4"rt 3

Ekwetia Resladvty

Tape Scribe wWe Coating Adhesion 2"x rx t, 3
Flatwise Tension Delamlnatio 2r x 2 x t2
Haze & Tunasmiuance

Laser Ir-dance @ Coaming Durability 2i x 2 x t 6
LHMEL Perfoimance

Tota Specimens Required 38

Fiv S. Tea Mutix for Evaluation ( Coatng Durability
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ABRASION RESISTANT CANOPY (AM)~C MATERIALS EVALUATION PROJECT
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Abstract

A Trl-servics test program (U.S. Army. Air Force, Marine.) was conducted
to evaluate recent technology developments In scratch resistant cmating* for
helicopter transparencies. Eight coatings were evaluated for applifttion to
polycarbonate and stretched acrylic flat panel coupons. Two metallic coatings,
ITM and gold, were also evaluated in con~junction with the abrasion resistant
coatings. A series of mechanical, environmental, and optical coupon tests were,
conducted on the coated and uncoated baseline configurations. Mechanical
testing included three-polnt flexure and tensile pr opete. Environmental
testing included fluid soak, humidity conditioning, sand and dust, and
weatherometer. Optical testing included Bayer abrasion, base, and light
transmittance.

Two of the mooe promising coating, were incorporated in a flight test
evaluation at Naval Weapons Center, China Lake, CA. The forward right
gunner's windows on two AH.IW SuperCobra guvishipe wars modified with the
scrateh resisant coatln Rmfuto to date show eseellent scratch resistance and
durability.

L. INTRODUCTION

In the U.S. military operational environment, mission reediness is predicated on a
systems or subsystems ability to petfoat iteftuetlon when required. Operation Desert Storm
has shown that the modern battlefield of 10 years ago is no longer the dominant operational
onvironment. The conditions of Southwest Asia create a severe and erosive environment that
Is detrimental to both our weapon systems and their milssion readiness. This harsh
environment Is particularly detrimental to acrylic and polycarimonate transparencies.

The obdoectiv of this effort Is to evaluate and demonstrate recent technology
develpmnt in abrasion resistant coatings and their applicability to helicopter
transarnces The goals associated with this program are to show an increase in compon.nt
lif thrcoug an increase in scratch resistance. improved chemical resistance and little oi. no
optical degradation over time.

This report vummarisee some of the initial coupon testing. producibility, and cost
analysis contributing to the fabrication of two mcatch resistant forward right gunner canopies
and subsequent flight testing on two AH.IW 8uperCobras stationed in a doeder environment.
The fllgt test evaluation hiss not yet been completed. Final approval and acceptance of the
two prtotyp canopy conftgurations is to be made on the basis at Rlight test perfbrmance, on
evaluation at the in-serice effects with the maintenance crews and long term optical
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"2. DISCUSSION

During Operation Desert Storm, a series of logistic support activities were initiated by
the defense contractor industry. The impetus for this activity was based upon probium that
became apparent because of the erosive desert environment. One problem that afected both
land and air vehicles was the high demand for plastic transprency replacemants. During this
time, the four major suppliers of military canopies, PPO, Pllkington, Slerracin, and Tezatar,
were active in the development and application of erosion resistant coatings. Independantly,
each manufacturer supplied the UA.. Government either Jlt fighter or helicopter
transparencies with the abrasun resistant coatings. Unfortunately, the U.S. Government

-# sparse procurement pipeline combined with the war effort did not readily allow for technical
monitoring of the modified components. Because of this situation, there Is no technical data
that would show comparison of the modified windscreen. to the uncoated systems. This
realization motivated the development of a tri-service program, jointly funded by the Army,
Marine Corps, mA Air Force, under contract with Bell Helicopter Textron Inc., to test and
evaluate the most promising of thes materle Is. This program documents from coupon level
"through flight tes the application of abrasion resistant coatings on heicopter transparency
plastics.

Li TrI-Seirviee Organizatiou

In order to comply with the needs of each military service, the program was established

with the following emphasis?

S...Anayi rdia. ilt,• Cost ..... Flig'tht Tes. A-l.W SupeCobra==
for the OH-SSD POC Lt CoL John Boyd, PMA 276

POC Pete Dehmer, A, L Washingý DC
-.- Watertown, MA

Flight Te Data (Light Transmission and Ham vs. 71m)
POC Kristen Alezander, WPAFP D•yton OH
POC Capt. Stephen Hargis, McClellan APB, CA

Prior to the issuance at this program and In support at Operation Desert Siorm, the U.S.
Army modified 18 OH4-D helieopters with an ITO conductive costing protected on both sides
with Pllkington Aerospace Inc. S5690 hard coat. It was decided that because this hardware
was in active servim, the Army interest fbr this program would be placed In cost and
preuibility. Figre I shows the modifi OH4.SD with the hard cVtiITO windsces

The U.S. Marines, with two AH.-W SupeCobra. stationed st the NWC, China Lake
Dsert, would be ideal for acoomplishing desert sad environmental testing along with
ntducing the pilot and maintenance staff to the abrasalm reistant cmting technology.

Figure S shows the AH-lW SupeiCobmr

The U.S. ,M&, Fores Windshield System Program Office, WPAP,, Dayton, OH, and U.S.
-"Ar Fc Advanced Composites Program Offic, MeCellan AB, CA, aftd the dedited

transpency engineering staff along with the ability to &de Wi4leld optical
measurements as a funtion of time.
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Figur 1. OH-58D) with S5859Ofl Transpaencies

Figur.2. AH-IWSup~rCobra
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2.2 Material Selection

2AX. Abrasion Resistant Coating

The abrasion resistant coating material selection was based upon a review of recent
technology developments (Reot 1) and interviews with the four major material transparency
contractors. Table I outlines the coating choices and their applicability to base material of
stretch acrylic and polycarbotiate.

Table 1. Abrasion Resistant Coating Materials

Applicability metallic

Stretched
Vendor Coating Type Acrylic Polycarbonate ITO Gold

Pilkington Hard Coat SS6590 yes Yes x x

Pilkington Soft Liner SS6831 yes Yes. XX

Sierracin Hard Coat FX174 Yes yes X X

Slerraacin Hard Coat 5238 Yes Yet X X

Sierracin Soft Liner 5239 yes yes X X

__ ----- Texatar Haod Coat C685 YNom yes x X
TeStft HrCoat --7 N()-Yes x x

- - - 1
*F0 Soft Liner 530 NO(2 ~ Yes NIA(3) jNIA

Notes.
(I At time ofaubmittal, Texatur HC C454 was applicable to polycarbonate only,

recent developmentsisubmifttl show capability to SA.
(2) At time of submittal, PP0 5300 was applicable to polycarbonate only, recent

developmentalsubmilttal show capability to SA.
(3) Did not have metallic deposition compatibility with the 5300 liner at time of

coupon submittal. FF0 anticipates polycarbonateilinew/ITO capability late
fall 1993.

1122 Stretched Acrylic

BHTI predominately uses stretched acrylic for the forward and side trasaece Of
the OH-58D Kiowa Warrior and the AH-IW SuperCobra The bemdts of stretched acrylic over
unstretched are an increase in resistance to crsaing, higher Impact strength, and Improved
resistance to crack propagation. The disadvanbages are reductions in abrasion resistance and
tensile and shearstierengtha
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22.3 Polyearbonat.

The use of transparent polycarbonate on rotorcraft at BHTI is limited. Th., primary
benefits of polycarbonat, over acrylic are impact strength and thermal resistance.
Deficiencies are poor chemidl resistance, crazing, poor scratch resistance, and difficulty in
repairing surface neratches. The overhead skylight bubble for the OH-58D is made from
polyaurbonate because of the potential for impact daruage due to dobns from rotor downwash,

2.3 Producibility Aseesmeut

Many criteria must be considered !a choosing the best coating or mombination of
coatings, including abrasion resistance, optical qualities, weathering, ballistics, and cost. It is
also necessary to evaluate the techniques used to apply the coatings to determine the
producibility, rpairmbility, wd field application aspects of each system.

A. It Is helpfuil to recognize the fundawental distinction between liners and coatings before
evaluating the techniques used in their en.lication. For this program, coatings are relatively
thin materials applied to the transparency substrate. They are typically le.s than about 0.003
inch thick. Liners are thicker #tn coatings and are usually greater than 0.010 inch thick.
Coatings and liners may be either hard or 6oft materials. All coatings and liners may be
applied to either of the two types of transpenney stubetrates, acrylic or polycarbunate.

2.31 Application Methods

The sroprlTy nature of r.Aterials applied as coatings and liners as well as the
equipment involved results in methods of application specific to each system. It is therefore

- difilcult to proyide an accurate descript/va of each application technique. This is especially
true of tQ complex vacuum coating methods, evaporation and sputtering, that are used to
impart conductivity to th plastic submrates.

Typically, in the coating process, a coupon is often coated along with a helicopter
transparency using thi, same processes and materials. The coupon is tested for solvent
resistance, hae, abracion resittance, or other properties important for the specific application.
In addition to -astW lspectien, the helicopter transparency itself is often subjected to other
nendestructifv tests sw.4i as light transmittance. Thos inspection techniques are important
in maintainin qualitycoangs and liners.

2iLl Flo/@Dp Coating

Flowing and dipping are the simplest methods of applying coatings to transparencies
and have been used for over 20 years. Both oer usually performed on transparencies which
have already been formed and both require that a primr be applied to the transparency before
applying the coating in order to enhance bondability. The primers are usually appelev by flow
method and sometimes require a thermal cure. Both techniques are best peuformed in a clean
room, preferably with humidity and temperature control. Flowing involves hanging or
otherwise affixing the transparency in a vertical position and applying the liquid resin at the
top of the part. It is usually accomplished using a hoes with the liquid coating material under
a small amount of presure. The liquid material flows down from the top of the part and coats
the entire surface evenly. Dipping is aecomplished by Immersing the transparency Into a
container of the liquid material. The pert is theu lifted out of the container and the excess
liquid runs off as with the flow method. The pot life of the materials varies from about two

__hours for soft coatings to several weeks for hard coatings. Following application, both methods
usually require cr at elevated temperature, although some coatings cure by exposure to
ultraviolet light.
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M-.t coating systems are one-part and require only thermal exposure to set up. An
exception is the urethanes, which are usually two-part. The long pot life of the resins after
application allows for any defects to be easily corrected by wiping off all or some of the uncured
coating and re-applying "s necessary. Defects include streaking or embeddod dust particles.
Both methods typically ptoduce coatings of good visual quality.

The flow and dip coating techniques are used to apply hard and soft coatings. The hard
coating materials include silicone, aerylic, and melamine while soft coatings are usually
"urethane. The dip method requires a great deal of material and its use is limited by the esie of
the container. Flow coating may be used If only one surface of the transparency is to be coated;
however, dip coating is limited to parts "vhich are to be coated on both sides.

"t.S12 Laminating

.. nLsinatino ulners onto transparencie is a more complex process than the flow and dip
methods discused above. A proprietary primer Is usually appl to the unformed
transparency and cured it requlred. A cured, extruded thermoplastic liner is applied to the
transparency and the two are formed together. The forming ensures full cure of the primer.
"Since the liners are thermoplastic, they are not unduly affectsd by the high temperatures or
change in geometry caused by forming.

Although it is still a relatively new process, It is generally accepted that laminating has
a higher potential for problems than flow/dip methods. One the liaer ! bonded to the
substrate, there is no opportunity to cornect dafects, which Include imbedded particles and r
pockets between the liner and substrata. The only option would be to remove the liner, if

- - - ~possible, and reapply snew one (we Pepair section below). - -- --

2.3.L3 Castung

"Like laminating, castn I. used to apply liners 4toW tup Sreawl A pi ti usua•ly
applied to the unformed transparency and cured, if required. The transparency is then plasced
in the casting tool. The uncured, liquid, the, moplastic liner material Is poured into a cavity
between the substrate and another material (usunlly g1ass). The cast liner is then cured
thermally. After cwing. the part is formed as required.

The castin pro Is complicated and pardcua y sumptible to cotamintion
Embedded particles or abnormalities in optical pnr ties cannot be corrected after a liner is
cast short ofremoving and replacing as described below in the Repair section.

L&2 MeWme C*W"

As the interest in 3MI, RIP, and RSD protection coetinues to incrase, the ue of
metallic coatings on t -rasee e will be a primary considorato. The two metallie oatings
considered for this progmr wer ITO and SoL The conductivity range or the test coupons
wm held between 20 and 30 ohms per squam

3.L.L1 Vaeusm ftpusotua

The vauum sputtering tehlnique is used to apply metali e.atlnp to a
A primer is applied to the subtrat material. Th fored trnspency is then placed in a
veuum chamber and the air is ovecuated. The prwesur and chemical composition of the
gas•e inside the chamber are closely controlled during the oating proms. A heavy inert gis,
usually argon, is Infected into the chamber in order to provide a somum of positively chauiod
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Ions. A cathode target Composed of the material which will be deposited onto the transparency
Is attached to either a robotic arm applicator or a stationary fixture. The transparency is
located between the target and an earthed anode. Application of voltage causes positively
charged Ions in the chamber to be attracted to the target, thereby dislodging atoms of the
target material The discharged atoms are forced against and bonded to the transparency.
When reactive materials are being sputtered, a reactive gas, usually oxygen, is injected into
the chamber along with the argon. The reactive gas will become a component of the coating
(see Figure 3). If a robotic arm is used, the coordinates of the transparency are entered into the
computer so that the arm moves above the surface of the part so as to apply an evt i coating.
Use of a stationary fixture for the target requires that the part be rotated inside the chamber
fn suck a way that the oauting is applied uniformly. Usually, tooling requirements are
"ramnmal; all that is needed is a fixture to hold the pert. Obviously, the chamber must be large
enough to accommodate the transparency.

Catsode.- Mew• Target

1 0 0 /z(forced toward targe)Ejec-ted--uO 0 a
Metal Atom I _ -- oxye

100 00/ -- (for Reedve
/( 0 0 Sputtedng only)tO / / O 0 0

I I

Anoe2

Fure &. Applying Metallic Coatings by Vacuum Sputtering

Since vauum sputtering typically uses cloee parameter controls, it is a very
repeoducible proce. It produces uniform coatings ofexcellent opti•al quality. Defects include
embedded patlee and debonding of the ocating from the transparency. The only way to
correct defocts lncurM during application is to strip the entre oating nd reapply. The
PT A is time ofszming because material is forced against the substrate one atom or
molecule ast a time,

Any metallc material may be applied using the vacuum sputtering process. However,
vacuum sputtering Is the only suitable techniquo for applying rea *e coatings such as
indium tin oxide.

Like the sputtering technique described above. evaporation is used t apply metallic
eatings to formed transparencies A primer is applied to the part. The part is placed in a
MQum chamber and the air is evacuated. The oating material in filament form is heated to
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a sufficiently high temperature so that Its vapor pressure is higher than the pressure in the
vacuum nozzles. The coating mater. -. In then deposited upon the part. The pert is stationary
mid the nozzles are fixed at appropriate locations so as to provide even Jlsttlbiatlon of W~e
coating material. The vacuum chamber must~ be large enough to accommodate the part. The
evaporation process is much- faster than sputtering. The complexity of reactive evaporation
typically precludes It from being used to apply reactive coatings. Thnerefore, evaporation Is
usually used to apply only nonreactivem~atings, such as gold or silver. Evaporation produces
coatings of good quality, although not as uniform in thickness or optical properties as those
applied by sputterir-. Embedded particles and debonded areas are typical defects. As with
vacuum sputtering, defects cazi only be corrected by stripping the satitre 'ýoating and
reapplying.

2.3.3 Repair

The repairability of a costing "ytem Sretlw 4nhaacees Its worth. InaIxlity to repair a
relatively minor defect in a coating z~ay reult in *cm79ln:S the entire transparency, thereby
increasing costs as wetll 3s affect~ig tLb reftiline. of the aircreft. The repairabilitv of a
coating/lner system should be cons~dared ha light of Its Increased resistance to damage. For
example, repairability may not bae a important for a system which has relatively high Impact
and abrasion resistance becauts it Is loss likely to sustain damage. The way in which coatings
and liners are combined should also be considered. Inability of a inetallit coating ý* be
repaired in the field may be loes ituportant if it In covered b7 a iird coating, as Is often the
case. This section addresses the "shop" repair aspects of each coating or liner system as well as
lia Hoeld repair pote;atlal.

In order to repair a coating or liner syottem, It to usually necessary to remow" some or all
-of the material from the transparency. As with the applicatin uethode duecrbed abnve, dhis
is usually accomplisfhed with proprietary materials and processe* specific to each coating or
liver system.

23.&.1 Flow/Dilp Coaings

The field repair of coatingi applied with &lw and dit methods is generally limited to
areas where optics are not critical Me.., the vewge). When required, a scratch can be polished
down so that it I* no longer visible, More cowing material is then applied to the damaged area
and cured thermally with a heAt gun or portable ultravilaet light. The deleterious effect of
such repair procedures on the optical properties ot the transparency makes repairs away heom
the edges untenable.

* It is posalbis to renewr a flowed or dipped coating in a shop envirownent no matter where
the damag is located on the part. The process begins with stripping away the entire coatiag
using a proprietary material specific Wo te coating systema he ogent is capabl of stri;p4ng
away the coating without damtaging the transparency Itself. The transparency is then 4 waned
and primed anid the oating is reappied.

32.2 LaJdnate Mind Cas Linern

It is not possible to sand or polish sof liners In order to oftet repair to 9Vs16 1 ureas
either in the field or in a at, snvironannt. The only option hbr Wise mater~oia s rnemosai ad
replacement of the entire liner. Ho1wever, the urethane material from which most liners are
mae& is difficult to strip due to its good chemical adherenes. In ti' case df thick liners, it may
be impossible to srp away the entire laminate or castingfrom the tramper W.y suh sy"ms
are not repairable.
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lIfthe liner can be stripped, the proprietary agent specific to the coating is applied to the
pit Following cleaning and priming, a preformed liner having the contour of the actual part
Is fitted against the transparency. The liner is then thermally cured to the part, using vacuum
or positive pressure to ensure uniform bonding. Great care must be taken to avoid embedding
dirt particles and air pockets between the liner and the part Obviously, this operation is best
performed in as clean an environment as p'wuible.

"" SL ttsrd/vapwated Motalli Coatings

The complex methods used to apply metallic coatings are not conducive to field repair.
However, stripping end repair in a shop envirorment can be and are performed successfully.
After stripping with the applicable proprietary material, the transparency is cleaned and
primed& The metallic coating is tUn reapplied to the entire pert. It is not possible to repair
isolated defects on metallic coatings.

2.4 Coupon Testing

The mechanical and environmental coupon tests performed during this program were
extensive. A minimum of 10 individual coupon tests were conducted on the eight abrasion
resistant coated systems of stretched acrylic and polycarbonate. For brevity, the results from
four of the coupon tests on stretched acrylic, and the subsequent follow-up teat with ASTM 735
Bayer abrasion, will be presented in this paper. Figures 4 and 5 show the unconditioned
AN1M 735 test results for the hard and soft coated acrylics.

24.1 Sand and Dust (MIL•TD41OC, Modified)

The Sand and Dust of MIL-STD-810C was selected to induce sand abrasion on the ARC
-- coatinp because it closely approximates the actual abrasive desert conditions of southwest

Asia and other geographical areas; also, it pesnts a tailored program that is controlled and
reproducible.

The Sand and Dust chamber utilised during the ARC program is a Model SD-27
cuastructed by Bemoo Inc. of Pacoima, CA. It has a maximum wind velocity of 1750 cubic feet
per minute. The chamber temperature Is adjustable from room temperature to 160"7. The
humidit extractable to or below 22*, and the sand and dust dispenser/controller is
p mgrable f•rom approximately 0 to 100* (100% equals approximately 1.5 grms per cubic
foot).

Te ARC specimens wer cut6 inches X 12 inches and the backs and edges of each were
protoeted with metal back tape prior to test. A section of the coated specimens was also
protected frm the sand abrasion to provide tested/untested visual comparisons.

The spedmen were mounted for testing on a rack framework which allowed sand and
dust exposure to oecur at a 45-dogrm angle adjacent to the downward thrust of the medium.
Tbr 4dgre exposure angle was selected to simulate the approximate angle of an OH-58
windshel-d.

The specians were rotated during the test to allow equal Impingement of the sand and
dut on the toet suds.

The sand and dust dispenser was met to maintain 0.9 to 1.1 grams per cubic foot of
abreave media (MILM41D-SI0C, 140 mesh Ottawa Quarts) during the exposure time. The
wind velocity was set at 1150 cubic feet per minute. The temperature was controlled at 1207
md the humalidty was kept below 2%.
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Ilie specimens were Impinged for 300 hours, (conside red to be approximately equal to
3600 5-mInute, off-pad takeoffullandlngs; estimates derived from OH-68 sortie information).
Position rotation was accomplished approximately every 38 hours.

Following the SOWhour exposure, the specimens were demasked; tape adhesive was
removed with IPA Mr.1-1735) and washed with neutral soap arnd water, Visual observations
were made concerning the optics, and then all specimens were subjected to ASTM 01003 hase
and light transmission testing.

Figures 6 and I show the reduced sand and dust data for the hard an soft coated

stretched acrylics.

2.4.2 Accelerated Weathering Carbon ARC (ASTM GMS Method 1)

The acceleated weathering was accomplished in a triple carbon-are light-exposure,
apparatus (with water) In accrdance with Method 1 of ASTM 023. The apparatus utilized for
the test Is an Atlas Electric Devices Model XW 'Weather-o-meter' made in Chicago, IL The
unit has a 24-hour light source with water e.-posure capability and is equipped with a rotating
specimen caovusel that equalizes the light end water Impingement on the specimens. The
specimen temperature is adjustable and the exposure time is recorded by a run timer.

The ARC specimens ware cut to 6 inches X 9 Inches to accommodate the optimum
carousel arrngement; 4-inch X 4-inch "cutoffs" retained from each specimen wer utilized as
untested control comparison specimens.

The ARC specimens were expose to 300 hours on initial testing and follow-up
- seciensto 600 hours of continuouas triple-are light-exposure with 18 minutes of water spray

e,, the end of each 6 hours of runtime. The specimen temperature was controlled at
aproiately 1W5? during the light exposure.

The ARC specimens wer carel~ly cleaned with neutral soap and deionised water at
the conulusion of the exposure time, and then sulected to ASTM P735 scratch testing to

deemine the effects of the accelerated weathering on the coatings.

-; After observations were made and the A8TM 7736 data was reduced, the ARC coatings
were compared by substrate.

Figures, 8 and 9 show the ASTM 736 date for the stretched acrylic accelerated
weathering specimens.

U.S. Moisture Absorption

The ARC moisture absorption teeting was accomplished in a humidity chamber using
proceduresI desigated by MIL-8TD-S1OC, Method 507. 1, Procedure 1. This procedure outlines
a plan Wo 10 days at cyclic humidity exposure whereby the relative humidity remains
alpprximately 66 while the temperature Isvried from 661to 1497 within 2 hours, is then
stabilised ftr 6 hours at I tV7, and finally returned to WIP within 16 hours.

The ARC specimens were cut te 4 inches X 4 Inches, weighed, and dried In a 1607
chamber unti a constant weight was achieved. All uncoated areas of the specimens ware
maske with metal basked tape and weighed.
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The ARC specimens were then exposed to 10 days of cyclic humidity exposure with
observations and weigbt measurements made each day.

Following the 10 days of cyclic humidity exposure, the ARC specimens were subjected to
scrutch testing in accordance with ASTM F736 to determine the effects of th moisture
absorption on the ARC coatings.

After obeervations were made %nd the ASTM F735 data was reduced, the ARC coatings
wer compared by substrate.

Figures 10 and I11 show the ASM '735 cyclic humidity test results for hard and soft

coated stretched acrylics.

2.5 Cost Analysis

The current configuration of the armed OH-68D Kiowa Warrior has polytarbonate sky
lights anM acrylic windshields, chin bubbles, and crew door windows. These win- screens are
easily scratched causing visibility problems. Initial investigations at the beginning of the
ARC Program indicated that the windscreens are removed and replaced *very three years.
There Is significant cost asaociateZ with this action over the life of the (leet (ON aircraft).

The proposed configuration add a scratch-resistant coating to the interior and exterior
of the windscreens. The additional durability will increase the life of the windscreens. The
percentage increase will depend on the combination of hard coatsfeoft coataflners that are
chosen to protect the windscreens. There are reports that state that the coated windecrens of
fielded aircraft are lasting 4 times longer than the uncoated configurations (Rob~. 2 AMd 3).

- - ~~This-analysis conservatively assumes that the coated windacreenswill last 3 times-longer than --

the current configuration, no matter what combinatf an of coatingsfliners are chosen.

An analysis was conducted to determine the cost offectlvsne~s of Implementing the
pro posed configuration on the Kiowa Warrior fleet. The operating and support (O&M) cost ever
the lif of the fleet was estimated for the current configuration, assuming the cated
windecreene are not incorporated. Also, the nonrecurring cost to implement the propose
change and the O&S cost of the coated windscreen configuration wer considered. The
analysis showed that the incorporation of coated windecrsens on the Kiowa Warrior fleet

w ldsignificantly reduce the Army's 0&8 coat ove the lIgo of the program.

2.5.1 Operating A Suppoed Cost otCowwent Ceatiguratin.

Dassed upon the initial assumption, the current windscreen. will be removed sand
replased six times over the lif of each aircraft (years 3,6,9,12, 15, and 18). This equates to
3000 replacements ame the life of the fleet (500 aircraft XO re- acemsnts/alrcraft)

The assumed cost at the winidacreens was $6,600. The assumed cost to remove and
replace the windscreens is $6,400. Therefore, the tota cost to resmove and replace a shipset of
uncleated windscreen. is 121,000.

If the pro posed change is not Implementmd, the 0&S cost of the current windscreen. Is
$36,000,000 *vs. the lifh of the fleet ($12,000 to remove and replace a shipset of windeereene
X 300 replacements).
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2A2 Implementation and Operating & Support Costs f Proposed Configuration

The nonrecurring implmentation cost of the proposed configuration is $22,000. This
includes the cost to change drawings, part numbers, and update both logistics spres-
provisionl&C and technical manuals.

The coated windscreens are estimated to last three times longer than the current
configuration, or 9 years. Over the life of each aircraft, the propoed windcreen.n would be
removed and replaced twice (years 9 and 15). This equates to 1000 replacement* over the life
of the fleet (500 aircraft X 2 repacenmente/aircraft).

The cost of the coated windscreens is projected to be $9.900. This cost will vary
depending on prodi•tion alteenatives. The labor coet to remove and replace the windsersens is
$5,400. Therefore, the total cot to remove amd replace a shipset of coated witdacreenx is
$15,300.

"The O&8 cost of the proposed windscreens over the lfe of the Reet is $15,300,000
• ... ($15,300 to reinwe and replace a shipeet fented windrsens X 1000 replacements).

L.S Estimated Operating & Support ot Savings

"* The estimated O&S cost savings is $20,678,000. This was calculated by subtracting
both the nonrecurring cost to Implement the change and the estimated O&S cost of the
proposed configuration from the O&S ost of the current configuration (636,000,000 - $22,000 -
$15,300,000).

- . ... .. Cost Analysis Cosueludo.s

Recent data reveals (Rea. 2) that the eurrent windscreens are only lasting 1.5 year A
Shigher potential cost savings to the Army can be achieved by substituting more realistic data

for the durability f the current configuration. The aesumptions in this analysis will be
refined as the ARIC Program proprese (Re. 4).

ILe lghtTesong

Prior to the application deany transparecy coating to the AH-lW SuperCobri, the U.S.
Marine Corps. required oefirmation that emergem spoes would not be compromised. As an
added value to the curmt contract, and in cooperation with Slralnwif .lmar, BHTI
performed a canopy detonation on a ooe•d transparency Installed In an AH-IT. The test was
conducted on the AH-IT prior to a modification upgrade to the AH-IW SuperCobra. The
S;errcin abrasion resistant coating was FX174. Figur 11 shows the ph•tograph od a
sucoeuMW detonation for emergency egs

The onlhened pertfmance obtained fom sac canopy vendoes abrasion resistant
costing made the decision to choose a flight teat configuration difilcult. After many hours of
independent evaluations and "discuusions," Pilkngt's herd out, 886f0, was to be flown on
aircraft no. 1639$ and Teunst's saft ant, TXPU, was to be flown on aircraft no. 163937.
FIgure 13 shows aircraft no 163937 during canopy installatiol

.. -- The mod common reason fr *removel of an aircraft tUsnpareo Is the optical
degradation due to hese, halation, or contrast loes as prceilved by the pilot In order to
determine optical degradation as a function of time on th&e csted and noncoated

asarenele, ABTM M348.90, Standard Test Mothod for Moasurin Han of Transparent
/ Parts, was performed on the installed canopies. This test will be repeated on the test windows

3.20
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Figure 12. AH4IT Canopy Detonation with FX-17*4

Figure 13, AH-IW Modifled with TXPU
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during scheduled hanger maintenance, and if necessary, prior to and following any flight
training involving a severe desert/erosive environment.

At the time of this writing, both aircraft have been flying the modified transparencies
for four months. Future flight operations should include rocket rVings, low level flying (NOE),
and hovering in the desert sand environment of China Lake, CA.

..... - 7 SummazW

This program documents the benefits asacciated with the application of abrasion
resistant coatings on helicopter transparencies. Recent world developments, as demonstrated
through Operation Prime Chance, Operation Desert Storm, and Operation Restore Hope, have
shown that the mission environment for military helicopters consists of an abrasive and high
temperature environment. The use of these coatings will increase the transmarency service
life and ultimately mission readiness.

The results from the coupon tests have conservatively indicated an increase in
transparency component life by a factor of 4 or more. This is complemented by the recent
flight test data obtained from the OH-58D aircraft that weva modified with the ITO/hard coat
during Operation Desert Storm. From information obtained from Ft. Bragg, Government
maintainers and the BHTI on-site technical reprssentatives, the averagm transparency life of
"the uncoated forward windscreen was 0 to 9 months (Ref. 2). At the time of this writing, with a
minimum of 2 1/2+ years since Desert Storm, none of the 17 modified aircraft (1 loss) has had
a canopy replacement. This is further complemented by the fact that the Desert Storm
urgency required the application of the abrasion resistant coating on used canopies. Thes
"aircraft are currently assigned to the 4/17th at Ft Bragg. NC. The response from the
maintenance crews and pilots indicate that this coating technology was well received. . . . .

When applied properly, the hard coot technology .ffers excellent chemical resistance
and good abrasion resistance. In contrast, soft coat technology offers excellent abrasion
resistance and moderately good chemical resistance. However, the hard coat technology, if
applied improperly, will crass and the soft coat technology Is susceptible to mark-off when
covered ely. Repeiring isolated defects on coated systems has an adverse effect on the
optical properties of the transparency. The coatings applied by flowing and dipping can be
field rpaire in noncritical optical areas of the transparency. With this exception, all other
defects and coating systems require complete removal, stripping, and reapplication. These
benefits and concerns must be understood by the manufacturers and users if the full potential
of this technology is to be realized.

The use of abrasion resistant coatings on helicopter transparencies has reached the
level of maturity to allow expanding the current flight test pg• rm to include other military
ratoreaft. Efforts are currently underway to modify additional OH-58D aircraft at various

/locations in order to expand the environmental exposure and personnel involvement It is
through this expanded flight test effort that the transparency technical community will be
able to determine the level of user acceptane for the various hard and soft coatings.

As the world situation continue, to put more demands on our military rotorcraft, our
ability to be more responsive in terms of mission readiness will depend upon the application of
tsehnolmgies that will survive in a desertlsand environment.
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F-16 CANOPY TECHNOLOGIES:
ACCOMPLISHMENTS, CHALLENGES, AND OPPORTUNITIES

Co-Autho Lt Joseph Davisson Jr Mr. D. Reed Nelson
WL/IVR OO-ALC/LAAEA
Wright-Patterson AFP OH Hill APB UT

ABSTRACT

The US Air Force, in a team effort with industry and academia, initiated L
program to demonstrate and transition technologies that will enable the P-16 canopy
system to meet its mission requirements for the 1995-2000 time frame. The program
goals are centered around the objective of balancing mission performance with
supportability. This paper offers a "broad brush" lowk at the F-16 Canopy Teem's
successes to date, describes ongoing efforts, and explores the fnt~ire direction of the
program. Recent team accomplishments include a qualified 540 knot birdstrlke
resistsant canopy that will meet the four year servire life goal using advanced
coatings. A fully qualified canopy dry seal system that will reduce canopy change
out times to under four hours will be included as part of this system. Future
opportunities to increase canopy performance include, combat hardening
technologies to protect against laver and chemical weapons threats, tough -UD
technologies for a complete system of birdstrike protection, and mission compatible
optical performance with emerging systems such as Helmet Mounted Displays
/-(HMD) and Night Vision Goggles (NVG).

INTRODUCTION

The current production canopy for the F-16 was developed to meet the needs
of a lightweight air-to-air combat aircraft, providing 350 knot bird impact resistance.
Today, F-16 missions require routine low altitu.de op.ittions at flight velocities
reaching 540 knots. The service life Is limited between two and three years, and
canopy change times can take as long as 96 hours. Both conditions result hi a high
cost of ownership of the system in comparison to the four year service life and four
hour change out goals. The F-16 canopy is vulnerable to combat hazArd threats such
as chemical and biological weapons and out-of-band lasers.

Responding to the changing environmnet, the P-16 Canopy Team launched a
"program to improve the performance and supportability of the P-16 canopy in order
to meet its 1995-2000 mission requirements. The F-16 Canopy Team included the
Wright Laboratory Windshield Program Office (WL/FIVR), Ogden Air Logistics
Center (OO-ALC), the P.16 Systems Program Office, Headquarters Air Combat
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Command (HQ ACC), industry, and the University of Dayton Research Institute. In
the near term, the Team planned to demonstrate a 540 knot/4 pound bird impact
resistant canopy system that meets the 444 goal, which states that a transparency
shall maintain mission performance requirements for I years at which time it can be
changed out in j hours by no more than I technicians. For the long term, the Team
planned to demonstrate combat hardened technologies and integrate them into the
system as they mature.

DISCUSSION

Current Accomplishments

540 KNOT/4 POUND BIRDSTRIKE RESISTANCE
The 540 knot/4 pound birdstrike resistance goal emerged out of discussions

with HQ ACC on P-16 mission requirements ard a desire to protect the pilot
throughout the low altitude flight envelope. 540 knot birdstrike resistance was an
ambitious goal considering that the current production canopy had been qualified at
350 knots. Complementary laboratory tests and analytical tools were uised to reduce
the developmental risk. Three point beam tests were conducted on proposed
laminate designs and the current production laminate (Figure I). These rests were
useful for identifying laminates with the potential to meet the birdstrike resistance
goal based on peak load and energy absorbed during the test. From the beam tests,
several laminates were selected for evaluation using a new explicit finite element
analysis code called X3D (Figure 2). Quick turnaround times usingX3D provided a-.-
tool suitable for evaluating the blrdstrike resistance of several different laminates
prior to selecting a design for full-scale fabrication.

The team's selection strategy for fabricating prototype canopies sought to cover
both short and long term objectives. OO-ALC took on the responsibility for
demonstrating a two ply design to satisfy the near term objective of 540 knot
birdstrlke resistance at minimum cost. WL demonstrated a three ply design that
features a thin outer ply that will permit the Incorporation of a combat hardened
system as those technologies mature. Advanced coatings, selected from the Mission
Integrated Transparency System (MITS) test program were applied to the canopies to
confirm their compatibility with the birdstrike resistant system. Features of the
designs are shown in Figure 3. Both designs have passed qualification birdstrike
tests, and flight evaluations are planned for the Fall 93 time frame. OO-ALC is
preparing to procure the two ply design on a preferred spares basis in FY94.

FOUR YEAR SERVICE LIFE
Inspections of failed F.-16 canopies brought in from the field have shown that

the service life is limited primarily because of crazing and cracking of the acrylic
outer surface and electro-static discharge damage. To combat the short service life,
the MITS test program, led by WL/FIVR, evaluated the durability of a new
genertion of advanced coatings in parallel with the 540 knot birdstrlke resistant
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canopy effort Features of those selected for F-16 canopy application include soft
urethane coatings designed to eliminate acrylic crazing, and a static drain system
which consists of either a metallic outer layer or a conductive soft coating. Flight
evaluations are underway for some coatings and others will begin In Fall 93.

Validation of the four year service life wil be supported by full-scale
durability tests designed to evaluate the coatings in an accelerated F-16 thermal and
pressure environment Quantitative methods to evaluate the ability of the coatings to
maintain mission performance requirements include a measurement of contrast loss
and haze index, and birdstrike tests before and after durability testing. The advan,.ed
coatings will be integrated as part of the 540 Knot Birdstrike Canopy system.

/'" .' .FOUR HOUR CHANGE OUT"Change out times for the current system can reach % hours primarily because

of the cure times associated with wet sealants, and the labor intensive process of
removing "tacky" tape from the frame in preparationfor the replacement canopy. To
cut change out times down to four hours, OO-ALC led an effort to demonstrate a
new dry seal system. The dry "quick" seal system consists of a gasket type pressure
seal that is installed between the canopy frame interface, and a rain seal that attaches
to the edge of the canopy frame fairing. The new system can be installed in just a
few hours, is easy to handle, and can be reused. Ogden ALC has several units flying
on F-16s at Hill AFB and at the Kansas ANG. With the system fully qualified, Ogden
ALC has taken procurement action and will begin fleet implementation Li FY94.

Future Opportunities

COMBAT HARDENING
The threat of chemical weapons attack in Desert Storm brought home the fact

that USAF transparency systems are vulnerable. Organic plastics react with the
chemicals leaving an opaque surface which can disrupt mission performance and/or
ground aircraft The transparency system is also vulnerable to high powered, out-of-
band lasers. Althoug;h laser systems are not presently a large threat, delivery systems
are shrinking in size making the threat a future reality.

The F-16 Canopy Team demonstrated that a three ply system could defeat a 4
pound bird at 540 knots while meetn,.g the current weight requirement and optical
specifications. This system has left the door open to incorporate a combat hardened

//' system that is capable of defeating chemical and laser weapons threats while
// / maintaining 540 knot birdstrike resistance and a four year service life. Figure 4

shows a variation on the three ply design which could incorporate a sacrificial or
hardened ply, that when coated with an inorganic film could provide an
impenetrable combat hardened system.

The Air Force must work closely with industry to find affordable solutions that
have minimal impact on the durability of the system. WL/FIVR will begin a coupon
scale test program with UDRI and industry in FY94 to Identify possible candidates
for the combat hardened system.
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TOUGH HUD
Although an F-16 canopy capable of withstanding a birdstrike at 540 knots has

been demonstrated, the effort to improve total system safety continues. High speed
films from birdstrike tests with impact velocities of 350, 400, 500 and 540 knots,
revealed that contact between the canopy and HUD during the birdstrike event
(Figure 3) sends a spray of glass toward the pilot's neck, face, and eyes, which could

. •cause injury and potentially lead to loss of aircraft control. This highlights the need
for a toughened HUD combiner system, using either a plastic combiner "glass" or
coating the glass with a tough, transparent material. This would allow a controlled
respor'e of the system and minimize risk. Retaining optical quality in the HUD
system will be the largest hurdle to demonstrating this technology. However, the
Team is exploring options with the input of the avionics community and will initiate
a formal program in Fall 93.

OPTICAL PERFORMANCE
The "bubble" canopy shape gives P-16 pilots the most continuous, unobstructed

viewing area of any US fighter. But this complex shape makes the F-16 canopy one
of the most optically challenging transparency systems to manufacture as well. The
emergence of HMD and NVG systems, present new challenges in ensuring optical
quality of the canopy. The F-16 canopy community must anticipate changes in
optical requirements and apply innovative manufacturhtg solutions to meet the new
challenges and ensure that F-16 pilots maintain the winning edge in combat.

One promiaing manufacturing solution under evaluation is Directly Formed
(Injection Modlx'g) technologies. This- unique forming process offers the possibility
of better optical quidity, and the potential to reduce procurement costs by an order of
magnitude by eliminating many of the steps used in conventional forming methods.
WL/FIVR is currently demonstrating the process for the forward portion of an F-16
canopy. The Team's attention is focused on the optical quality and impact resistance
of the injection molded parts.

SUMMARY

I /. The Team has enjoyed numerous "wins" for the F-16 canopy system over the
past few years. The transparency system is now capable of meeting the birdstrike
threat in its low altitude flight environment. Reprocurement costs will go down as a
results of a longer service life through durable coatings. The dry seal system means
faster turnaround times and fewer work hours in the field.

* .New challenges are on the horizon as the Team continues to provide
affordable technology solutions for superior canopy performance and supportability.
Durable combat hardening, mission compatible optical performance, and otal

J birdstrike system safety through tough HUD technologies are all challe, i that will
S/ be met by a strong team dedicated to ensuring that the F-16 meets Its mission

requirements into the next century.

S/
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MISSION INTEGRATED TRlANSPARtENCY SYSTEM (NITS)
ACCOMPLISHMENTS AND STATUS

Cordon C. Stone, PND

L NITS Program Managor

LOCKHEED
Fort Worth Company

Fort Worth, Texas 76101, U.S.A.

Abstract

Under the auspices of the NITS Program, generic transparency
system (canopy) design has been concentrated on at the prime
contractor and subcontractor ic-vels to identify, quantify and
prioritize all pertinent design requirements. These rt.-uirements
have been pursued by applying the most advanced technologies and
-analysis techniques while utilizing the-most -advanced mavorials.

Four NITS detailed designs have been generated whiuh feature
transparency systems which encompass all pertinent mission prof iles
with performance levels including Radar Cross Section reduction,
birdstrike protection, aeroheating for Mach 2.5, four-year service
life, four-houtr change-out by two technicians and laser protection.

NITS has also facilitated the development of the latest multi-
functional outer surface coatings that will be demonstrated on
f lying 7-16 shaped advanced laminates and by full-scale ground
testing.

Copyright 1993 Lockheed Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

The objective of the NITS Program is to utilize a generic
*t approach to design, fabricate, and experimentally demonstrate

(ground test) a Mission Integrated Transparency System for advanced
tactical aircraft to operate in the last half of this decade.

In order to get a quick glimpse of the essence of the NITS
Program, one should pursue the definition of "Mission Integrated
Transparency System" The key to this definition lies in the
following five words in the objective:

(a) Transparency System

(b) Generic

(c) Mission Integrated

r First, what is a "Transparency System"? In the prime
contractor community, this part of the airplane has historically

* been called the canopy. However, in this case, the canopy is not
all that is being considered. Rather, all of those parts that
either touch, attach, to, or coordinate with the canopy such as the
cockpit side structure, the ejection seat, the head-up display,
"etc., have been included with the canopy. Thus, the term
"Transparency System" is used to represent this combination of
components.-

* -Next, expanding "Transparency System" to "Generic Transparency
System" broadens the emphasis to a transparency systeL not related
directly to that of any existing tactical aircraft or any future
aircraft design on the "Drawing Board" or, rather,in any computer
aided design data base.

. .In order to design this "Generic Transparency System", one
must begin with an airplane mission. Since the HITS Program is not
related directly to any particular airplane, representative
missions were fashioned from the different types of existing
aircraft missions.

At some point in this generic design process all pertinent
design goals or requirements are identified. The NITS Program
began with a broad set of goals and emphasized particular goals by
utilizing the representative missions. These mission-emphasized
requirement goals have been pursued and traded by integrating the
latest technologies into this generic transparency system design.
Thus, a "Mission Integrated Transparency System" has been
developed.

The theme of "Mission Integrated Transparency System"
development has been expanded upon in Sections 2, 3, and 4 of this
paper. We begin with a summary of mission generation and progress
to descriptions of requirements evaluation, trade studies,
selection of forebodies, and preliminary designs. We then report
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the coupon testing used to evaluate the preliminary designs and
describe detail designs. Section 5 describes an add-on effort to
the NITS Program that focuses on two particular requirement goals
and a specific airplane configuration. Section 6 summarizes the
accomplishments and discusses payoffs of the NITS Program.

The Windshield Program Office (WL/FIVR) of the Flight Dynamics
Directorate, Wright Laboratory (WL), sponsors the HITS Program.
3Nr. James L. Terry (WL/FIVR) is the Air Force Program Manager.
General Dynamics Fort Worth Division (GD/FW), now known as Lockhoed
Fort Worth Company (LFWC), is the prime contractor with the author
serving as Program Manager at LFWC.

7. The transparency manufacturers have been thoroughly involved
since the outset of the NITS Program. Initial work was competed to
the "Major 5" companies (Texstar, PPG, Sierracin, Pilkington and
Loral) in the Fall of 1988. PPG and Sierracin were chosen in
January 1989 to participate in Phases 1 and 2. Phase 3 called for

S * Single-Source procuring a PPG Windshield, a Sierracin Canopy and a
Pilkington Aft Fairing for the Phase 3 Demonstrator. Concurrently,
the existing "Major 4" companies (Pilkington, Sierracin, PPG and
Texstar) were chosen to participate in the Advanced Canopy Coatings
Project. The NITS Program schedule is shown in Figure 1-1. The
original HITS Program Plan is presented in Reference 1.
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2.0 PHASE 1 MISSIONS, REQUIREMENTS AND PRELIMINARY DESIGN

2.1 Missions

It is expected that the next generation of advanced tactical
aircraft will require transparency systems far more complex than
those that currently exist. The missions, functions and the flight
profiles of these aircraft, coupled with the advanced threats that
they are likely to encounter, have generated a large quantity of
critical and conflicting transparency system design, performance
and supportability requirements. Sets of these transparency system
design and performance requirements have been postulated,
categorized, and provided as baseline data by the HITS Air Force
Customer. The requirements were grouped into five categories:
natural hazards, crew/machine interface, combat hazards,
supportability and fuselage integration. They were incorporated,
along with current requirements, as design drivers for the purpose
of this mission development. For more details see References 2, 3,
and 4.

As mentioned in Section 1.0, in order to design a "Mission
Integrated Transparency System" one must begin with an airplana
mission. WL/FIVR, the NITS Air Force customer, provided GD/FW two
mission profiles: a typical ground attack (GA) profile and a
typical air superiority (AS) profile. GD/FW was then required to
generate a multirole (MR) mission profile using these two mission
profiles and incorporating all other pertinent considerations. The
"GA and AS mission profiles are shown in Figure 2.1-1 and 2.1-2,
respectively.

A mission definition approach was employed to derive the
mission related requirements to aid in establishing the HITS design
goals. To perforu a mission definition, two primary considerations
are necessary: threat definition and mission analysis. It is
necessary to develop a combat scenario and the associated threats,
targets, and operational procedures to provide the background
environment the mission profile will be flown iA. The two primary
categories closely analyzed during the mission analysis were combat
hazards and natural effect hazards. Each of the additional
critical categories of design parameter requirements was also

-- reviewed for relevance to operational capabilities applications and
the resultant implications.

The initial mission analysis step was to perform a systemized
mission review and operational applications analysis of the typical

* or baseline AS and GA mission profiles provided by WL/FIVR.
Establishing mission requirements and mission objectives for each
of the baseline profiles was integral to interfacing with a
preliminary MR profile. Included in the mission requirements were
such operational environmental considerations as: Day/Night
Operations, All Weather Operations, Penetration Altitudes/Speeds,
Tactics Employment, and operational procedures (Rules of
Engagement, Safe Passage Procedures, etc).
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Also included in the analysis are mission activities that arenot specifically addressed but that are integral or inherent to the
mission profiles. Examples are: Formation Flying and Rendezvous,
Aerial Refueling, and Approaches and Landings.

2.2 Multirole Mission

Based on threat definition and postulated operationalbackground, the development of the MR mission began with a
description of the activity envisioned as taking place during this
type mission and of a prioritized set of design requirement
parameters. Then an analysis of the probable possibilities of
mission combinations to form a MR mission plus a description of the
likelihood of the combinations was performed. Transparency
operational conditions and interactions, the probabilities of the
projected threat density/detection distributions, and the
anticipated expected encounters were also identified. The MR
mission profile is shown in Figure 2.2-1. A leg-by-leg detaildescription of the MR mission and additional information are
contained in References 2, 3, and 4.

JMUL1ROLE MISSION PROFILE
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2.3 NITS Requirements Evaluation

As was implied in Section 2.2, mission development and
operational factors led to mission driver requirements. Mission
definition is not complete without cognizance of mission impact on
requirements. Therefore, mission development and evaluation of
requirements go "hand-in-hand". In order to achieve clarity,
however, mission development and evaluation of requirements have
been presented sequentially. The process of mission definitio.,
operational factors and mission driver requirements is depicted in
Figure 2.3-1.

MISSION DEVELOPMENT AND OPERATIONAL
FACTORS LEAD TO MISSION DRIVER RZQPIRZXRNTS

MISSION DEFINITION OPERATIONAL FACTORS

S DESCRIPTION/ALLOCATION * THREAT ENCOUNTER RATES
A TASKING * TARGET SPECTRUM

/ CAS o Fixed/Mobile
/ BA Area/Point/Line
/oINT / Soft/Hard
/DCA • SORTIE DURATION
bOCA • MUNITIONS

I ZONES OF OPERATION * FORCE EMPL. TACTICS
* ENGAGEMENT TACTICS * RESOURCES
* LOADOUT CHARACTERISTICS . .. 4 Force Size .

T RULES OF ENGAGEMENT 4 Force Beddown
o/ Support Facilities
' Logistics

MISSION DRIVER REQUIREMENTS

NATURAW1FLIGHT GENERATED COMBAT GENERATED
V Maintenance 4 Nuclear
I Temperature V Chem/Bio
SCrew Ingress/Egress/Escape I RCS
SFogging, Distortion o IR
I Luminous Transmittance I Glint
.f Optics Lasers

SBattle Damage

Figure 2.3-1 Mission Definition / Driver Sequence

The purpose of the NITS requirements evaluation was for GD/FW
and the Government to establish a common understanding of the NITS
systems requirements before doing preliminary design work. GD/FW
evaluated these requirements to determine not only relevance, but
attainability in the 1995 to 2000+ time frame.
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Eighty-six (86) areas of concern were addressed and were
grouped into five (5) categories: Natural Hazards, Combat Hazards,
Supportability, Crew-Machine Interface, and Fuselage Integruition.
As was recognized early in this process, the missions determine key
driver requirements. Several categories of the 86 areas of concern
have substantial impact on mission success as is shown in Figure
2.3-2. Of the areas of concern, thirty (30) were initially
designated as design parameters by the (WL/FIVR) customer.

MN MISSIONS DETERMINE KET DRIVER REQUIREMENTS

86 PARAMETERS WERE ADDRESSED, BUT SEVERAL CATEGORIES
"HAVE SUBSTANTIAL IMPACT ON MISSION SUCCESS

NITS MISSION PROFILE
REQUIREMENT -l =I J -&T -

AREAS WA1IR tl IRATUC lt*O

GROUND OPERATIONS
(3otvmat, Interehman I hitty, r /1 1/
cOwye-u. t ?few, Ther•m •_

SERVICE LIFE . , ,

OPTICAL QUALITIES

SIGNATURE / /

HUD INTEGRATION

AERODYNAMICS. . .

BhRDSTRIIXE/

LASER PROTECTION / /

BALLISTIC PROTECTION / /

NIGHT/ALL WEATHER VISION / /

Figure 2.3-2 Key Driver Requirements Petermination

The design parameters were prioritized based upon missio'
requirements. AS and GA Mission requirement priorities were
established in Reference S by the Government. MR mission
requirement priorities were established by GD/FW and submitted
formally as Reference 6. Also, GD/FW re-prioritized goals for the
AS and GA Missions. The final prioritized goals for all three
missions are summarized in References 3 and 4 in addition to
Reference 6.

The priority values ranged from one to three with the priority
indicating the importance to the Air Force in accomplishing the
mission. Priority one is most important while priority three is
1east important.
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The results were presented, discussed and approved at a
Systems Requirements Review (SRR) in April, 1989. SRR attendees
represented the Windshield Systems Program Office at WL, various
technical disciplines at WL, several Air Logistics Centers, the
three HITS vendors: Sierracin, PPG,and Lockheed Aeronautical
Systems Company (LASC) and GD/FW in various technical areas. The
objective of the SRR was adhered to closely for the Government to
ascertain the adequacy of contractor efforts in defining system
requirements as is stated in HIL-STD-$521A (USAF). Traditional
system requirements are rather hard and fast, not to be compromised
later in the program.

In contrast to traditional system requirements, HITS
requirements were set at a level to optimize each particular
parameter, neglecting conflicting requirements. The requirement
levels were allowed some flexibility and were subject to change as
a result of trade studies. The desired result, with this non-
traditional approach, was to encourage the contractor and
subcontractors to "reach" for technical innovation rather than
settle for easily obtainable goals. GD/FW utilized diverse inputs
from "in-house" technical specialties, mission analyses, design
groups, materials groups and support groups as well as the
transparency manufacturers and LASC.

The prioritized requirement goals are represented for one area
of concern in Figure 2.3-3 which provides an overview of natural
hazards parameters. The driver category (i.e. thermal, weather,
solvent, etc) is broken down into the quantified parameters with

_-:-the priorities for each of these parameters listed-by mission. The a
additional parameters listed at the bottom of Figure 2.3-3 were
considered but were not rigorously prioritized. Similar overviews
of the remaining requirements categories (Combat Hazards,
Supportability, Crev-Machine Interface and Fuselage Integration)
are contained in Referencvs 3 and 7.

Ten common priority Oone" design drivers emerged from the
requirements evaluation for each of the three missions. Those
common priority "one" drivers are shown in Figure 2.3-4. These ton
requirements became the prxmary drivers for the HITS designs.

The ten top-priority drivers were determined to have both
competing and complementary performance parameters and are broken
down into typical performance considerations as shown in Figure
2.3-5. Due to the importance placed on service life, some lower
priority requirements were included.

For a thorough description of each design parameter, including
value or level, priority by mission: and acceptance criteria, please
refer to References 3 and 6.
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OVERVIEW OF NATURAL 'iAZARDS PARAMETERS

T ... PRIORITIES
DRIVER QUANTIFIED A -_.. .. -

CATEGORY PARAMETERS jI MTINLI All SUPRIRIOITT GNU ATTACX

THERMAL Aoating . 1 1•" ....... . ..__ __ ___ __ F i gt I lt n./Ver. ouae _______.....__--__" :___,". e q..... :_....__......____

WEATHER UVgbiato
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Railn llmovot
Antl Ice, Was 3 3 3

__ _ _ __ _ _ __ Fu lu ., ,Sait spray .___... . . .. .. ....... .. ............ ..

SOLVENT Cleaning Soltvion/ 1 1

BIRDSTRIKE Slr"trtk. 1 3 1

ABRASION Coming Albsai.o 2 2 2
lais1, Nell, Ice,

_....... . . . ..__ I Ual Iw ..ay

GENERAL Lightning 3 3 3
ENVIRONMENT

ADDITIONAL PARAMETERS
O Vibration I0 Peint/llotvnta s/ Seelante 00 Acid lainS/ Static Charge Iu lunllgt _ / elt SpIlt / Do-ice

/ Atmepiheic Pollutants / www / lwey Oe arl (grount)

Figure 2.3-3 Overview of Natural Hazards Parameters

MANY COMMON 41 DRYVwRS RESULTED

FOR EACH MISSION (MULTIROLE, AIR SUPERIORITY, GROUND ATTACK)
THESE DRIVER CATEGORIES WERE FIRS PRIORITY:

SService Life / Structural Integrity
SThermal / Electrical Compatibility
/ Optical .9 Interchangeability
4' Signature f/ Change-Out Time
.9 Solvent Resistance it HUD Integration

I THESE REQUIREMENTS WERE THE PRIMARY DESIGN DRIVERS

Figure 2.3-4 Common Priority #l Drivers
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THE TOP-PRIORITY DRIVERS HAVE BOTH COMPETING
AND COMPLIMENTARY PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS

DRIVER CATZGORY TYPICAL PERIORMANC3 CONSIDERATIONS

.ICE LIFE Seim. l e I CrySteo. Ablrsion. W., ol . . ..tur.

OPTICAL WALITIES .r.n.. itta-w., N .•. M e A Deo itionr *!tortioi. Sin o. r!eity

tIXATL"E KI 'CTIOU RCS. Inf rared, Visual
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CIIA*C1-GJV TIME Tw11"Ir ou

I. INTEGRATION Wide Field-of-Viom

aIm tow Wiorl•ty lPouiream t were Includld in servoo life Ano Ito i wortmnco.

Figure 2.3-5 Compatibility Features O: Top 10 Drivers

2.4 Trade Studies

An he synthesizes the design, the designer is ever mindful of
the requirements that his final creation must meet. He is
constantly challenged by what seems to be conflicting demands or
requiremonts by-the customer.... .

To fully satisfy one requirement, other requirements must be
compromised. A final solution attempts to meet as many of the
requirements as possible. Although it is almost impossible to
fully meet all requirements, it is possible to do well with respect
to most of the requirements through a series of compromises and
trade-offs. In the NITS Program, the trade-off process was a key
element of the design process and is documented in References 3 and
S.

Traditionally, the greatest emphasis on trade studies occurs
in the preliminary and finnl design phases. However, many trade
studies, at least at the conceptual level, are performed while
synthesizing a preliminary design. The NITS Air Force customer
directed the use of the three aircraft configurations and missions
as described in Section 2.3. The only information known about
these configurations was respect to mission to be flown. Nothing
was known of the overall shape, number of engines, number of crew,
inlets, avionics etc. Quantitative trade-off data cannot be
generated without specific designs on which to perform analysis.
Therefore, the trade-offes addressed in References 3 and S, wore
primarily constrained to the conceptual or qualitative level.
However, through an informal cooperative effort of both NITS
Program Managers, (Air Force and GD/FW) the trade study document has
been revised several times to reflect detail design trade-offs.
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Three baseline assumptions were included in the basis for the
trade study:

1) Only single seat, fighter-type aircraft were considered.
Two seat aircraft were not included.

2) Through-the-canopy ejection was not considered.

"3) Any ejection seat considered for reference in the Trade
Study Task has capabilities comparable to the McDonnell-
Douglas Aces I1 seat.

This trade study accomplishes NITS program objectives in
providing a trade and assessment foundation to serve as a basis for
future transparency system designs. It is complete to the extent
that data was available to the GD/FW NITS Program Office in time
for publication o: references 3 and 8. The study provided the
tools for:

a) Early development of transparency system concepts that can
be evaluated through trade-offs.

b) Development of preliminary designs that can meet conflicting
requirements.

c) Assessing the degree of compromise required for any
technology to satisfy priority drivers.

2.5 Selectitv'i of Forebodies

Rather than exist in isolation, a transparency system is
integrated with an air vehicle. Therefore, some knowledge of the
baseline vehicle must exist. The characteristic design features of
the vehicle, including the transparency system, should function in
a manner to serve the stated mission of the vehicle.

To begin the Preliminary Design task, representative air
vehicle baselines suitable for conducting subsequent technology
evaluation were required. The mission profiles dictated a fixed
wing fighter type aircraft. The baseline aircraft was selected
using the following criteria:

a) The aircraft must currently be in either the United States
Air Force or Navy inventory and should be expected to be in
the inventory in the 1995-2000 timeframe.

b) The aircraft must currently be used for the subject mission.

o) The KITS program was committed to develop unclassified
designs per customer guidelines,
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-i - .Aircraft considered as baselines were the: F-iS, F-1il, F-14,

F-16, F-iS, F-4, A-7, AV-8B, and A-10. Noticeably absent from this
-Iat are several advanced tactical aircraft currently under
d1'4velopment. None of these aircraft were selected as baselines in
order to satisfy criterion (C), above. Aircraft were selected as
baselines for the following reasons: Use of one of the advanced
aircraft as a baseline would have dictated that the design work be
conducted in a classified area by appropriately briefed personnel.
Conversely, by selecting current fleet aircraft, a large amount of
baseline data would be available. Readily obtainable baseline data
was especially important in analysis of reliability,
maintainability, and supportability parameters. Selection of the
AS, GA and MR Forebodies is covered in Reference 3.

The McDonnell-Douglas F-15 "Strike Eagle" was selected as a
baseline for the AS Mission. This aircraft is currently the
premier AS fighter for the Air Forco. The F-1i is capable of a
Mach 2.5 cruise (leg 7 of the AS Mission Profile). However, what
counts most in an AS fighter is not the highest speed but the
capacity to maneuver while withstanding the maximum loads.
Maneuverability is expressed in climbing performance, acceleration
capacity and turning speed. A thrust-to-weight ratio of greater
than one gives the 7-15 the performance necessary for this type of
mission.

The F-15 forebody design, as with the entire aircraft, is
deriveA from its primary mission. The crew station configuration,

--.. single place or two-place tandem, and -the- allowance for a large
radar dish form the size envelope for the forebody. High speed
flight requirements shape the forebody to achieve acceptable
transonic/supersonic wave drag characteristics.

The GD/Fl F-16 "Fighting Falcon" was selected as a baseline
for the MR Mission. This aircraft currently serves as the "low"
component of the USAF's high-low mix. During any conflict, the F-
16 would be expected to fly both AS and GA missions. A thrust-to-
weight ratio greater than one gives the F-16 the performance
necessary for this type of mission.

The F-16 forebody design, as with the entire aircraft, is
derived from it's primary mission. The crew station configuration,
single place or two-place tandem, and moderate size radar dish form
the size envelope for the forebody. High speed flight requirements
shape the forebody to achieve acceptable transonic/supersonic wave
drag characteristica. A high priority on field of view results in
a one piece wrap-around canopy.

The Mcr)onnell-Douglas AV-SS "Harrier" was selected as a
baseline for the CA Mission. The Harrier is a vertical takeoff and
land (VTOL) aircraft. Because of the unique VTOL capabilities, the
aircraft can be based close to the front lines, away from
vulnerable airfields. The Harrier is a versatile aircraft that can
operate at supersonic speeds and engage other fighter aircraft in
combat in addition to its GA capabilities. Such capabilities will
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ensure continued usage of this vehicle in the U.S. Navy (Marine)
inventory.

The AV-8B forebody design, as with the entire aircraft, is
derived from it's primary mission. The crew station configuration,
single place or two-place tandem, and lack of radar form the size
envelope for the forebody. Visual ground target acquisition
requires that the forebody be shaped to allow good downlook, both
over-the-side as well as over-the-nose.

As a baseline assumption the inlets and wings were neglected
for the purpose of the NITS program. Inclusion of the inlets and
wings would impact aerodynamic analysis results to the extent that
changes to the transparency would have minimal effects.

2.6 Preliminary Designs

In order to avoid repetitious coverage of transparency system
features, a brief description of each of the three preliminary
designs, along with pertinent concepts considered, will be given in
this section. More detailed coverage is provided in Section 3.2
which covers the three MITS detailed designs. The three preliminary

'I designs are described in detail in References 3,4 and 9.

Multi-Role Mission Configuration

4 . . .. . h-Rmission calls for both supersonic cruise at high
altitude and supersonic dash "on the deck." Air-to-air engagements
are expected as well as weapons delivery to ground targets. The
full range of combat hazards are expected (ballistics, laser,
nuclear, chem/bio, and radar/infrared/visual detection) and a
severe combination of natural hazards (birdstrike, rain, ice,
temperature, etc.) are likely.

The MR transparency design, which utilizes a modified F-16
Forebody, (Section 2.5) features an aft-pivot windshield/canopy and
a fixed aft canopy section. The windshield and forward canopy are
separate sections attached by an integral bowframe. This
facilitates producibility, improves optical C-atures, and allows
weight reduction by tailoring the transpar.-;cy laminate thicknesses
to the expected threat severity (temperature and birdstrike, in
particular) for the respective transparency sections.

The windshield and canopy sections have an outer two-ply
chemically-tempered glass laminate separated from polycarbonate
(PC) structural plies by a gap filled with nitrog6n or filtered
air. This gap is subjected to the same pressure as the cockpit.
The glass laminate plies are bonded with silicone and the PC plies
are bonded with urethane.

The outer surface of the glass is coated with a conducting
film of either indium tin oxide (ITO) or an ITO/ATO (antimony tin
oxide) combination. The sheet resistance of this conducting film
will be approximately 10 ohms/square (a good compromise between
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microwave reflectivity and optical (visual) transmission).

A second conducting film layer is presently designed at either
the outer surface of the second glass ply or the outermost PC
surface. Plans were made to test for the beat location and
effectiveness of this film during the detail design phase of the
program. Existing knowledge indicated that the silicone interlayer

- would likely degrade the performance of this film if it is placed
between the glass plies.

The total PC thickness was between 0.5 and 0.75 inches in the
windshield section and between 0.375 and 0.6 inches in the canopy
section. The aft section was initially designed to be an outer ply
of 0.12 inch chemically tempered glass bonded to a 0.188 inch thick
PC ply with urethane.

An optional MR laminate design was maintained in order to
provide a window of opportunity to infuse developing technologies,
particularly materials, into the program as they became available.
This optional laminate called for a high temperature outer ply
constructed from one of several developing materials: (a) "HTPC"
(high-temperature PC) such as that being developed by Mobay, (b)
"S240", under development by Sierracin/Sylmar, (c) Acriview 590
from Pilkington (formerly GAC590 from Loral Defense Systems), (d)
AEC from Dow Chemical, (e) Dural from Celanese and (f) PPC 4701
from General Electric.

... ...... - The outer surface coating system was -expefted to be that-
developed under the WL/NLPJ Electro Optics 11 Contract with Loral
Defense Systems, or a metallic film with a protective topcoat.

The total length is slightly over 11 feet and the total area
is approximately 39 square feet. The shape is "Mod 2," i.e., the
second modification to the starting generic design. Two other
modifications would be made before reaching the final shape.

Air Superiority Mission Configuration

The strongest performance drivers for the AS mission are high
temperature capability, excellent aerodynamic shaping, low
signature characteristics and quality optics. Lower emphasis is
placed, for this mission, on birdstrike resistance and hardening to
conventional (ballistic) and laser weapons.

The AS design which utilizes a modified F-15 forebody,
features a fixed bowframe with separate acting windshield and
canopy sections. The windshield pivots forward for ease of
maintenance access. The canopy assembly, which in itself has an
integral bowfrane, pivots aft. This design features ease of
manufacturability for the glass laminates, minimization of weight
of the individual pieces for ease of change-out and handling,
successful compromises between optics, signature, and
producibility, and tailorability of laminate thickness (and thus
weight) in the three sections. As in the case of the MR design,
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excellent service life is expected.

The AS design is similar to that for the MR design in that a
glass laminate is used outboard of the PC structural plies and is
separated from them by a pressurized nitrogen or clean-air gap.
The silver or gold (or other metallic alloy) film is retained as
optional for this configuration and the PC thickness is downscaled
to reduce weight, since the priority for birdatrike protection is
reduced for this mission. The aft transparency section featured a
0.188 inch thick PC ply, but it is anticipated the PC ply can be
deleted since the glass laminate can carry the aerodynamic and
pressurization structural loads.

The dimensional characteristics of the AS "Mod 2" Shape
includes an overall length of 13 feet and a total surface area of
over 52 square feet.

Ground Attack Mission Configuration

Although the aerodynamic heating induced-temperatures are the
least severe for this mission, the requirements for protection from
birdstrike, conventional and laser weapons, and reduced signature
are high.

The overall GA configuration utilizes a modified AV-8B Harrier
forebody. The design features a single-piece canopy and subframe

. which-pivots forward for excellent ingress/egress. For emergency- .
egrelss/scape, the canopy/frame pivots aft.

The recommended laminates for the CA transparency system
featured a thicker structural laminate to provide greater
birdstrike protection for this low-level mission. Slightly
improved ballistic resistance is also offered, although a secondary
ballistic shield will be required. The outer layer of the design
was targeted to consist of Loral's GAC 590 urethane coated with the
0 11 coating system to protect against combat and natural hazards.

It should be noted that although transparent ballistic shields
are featured in this design, Kevlar-type materials with cut outs
for visual sighting were also considered. A typical shield
configuration of this type would be 0.1 inch aluminum facing with
approximately 5.5 lb/ft4 Kovlar composite.

The Mod 2 design for the CA transparency has an overall length
of nearly 12 feet and a forward down-look capability of 19.6": the
best for any of the mission-driven designs.

A Technical Information Plan, a Logistics Support Analysis
Plan and a System Safety Program Plan were written for the three
HITS preliminary designs. These plans are coverad in detail in
References 10, 11, and 12, respectively.
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3.0 PHASE 2 - PERFORMANCE EVALUATION AND DETAILED DESIGN

3.1 Evaluation of Preliminary Designs

The NITS design and performance requirements were quantified
and prioritized as described in Section 2.3. The capabilities of
each preliminary design were assessed as to whether it met or fell
short of the NITS design and performance requirements. In some
cases a quantitative assessment (percentage of requirement) was
made. The assessments were typically based on test data (NITS-
generated, subcontractor data, or open literature), analysis,
experience, or similarity to another requirement. To illustrate,
a small portion of the assessment results are shown in Table 3.1-1.
This table covers the assessment of the capabilities of the NITS
Preliminary Designs to satisfy just 10 of the 66 quantified and
prioritized performance requirements.

Throughout the detailed design development of Phase 2, these
assessments were refined in many cases by the various technical

* analyzes (birdstrike, aerodynamic heating, aerodynamic drag,
optics, etc). Concurrently, these refinements were verified and/or
enhanced, where applicable, by materials coupon testing. The
materials coupon testing effort and results are described on
Section 3.3. The preliminary test plan for the materials coupon
testing is covered in detail in Reference 7.

The complete assessment results as well as a summary by
mission of all of the prioritized design driver categories and the
performance requirements are contained in References 3 and 9.

3.2 NITS Detailed Designs

'ultirole Design

The MR transparency system consists of three main components:
a windshield section, a canopy section, and a fixed aft fairing.
Separate components enhance supportability and manufacturability.
The laninates for the windshield and canopy feature two glass outer
plies, exterior ITO coatings, and a pressurized air-gap between the
glass plies and PC structural plies. The canopy frame assembly,
featuring an aft pivot for ingresI/eqr-Iss and emergency escape,
integrates windshield/canopy, latch ha-dware and emergency system
components with the aircraft forebody. Dry seals are used for all
transparency-to-structure interfaces. Common length fasteners are
utilized along transparency edge attachment boundaries.

The KITS program involves not only transparency design, but
the design of forward fuselage structure as well. The structural
integration of the MR transparency/fuselage design involved
concurrent engineering in areas such as sill plane and parting
plane locations, crew station geometry and equipment, and latch
hardware and resultant support struicture.
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Table 3.1-1 Capabilities Assessment of the MITS Designs

Mission Basis
Requirement for

XX RI OX Asses sment

1. Aerodynamic Heating . M . A

2. Fltlins/Warehse Temp. . . M .... ,.

3.1 UV 14 M4 1 2,?.

4. Moisture M M M 4, T
"5. Rain .. M M D I
6. Hail l M 2

7. ce M M
8. Rain Removal . M . M .M .,S

9. Anti-Ice/Dc-Ice M M M S,E

10. Defog 14 4 14 S,E

- .86. Latch/Lock/Seal 14 M4 1 A

a a exc tod sltquir"W T I Test
,N Nests AaAnalysle
" a Fells S t IU a lstifato, Experlence
5/t/l X of I mpf Pooseon t S 0 Sfalla, lty
* a gf Oer4e for Phase I Aesament

votes and famnts

Cm Uen and aqmpotary notes awe givn below In the odw of the roPifworo listed.

14. rAs-_s-mnj- of weathering prpepctles for the GA design was defei ed poring selectlon of the cseting

.-10. "athpd! to acofliah those requiramoena were evaluated in Phese 2. Jet bleat will not be o d for GA.

Figure 3.2-1 presents a cross-section of the MR fuselage
roughly where the pilot's feet are located to show typical
structure. Conventional frame and longeron construction was used
for the NITS MR fighter.

The transparency system design heavily involved the most
important component of an aircraft weapon system: the pilot.
Consideration was given to vision obscuration due to frame position
and Read Up Display (HUD) support structure. Nobility within the
cockpit influenced helmet/transparency clearance, side console
space, and ejection seat geometry. The location of structure did
not interfere with the pilot's ability to perform a mission or the
ability to escape during an emergency.
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7 / Figure 3.2-2 shows vision through the W. transparency as seen
from the design eye position. The forward bowframe placement was
driven to maximize forward uplook angle. The bcwframe masks the
transition from a single curvature windshield to a compound
curvature canopy. A high temperature fiberglass straps required to
4ecure the glass plies to the edgeframe cause a slight increase in
vision obscuration.

The canopy frame assembly is the key to structural
integration. The frame operates structurally, transmitting flight
and internal pressure loads into the furelage. The frame must also
withstand loads caused by bird impact and emergency escape. The
assembly operates reliably during ingresp and egress. A side view
of the canopy frame is shown in Figure 3.2-3. Some of tha major
detailed parts are labeled.

The MR transparency geometry was developed using 3-D computer
graphic tools. Figure 3.2-4 shows the MR transparency with a
laminate summary. The transparency contour was optimized for the
"forebody geometry using design/analysis iterations. Assessments of
performance along wuh design methodology resulted in integrated
outer mold lines for KITS designs. Initial modifications were
driven by signature reduction, yet exhibited poor optical
performance. Final modifications were driven to improve optical
performance while maintaining good signature performance. Other
issues involved during the trade analysis were aerodynamics and

- human factors. The transparency measures 11.5 ft. in-length, 3.2
ft. maximum width, and 44.5 sq. ft. in total wetted area.

7Auminates for the windshield and canopy consist of two glass
plies laminated with a silicone interlayer. A pressdrized air-qap
separates the inner glass ply from the PC structural layer. The
glass plies carry the pressurization load. The PC plies are not
pressurized; operating pressures are balanced across the PC plies
by the laod-carrying glass plies. Tests indicate increased service
life potential for this configuration. The aft transparent fairing
consists of a glass/PC laminate with a photochromic-doped silicone
interlayer.

A glass-faced laminate was selected for the MR configuration
primarily due to the durability of the ITO/Glass face ply under
extreme service conditions. STAPAT thermal analysis predicts
maximum surface temperatures in excess of 360" F. The air gap
design insulates the structural PC ply from extreme temperatures.
Tests conducted during Phase 2 indicate excellent resistance to
rain, solvents, and abrasion.
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FIure 3.2.3 Mlttroe Canopy Frawm

The MR canopy latching system consists of four rotating hooks
on each side of the canopy frame operated by a push-pull linkage
mechanism, and latch receptacle studs attached to fittings on the
fuselage sill longeron. The linkage mechanism is operated by
bellcranks on a transverse torque tube on the canopy frame. A pair
of linear actuators provides the force to operate the latches as

.well as raise and lower the canopy assembly. A canopy latch
locking mechanism is incorporated in the latching linkage near the
second hook on the left-hand side.

Each hook features a curved surface of engagement to allow the
canopy to be cinched down and accommodate large dimensional
variations in the hook and latch receptacle positions. The hooks
protrude through openings in th" bottom of the canopy frame to
engage the latch studs on the intbard flange of the longeron. The
pilot can visually confirm latch engagement with ease.

For access to the cockpit, the canopy assembly opens by
pivoting about hinges at the aft ends of the frame. The canopy
rotates approximately 34' to the normal, fully-opened position.
The actuation system allows the canopy to be stopped and held at
any position between fully closed and fully opened.

The MR canopy actuation system consists of two linear
screwjacks driven by an electromechanical gear motor through rigid
driveshafts. The output end of each screwjack is attached to a
bellorank arm on the canopy torque tube. The length of the
screwjack stroke is approximately 14 inches. Each screwjack is
attached to an actuator support fitting mounted on a structural
"bulkhead at the rear of the cockpit. When the canopy is opened,
the four-point support provided by the two hinges and the two
screwjacks makes The canopy very stable under extreme wind-load and
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bounce conditions. To prevent a person from being trapped inside
the cockpit while the aircraft is on the ground, a manually-driven
actuation subsystem (hand crank) is incorporated.

The MR emergency system consists of devices that rapidly
disconnect the canopy assembly from its attachments and propel it
from the aircraft, plus the devices to initiate these actions, and
the interconnecting network of explosive lines. Thin layer
explosive (TLX) lines are used to transfer the explosive energy
between devices because they are very rugged and easy to handle.
Because TLX lines are flexible, they easily accommodate challenging
installations. Replacement of the explosive
initiation/transmission hardware with laser initiators and fiber-
optic transmission lines offers substantial supportability payoff
"when this technology matures and is qualified.

Installation of the canopy assembly involves removal of hinge
support access covers from each side of the airplane. Eccentric
bolt keepers located on the hinge support are removed from each
side of the airplane. A sling is attached to the canopy assembly
and is used to raise and position the assembly into place.

The canopy is tilted aft to an angle of 47" with respect to
the fuselage sill longeron. The canopy is gently lowered until the
aft hinge engages the hinge support fitting, then It is allowed to
rotate about the bearing until the hinge is captured by the lower
roller. Finally, the lower roller eccentric bolt is adjusted and
the bolt keeper is re-installed.. ... _ .. ...

Additional installation activities involve attaching the
canopy actuator linkage to the torque tube and connecting the
emergency system sequencing lanyards. Final canopy installation
details involve rigging the latches to nominal clearances and
conducting a cockpit pressurization check.

Ground'Attack Design

The GA windshield/canopy frame assembly Is shown in Figure
3.2-5. The windshield is designed to pivot forward for cockpit
maintenance access. Two windshield retainer fittings are used to
secure the windshield to "he forebody. The windshield bowframe is
also used to fasten the assembly to the fuselage. Skin panels
allow access to the retainer bolts.

The canopy frame/fuselage sill interface is defined by two
parting planes. A transition bulkhead is used to stiffen the frame
assembly at the parting plane intersection. A close-out shelf is
used to stiffen the aft frame and support loads from the hinge
fitting.

The interface between th6 windshield and canopy bowframe is
shown in Figure 3.2-6. The figure shows the windshield and canopy
bowframes. Also noted are the weather seal and pressurized
inflatable seal.
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The GA Transparency with its laminate summary are shown in
Figure 3.2-7. Since the GA mission entails only modest elevated-
temperature demands on the transparency, an all-plastic laminate
was selected. In essence, this design was carried as a technology
transition opportunity for insertion el emerging new
polymer/casting systems. It should be noted that during this time
period, coating systems were not available for plastic substrates
that provided the required resistance to natural and combat
hazards.

To accommodate the dual sill parting planes of the ground
attack design, the canopy latching and unlatching motion follows
the path of a large arc for a short distance. The instantaneous
center of rotation of the caiiopy, the center of this arc, is
geometrically defined by two lines projected normal to the sill
planes. Figure 3.2-8 illustrates how the instantaneous center of
rotation is defined. The effective motion at each of the hooks is
approximately straight translation because of the large radius and
the small arc angle. Each hook features a special profile and
orientation to produce the desired rotational motion for the
canopy.

The hooks protrude from the inside surface of the canopy frame
to engage the latch rollers on the inboard flange of the longeron.
The pilot can visually confirm latch engagement with ease. Hook
fittings and latch lever fittings are incorporated in the canopy
frame and fuselage longeron, respectively, to carry and distribute
the latching loads.---- ----

N IIi S.IC

/" Varie.0. UM"We

W1.04 OW

Figure 3$.2-7 TLrasnaparenc~y Gemtry/ For Ground Attack
Configuration
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INSTANTANEOUS CENTER OF
ROTATION DURING CANOPY
LATCHING/UNLATCHING

LINES NORM4AL TO
SILL PLANES

Figure 3.2-8 Instantaneous Center of Rotation, Ground
Attack Canopy

For access to the cockpit, the canopy opens by pivoting about
hinges at the aft ends of the frame. The canopy rotates
approximately 34" to the normal, fully-opened position. The
actuation system allows the canopy to be stopped and held at any
position between fully closed and fully opened.

Figure 3.2-9 shows the Ground Attack Crow Station Geometry.
The GA transparency has the largest area of clear vision for all
NITS mission designs and is well suited for the GA role. The
forward bowframe placement was driven to provide adequate clearance
for emergency escape. The bowframe masks the transition from the
single curvature windshield to the compound curvature canopy.

Air Superiority Design

In this section we will briefly summarize the primary features
of the AS desiqn. Figure 3.2-10 shows a side view of this design
and its structural arrangement. The transparency system consists
of three components that feature the same exterior ITO-coated
glass-pressuriaed gap design employed by the MR configuration.
Since birdstrike requirements are of lower priority for this
mission than for the MR mission, the PC structural plies are
thinner in this case (2 x 0.19 in. compared to 2 x 0.25 in. in the
windshield area).
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Figure 3.2-9 Ground Attack Crew Station Geometry

The windshield assembly features- a forward-pivoting design for
maintenance access. The canopy frame assembly, with an aft pivot
for ingress/egress, and emergency escape,, inteqrates the
vindehield/canopy, latch hardware, and emergency system components
with the aircraft forebody. Dry seals are used for all interfaces
between transparency and structure.

Additional information pertaining to the detail MR, GA,
and AS transparency systems may be found in References 13, 14, 15,
and 16.

An Inteqrated Support Plan and a System Safety Plan were
written for the three NITS detail desiqns. These plans are
described in detail in References 17, and 18, respectively.

3.3 Materials and Testing

The focus of Phase 2 materials activities was on ITO-coated
chemically-tempered gless (Herculite 11 from PPl Industries) and on
an 8240 high-temperature polymer. A high-temperature material was
required for the MR and AS missionsi the GA mission does not
require high service-temperature capabi)ity. All missions rcquire
an exterior coating system to provide multifunctional resistance to
natural and combat hazards.
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Figure 33.10 Summary Of Air Superiority Dedp Features

Table 3.3-1 summarizes a few of the pros and cons for glass
versus plastic face-ply materials.

Table 3.3-1 Face-Ply Materials Tradeoffs

MATERIAL PROS/CONS P C

. Chem-Tempered *. High-Temp-Capability .
Glass • Strong, Easily Coatable /

• Very Durable with ITO /
* Heavy, Impact Effects /

H,... Nard to Form Compound el/

Plastic • Lighter Than Glass /
* Generally Easier To Form /
* Hard to Coat (ITO) /
* Requires Complex Coating System /
• Limited Service Temp. /

Glass provides an excellent substrate for conductive coatings
and the bare ITO coating proved to be very durable, environmentally
resistant, and well suited to our high performance requirements.
This combination was therefore selected as the windshield outer ply
for the MR and As missions.

Transparent plastics with higher service temperature
capability than PC and acrylic materials have not yet been
demonstrated with environmentally resistant materials coatings at
the scale and performance level required for MITS applications.
Several materials systems are in various stages of development/test
via either vendor, internal research A development, or other
contract funding. 8240 with an 8417 coating system were selected
for laboratory evaluation in this program. It is not yet optimized
for all properties but demonstrated promise early in Phase 2 for
its development and scale-up potential.
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Four categories of tests were conducted at the University of
Dayton Research Institute (UDRI), at PPG Industries, and at GO/FW
during Phase 2 of the NITS Basic Program to aid in evaluation of
the detailed designs:

o Comparison of candidate face ply materials (e.q., rain
erosion, stress craze, abrasion)

o Determination of quantitative performance (e.g., ballistic

fragment, reflectivity, transmittance/haze)

o Discrimination between design details (e.g., hail, endurance)

o Screening of advanced coatings for improved service life
(reported in Section 5).

These tests and their results are described in the following
paragraphs.

* NTS Flax Beam * Hail Impact * Ballistic
* Rain Erosion * Endurance * Salt Fog
* Air Cannon * Stress Craze * Thermal
* UV/VIS/NIR Transmission * IR Reflection * QUV
* Thermal Shock * Tensile Loading * Optics
* Salt Blast * Photochromics * Fungus
* Oscillating Sand Abrasion

Conditioning of the samples waslimited-to QUV exposure. In
many cases, tests were performed on samples with and without QUV
simulated-weather conditioning. QUV exposure at GD/FW consisted of
repeated cycles of 7 hours ultra-violet light at 60" C followed by
5 hours of condensing humidity at 450 C. The QUV cycle at UDRI was
essentially the same except that temperature was held at a constant
120" F throughout the entire cycle. The samples were generally
conditioned for four equivalvnt years using UVB-313 lamps and 168
hours per equivalent year. Figure 3.3-1 shows the initial and
final transmission and haze values (before and after QUV) of the
ITO/glass and 8417/8240 samples.

Both the ITO/glass and 8417/S240 face ply candidates were
tested at GD/FW in oscillating sand (Bayer) abrasion and salt
impingement. In the "Bayer" test, a sand "bath" is repeatedly
shaken across the surface of the samples up to 600 times. Salt
impingement tests were also run on the ITO/glass samples per ASTM
F-1128 with alight modification to the maximum number of blasts.
Test results are summarized in Figures 3.3-2 and 3.3-3.

Samples of the ITO/glass and fiberglass strap material were
tested at UDRI for their resistance to fungi per ASTM G-21. Neither
the glass nor the fiberglass samples supported any fungal growth.
No significant change in transmission or haze was observed after
exposure.
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FURTHER OPTIMIZATION OF HAZE PROPERTIES
FOR COATED S-240 1 NEEDED

b0. OSCILLATING SAND ABRASION 1
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Figure 3.3-3 Summary of Oscillating Sand Haze Results

Thermal Shock-tests were run at GD/FW•on ITO/glass samples.
The tests were run per MIL-STD-S10D, Method 503.2, using a
temperature range from -650 F to +3000 F. No cracking of the glass

U., or coating was observed.

stress craze tests were conducted at UDRX on both QUV-
conditioned and baseline ITo/glass samples following the procedure
"outlined in AFWAL Report TR-85-3125. The test chemicals used were
50% sulfuric acid solution, isopropyl alcohol, toluene, ethylene
glycol, JV4 jet fuel, and a 20% MMK/water solution. No crazing of
the coating was observed with any of the chemicals up to 3,000 psi
outer fiber stress level.

Various types of impact tests were conducted on a number of
candidate laminate designs. Table 3.3-3 summarizes the impact
response of comparable "gap" and "no-gJap glass-PC designs. The
NITS flex-beam tests were conducted at 2,000 inches/minute
crosshead displacement load rate (per AFWAL TR-85-3125) * Ballistic
tests used a chisel point fragment-simulating projectile.

-• Threshold penetration velocities were used to rank the relative
"fragment resistance of the designs. Air-cannon impact tests used
2-inch steel ball bearings to measure the velocity and energy
required to penetrate the laminates. Hail impact tests were
conducted per ASTX F-320. The laminates are ranked based on the
largest size hail not causing unacceptable damage.
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Table 3.3-3 Summary of Impact Response

IMPACT RESPONSE IS SIMILAR FOR GAP NO-GAP DESIGNS

/ DESIGN MULTIROLE
TEST - -.. .

__________________ .. GAP NO-GAP

Btalistic Threshold Vsloelty for 2780 ft/sea 2400 ft/sac * PLUISTIC FRAGNEM?
.30 cat-.. RESISTAKCE ) LEXGUAtO

Air Commn Penetration Energy fow "471 ft-tbhs 540 ft-tbe * NO PALL
2-Inch, 1.18S-tb Batt IwerIng (593 ft/sac) (542 ft/sac)

* COW DEBRIS/RAIL
PTS Se After OUY, 2000 In./min. 2263 inolb 2503 In-lb RESISITAlCE
Load Rate T s ..ughne.ss.. .nergy

oaft (1000 ft./saW.
IN31c IMI sof 0mg MeOm1" Ic. •. 9.9.2 * I 2,3,1
20 Ice Slt I I, ..... .

9 S uveld 9 Sht laquirmeant
2 a - filed on 2nd Shot
I1 failed an lot Mhot
(Three Sampl Each Dealpi)

Table 3.3-3 indicated that the laminate designed with two
plies of glass with an air gap is generally more impact resistant
than the design with no air gap.

-- - -- Samples-ot baseline and conditioned ITO/glass and S417/S240
were tested for rain erosion at 500 mph, I inch per hour rainfall,
and 30 degree installation angle. The results of these tests are
summarized in Table 3.3-4 for ITO/GLASS. The $417/$240 results are

. contained in References 13, 14, 15, and 16.

Infrared Reflectance measurements were made on the ITO/glass
and $417/$240 surfaces for laser response and signature assessment.
The reflectance curves are shown in Figure 3.3-4. The reflectance
of the bare glass surface is also shown for comparison. Several
different optical measurements were run on the PPG laminate
configuration shown in Figure 3.3-5. Transmission measurements
were made normz.l to the samples and at the installed position.
Figure 3.!-5 is A summary of the various optical measurements that
were performed. None of the samples had received any QUV
conditioning.
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"Table 3.3-4 .TO/Glass Rain and Solvent Resistance

ITO/GLA8S B".RflCZ 18 RAIN AND SOLYRNT RZSISTANT

TEST RESULTS COMMENTS

Stress Craze with:
* Toluene * EXCEEDS
* 50% Sulfuric Acid MITS
* Ethylene Glycol NO CRAZING REQMNTS
o Isopropyl Alcohol
- JP4
* 20% MEK ___ EXTREMELY

DURABLE
Rain Erosion Before 83% T 0.4 SURFACE
at 500 mph(After QUV) After 83% T 1.6 %H

Coating Removal < 5%

The Multirole Design Should Have Excellent Service Life
(Based on Outer Surface Tests)

The performance of several photochromic materials provided by
----....... Swedlow and PPG was investigated,--Sample A was provided by PPG and----

Samples B and C were provided by Swedlow. Transmission
measurements were made on the samples while in both the colored
(darkened) and bleached (clear) states. These transmission values
are shown in Table 3.3-5 with various combinations of transparent
plies over the photochromic material. The tests were performed
according to the procedure outlined in Reference 7. Details of
this testing are covered in Reference 13.

Tensile Load tests were performed zin samples of the ITO/glase
laminate with bonded fiberglass straps. These strars are drilled
and used in the designs as the structural mounting for the glass
plies. They carry the pressure load from the glass to t-he frame.
Interest was limited to the tensile strength of the glass and the
bonding adhesive. Three of the samples failed due to the adhesive
and two failed when the glass broke. The results of these tests
are reported in References 13 and 14.

Aeroheating thermal tests were conducted at PPG Industries on
4-inch X 7-inch samples bolted together to simulate the bowframe
area between the windshield and canopy sections of the MR and/or AS
transparencies. These results are reported in Reference 14. The
basic intent of these tests was two-fold: (1) to measure through-
the-laminate temperatures for comparison to STAPAT predictions: and
(2) to compare through-the-laminate temperatures for different
outer kovframe materials (aluminum, graphite/epoxy, and
fiberglass/epoxy) and different windshield and canopy laminates.
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_OPTICAL XZ•uISRZNZNT 8U)OIRY

PROPERTY MEASURED VALUE GOAL COMMENT

% Transmission 54%* >65% Shortfall
(Visible) at installed 4 at installed Z

% Transmission 70.5% Normalt
(Vi ble) 66.5% Normal'

% Haze 2.8% Normal t <2% initially Shortfall
(Visible)

% Transmission 50% Normal >90%
(Infrared) Shortfall

(700-900_fl)

Laminate Cross-Section

_.. .... . ............ ITO/.0125" Glass
_ _...... ... __...... . .0.125" Silicone
__0.125" Glass
_...... __I __. ... __. _ I 0.125" Gap

0.25" Polycarbanate
-__ -.. 0.06" Urethane

L 0.25" Polycarbonate

t Indicates measurements ?ade according to ASTM D-1003

"Indicates measurements made according to AAMRL-TR-89-044

Figure 3.3-5 Optical Measurement Summary

The outer laminate surface was heated to approximately 365' F
and held for several minutes. The most interesting results from
these aeroheating tests were (1) laminate temperatures at the
outermost PC ply near the bowframe bolts were In&a than predicted
and well below the maximum temperature recommended for PC use.
Also the temperatures inside the laminate were the lowest when the
outer bowframe strap material was fiberglass (graphite/epoxy
resulted in the next-lowest temperatures).

Laminate endurance tests were conducted at PPG in an effort to
ascertain any subsequent performance differences in the PC
structural layers for the gap and non-gap designs. Figure 3.3-6
diagrams the cross sections of the 29 inch square samples.
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Table 3.3-5 Photochromic Dial-A-Tint Test Results

I__.... _% TRANSMISSION

SAMPLE A SAMPLE 5 SAMPLE C
OVERLAYER It~escld Cot *rd Iteachod Cot ae.d *leehod Colored

I__iiiii__I_ 91 57 90 31 66 12

0.1254 at&" 70 58 65 36 55 22
0.060 II tlIcemw
0.125 Gates

Pat arbolio 80 76 73 45 61 25

0.125, Glass 62 60 57 40 49 24

0.1258 ltess
SoPolycwbmt° t

ITO/0.125 Gate" 74 57 68 38 57 17~- - - I~lIll -- --.. . .... .. I"I

(Response Time Typically 5-45 Seconds)

Design 2 (gap)

______ _. ............ Il_--TO/.0125" Glass
i_ _ _0.12V" Silicone

_.......... . .. ._0.1251 21ass

0.125" Gap

0.25" Polycarbonate

0.25" Polycarbonate

DsIgn 11 (No-Qap)
ITO/0.125" Glass

0.3" Silicone

0.25" Polycarbonate

. ..O Urethwo

0.25" Polycarbonate

Figure 3.3-6 PPG Endurance Test Coupons
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Figure 3.3-7 schematically describes the test set-up. One gap
design and one non-gap design sample are mounted side by side in a
temperature/pressure chamber that is held at 800 F and pressure
cycled from 0-5 psi. This represented the cockpit conditions. The
gap design sample was set up so that the gap was always pressurized
to the "cockpit" conditions. The outer surface of the samples was
cycled between -65 OF and +160 OF. The endurance test
pressure/temperature cycle is shown in Figure 3.3-8.

Ew -mMCh~.Q

Figure 3.3-7 Endurance Test Setup

The samples were "fatigued" for 200 cycles near the end of
NITS Phase 2. No visible differences were noted in the PC layers
from the gap and non-gap designs. MTS-beas high-strain-rate-
samples were cut from the PC plies of each sample and from an
untested baseline sample. These samples (five of each type) were
tested at UDRI shortly after the completion ot Phase 2. Results
from the flex beam tests are summarized in Figure 3.3-9.

The tests indicate only slight differences between the
three types of samples. However, there does appear to be a trend
with the baseline samples having the higher energy absorbing
capability followed by the air gap design and then the silicone
design.

Details of the results of the materials testing covered in
this section are shown in References 13,14,15, and 16.
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o65
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Ficure 3.3-8 Endurance Test Prensure/Temperature Cycle

FLEX BEAM TEST RESULTS
PC/INTERLAYER/PC LAMINATE

140 .

. gs
100

owneDesign Air pOW Dsgn* I
Figure 3.3-9 Flex Bean Test Results
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3.4 Phase 3 Demonstrator and Testing

Midway through Phase 2, GD/FW and the HITS Air Form customer
agreed that GD/FW should perform long lead tasks for V 4 Phase 3
full scale testing effort. These tasks included expec.. ~ ng the
choice of the Phase 3 Demonstrator, performing adaptive Lign as
necessary and generating test plans.

The original plan for choosing the Phase 3 Demonstrator was to
complite three detailed HITS Designs (MR, GA, AS), choose one of
these three designs, build a full scale version and test it in
Phase 3. The choice of the configuration was mutual between GD/FW
and the Government: choose the one that addresses and satisfies
the greatest number of HITS design requirement goals, which is the
MR design. However, demonstrating the MR Configuration had become
a much greater challenge since by this point in the program, not
only was new tooling required for building the generic transparency
system but additional new tooling was needed to build the generic
forebody. This total tooling cost far exceeded the program
resources at hand.

To av-oid this excessive tooling cost, existing tooling was
pursued for various canopy/forwarA fuselage combinations including
the YF-22, YF-23, F-15, F-16, and F-18.

The final choice for the Phase 3 Demonstrator was to adapt the
S... . HITS MR configuration to an existing F-16 forward fuselage, since

definite advantages were offered by the evolution of the MR
forebody from a modified F-16 forebody(Section 2.5).

The Phase 3 demonstrator was intended to be a representative
model of the HITS MR configuration to be used in the Phase 3
testing and evaluation program. Results from the testing were to
be used to evaluate the capabilities of all three HITS designs to
meet their required performance levels.

For the purpose of conducting the test program in a timely and
cost efficient manner, the demonstrator was designed to be
fabricated from existing 7-16 hardware reworked into a MR
configuration (see Figure 3.4-1).

The demonstrator will include three transparency sections: a
forward windshield, a center canopy and an aft fairing as shown in
Figure 3.4-2. A forward bowframe splice will be added to the
canopy frame to separate the windshield and the canopy sections.

Windshield

The windshield section will use the same glass/gap laminate as
that defined for the MR design (Figure 3.4-3) and will be contoured
with a single curvature shape to provide the best optics and
producibility possible with the glass plies. The glass outer ply
will be covered with an ITO coating for good electrostatic drain
and hazard resistance.
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The edge attachment design (Figure 3.4-4) will include a "dry seal"
around the periphery to reduce removal and replacement times and a
steel mesh grounding system to pass static charge from the ITO
coating into the canopy frame.

To minimize the amount of rework required on the canopy frame,
the canopy section will not include any glass plies and will retain
its original 7-16 shape (Figure 3.4-5). The laminate will include
a high temperature polymer face ply with a multi-functional coating
applied to simulate the use of these types of materials on the GA
design. The edge attachments will include a "dry seal" to enhance
removal and replacement times.

The aft fairing section will be constructed with inner and
outsr plastic plies separated by an interlayer with a photochromic
dye (Figure 3.4-6). This will demonstrate a variable tint
capability to reduce glare and cockpit temperature. The aft
fairing is fuselage-mounted and will retain its original F-16
shape.

The extent of the rework required on the demonstrator hardware
to install the new transparency sections will be in the area of the.
forward windshield/bowframe integration.- The new shape defined for
the windshield will require the canopy frame attachment flanges to
be modified since the simple curvature produces an inboard shift of
the windshield surfaces (Figure 3.4-7). This modification can be
accomplished with a minimal amount of new detail parts, including
the bowframe and a few sections of new attachment flange (Figure
3.4-8). No modification to the forward fuselage section is
anticipated beyond installing the aft fairing.

As noted in Figure 3.4-9, eight types of testing are planned
for demonstrations during Phase 3. The test article/fixtures to be
used range from a full transparency system mounted on an actual F-
16 forward fuselage (birdstrike tests) to a full transparency
system mounted on a "table-top" fixture (durability test) to
coupons (laser tests). A thorough description of each of the
planned tests is given in Reference 19.

4.O REBASELINE OF PHASE 3

Upon completion of Phase 2, both the Air Force and GD/FWM ITS
Program Managers agreed that due to new knowledge gained that a
rebaselining of Phase 3 would Allow much better results and more
efficient operation of the NITS Program. Therefore, the Government
and GD/FW began the contractual process for rebaselining Phase 3.
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Figure 3.4-3 Demonstrator windshieldConfiguration,
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CANOPY CONSTRUCT ION
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Figure 3.*4-5 Demonstrator Canopy Coimetruotion-
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Fiqure 3.4-6 Att rairinq construction
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CANOPY FRAME MODIFICATIONS SIDE RAIL
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Fiqure 3.4-7 Modifications to Side Frame

DEMONSTRATOR DETAIL PARTS
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Fiqure 3.4-8 Demonstrator Detail Parts
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Figure 3.4-9 Phase 3 Testing Overview

As depicted in References 7, 20, 2t, and 22, technical
information transfer, testing and producibility and pre-planned
product improvement were plarned for Phase 3. Unfortunately,
during this same time period, NITS Government funding sources
underwent drastic reductions as a result of severe fiscal
constraints. Consequently, the NITS Air Force Customer was
compelled to request that GD/FW terminate the Basic part of the
NITS Program for their convenience. That termination is being
completed at present.

Fortunately, enough funding was salvaged to allow GD/FW
(now LFWC) to continue on with an Advanced Canopy Coatings Add-On
Project that had been negotiated during the early stages of Phase
2. The Advanced Canopy Coatings Project is described in Section 5.

5.0 ADVANCED CANOPY COATINGS PROJECT (ACCP)

5.1 ACCP - Phase 2

"Within the overall scope of the NITS program, extra focus and
resources were devoted to the goal of increased service life. A"project," known as the MIT& Advanced Canopy Coatings Project
(ACCP) was conducted with two primary objectivest
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*Demonstrate a coating with a 4-year service life

*Develop a toot methodology (lab tests) to validate that
service life

"WZile the goals of the total NITS effort typically required
m~v±tiwugi.onn2 exterior coatings systems, probably including a
metallic or metal-oxide layer, the ACCP efforts had fewer
requirements and did not necessarily include the need for an
electrically conductive layer.

In general the following groundrules were adhered to during
the coatings project., no new materials were to be developed;
multiple sources were used for manufacture and test; service life
was the single most important goal; NITS target requirement levels
were used as ranking criteria; and near term demonstration on the
F-16 transparency was planned. A bare (non-metallized) PC
substrate was used as the baseline, but metallized versions were
also included in the testing effort for possible future
implementation.

The technical approach, detail testing and coatings test
results for this phase of the ACCP are presented in a separate
paper, entitled Advancd Canopy Coatin4gs that appears elsewhere in

__- -~ -this, Air Force- document.,

5.2 ADVANCED CANOPY COATINGS PROJECT (ACCP) -PHASE 3

Phase 2 ACCY testing results indicated that four coatings
looked very promising under "worsecase" conditions with excellent
bare and metallized substrate combinations. These four coatings
were Pilkington's 6831 EG (Enhanced Cold) and 6832, PPGs 5300
liner and Texstarts C659.

The original ACCP contract called for purchasing up to ten
-16 canopies, each, fonr applying two of the aforementioned
"promising four" coatings. The coated 7-16 canopies were to undergo
optical, durability, birdstrike, and flight test;ng at government
facilfties. Then the testing methodology developed during Phase 2
was to be revised based on the full-scale toet results.

At the time the HITS Air Force Customer requested that GD/FW
rebaseline the basic part of the HITS Program (Section 4) the
Governuent requested that Phase 3 of the ACCP be rabaselinod, also.

The ACCP rnbasdline process in almost complete and deviates
from the original plan in two areas: (1) Production 7-16 laminates
have been replaced by two advanced laminatep s and (2) All four
transparency manufacturers are participating rather than two as the
original budget allowed for. The plan for the rebaselined Phase 3
of ACCP is shown in Figure 5.2-1. Toxstar, PPGt Pilkinqton, and
Sierracin are all now underway to provide the following for the
Advanced Canopy Coatings Projectt (1) Uncoated 7-16 forward
transparencies (3ierracin, Texrtar) and (2) extended life coating

"1ot I
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systems applied to these transparencies (Pilkington, PPG). Texstar
will lay up a two-ply PC laminate and PPG will cast their 5300tm
liner as the outer ply to this laminate. Texatar, with PPG's
support, will then form this combination to the F-16 shape.
Concurrently, Sierracin will lay up and form a three-ply laminate
consisting of two outer PC plies and an acrylic inner ply to the F-
16 shape. Pilkington will then flow coat the outer surface of this
laminate with their 6831 Enhanced Gold coating system.

At present Texatar has "laid up" two units with the 2 ply
laminate " in the flat" with acceptable optics and has shipped them
to PPG. PPG has cast their 5300 liner to these two units and is inSi°/ the process of shipping them back to Texstar for forming to the F-16 shape. Successful forming of these two units at Texstar will

pave the way for batch processing of the remaining units.

Concurrently, Sierracin has formed two "3-ply" laminates and
has delivered one of these units to Pilkington. Pilkington is
preparing to apply their 6831EG coating to the Sierracin unit.

r/ f Present plans call for the HITS ACCP coated canopies to be
available for Government testing beginning January 1994 and
extending through July 1994. The ACCP Phase 3 is planned for
; ompletion in the fall of 1994.
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Figure 5.2-1 Rebaselined ACCP Phase 3 Activities
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6.0 SUMMARY, PAYOFFS FOR THE MITS PROGRAM

The MITS Program was able to establish a number of design
"firsts" for transparency systems.

Designed to over Eiahtv RegUirementsg oals

Approximately forty-five prioritized design drivers resulted
from the three mission definitions used for this program. In
addition to those prioritized and quantified target levels for a
wide variety of performance features, an additional 40+ areas of
concern were considered during the design process.

EstablisheSS an nteractive Desian Methodolog

A design methodology was implemented to accomplish the
required technology integration. This methodology featured
iterative interaction between technical specialists and designers.
The specialists analyzed particular requirements and recommended
design features to satisfy those requirements. The designer then
integrated these features into an overall design. The process
featured tradeoffs and consensus decisions via a modified "quality
function deployment" process and successfully accomplished several
key design trades such as optics-RCS-aerodynamlcs.

Involved TransDarencv Manufacturers in Early Design Staaes

The two MITS subcontractors, PPG and Sierracin/Sylmar,
participated in all stages of the requirements analyses, tradeoff
processes, and consensus design. At one stage of the design
activities, the subcontractors regularly traveled to Fort Worth and
met with the designers and specialists to drive in concert toward
satisfactory design integrations.

These manufacturers cooperated with GD/FW and with each other
to not just react to requirements but to &91 and recommend design
features.

IncorDorated a Novel Ga2 Design for the Transoarencv Laminate

In order to achieve the required high temperature capability
and to extend the transparency service life, a pressurized "air
gap" design was selected for the MR and AS configurations. This
gap is to be pressurized with dry air/gas to the same pressure as
the crew compartment. Consequently, the PC structural layers thus
do not "flex" with pressure changes and potentially will have a
significantly-improved service life.

The two ply glass outer laminate is thus separated from the
two ply PC laminate, thereby reducing thermal mismatch problems.

Changeout of the outer ply is also facilitated by this design,
and less haze is measured due to the reduced amount of silicone
interlayers, for example.
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Used MANA. STAPAT. and Ray Tracing as DesianTgools

Computer-automated diagnostic and analysis tools were used to
facilitate the technology integration process early in the design
process. Although true Integrated Product Design/Concurrent
Engineering was not achieved (due to the insufficient level of
maturity of the analytical tools), substantial interaction was
accomplished between analysis and design to define trade directions
and quantify performance expectations.

Investigated High TelDerature.Polymers

Developmental high temperature candidate surface ply materials
were evaluated and matured during the NITS efforts. The potential
for use of these materials was assessed and a materials scaleup
program was defined to alleviate this technology shortfall in high
temperature plastic materials.

The GA mission configuration was designed to accommodate an
all-plastic laminate in order to provide a technology insertion
opportunity for developing multifunctional external coating
systems. The Phase 3 demonstrator canopy section was also
configured to allow substitution/insertion of the best available
high temperature material and coating systems.

Used A Computerized Desion Network

All surface contours were defined with a commo.n CTIA 3-D data
set, so that designers and analysts had a common set of models on
which to work. This allowed aeroheating, aerodynamics, optics, and
signature analyses to be accomplished with the identical contour
being worked by the design team.

In-addition to these "firsts" for transparency systems, the
KITS Program has allowed for the first time an opportunity to
concentrate on genetic transparency systems design at the prime
contractor and subcontractor levels to identify, quantify , and
prioritize all pertinent design requirements. NITS has allowed the
pursuit of these requirements by applying the most advanced
technologies and analysis techniques while utilizing the most
advanced materials with maximum participation of transparency
manufacturers.

Four HITS detailed designs with the following features:

(1) Forward Integral Bowsplice
(2) ITO Coated Glass Windshield
(3) Single-Acting Aft Pivot
(4) Static Discharge Reduction
(5) Non-Curing Dry Seals
(6) Multi-Functional Coatings
(7) Variable Solar Tint
(8) Supportability Enhancements
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that encompass all pertinent mission profiles have been developed
to the following levels:

(1) RCS Reduction
(2) Birdstrike Protection
(3) Aeroheating For Mach * 2.5
(4) Four-Year Service Life

(Potential Air Force Savings: $250M)
(5) Four-Hour Change-Out/Two Technicians
(6) Laser Protection

Finally, MITS has allowed the latest multi-functional polymer
surface coatings to be developed and to be demonstrated on flying
F-16 production canopies and full scale testing to replace the
outer acrylic ply by a protected PC ply - a significant improvement
in F-16 service life, while featuring non-curing dry seals,
electrostatic discharge prevention, and variable solar tint.
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7-13 Advanced Transpazency Development: A Team Approach

Ist Lt Guy Graening, Wright Laboratory

ABSTRACT

The success of the F-15 Advanced Transparency Program can be
attributed to a team approach that combined the goals of many
organizations into a final product that offers a unique
combination of improved performance and reduced cost. The
changing mission of the F-15 aircraft combined with recent
advancements in transparency design opened up an opportunity to
develop an advanced transparency system for the F-15. The
challenge involved bringing together individual organizations and
creating a design that would meet the demands of the anticipated
combat environment of the year 2000.

The team's work began with the Fighter Requirements, Safety,
and Logistics offices of HQ ACC defining current areas of
improvement and needs of future systems. The goals began
materializing: 4 year service life, 4 hour change out, 500 knots
birdstrike resistance. Warner Robins ALC needed to lower unit
cost and could benefit greatly if the windshield was
interchangeable between F-15A,B,C,D, and 3 models. Wright
Laboratory drew upon UDRI, JATTIC, and the F-15 Systems Program
Office to investigate the performance and logistical
characteristics of the current F-15 transparency system as well

".. as various candidate advanced systems.. The team investigated
birdstrike capability and risk, service life factors, and optical
requirements.

The initial review of current and candidate designs resulted
in a proposed advanced cross-section and frame. Sierracin
Corporation manufactured two prototypes to help the team
demonstrate the program goals. The advanced prototype underwent
500 knot birdstrike testing, optical evaluation, fit check, and
flight evaluation with the involvement of McDonnell Douglas,
AEDC, Armstrong Laboratory, and the 46th Test Wing.

The combined effort of all these organizations has resulted
in the recent qualification and upcoming transition of the
Advanced Windshield which features an interchangeable laminated
polycarbonate windshield panel that is bolted to a reusable,
quick change out frame. The Advanced Windshield will save nearly
$20,000 per change out in the future and can be maintained with
the current maintenance procedures. The F-15 Advanced
Transparency Team will continue to apply the successful team
approach to improve this new design with an abrasion resistant
coating. In the future, a spall-resistant HUD and an Advanced
Canopy could compliment the Team's Advanced Windshield.
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Introduction

Twenty years after its introduction to the Air Force
inventory, the F-15 fighter will have an advanced transparency
system that incorporates many mature technologies. The timing
could not be better. The role of the F-15 has changed
dramatically, placing demands on system components originally
designed for a different operational environmealt.

Today the F-15, especially the Strike Eagle model, flies low
altitude missions which require increased birdstrike protection.
In addition, the F-IS must respond to decreasing funding for
maintenance and spares. These factors placed emphasis on
lowering unit cost, extending the service life of the
transparency, and reducing aircraft downtime fcr change out. The
demand for increased performance at reduced cost challenged the
key organizations in the F-15 community to develop an advanced
transparency system.

Discussion

The challenge to develop an advanced transparency for the
F-15 was risky and complicated for an individual organization to
handle alone. Forming individual organizations into a team to

-- solve a problem was not a new idea, but convincing them to be
participating stakeholders from the beginning was a newer
approach that ensured success. Several organizations had goals
for the advanced transparency system that appeared to be in
conflict with each other. Headquarters Air Combat Conumand needed
a windshield that provided 500 knots of birdstrike protection for
the aircrew and could be changed out in four hours. Warner
Robins Air Logistics Center (WR-ALC) needed to lower unit cost
and maintain a four year service life. The F-15 Systems Program
Offica want-id a windshield that was interchangeable between the A
through D and E models.

Wright Laboratory (WL) also had an interest in the F-15 and
could provide the spark that would ignite the effort and bring
the individual organizations together into a team. WL was eager
to find a customer for mature technologies such as laminated
polycarbonate, computer modeling of the birdstrike event, and dry
seals. A series of technology demonstrations on the F-15 would
help WL transition products and would reduce the risk for the
F-15 comuunity's involvement in the program.

Wright Laboratory could not develop the prototype
windshields for the technology demonstrations alone. WL worked
with Sierracin Corporation through a research contract with the
University Of Dayton Research Institute (UDRI) to design a cross-
section similar to the A-7 and F-4 wrap-around prototypes. The
cross-section was composed of two structural plies of
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polycarbonate to provide the desired birdstrike resistance.
Inner and outer plies of acrylic wore added to maintain the
current field polishing procedures (Figure 1). Two prototype
panels were fabricated and bolted into F-IS A/B aluminum frames
supplied by WR-ALC.

With two prototypes built, the technology demonstrations
began. The first prototype underwent successful optical
evaluation at Armstrong LaboraLory according to the production
specification. The prototype was then installed on aircraft F-15
101 by the 46 Test Wing, Eglin Air Force Base in September 1991.
The flight evaluation would convince the F-15 community that
laminated polycarbonate can withstand the fighter's demanding
flight environment.

The second prototype underwent birdstrike testing at Arnold
Engineering Development Center (AEDC), Arnold Air Force Base.
The F-15 Systems Program Office and McDonnell Douglas Corporation
provided test assets such as the forward fuselage, Head-Up
Displays (HUD), and support structure. The windshield was
impacted at the high quarter at 495 knots with a four pound bird.
The panel contacted the wide field-of-view HUD combiner glass
which had caused failure in the production acrylic windshield
The polycarbonate windshield panel remained structurally intact,
but the aft arch deflected 1.5 inches allowing bird to penetrate
the cockpit. In addition, the production acrylic canopy and the
HUD combiner shattered. The test proved that the F-15 could have
.500knots protection for the windshield'with a-properly designed-
aft arch. It also highlighted the need for an Advanced Canopy
and a *Tough* HUD that would compliment the birdstrike
characteristics of the Advanced Windshield.

The initial technology demonstrations helped convince
WR-ALC to invest $1.8 million into designing a production version
of the Advanced Windshield. The Joint Aircraft Transpareacy
Technology Insertion Center assisted WR-ALC in writing the
Statement of Work to ensure that the Advanced Windshield would
meet performance and logistical requirements. Sierracin was
awarded the development contract which included the
responsibility to develop and manufacture the entire frame.
Sierracin chose UDRI es a consultant to design the aft arch.
Wright Laboratory would accomplish the qualification testing with
the help of the 46th Test Wing and AEDC. At this point, the
individual organizations had invested considerable assets in the
F-15 Advanced Transparency Program and were committed to ensuring
a team success.

The development contract began with improving the prototype
design. Several arches were proposed that would decrease the 1.5
inch deflection experienced with the prototype in the aluminum
frame. MAGNA and X3D, finite element codes specifically designed
for analyzing bird impact, were used to evaluate each arch
geometry and material combination. The team selected the cross-
section shown in (Figure 2) which did not interfere with the
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pilot line of sight and enabled the panel to be lifted out for
quick change out. Nickel 718 alloy (Inconel) was chosen for the
arch material because the analysis predicted it would limit arch
deflection to 0.6 inches, providing the best chance of clearing
the HUD and protecting the canopy (Figure 3). The desire to
avoid HUD combiner glass spall and canopy fracture warranted the
extra cost and machining time required for the nickel arch.

Along with the birdstrike performance goal, the team
emphasized supportability requirements on an equal basis in the
design of the Advanced Windshield. The design featured a dry seal
applied to the panel at the factory that eliminated the long
aircraft downtime for sealant curing. Bushings and nut plates
were incorporated to achieve the quick change out and
interchangeability goals.

With the preliminary design selected, the ceam moved on with
fabrication of test units and 500 knot birdstrike qualification
testing. The new assembly was impacted at 503 knots with a four
pound bird resulting in a failure of the polycarbonate panel in
tension along the bolt line. The nickel arch sustained no
apparent damage, but the canopy and HUD were shattered. A post
test analysis indicated that the arch began to deflect until the
panel tore. The team needed to shift emphasis in the design to
prevent the catastrophic failure mode.

The arch was redesigned so that a *safe, failure mode
controlled the strength of the panel-edge bolted to the arch. --..
Originally, the team's design philosophy was to optimize the edge
strength such that all failure modes (tensile failure of the
panel, fastener shear failure, and shear tear-out) were equally
likely. The number of fasteners in the arch was reduced so that
fastener shear failure, the "safest" or least catastrophic mode,
would occur first. If fasteners failed, energy would be
dissipated before shear tear-out would occur. Tensile failure of
the panel would occur last after two energy absorbing failure
modes. To further reduce risk of catastrophic failure, the team
revised the arch with a longer bottom flange to lower loads in
the edge attachment.

The redesigned Advanced Windshield recently passed the
birdstrike resistance performance goal. The redesigned nickel
arch succeeded in supporting the laminated polycarbonate panel
during a 506 knot birdstrike. In fact the arch limited
deflection enough to protect the production canopy from damage.
However, the arch rould not limit deflection enough to prevent
contact with the. HUD as predicted in the analysis. The HUD
combiner spalled and further emphasized the need for a Tough HUD.

Since the F-15 Advanced Transparency Team had such success
at 506 knots, a second assembly was impacted at 544 knots.
Again, the windshield passed with little structural damage and
protected the production canopy. To solve the problem of
combiner glass spall from the previous test, the Team applied a
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urethane liner, 5300 by PPG Industries, to the HUD combiner. In
theory, the liner would act as a safety net to contain glass
spall. Although the liner deflected some debris, glass still
spalled in the cockpit. A safer solution must be found that
provides complete protection and does not interfere with optical
and durability requirements of the HUD.

After meeting and exceeding the birdstrike resistance
performance goal, the team pressed ahead with other milestones in
the development contract. A fit check of the Advanced Windshield
was conducted to verify sill, canopy, and external de-ice duct
interfaces. A kit proof will follow to demonstrate quick change
out, interchangeability, and Technical Order procedures. The
Advanced Windshield will conclude the development contract with
flight evaluation at operational environments such as Eglin,
Luke, and Elmendorf Air Force Bases.

The F-15 Advanced Transparency Team's efforts have broadened
beyond the development contract. The Team has focused on
improving the durability of the Advanced Windshield from harsh
environmental factors such as sand abrasion and rain erosion.
Several proven durability coatings were applied to production
parts for flight evaluation. If the coatings increase the
service life of the production windshield, they will be
incorporated into the design of the Advanced Windshield.

For the future, the Team will tackle the Tough HUD and
Advanced-Canopy projects to complete the F-15 Advanced
Transparency system. The canopy presents a chal..enqe in that
achieving increased birdstrike resistance will aff-z,7t the egress
requirement for ejection through the canopy. Texstar
Incorporated has joined the Team to fabricate prototype laminated
polycarbonate canopies. Soon, the Team will demonstrate the
maximum birdstrike protection possible without increasing system
weight. The Advanced Canopy project will finish with an
investigation of methods to balance aircrew protection from
birdstrike and safe egress.
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Sumary

The F-15 Advanced Transparency Team will soon see their
investment begin to payoff in terms of increased performance and
reduced cost. The advanced windshield increases birdstrike
protection to 544 knots for birds up to four pounds. The
advanced windshield will be available as a preferred spare for
$26 thousand including the frame and kit compared to the current
price of $35 thousand. Follow on replacement panels will be $12
thousand and could easily inacorporate a durability coating.
Change out time will be five man-hours compared to the current
time of 56 man-hours. Interchangeable panels will reducethe
logistical cost of the aircraft and increase war-f .ghting
capability.

In the future, the F-15 Advanced Transparency Team will
concentrate on improving the Advanced Windshield and
complementing it with a Tough HUD and Advanced Canopy. The
performance of the Advanced Windshield can be improved with a
durability coating and a high temperature outer ply. To provide
complete mission compatible birdstrike protection to the aircrew,
the HUD combiner and the canopy must be able to withstand the
forces associated with a 544 knot bird impact. These future
challenges are formidable, but the F-15 Advanced Transparer-v
Team has developed an approach based upon investment, come::--,nt,
and cooperation that ensures success.
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T-38 BIRD IMPACT RESISTANT COMPOSITE
WINDSHIELD FRAME DEVELOPMENT

Stephen D. Hargis, Captain, USAF
SM-ALCdTIEC

USAF Advanced Composites Program Office
McClellan AFB, CA 95652

Gregory J. Stenger
University of Dayton Research Institute

300 College Park Avenue
Dayton, OH 45469

ABSTRACT

Due to increased high-speed flight training at low altitudes, T-38 aircraft flight
crews need additional protection from windshield bird impacts. A windshield
providing protection to 400 knots from a 4-lb bird impact has already been
developed, but a compatible frame Is needed to support the windshield during
the bird-impact event while also improving flight crew visibility and frame
durability. This paper covers the work to date in developing a composite
windshield frame to meet flight crew needs. The frame developed for this
program was the result of beam coupon and full-scale frame evaluations of
numerous hybrid laminates of materials including, grapohite, Keviar, S-2
fiberglass, and stainless steel sheet. High strain rate teating of the hybrid
laminated beam coupons was performed to identify mechanical properties for
use In a finite element model used to perform an anaiysis of different
configurations. Full-scale bird-impact testing was then performed on selected
configurations. Testing showed the best design to be a S-2 fiberglass and
stainless steel sheet laminate. Prototypes of the frame have been completed
and are being installed on T-38 aircraft for flight evaluation by the United States
Air Force and the National Aeronautics and Space Administration.

INTRODUCTION

Due to Increasing low altitude high speed flight training, T-38 aircraft have
incurred an increased number of windshield bird strikes and penetrations. As a
result of this increased danger to the T-38 flight crews, the Air Education and
Training Command (AETC) needed an improved windshield system to meet
mission and flight safety needs. The Wright Laboratories Improved Windshield
System Program Office (WLIFIVR) developed and flight tested an improved
windshield system which met the flight safety requirements. The WL/FIVR
windshield system consisted of a tapered hybrid composite reinforced
magnesium frame and a PPG Industries developed laminated polycarbonate
with PPG 5300 outboard liner windshield. The tapered hybrid composite
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reinforcement developed by the University of Dayton Research Institute for the
WLJFIVR reinforced the arch of the existing magnesium T-38 windshield frame.
The hybrid composite consisted of a mix of Kevlar and S-2 fiberglass in an
epoxy matrix; was tapered from the thickest point at the center of the arch to the
thinnest at each side on the arch frame interface, and was bonded and bolted to
the existing arch of the windshield frame. This system successfully meet
AETC's requirement of withstanding a 4-lb bird impact at 400 knots (reference
6). However, flight testing of the system showed the hybrid composite
reinforcement restricted the instructor pilots forward visibility. Also, corrosion of
the aging cast magnesium frames forced the T-38 System Program
Management Office (SA-ALC/LAS) to investigate replacing all T-38 magnesium
frames.

The SA-ALC/LAS initiated an effort to develop a composite frame to replace
the hybrid composite reinforced magnesium frame. The effort focused on
developing a replacement frame that would work with the already developed
improved windshield while improving pilot visibility. Full scale composite
frames with constant cross-section arches of Kevlar In an epoxy matrix and
Kevlar, S-2 fiberglass, and graphite in an epoxy matrix were developed and
proved unsuccessful. A joint effort between the USAF Advanced Composites
Program Office (ACPO), WLIFIVR, SA-ALC, and AETC was then initiated to
develop a frame to meet the flight safety and mission needs.

This paper covers the work under this joio i effort that successfully developed
a bird-impact resistant composite windshield frame for the T-38 aircraft.

The active support of Mr Chris Szczepan, SA-ALC/.AS, is gratefully
acknowledged. It is his never-ending efforts to provide the T-38 flight crews with
improved flight safety that resulted in this program successfully developing a
windshield system that increases the T-38's windshield bird-impact resistance.

DISCUSSION

The goals of this effort was to develop, prototype end test a composite
windshield frame with an arch no thicker than 1.01 inches, require no
modifications to the aircraft structure and would work with the already
developed bird-impact resistant windshield to provide 400 knot 4-lb bird-impact
resistance, minimize installation procedures, and Improve damage tolerance
and repairability compared to the existing cast magnesium frame. To
accelerate the prototyping effort, the tooling developed under past T-38
composite frame efforts was used to manufacture the new composite frames
(reference 4).

The approach used in developing a successful T-38 bird-Impact resistant
windshield frame was to first review past windshield arch designs, develop and
test beam coupons representing arch cross-sections, perform a finite element
analysis on cross-sections showing improvements over past designs,
manufacture full-scale prototype frames of designs selected in the finite element
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analysis, bird-impact test the selected frames, and then flight evaluate the
frames that performed the best in the bird-impact testing.

Wlndshiold Arch Design

To work efficiently with the windshield, the arch must be designed to yield just
before the windshield is expected to fail. If the arch is too stiff, the transparency
may tear out at the bolt holes or allow the bird to punch through. If the arch isn't
stiff or strong enough the arch will deflect too much and allow bird debris to
enter the cockpit and endanger the flight crew.

The development of the T-38 arch tapered hybrid composite reinforcement
(reference 6) led to successful hybrid composite arches for the A-7 (reference 2)
and F.4 (reference 3) aircraft. Both the A-7 and F-4 windshield systems using
the hybrid composite tapered arches successfully withstood 4-lb bird impacts at
speeds in excess of 480 knots. It initially appeared that these efforts provided
enough information to quickly select the materials and manufacture T-38
prototype frames, however, both the A-7 and F-4 hybrid composite arches were
over 1.5 inches thick and the T-38 arch couldn't be more than 1.01 inches thick.
Thus, additional arch cross-sections of materials were evaluated to identify 1.0
Inch thick beam coupons with mechanical properties that could meet the
expected loading transmitted through the windshield to the frame.

To be successful, the arch needed an increased stiffness and strength over
the two designs that failed to support the windshield in-the earlier development
"effort. The new arch had to resist deflecting until the windshield had
approached shear failure at the arch bolt holes. Once the windshield nears its
maximum shear load capacity and the bird debris have passed over the
canopy-arch interface, the arch needs to deflect and rotating to assist with
"absorbing and dissipating the load transferred from the windshield.

For a controlled deflection of the arch to occur, the arch had to be designed to
yield first at the centerline. Past arch development efforts (reference 1) showed
the stress in the structure away from the centerline should be less than 85% of
the value at the arch centerline when the arch begins to deflect. The load the
arch must dissipate was identified by first estimating the maximum shear load
the windshield can withstand from a 8-inch bird-impact foot print:

Pw " TutWb (1)

Tu - shear strength of windshield
t , thickness of windshield structural plies

wb - width of bird footprint

2
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For the T-38 windshield with a polycarbonate thickness of 0.6 Inches and an 8
inch bird footprint, Eq 1 gives:

/

Pw = (5400 psi) (0.60 in) (8 in) = 25,920 lb a 26,000 Ib
/

"Thus, the load required to yield the T-38 arch needed to be less than 26,000 lb.

BEAM COUPON SELECTION and TESTING

To identify improved arch cross-sectons, a test program (reference 1) was
conducted to characterize the mechanical properties of various thick hybrid
composite materials to include known arch cross-sections of past failures.
Twenty-five different laminate configurations were formed from combinations of
Kevlar-49, S-2 glass, graphite, and 301 stainless steel in an epoxy matrix.
Three coupons of each cross-section were loaded in bending using a four-point
beam test. Test results included beam flexural strength, bending modulus,
encrgy absorbed during loading, and failure mode of the laminate.
The test results were evaluated to identify beam coupons with improved
mechanical properties over the properties of the past failed cross-section
coupons. The stacking sequence of the coupons, geometric and physical
properties, and test results are identified in Appendix A.

Three beam coupons of each cross-section were fabricated into I1x3*x14"
laminotes. These laminates were autoclave cured at 250 degrees F with 90 psi

- for two hours. Eight holes were drilled in each beam coupon to better simulate
the actual arch cross-sections. In one set of 25 different laminated beam
coupons 1/4 inch grade 5 bolts were used, 1/4 inch grade 8 bolts were used In
another set of the 25 different samples, and 5/16 inch grade 8 bolts were used
in the remaining set. The various bolts were used to identify changes in
mechanical properties due to the different bolt strengths. Beam coupons with
bolt placements are shown in Figure 1, with four point beam coupon test
configuration and load fixture are iilustrated in Figure 2. All tests were
conducted at approximately 1000 In/min displacement rate to a total
displacement of 2.5 inches.

The amount of deflection In the beam coupon needed to develop the similar
stress from the maximum allowable full size arch deflection was determined to
be 1.25 inches (reference 1). Table 5 in Appendix A shows the normalized
energy absorbed for the coupons to deflect to 1.25 inches. Seven arch cross.
sections showed increased energy absorption compared to the AFA beam
coupons which were the best of the past failed arch cross-sections. Five of
these cross-sections were selected for further evaluation.
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FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS of SELECTED LAMINATES

A nonlinear, static finite element model of a simulated T-38 arch was used for
the analysis. The analysis was performed by the University of Dayton Research
Institute, UDRI, under contract from WLIFIVR. The model allowed the effects of
different properties of the five laminates and tapering the arch to be evaluated
based on a variety of criteria. Analysis criteria included: arch strength, energy
absorption, centerline deflection and rotation, failure location, and reactions at
the sill attachment. The results of the finite element analysis of the prototype
composite arch were compared with baseline cases developed ttom arch
systems which had been previously tested.

The finite element method was used for the modeling and analysis of the aft
arch system. The computer program MAGNA was used because of its
nonlinear analysis capabilities and familiarity to UDRI. A nonlinear, static model
of the structure was used for a9l of the analyses.

Figure 3 depicts the finite element model of the T-38 aft arch system.
Directions for loads, displacements and rotations used in the remainder of this
paper refer to the coordinate system shown in this figure. Due to symmetry of
the arch, only one-half of the arch was modeled. The model consisted of three-
node curved beam elements.

Boundary conditions were set by centerline symmetry and sill interface
...- - - - "requirements. Only Vdisplacements and 0x rotations were permitted at the

centerline. To model the 0z rotational stiffness of the structure at the sill, a
spring was included one element away from the sill attachment. The spring had
a stiffness of 2000 lb/in and connected nodes 37 and 40 as shown in Figure 3.

S..Loads consisted of equal-magnitude vertical nodal loads applied at the 6
nodes closest to the centerline which correspond with the 4 inch half width of
the bird footprint. For all runs except baseline 4 (where plasticity was inoluded)
the loads were applied incrementally until the highest axial stress in the arch
exceeded the ultimate stress for the laminated material.

Five finite element cases of past T-38 bird-impact tested frames were run for
baseline results and 22 cases were run to study the 5 hybrid composites
selected In the beam-coupon testing. Baseline case 1 was the original
magnesium arch. Baseline cases 2 and 4 were a 4130 steel tube reinforced
magnesium arch. Baseline cases 3 and 5 evaluated the composite reinforced
magnesium arch. Appendix B gives the centerline section properties of the
various baseline and prototype arches. As shown in reference 1, the prototype
arch cases analyzed the effects of arch taper on each of the 5 hybrid composite
materials. Figure 4 shows the regions of taper used in the analysis.
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EVALUATION RESULTS

Twenty-seven cases were analyzed with the finite element method. All cases
except baseline case 4 were run until the axial stress at the most highly
stressed location on the arch reached the allowable stress of the material.
Baseline case 4 was run until a 1-inch deflection was achieved at the
centerline. The values of the analysis for the prototype arches were compared
to the analysis values in baseline 4 and 5.

Values at peak load are summarized in Table 1. This table shows the forces
acting on the windshield and fuselage at the load required to yield the arch.'
The peak load was used to determine the maximum load whlch the windshield
had to carry for each case. These values are lower than the 26,000 lbs which
was the maximum expected shear strength of the transparency.

The best measure for predicting the performance of an arch during bird-
Impact is the total energy required to deflect the arch. Since an arch deflection
of 3 Inches was expected, the strain energy to deflect the arch by this amount
was chosen for use in comparing the different cases. As shown in Table 1, only
materials PF and TF had an absorbed energy at 3 inches of deflection which
exceeded that of the composite reinforcement (bsseline case 5).

In order to ensure the arch yields initially at the centerline, it is desirable to
limit the stress at all other places around the arch below some fraction of the
centerline stress. Since the composite reinforcement (baseline case 5) showed
an acceptable yielding pattern in bird-strike tests, the stress distribution for this -.-
case, shown in Figure 5, was used as a baseline for the prototype arches.
Comparison of Figure 6 with Figure 5 shows the stresses at the aft outer
location for all five tapers of material PF were within the stress envelope of
baseline case 5. Comparison of Figure 7 with Figure 5 shows the stresses at
the forward inner location for material PF cases which taper to less than 0.875
inch at the sill exceed the stress distribution of baseline case 5. Thus, large
amounts of taper could cause the arch to fail away from the centedine.

SELECTION of ARCH DESIGNS

Based on the finite element analysis, prototype arches from materials TF and
PF were recommended for full-scale evaluation. The analysis showed arches
of materials TF and PF failed non-catastrophically, and absorbed a large
amount of energy after first ply failure. To reduce the loads reacted by the
fuselage, the arches were recommended to be tapered to 0.875 inch at the sill.
It was assumed that the arch made of material TF would behave in a similar
manner to the steel-tube reinforced magnesium arch. The increased mass of
material TF relative to the steel-tube reinforcement was expected to reduce the
amount of deflection relative to the steel reinforcement. While material PF was
thinner than the composite reinforced magnesium arch the analysis suggested
that material PF would perform in a similar manner as the composite
reinforcement.
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One of the goals of this program was to maximize the use of already
developed tooling. The tooling provided was designed for basically a constant
cross-section arch. Thus, further analysis (reference 1) was performed to
identify a basically constant-geometrically-shaped arch which had a tapering
stiffness. The analysis indicated that replacing some of the outer 00 plies with
900 plies would reduce the stiffness by the required amount, but would also
cause a reduction in strength. Only bird-impact testing would show how the
reduction in strength would affect the arch performance.

WINDSHIELD FRAME MANUFACTURING

From the finite element analysis, modified arch designs of PF (named PFL)
and TF (named PFH) were manufactured at the Sacramento Air Logistics
Center, McClellan AFB, California (SM-ALC). As noted earlier, the designs
were modified to taper the stiffness of the arch without geometrically tapering
the arch. The designs were also modified to allow for reduction in the number
of materials required for manufacturing. As a result, all unidirectional material
was replaced with fabric material and all Kevlar material was replaced with S-2
fabric material. The frames were manufactured in the same manner as the
earlier tested composite frames (reference 4). The SM-ALC modified the
existing tooling provided and the designs of the metal hardware for the frame to
correct for fit problems, ease the manufacturing process, and allow for easier
field repair when needed.

--..... BIRD IMPACT TESTING -

Bird-impact testing of frame designs PFL and PFH were conducted at PPG
Industries, Huntsville, Alabama (reference 5). Transparencies of the already
successfully 400-knot bird-impacted and flight tested PPG 5300 liner/
polycarbonate design were installed on the frames. The windshield system was
then installed on a T-38 forward fuselage section for bird-impact testing. New
acrylic panels were placed in the student-p!•ot canopy frames used and
repaired in past bird-impact testing. Bird-impact location was on the windshield
centerline at 9-inches forward of the aft arch edge. The windshield installation
angle of 27.5 degrees was fixed to represent the aircraft in a straight-and-level
attitude. Camera triangulation data was used to develop arch and windshield
deflection data. Testing was performed with 4-lb birds at 402 knots.

The windshield frame with the PFH arch design performed the best with
maximum deflection of the windshield system at approximately 3.5 Inches
(Figure 9) and no bird debris in cockpit. The PFL arch windshield frame design
performed in a similar manner as the composite reinforced arch magnesium
frame with maximum windshield deflection being approximately 4.0 inches
(Figure 8) and allowed some bird debris in the cockpit. The student pilot
canopies in both test incurred damage. Testing film footage showed the canopy
damage occurred when the arch rebounded from the deflection and not from
any bird debris impacting the canopy. The car"opy frame used In this testing
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was one that had received extensive damage from past bird-impact testing and
was bolted and welded together to retain the shape needed to hold the canopy
transparency. Thus, the canopy failures were attributed to the weakened
canopy frame and not the windshield arch design. Only testing with flight
quality canopy frames would show how the canopy would perform when the
windshield incurs a similar type of bird-impact.

STATE of PROTOTYPE FRAME PROGRAM

As a result of the bird-impact testing, the composite windshield frame design
with the PFH arch was chosen for flight evaluation. Two frames have been
manufactured by SM-ALC and delivered to PPG Industries for windshield
installation. After windshield installation, one windshield system will be
provided to Randolph AFB, Texas and the other frame will be provided to NASA
in Houston, Texas for flight evaluations. Upon completion of flight evaluation,
six additional windshield systems will perform a long-term field evaluation on
variousT-38 aircraft at operational bases. The AETC and SA-ALC are expected
to make a production decision during the long-term field evaluation. Once a
production decision is made, the SM-ALC will complete the tooling, design and
manufacturing data needed to reproduce the composite frames. This data will
be provided to SA-ALC for follow-on spare procurements.

SUMMARY

A T-38 aircraft composite windshield frame with an arch consisting of
Slaminated S-2 glass fabric and stainless steel sheets in an epoxy matrix has -.
been successfully developed. With the PPG Industries 5300
liner/polycarbonate windshield the frame meets the design goals of
withstanding the impact of a 4-lb bird at 400 knots. The frame also meets the
design goals improved damage tolerance and increased repairability through
use of composite materials, and requires no changes to existing fuselage
structure or installation procedures of existing cast magnesium windshield
frames.
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APPENDIX A

T-38 BEAM-COUPON PHYSICAL AND
MECHANICAL PROPERTY DATA

fi. Beam-Coupon Stacking Sequence (Table 1)

iv. Composite Material Specifications (Table 2)

v. Beam-Coupon Geometric and Physical Properties (Table 3)

vii. Beam-Coupon Test Data Summary (Table 4)

ix. Beam-Coupon Hybrid Composite Materials Summary (Table 5)

x. Figure 1. Beam-Coupon Post-Test
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TABLE I
STACK~ING SEQUENCE FOR COMPOSITE BUAMS

Cross.

D*21gnation~* Lay-Up *

AF ((0 k)?r(t k )2(0 k)vr(*45 0412 (t45 k)2(Ok)1(t4S k)4 (Ok)s ],(t45 kd'±45k)

AO fi((ok)s (±4 k)(Ok)s (t45k)sI,(o~k)1 j.(t45k,)e(*45k)

AFA [u~oc~l/A 45 k)12t(Ok)?/(;k4~5 k )130Sr)4/(:t45Sg)js Is t45 kw )2(Okw )2

(.t43 kw)2(t45k)

BO0 [(:4S O's(00's 1(O s)42 2 (*4 5 kw )4(:t45k)

DO ((t45 )41(055WaO )2114(o )so(45k,445k

£0 1(O k) L(t4 5k)(osg )2(0 k )j(45k)(Osg)&(Ok)e(±4 5k)(OSg)1(ok)4 (±45k)(QSg)'2

-(0 k)2(*45 k)2(oS )1 3 t45 kw)o(±45 k

( 4k)(OSg)e 4]s ) SO5k

To 1((Ok)li(OSg)2(Ok)a(oSg)&(Ok)e(OSg)?(Ok )4 (OSS)"(12(o)JI(*45k)s(OSg)l4I I*
(t 45 kw) (*45k)

Go [1(Ok)1l(OSg)2(ok)&(OSg)&(Ok)si it(4Sk)#(os$)?(o k)4(OSg)'2(ok)2(OS&)1s1 I,
(:t45kw )e ( 45 k)

HO [(t45k)210 O2(:t45S)(0 )2o(±45 ) i3 (t 4 5w)o(t 4Si

10 ((±45 k)210 St/(Ok)eB)l(OSg )7(t45 g) s (±45 kw)o(± 45 k)

KF [((o k) 2/0(ot)12cok )13(t45k)(osg)4(ok)?W±45 ON$os)(±45sk)2 is (t 45kw )&(±45 k)

LF ff((ok)2/(ost0J4(ok)7(±45k)(osg)I(ok)I (Wg5g)(Ogghe(t 45Sg~l (1 4 k~o(1

(A) li
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TABLE I (continued)

KF [[(O k)2/(OgSt)1 (*45 k)(O~g)4WO k)4(* 4 S~g)(OSg )1(*4 Sg)I (:t4 Sk,),,C( 4 50

NF [(t(O5t)/(Ok )414(*45 k)(0 5g)4WO k (4S~g)(O~g)T(;± 4 S~g) 's (*45 kw)4(t45 k)

or PC U0$d/(Ok )sI4j(±45 k)(Ok )11(*45 k)(k)9(*45 Ole(*45 kw)]g*5 k):45g

or (((O~t)/( 0k ) )4(:45 g(±5 )k10(*45 SMkg)(5$ ] (±45Sg)j*5

RF [(O Sta)(Ok h.1(*4 5 k)(OSg)&(Ok )&(*45Ssg)(OSSg)11(±t4 sg)] £* kw )(t5k

SF 1((OSta)(0k)G(OStA)(OSS)s 0k~ e,(*45Ssg)(Osg )&(±45 g)Is (.tOkw)6(14 5k)

TF 1(0 St )s&(* 45 kw )1e(45k OT

VF 1~~(Ok )20(* 45Sg) (OSg)19(* 4s 5 ) is (*45 kwv)6( 45 k)

wY ( (Ok) /(O~g) 14 (* 45 O] (Og) a (*45k) IS (*4S5,kw (:t45k)

*Second letter of cross-section identification designates material supplier,
where:

-- --0 -- Ferro,-
F - Fiberite

KEY:

kc Kaviar 49
kwy Keviar wrap
Sg S-2 glass
Sgv S-2 glass vrap***
4 Craphite
St 0.0150 301-1/2 hard stainless steel
Sta 0.0630 301-1/4 hard stainless steel
S Symmetric
T Total

**(Core structural plies) (outer wrap plies) (single ply to splice seam
in final wrap ply)

**Wrap plies 3 outer plies that encase inner structural core plies.

(A) 'Iii
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TABLE 3
GEOMETRIC AND PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF COMPOSITE SPECIMENS

SPECIMEN BOLT DENSITY WIDTH THICKNESS AREA MOMENT OF
ID DESIGN INERTIA

LoS/CU IN IN IN SQ IN IN^4
AO-1 1/40 Cos 0.0501 2.9815 1.0215 3.0456 0.2640
AO-2 5/164 CD8 0.0495 2.9610 1.0350 3.0708 0.2741
AO-3 1/4' 008 0.0499 2.9750 1.0250 3.0494 0.2670

Al-I 1/40 C05 0.0490 2.8200 1.0200 2.8764 0.2494
A7-2 1/4' CO5 0.0492 2.8150 1.0220 2.8769 0.2504
AV-3 1/40 008 0.0492 2.8470 1.0230 2.9125 0.2540

AVA-1 1/4* GDS 0.0550 2.9635 1.0930 3.2391 0.3225
AFA-2 5/169 CO8 0.0539 2.9760 1.1490 3.4194 0.3762
AFA-3 1/40 008 0.0539 2.9530 1.1750 3.4698 0.3992

30-1 1/4w 005 0.0585 3.1280 1.0150 3.1749 0.2726
30-2 5/160 GDO 0.0568 3.0300 1.0550 3.1966 0.2965
80-3 1/4' GD8 0.0542 3.2150 1.0630 3.4175 0.3218

CO-1 1/40 0D5 0.0568 2.9715 1.0590 3.1468 0.2941
CO-2 5/16" Go8 0.0578 2.9495 1.0175 3.0011 0.2589
CO-3 1/4' 0D8 0.0569 2.9550 0.9975 2.9476 0.2444

00-1 1/4' GDS 0.0580 3.0075 1.0305 3.0992 0.2743
DO-2 5/16 GO08 0.0557 2.9160 1.1135 3.2470 0.3355
D0-3 1/4 G08 0.0567 2.9230 1.1 V0 3.2738 0.3422

004lA 1/4' 005 0.0569 2.9560 1.0220 3.0210 0.2630
DO-2A 5/16' GO8 0.0570 2.9600 1.0220 3.0281 0.2641
DO-3A 1/4' 008 0.0572 2.9370 1.0100 2.9664 0.2522

90-1 1/4' 0O5 0.0564 2.9600 1.0410 3.0814 0.2783
90-2 5/160 G08 0.0570 2.9215 1.0250 2.9945 0.2622
30-3 1/40 0D8 0.0569 2.9470 1.0200 3.0059 0.2606

37-1 1/4' 0O5 0.0556 2.8130 1.0180 2.8636 0.2473
EF-2 5/16, 008 0.0558 2.b120 1.0200 2.8682 0.2487
"27-3 1/4' 000 0.0560 2.8260 1.0125 2.8613 0.2444

0O-1 1/4' 005 0.0513 2.9905 1.1750 3.5138 0.4043
FO-2 5/160 D08 0.0578 2.9120 1.0215 2.9746 0.2587
FO-3 1/4' 008 0.0579 2.9535 0.9825 2.9018 0.2334

00-1 1/4' 005 0.0569 2.9425 1.0465 3.0793 0.2810
00-2 5/16' 008 0.0566 2.9490 1.0560 3.1141 0.2894
00-3 1/40 008 0.0564 2.9450 1.0500 3.0923 0.2841

HO-1 1/4' 0O5 0.0589 2.9500 1.0460 3.0857 0.2813
HO-2 5/16' 0Do 0.0574 2.9670 1.0860 3.2222 0.3167

1HO-3 1/40 GD6 0.0587 2.9400 1.0645 3.1296 0.2955

Z0-1 5/16' 008 0.0969 2.9470 0.9870 2.9087 0.2361
10-2 1/4' GD5 0.0963 2.9670 0.9870 2.9284 0.2377
10-3 1/4' ODW 0.0969 2.9450 0.9900 2.9156 0.2201

(A) v
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TABLE 3 (continued)

SPECIMEN BOLT DENSITY WIDTH THICKNESS AREA MOMENT OF

ID DESIGN INERTIA

LBS/CU IN IN IN SO IN IN*4

JO-1 1/4' Co5 0.0769 2.9500 0.9835 2.9013 0.2339

J0-2 $/161 GD8 0.0765 2.9370 0.9950 2.9223 0.2411

J0-3 1/4' GD8 0.0762 2.9460 0.9960 2.9342 0.2426

KV-1 1/4' 005 0.0666 2.8420 1.0120 2.8761 0.2455

X?-2 5116" GOD 0.0667 2.8215 1.0220 2.8836 0.2510

Kr-3 1/40 GD8 0.0663 2.8415 1.0270 2.9182 0.2565

LF-1 1/4, COS 0.0803 2.8250 1.0260 2.8985 0.2543

LF-2 5/160 008 0.0804 2.8195 1.0260 2.8928 0.2538

"LP-3 1/4' CDs 0.0816 2.8195 1.0250 2.8900 0.2530

Mt-i 1/4' GD5 0.0989 2.9270 0.9870 2.8899 0.2345

MF-2 5/16' GD8 0.0946 2.9415 1.0355 3.0459 0.2722

1F-3 1/4, GD8 0.0985 2.9460 1.0355 3.0506 0.2726

NF-i 1/4' GDS 0.0804 2.8160 1.0160 2.8611 0.2461

NF-2 5/16, GD8 0.0796 2.8265 1.0225 2.8901 0.2518

NF-3 1/40 GD8 0.0800 2.8315 1.0185 2.8839 0.2493

OF-1 1/4, 00s 0.0747 2.9390 0.9830 2.8890 0.2326

OF-2 5V16' 008 0.0720 2.9200 1.0210 2.9813 0.2590

OF-3 1/4' 008 0.0734 2.9640 0.9930 2.9433 0.2418

.p-1 .. 1/4' 005 0.0903 2.8210 1.0165 2.8675 0.2469

Pr-2 5/16' 0O8 0.0903 . 2.8275 1.0125 2.8628 0..2446

PF-3 1/4@ GD8 0.0899 2.8310 1.0105 2.8834 0.2493

RF-1 1/40 005 0.0862 2.8145 0.9880 2.7807 0.2262

RF-2 5/16' 008 0.0865 2.9505 0.9385 2.7690 0.2032

Rr-3 1/4" 008 0.0824 2.9450 0.9875 2.9082 0.2363

SF-1 1/4' CDS 0.1082 2.8195 1.0265 2.8942 0.2S41

SF-2 5/16" 0D8 0.1093 2.8265 1.0180 2.8774 0.2485

SF-3 1/4' 008 0.1080 2.8345 1.0205 2.8926 0.2510

Tr-i 1/40 GD5 0.1678 2.6250 1.0330 2.9182 0.2595

2F-2 5/16' 0O8 0.1665 2.0460 1.0330 2.9399 0.2614

F-3 1/4 O 0.1739 2.8260 1.0310 2.9136 0.2591

vF-1 1/40 0D5 0.0570 2.9145 1.0290 2.8961 0.2555

VF-2 5/16' G08 0.0541 2.8205 1.0825 3.0532 0.2981

VF-3 1/4' 0D8 0.0569 2.8125 1.0260 2.9856 0.2531

WV-i 1/4' 0O5 O.0561 2.8125 1.0270 2.8884 0.2539

Wr-2 5/16' 0D8 0.0547 2.8090 1.0275 2.8862 0.2539

WVF-3 1/4' GD8 0.0559 2.8230 1.0330 2.9162 0.2593

(A) vi
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TABLE 4
COMPOSITE BEAM TEST DATA SUMMARY

SPECIMEN PEAK BENDING ULTIMATE TOTAL TOTAL NORM NORMALIZED
ID LOAD MODULUS STRESS ENERGY ENERGY ENERGY TO

LBS MSI PSI IN-LBS LBS/IN 1.25' DISP
AO-1 16959 4.469 78700 21191 S294 4052
AO-2 13596 4.001 61760 21040 5257 4251
AO-3 16479 4.325 76120 17404 4351 4056

AF-1 16432 4.788 80860 23301 6068 4304
AF.2 16907 4.726 83020 18174 4737 4192
AF-3 17583 4.887 85200 16295 4211 4464

AFA-i 20934 6.624 95370 27397 6754 4612
AFA-2 20190 5.371 74192 5564
AFA-3 21984 5.784 77850 28909 7003 4642

90-1 20935 3.918 93790 26765 6460 4934
80-2 18271 4.673 78220 25193 6167 4964
80-3 19871 3.543 78970 24161 5648 4373

CO-1 21374 4.122 92600 24904 6179 4593
CO-2 19863 4.738 93910 24478 6170 4198
CO.3 19791 4.428 97180 23723 6002 4518

DO-1i * 21174 3.894 95720 24418 6047 3999
DO-2 * 15719 3.829 62770 26261 6517 4058
00-3 * 16388 3.796 64530 27353 6766 4228

-- D-K 20626 -4.062 ----964 50 -- 24642 6195 -- 4151
DO-2A 19611 3.826 91400 26300 6603 4760
DO-3A 21603 4.006 104100 23374 5922 4323

90-i 21805 5.290 98140 25386 6345 4270
SO-2 19993 5.174 94040 27020 6847 4655
20-3 23445 5.039 110400 26344 6641 4631

£F-1 21686 5.252 107400 24188 6314 4872
EF-2 21703 5.339 107100 24048 6276 5018
EF-3 21170 5.550 105500 22488 5859 4658

7O-1 13335 3.998 46630 23619 5670 3608
O-2 10544 5.301 50100 18412 4681 3470

FO-3 12376 4.142 62670 21132 5369 3774

00-1 22253 4.930 99700 26844 6730 4863
GC-2 18432 4.887 80920 28756 7180 4749
GO-3 20706 4.826 92070 25680 6428 4657

HO-i 25003 4.771 112200 27348 6844 4690
HO-2 20534 4.466 84720 28056 6922 4429
fO-3 25406 4.981 110100 27068 6759 4749

10-1 17529 7.701 88150 31140 7916 4654
10-2 16048 7.285 80160 24438 6181 4269
10-3 19313 7.030 96600 24330 6183 4744

• Specimen exothermed to in excess of 3500F.

(A) vii
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TABLE 4 (continued)

SPECIMIN PEAX BENDING ULTIMATE TOTAL TOTAL NORM NORMALIZED
1D LOAD MODULUS STRESS ENERGY ENERGY ENERGY TO

LBS Hsi PSI fl4-tBS LBS/IN 1.2$* DISP

JO-1 19532 6.356 93764 26092 6633 4499
30-2 18823 $.gas 93460 29941 7615 4821
J0-3 20001 6.426 98810 27075 $868 49S6

K?-i 20S23 ?.056 101800 28586 7417 5557

KF-2 19912 6.095 97550 33896 8819 5669
KF322149 6.$21 106700 31347 8103 3823

LF- ' ?18322 7.606 88950 24354 6324 4770
L?-2 20925 6.711 101300 27510 7154 5433
LF-3 22980 7.301 112000 26338 6851 5337

147-1 18711 0.738 94740 20893 53338 4929

141-2 20011 7.070 91600 30271 7612 5637

MF-3 25008 7,836 114300 23660 5942 5082

NP-1 20011 7.911 99390 22537 S881 4625

147-2 20960 6.419 102400 33831 8790 S203

147-3 17651 7.063 96760 25171 6538 4924

09-1 17109 6.824 86980 20011 5102 4057
07-2 18303 6.018 86810 32028 8127 4508

07-3 14705 7.638 72640 24863 6283 4293

P7-1 29981 6.430 148500 27672 7211 6107
PF-2 30497 7.277 151900 38521 10032 7119
P9-3 30043 6.601 147700 32440 8427 6392

RP-1 22512 7.274 119300 25612 6736 5486
RF-2 21150 7.527 117500 32971 8452 5775
AF-3 19191 6.718 96430 30347 7717 4965

SF-1 13135 8.973 63830 25904 6709 4340
SF-2 13500 8.015 65539 34647 9012 5236
SF-3 13206 8.279 64590 21531 5585 4327

TF-1 26476 7.675 126800 39478 10233 7681
TF-2 26630 7.508 126600 46092 11882 8105
TF-3 25862 8.053 124300 41645 10797 7794

VP-i 16839 5.422 81590 26128 6798 5179
VF-2 17490 4.841 76400 26187 6709 5296
V7-3 19623 5.815 95690 25669 6687 5259

147-1 22149 5.116 107800 25670 6686 4682
WF-2 20081 4.774 97760 26480 6902 4790
WF-3 18941 4.8998 90780 23338 6052 4136

(A) viii
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APPENDIX B

T-38 BASELINE AND PROTOTYPE ARCHES
"SECTION PROPERTIES

iu. Section Properties for Magnesium Arch (Figure 1)
(Baseline Case 1)

iii. Section Properties for Steel Tube Reinforcement (Figure 2)
"(Baseline Cases 2 and 4)

iv. Centerline Section Properties for Composite Reinforcement (Figure 3)
(Baseline Cases 3 and 5)

v. Sill Section Properties for Composite Reinforcement (Figure 4)
(Baseline Cases 3 and 5)

vi. Prototype Arches Material Properties (Table 1)

vii. Centerline Section Properties for Prototype Composite Arch (Figure 5)

viii. Sill Section Properties for Tapered Prototype Arches (Figure 6)

(B)l
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"MODEL FORWARD (.Z)

ACTUAL CROSS-SECTION:
I 0.096 in'

•I, * 0.22 in'c•7  e - 26.6*C-L - A - 0.868 in'

M;IAGNESIUM FRAME

z

MATERIAL PROPERTIES:

G - 2.4 Msi BEAM CROSS
F.- 34.0 Kil SECTION AXES

ASSUMED LINEAR TO
ULTIMATE STRENGTH

-- NODE LOCATION
//I

/ 7 MAGNA CROSS-SECTION:
I" . 0.096 in'

a I,,. a 0.22 in'
0-26.2*

""- ,A - 0.868 in

MAGNA MODEL

Figure 1. Section Properties for Magnesium Arch
(Baseline Case 1).
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ACTUAL CROSS-SECTION:1w." Iv'f - 0.079 in,

-a---iMODEL FORWARD (+Z) yI. a 0.154 in'

'A' 00.16 in-- * I A * 0.96 in:

STEEL RUBE REINFORCEMENIT
(WITH MAGNES:UM ARCH) .t y

MATERIAL PROPERTIES: ----- ,BEAM CROSS.-----
E a 30.0 Msi SECTION AXES

Ga 11.5 Msi
aF 95.0 Kai
- 0.17 Mui

CASE 2 . RUN TO YIELD STRENGTH F.
CASE 4 - ELASTIC PLASTIC WITH TANGENT

MODULUS E, AFTER YIELDING
NODE LOCATION

MAGNA CROSS-SECTION:
.I a a 0.079 in'
Iaz a 0.154 in'

.0 - *
A a 0.96 in:

MAGNA MODEL

Figure 2. Section Prcperties for Steel Tube Reinforcement
(Baseline Cases 2 and 4).
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ACTUAL CROSS-SECTION ICENTERLINE):
Ivv - 0.201 In'
1,, 1.589 in'

0 -- 8.2*
A - 2.43 in-

MODEL FORWARD (+Z)

MATERIAL PROPERTIES:
a - 8.0 M14 COMPOSITE REINFORdCEMENT
G- 0.76 Msi (WITH MAGNESIUM ARCH)

F- 110.0 Ks!
1, 0.17 Msi

--- ASSUMED LINEAR TO ULTIMAV ST0ENGT"

-NODE LOCA.TION
/ CA8E 5

/ / NODE LOCATION
// / CASE 3

BEAM CROSS
SECTION AXES

MAGNA CROSS-SECTION (CENTERLINE):
MAGNA MODEL lyy a 0.201 in'

AGA L "0.154 in"

9 -- 8.1,

A - 2.43 in-

Figure 3. Centerline Suction Properties for Composite
ReLnforewe1mt (StaaeLine Cases 3 and 5).
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S- MODEL FORWARD (+Z)

(... L. .. --. - '

COMPOSITE REINFORCMSNT

--- NODE LOCATION z
/ CASE 5

/-NODE LOCATION

/ / BSEAM CROSS
/ (SECTION AXES

MAGNA MODEL

Figure 4. Cross-section at Sill for Composite Reinforcement
(Baseline Cases 3 and 5).
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TABLE I

PROPERTIES OF MATERIALS FOR PROTOTYPE ARCH

MATERIAL E
(Ksi) (Msi) (Msi)

Pr 149.4 6.769 0.49

KF 102.0 6.559 0.55

VF 84.6 5.359 0.66

AFA 79.1 5.926 0.46

TF 125.9 7.745 0.66

/

(I) vi
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ACTUAL CROSS-SECTION (CENTERLINE):
1, = 0.191 in'

----- MODEL FORWARD (+Z) Ir. 1.06 in'

A - 2.11 in:

~I

PRCPOSED COMPOSiTE

. . .............. MATERIAL PROPERTIES ARE
LISTED IN TABLE I z

MATERIALS ARE ASSUMED
LINEAR TO ULTIMATE
STRENGTH

/--NODE LOCATION BEAM C4OSS... SECTION, -\XES

1.030

MAGNA MODEL MAGNA CROSS-SECTION:
Iv - 0.193 ir"

Ia - 1.05 in'
e - 11.1 1
A , 2.10 in.

Figurer .3,. Centerline Section Properties for Prototype

T-38 Composite Arch.
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FINAL. TAPER WIDTH 0.875 INCH

.750

FINAL TAPER WIDTH - 0.750 INCH

FINAL TAPER WIDTH *0.625 INCh

. 500

___. . .. ... .. " I l •I .. . .. . _

FINAL TAPER WIDTH 0Q.500 INCH

MAGNA MODELS PROPOSED CROSS SECTIONS
AT SILL ATTACHMENT

Figure 6. Cross-Sections for Tapered T-38 Prototype Arch
(Cross-Secticne are at sill).
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Glass/Plastic Transparencies
by

Thomas 0. Rukavina
PPG Industries Inc.
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Pittsburgh,PA 15238

Abstract

Unbalanced glass/plastic composites fabricated with thin chemically
tempered glass and polycarbonate plastic have many performance
advantages over all-plastic or all-glass transparencies. The durability
of glass combined with the lightweight and high impact resistance of
polycarbonate can produce a lighter weight, longer-lived, high
strength composite. These advantages, though well known, can be
offset by disadvantages, which are related to the not too simple task
of marrying together two dissimilar materials.

Polymeric interlayers that are -able to mitigate shear -stress during
fabrication, as well as in the field during temperature fluctuations,
can improve the long-term performance of glass/plastic
transparencies. This paper presents the results of a systematic study
of a polyurethane interlayer structure-property relationships,
including the behavior of these polymers in glass/polycarbonate
beam samples. The effects of urethane content and molecular weight
on glass transition temperature, tensile strength, elongation, shear
modulus, and glass/plastic beam center- deflections are discussed.
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I Introduction

Thin chemically-tempered glass laminated with an interlayer to
polycarbonate, at first glance, seems to be the ideal combination of
materials to a transparency designer. Glass adds stiffness to the
composite, has excellent abrasion resistance, blocks short wavelength
ultraviolet light, and weathers better than any synthetic plastic.
Polycarbonate contributes lightweight and outstanding impact
resistance. However, a problem that fabricators commonly confront is
that after lamination, following cooling from a temperature which
allows good adhesion of the interlayer to the glass and plastic
surfaces, the composite transparency warps and does not match the
intended contour. This problem is due to the large mismatch in
coefficients of expansion of glass and polycarbonate which causes a
shear stress to develop in the composite. The stress is transmitted to
the interlayer from the shrinking plastic, as the composite
temperature cools to room temperature. When the shear stress is not

-mitigated successfully at-the Interlayer, the composite warps, putting
the glass in tension.

There are several potential solutions to the contour problem at room
temperature. One is to lower the lamination temperature, thus
reducing the expansion of the plastic. This method is practical only if
the interlayer can be laminated at low temperatures. Also the
activation energy for adhesion must be low or adhesion problems
may occur in the field. Another way of circumventing the problem is
to insulate the plastic during lamination. A third solution is to use an
interlayer that is cast-in-place and cured at room temperature..
Another solution is to design a sheet interlayer that laminates with
good adhesion to the substrates, preferably above the maximum use
temperature of the transparency, and that has a low sb,• modulus
over a wide temperature range. This is the topic of this p..iXr.

The low shear modulus is necessary to reduce stress induced via
temperature extremes in flight. High shear modulus can result in
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delamination, stress-crazing of the polycarbonate structural ply, and
glass breckage. Depending on the final application, the interlayer can
be tailored to be low - temperature melting and low modulus over a
wide temperature range, low-temperature melting and high modulus
at room temperature and below, or higher melting and low modulus
over a wide temperature range. The interlayers prepared for this
study can all be laminated at 150OF or higher.

Polyurethane chemistry is very diverse, and allows the tailoring of
materials with vastly different properties, from hard plastics with
high glass transition temperatures, to resilient elastomers with low
glass transition temperatures. Thermoplastic, segmented
polyurethane elastomers are linear block copolymers that are
prepared by reacting a diisocyanate with a polyol and a short chain
diol chain extender. The elastomers are usually microphase-
separated to various degrees into what are termed "soft" and "hard"
segments. Excellent performance properties over wide temperature
ranges can be attributed to this segregation. The soft segments
consist of a high molecular weight polyol and a diisocyanate, though
ideally they would be composed only of polyol segments. The ideal

... is seldom. the case. The hard segments consist of a short chain diol .
and a diisocyanate. There is a thermodynamic driving force for the
phase separation, which is the difference in polarity of the two
phases. The polarity difference depends on the soft and hard
segment solubility parameters. The completeness or incompleteness
of the phase separation is dependent on not only thermodynamic
compatibility, but the viscosity of the polymer, and the mobility of
the hard segmenL1

Previous studies have indicated that lower melting ranges and lower
modulus elastomers result from the use of short chain diols that have
an odd namber of carbon atoms, though the length is also
important. 2 This type of diol is referred to as non-reinforcing,
whereas If the diol has an even number of carbon atoms it is termed
a reinforcing diol. Branched diols are also non-reinforcing. We have
measured the melting- points of pure hard segments composed of
short chain diols of different lengths and dicyclohexylmethane-4,4'-
diisocyanate. The confirming results are shown in Fig.l. If one
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chooses a straight chain aliphatic diisocyanate with an odd number of
carbon atoms one will observe a similar effect. See Fig.2. 3

Another way of lowering the melting point while maintaining strong
mechanical properties at room temperature include using mixed
diols. This can broaden and lower the melting point. Also, one can use
a low molecular weight polyol with a small amount of a reinforcing
diol, or a larger amount of a non-reinforcing diol. The resulting
asymmetry in the hard segment domains is responsible for the lower
modulus and melting points. This is a consequence of weaker hard
domain interactions.

In this study we use a polytetramethylene oxide(PTMO) polyol
(Mn=1000), 1,5 pentanediol, and dicyclohexylmethane-4,4'-
diisocyanate. The polyether was chosen for its good hydrolytic
stability, low glass transition temperature, and its low tendency to
crystallize at low urethane contents. Other short chain diols that were
tested included diethylene glycol, butanediol, and thiodiethanol. Poor
oxidative stability was observed in formulations prepared with
diethylene glycol. Also, melting points were too low. This can be
attributed to the compatibility and mixing of the soft and hard
segments, which effectively increased the homogeneity of the
polymer. The thiodiethanol imparted color and odor to the polymers.
The butanediol polymers had higher melting points and yielded
higher modulus polymers than those based on pentanediol.

II. Experimental Section

Materials.
The PTMO was obtained from Dupont and Is referred to as Teracol@
1000 (Mn = 1000). The pentanediol was obtained from Aldrich
Chemical Co. and has a formula weight of 104 g/mole. The
dicyclohexylmethane-4,4',- diisocyanate is referred to as Hylene@ W
and was obtained from Dupont. Butylstannoic acid (BSA) was used as
the catalyst in 200, 400, and 600 ppm concentrations. BSA was
obtained from Pfaltz & Bauer Chemical Co. The catalyst was analyzed
for any iron impurities before using. By analysis the iron content of
BSA is < .01ppm. By The stoichiometries were calculated for 10%,
12%, and 14% urethane content (Wu), using the true hydroxyl
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numbers (OH number, plus acid number, plus % water). The
polyurethanes were prepared at stoichiometry with no excess
diisocyanate added, 3% excess diisocyanate, and 6% diisocyanate, in

order to vary the molecular weight. The 10, 12, and 14% Wu samples
had calculated weight % hard segment contents (Wh) of 3, 12, and
20% respectively. The linear polyurethanes were prepared by a one-
step bulk polymerization, cast between 14" x 14" Teflon-coated
stainless steel plates, and cured at 200OF for 24 hours into .125" thick
sheets. None of the samples were post- annealed.

Glass/Polycarbonate Beam Samples
40" x 6" glass/polycarbonate laminates were fabricated using .120"
thick chemically strengthened glass, .250" thick polycarbonate, and
.125" thick interlayer. The beams were laminated in an air autoclave
at 210°F and 200psi pressure.

Experimental Design.
A Box-Behnken quadratic response surface experiment was designed
using RS-Discover experimental design software. A total of 15
experiments were run. In the designed experiment the urethane
content was varied from 10 to 14% and the weight average molecular
weight varied from 77,000 to 260,000 MW (based on polystyrene-
standard.) The molecular weight was controlled by varying the
NCO/OH ratio. The degree of polymerization, Xn = (l+r)/(1-r), where r
is the ratio of the reactants. The cure of the polymers was monitored
by ATR-FTIR by measuring the relative absorbance = log

(lo/INco)/log (Io/IcH), where 10 is the incident radiation and I is the
transmitted radiation. The disappearance of the isocyanate band at

2265 cm-I was monitored.. The butylstannoic acid(BSA)
concentration was also varied in order to vary the degree of
polymerization, though was high enough at all concentrations that
complete polymerization was attained in all samples. It wts found
that BSA did react somewhat, as the molecular weight decreased
slightly with increasing BSA concentration.

Instrumentation.
Molecular weights were measured on a Waters Gel Permeation
Chromatograph using a Waters 600E pump, a 401 RI detector, and a
Linear Ultrastyragel column.
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Tensile strength, % elongation, and Young's modulus were measured
on an Instron machine. Crosshead speeds were 20 in./min., at a 3 in.
gauge length.

Hardness measurements were made by hand with a Shore A
durometer instrument.

Glass transition temperatures were measured on a Torsional Braid
Analyzer ( Plastics Analysis Instruments, Inc., Princeton, N.J.)
Fiberglass braids were impregnated with the monomer mixtures and
the polymers were cured on the braid. The fiberglass braid showed
fiat response over the temperature ranges used in the experiments..

Relative rigidity was measured as F 2which is proportional to I/P 2

where F= frequency of the oscillation of the sample and P is the
period in seconds. 12 is proportional to the in-phase elastic portion of
the shear modulus (a'). The log decrement ( A = In (Ai/Ai +1)]. where
A is the amplitude of the generated wave, was measured as the log
of the ratio of the amplitudes of successive oscillations, and is
directly proportional to the ratio of the out-of-phase or viscous
portion of the hlt.ir modulus (G") to G' [A- O/G'=iXtan a], where a is
the phase difference -between the stress and the deformation.---

Differential Scanning Calorimetry was done on a Dupont 910 DSC.
Heating rates were 10*C/min. under a nitrogen atmosphere. Sample
weights varied from 16.5 to 80mg.

Melting points were measured on a Dupont Thermomechanical
Analyzer 943 using a 1 gram sample load and a heating rate of
5*C/min.

II1. Results and Discussions

Instron Results.
Fig.3 shows the contour plot of tensile strength as a function of
average molecular weight and urethane content. The tensile strength
increases with increasing urethate content and molecular weight. At
low urethane content, below 12-12.5%, there is a stronger
dependence on molecular weight than at high urethane content. One
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can see that the shape of the contour changes as the urethane
content is increased, i.e., the slope becomes steeper approximately
above 160,000 MW, and urethane contents above 12 - 12.5%.

Fig. 4 shows the contour plot of % elongation as a function of
urethane content and increasing molecular weight.' The % elongation
decreases with increasing urethane content and with molecular
weight. The shape of the contour stays constant, but contour spacing
increases from low to high urethane content and molecular weight.
This means that the rate of decrease in % elongation slows. There are
two phenomena responsible for this. The chain entanglement density
is increasing with molecular weight, making it more difficult to
unravel the coiled polymer chains. The elastic modulus is increasing
due to an increased resistance to uncoiling. Above a particular
molecular weight maximum, the chains will break before they can
unravel further. Secondly, the hard segment content increases as the
urethane content increases. If the hard segments are viewed as
reversible crosslinks or fillers that reinforce the material, 4 and
thereby increase strength, then the hard segment domains also resist
uncoiling or elongation, regardless of the molecular weight.

Hardness Measurements.
Fig. 5 shows the contour plot of Shore A durometer hardness as a
function of urethane content and molecular weight. The hardness
increases as the urethane content increases and increases with
molecular weight, but again the dependence on molecular weight is
stronger at low urethane contents. From the contour spacings it is
seen that the hardness increases faster generally from 10-13%
urethane content than from 13-14%. This behavior is consistent with
the elastic modulus behavior.

The development of the morphology can be followed with time by
simply measuring the hardness as a function of time (Fig. 6). The plot
shows that it takes approximately two weeks for a polyurethane
with Wu = 14.0% to approach a constant Shore A durometer hardness
of 80. At first one might guess that these low modulus materials
should develop their final properties much faster than two weeks..
This may be the case for polymers made with butanediol, being that
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the hard segments are more symmetrical, and there is a stronger
hard domain interaction. The thermodynamic driving force for
segregation is smaller for pentanediol and the time to segregate is
long. 5 It may be that the mutual exclusion of hard and soft segments
is rapid, but the development of order in the hard domains is slow. 6

An interesting practical implication is that the shear modulus of the
material stays low for a period of time that is longer than the time
for polycarbonate, in a glass/plastic laminate, to cool to room
temperature after autoclaving. Hence, shear stress can be absorbed
by the interlayer as the polycarbonate cools and contracts. After the
plastic cools to room temperature and the modulus of the interlayer
continues to increase, it should have very little effect on the contour
of the laminate.

Differential Scanning Calorimetry.
The DSC plot of a 13.5% urethane content polymer (Fig. 7) shows a
hard segment melting transition(Tmi,h) at around 79°C. If one runs
the same sample within one hour of the first run the hard segment
transition does not reappear. Again, there is a time dependency for
domain organization as was seen in the durometer data of Fig. 6. The
temperature of the first-run transition, Tm,h, did not differ for the
12% -and -14% polymers.- What did change was--the magnitude of the'
enthalpy of the transition. No hard segment melting transition was
observed for the 10% urethane content samples, which had a herd
segment content of only 3.3%. Fig. 8 shows the melting enthalpy or
enthalpy of fusion plotted as a function of weight % hard segment.
The enthalpy increases with increasing hard segment content above
3.3%.

Generally one observes a Tm,h increase with increasing hard
segment content, but usually at much higher hard segment contents
than we have prepared, and with reinforcing hard segments.1 This
was not seen using pentanediol at relatively low hard segment
contents. The amount of mixing of the hard and soft segments can,
however, be determined by how high the soft segment Tg,s
increases above the pure soft. segment oligomer Tg,o. Thus, the
greater (Tg,.s -T",o), the greater the mixing of the two phases, as the
hard segments restrict the mobility of the soft segments. For the 14%
urethane content polymers Tgs = -53*C and Tg,o = -820C. Thus (Tga,
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-7g,o) = 29oC. The soft segment Tg is 29oC above that of the pure

oligomer polyol, indicating phase mixing. The anchoring of soft
segment ends in the hard domains has been shown to raise the Tg,s

by 4*C.5  Phase boundary hydrogen bonding can also increase the

Tg .s

Polyether soft segments in most cases will yield more complete

phase separation than polyester soft segments. 9 This can be
explained by comparing solubility parameters. The solubility
parameter for the polyether is lower than that of the ester, and much
lower than that of the short chain diol. The molecular weight
differences of the polyols also determine the degree of phase

separation.1 A 2000 molecular weight polyether polyol-based
polyurethane will phase separate more completely than a
polyurethane made with a 1000 molecular weight polyol. This can be
seen by the Tg.s differences. The Tg,s for the 2000 molecular weight
soft segment will be closer to the Tg,o (oligomer) than the 1000
molecular weight soft segment Tgs. This can be interpreted to mean
that fewer hard segments exist in the 2000 molecular weight soft
segment phase. One should also note that at the same urethane
content the hard segment content will be higher using a 2000 MW
soft segment than a 1000 MW soft segment (see Fig. 9). ... ...

Torsional Braid Analysis.
A: Torsional Braid Analyzer (TBA) is a freely oscillating torsional
pendulum that utilizes a fiberglass braid. The braid is impregnated
with a polymer, plasticizer, or virtually anything that will stay
trapped within it. Even powder coatings have been tested
successfully using TBA. The braid allows a polymer to be tested at
temperatures higher than the maximum temperature at wich the
polymer can support a weight without deforming. The instrument
torques the sample about 40 and releases it to oscillate at its own
resonant frequency, which is usually below 1Hz. The material
properties are calculated as shown in Fig. 10.

Our polymers were cured on a braid in the TBA apparatus. See Fig.
11 for the results from a typical isothermal experiment. Fig. 12
shows the log decrement vs. temperature plot for three different
urethane contents from this study: 10, 12, and 14%. The Tg's from
the maximum in the log decrement plot are -44*C, -29oC, and -50C,,
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respectively. The magnitude of the log decrement plot decreases with
increasing urethane content indicating phase mixing. The purity of
the soft segment can also be gauged by the steepness of the slope of
the low temperature side of the log decrement plot. The slope
decreases as urethane content is increased indicating again phase
mixing. In Fig. 13, which is a contour plot of Tg as a function of
molecular weight and urethane content, we can see that the Tg is a
linear function of urethane content between 10 and 14%. It is not
very dependent on molecular weight between 77,000 and 260,000.
Though Tg usually goes up with increasing molecular weight because
of a decrease in free volume, and fewer chain ends, the dependence
vanes for different polymers and molecular weight ranges.

A plot of F vs. temperature is shown in Fig. 14. The Tg's of the three
different urethane content polymers can be seen on this plot as the
inflection points in the plots. The width of the Tg region or the
steepness of the slope of the TS region is different for each polymer.
The width increases with higher urethane contents, which confirms a
greater heterogeneity or phase separation for the higher hard
segment polymer. Notice also that the rubbery plateau extends to
lower temperatures the lower the urethane content.

Glass/Plastic Laminated Beams.
Flat 40" x 6" polycarbonate/glass beam samples were laminated in
an air autoclave at 210*F and the center deflections of the the
samples were measured when the laminate cooled to room
temperature. Measurements were made on a flat table with the glass
surface oriented up. See Fig. 15 for a schematic of the laminate. Fig,
16 is a step surface plot of beam center deflection as a function of
urethane content and molecular weight. At low urethane contents the
center deflections increase very slowly with increasing molecular
weight, but at high urethane contents the deflections jump up
rapidly. At low molecular weights the center deflections increase
slowly with urethane content, but more rapidly with urethane
content at high molecular weights. Thus, precise control of the
molecular weight Is critical for use of this type of Interlayer In
glass/plastic laminates. The shear modulus and the resulting changes
in the ability to take up shear are very sensitive to molecular weight
changes, particularly at urethane contents above 12%.
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Fig. 17 shows a plot of center deflection vs. temperature for a 12.5%
urethane content polymer with a Mw = 150,000. It shows similar
data for three 13.5% urethane content polymers with molecular
weights equal to 86,000, 210,000, and 305,000. The beams made
with the 13.5% urethane, 86,000 molecular weight interlayer (Tg a
-14*C) and the 12.5% urethane,150,000 molecular weight interlayer
(TgV -21C) have virtually identical behavior over a wide
temperature range. This is so even though the glass transition
temperature is lower for the 12.5% urethane content polymer. These
beams were completely flat at room temperature. Shown for
comparison in the figure are data for a polyester polyurethane and a
low temperature melting interlayer that is commercially available
for use in glass/plastic laminates. Neither is at all flat at room
temperature. Although two experimental beams were comparatively
flat at room temperature, warpage at low temperatures resulted in
center deflections of approximately 1.25" at -20*F for these lower
modulus polymers. Deflections extended beyond this for the higher
modulus polymers. The effect of wide differences in molecular
weight, at constant urethane content, on the deflection of the beams
is also reflected in the plot.

Concluding Remarks and Future Direction.
-............--... The proper design and -control --of-polyurethane interlayer properties

can result in reduced stress and improved contour in glass/plastic
laminates at room temperature and above. That has been
demonstrated here. Furthur !mprovements in interlayers should
focus on a widening of the service temperature range at low
temperatures. Though flattening the modulus - temperature
behavior is important, ideally, the material should be able to take up
shear stress over a wide range of temperatures. Silicones, for
example, show very little modulus change with temperature, but
cannot shear easily because they are crosslinked. A commercially
available heat-vulcanized silicone sheet material was also tested in
our lab in a simple beam construction. It showed a center deflection
of 0.6" at room temperature when laminated at 210*F. Work in our
lab with polydimethylsiloxane-polyethyleneoxide organofunctional
siloxane-based polyurethanes has shown that transparent polymers
are possible with glass transition temperatures as low as -50*C
(-58°F) (See Fig. 18) and flatter modulus - temperature behavior
than the polytetramethyene oxide glycols. Cooper, et. al., reported on
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a series of polydimethylsiloxane-poly urethane elastomers based on
MDI, 1,4 butanediol, and an organofunctional polydimethylsiloxane
that showed glass transition temperatures as low as -124*C with a
very flat modulus over a very wide temperature range. See Fig.
19.10 These types of hybrid polymers may greatly enhance the
performance of glass/plastic transparencies over a wider
temperature range than is possible with a polyether polyurethane.
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USE OF PHOTOCHROMIC MATERIALS IN AIRCRAPT TRANSPARENCIES
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PIILKINGTON
AEROSPACE

USE OF I)HOTrOCHROMIC MATERIAL1S
I N Al RCRA IWTRIItANSPA RENCI ES

J. A. Andrechak & M.V. Moncur

Pilkington Aerospace

A BSTRAC,

New photochromic dyes have become available over the past several years
through Pilkington research efforts targeted at ophthalmic, automotive,
architectural and aerospace applications. Pilkington photochromic dyes
incorporated into suitable polymer hosts show improved fatigue life and are
deeper coloring than materials available previously. Significant dye activation
occurs even in designs where the photochromic material is screened by a plastic
or glass outer ply.

Pilkingtrv, photochromic dyes are readily incorporated into polyurethane
materials used in aircraft transparencies and can be subjected to standard
fabrication processes without degradation. Full-scale transparencies with
photochromic polyurethane interlayers have been fabricated using conventional
processing methods. Transparency systems incorporating such photochromics
are being investigated for cockpit solar shading and in flash protection systems.

This paper describes properties of Pilkingtorn photochromic dyes incorporated
into transparent polymer hosts. Data are presented on light transmission
characteristics of darkened and bleached states, darkening and fading rates,
fatigue life, polymer host property effects and temperature effects. Processing
studies and limitations are discussed and prior performance test programs
related to aircraft transparency applications are described.
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INTROi)ucION

Photochromism is defined as a reversible transformation between two states of a
single chemical compound which is induced in at least one direction by
electromagnetic radiation and in which the two states of the compound have
different absorption spectra. The reverse conversion may be induced thermally
or by radiation of a different wavelength (Ref. 1).

Photochromic compounds of interest for transparency applications are those with
high visible transmittance in one state ("colorless" or "bleached" form) which is
"converted to a state with an absorption band in the visible range ("colored" or
"darkened" form) when exposed to UV radiation. Several classes of organic
photochromic materials meeting these criteria have been identified.

The Pilkington Group have a long-standing interest in organic photochromics for
possible use in architectural, automotive, ophthalmic and aircraft applications.
Pilkington researchers have synthesized and evaluated many of the dye types
reported in the literature, including spiro pyrans, chromenes, fulgides and
spironaphthoxazines. Recent research efforts have primarily focused on
apiroindolinonaphthoxazines (SINOs, Figure Is) because of their good
photochemical stability, range of available colors in the activated state and low
background color in the bleached state. Chromene dyes (Figure 1b) have also
been investigated in detail.

-.. SINOs and chromenes are activated by radiation at UVblue wavelengths; which
induces a ring olpening reaction (Figure 1). The open isomers have strong
absorption bands in the visible spectrum. The reverse ring closing reaction is
thermally induced.

MOIIECULAR ENGINEERING

A synthesis program at Pilkington Group Research has yielded many new
photochromic dyes, including over fifty new SINOs. Dye structure/property
relationships have been established, resulting in improved ability to tailor dye
structures to enhance performance features. Practical synthetic methods for dye
manufacture have also been developed.

One significant Pilkington development was identification of a class of SINO
dyes with enhanced photochromic performance: 6'-amino SINOs. Typical SINOs
are activated by UV radiation and darken to a blue color, with peak absorbance
at about 600 nm. Amino substitution at the 6' position shifts the activation band
of the closed, colorless form to longer wavelength, resulting in increased
activation in sunlight with UV filtering (i.e., through glass or a transparent
plastic). 6'-Amino substitution shiftsepeak absorbance of the open, colored form
to slightly shorter wavelength. Open 6'-amino SINO isomers also have increased
absorbance, so dyes are deeper coloring than typical SINOs (Figure 2).
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SINO and chromene dye structures can be modified to shift the closed state peak
absorbance to longer or shorter wavelength, which significantly alters darkened
state color. The rate of the thermal reverse (bleaching) reaction can also be
modified by altering the dye structure. The practical utility of such dye structure
modifications is illustrated in the following sections.

INCORPORATION INTO POLYMER HOSTS

Photochromic dyes can potentially be combined with transparent polymers by all
standard processing techniques used to incorporate &additives. With
thermoplastic polymers, the dye may be incorporated by extrusion/melt blending
to produce photochromic resin granules, which are processed by standard
methods, including molding, extrusion and coating. Dyes can also be combined
with thermoplastics directly during sheet extrusion, injection molding or coating
processes.

With thermoset polymers, the dye is preferably dissolved in a prepolymer or
monomer mix which is processed by conventional casting, coating, potting or
"bonding methods. Photochromic dyes have also been imbibed into polymer
articles by use of a solvent carrier.

Pilkington studies have shown that polyurethanes are excellent hosts for SINO
and chromene photochromics. Dyes can be incorporated into polyurethanes by
casting, coating, extrusion or injection molding without degradation.
Photochromic activity and stability in polyurethane hosts are excellent. Dye
fatigue life can be enhanced and darkening and fading rates can be manipulated
by tailoring polyurethane host compositions. Properties of photochromics in
polyurethane hosts are described in the following sections.

SINOs and other photochromic dye types have also been successfully
incorporated into cast acrylate plastic materials used for ophthalmics. These
materials also show excellent photochromic activity and stability. Attempts to
ino~rlrate SINOs into polycarbonate have been less successful, as dyes suffer
significant degradation under polycarbonate extrusion and injection molding
conditions.

PHOTOCHROMIC SYSTFhMS FOR SOLAR SHAl)ING

Photochromic Activity

6-Amino SINOs in polyurethanes display the full darkening range needed for
solar shading at concentrations of less than 0.2 wt %. Under simulated standard
Air Mass 2 (AM2) solar exposure conditions, a typical 6'-amino SINO (compound
code CG1) in a polyurethane interlayer host fully darkens in 1 to 2 minutes
(Figure 3). Absorbance or optical density (OD) levels of 1.0 to 1.5 are achieved
with dye concentration of 0.05 wt % , corresponding to visible integrated light
transmittance of <10%. Full fading is achieved in 2 to several minutes
"depending on host properties (Figure 4).
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Solar darkening and fading characteristics of two other 6'-amino SINOs (PW8
and IB8) in a polyurethane host are presented in Figures 5 and 6. These data
illustrate effects of dye structural modifications on photochromic activity and
kinetics. IB8 incorporates a minor modification to the PW8 structure, which
reduces the rate of the thermal bleaching reaction. This structural change has

S-; •"little effect on the darkening rate (Figure 5) but significantly slows fading
(Figure 6).

The slower fading dye, 1B8, also shows greater darkening after extended solar
exposure. At a dye concentration of 0.04 wt %, darkened integrated visible
transmittance of the IB8 sample is 2.9% compared to 7.6% for PW8. Since open
and closed forms are in equilibrium under these conditions, reducing the back
reaction rate shifts equilibrium towards the open state, resulting in a greater
concentration of the colored form and hence higher absorbance.

Changes to the host polymer which alter the bleaching reaction rate have a
similar effect on photochromic activity. For example, increasing the modulus of
the host polymer would be expected to slow the bleaching reaction rate and thus
increase darkening under equilibrium solar exposure conditions.

Effect of Filters

Conventional SINOs show little photochromic activity in sunlight when filtered
by glass or transparent plastics. The activation band of 6-amino SINOs is shifted
"towards the visible relative to SINOs, so they exhibit strong photochromism in

-__ _ filtered sunlight.

= /Figures 7 illustrates effects of UV filtering on activity of 6'-amino dyes (PW8 and
-IB) incorporated at 0.04 wt % into a polyurethane. Filters are materials used in
aircraft transparencies: glass, polycarbonate, Acrivue 350S stretched acrylic (per
,ML-P-25690) and Acrivue 590 (a polyurethane plastic). Data show that
darkening under simulated solar conditions is reduced by all filters but dyes are

- - .still very active and low equilibrium transmission levels are reached. Dye
concentrations can be adjusted to readily compensate for the attenuating effect of
a filter.

Temperature Effects

Temperature has a very significant effect on photochromic activity of SINO and
chromene dyes under solar exposure conditions. The thermal bleaching reaction
rate increases as temperature increases, resulting in reduced equilibrium
darkening (Figure 8). At some temperature limit, which varies depending on the
"dye structure and the host, the bleaching reaction is so fast that photochromic
activity is lost. Most SINOs in polyurethanes show little activity above 50°C.

"Dye and host modifications that reduce the rate of the bleaching reaction will
- Jincrease the upper temperature limit for photochromic activity. However, these

- changes also slow the fade rate. Such systems may bleach too slowly at low
temperatures to be of practical utility for solar control. This strong temperature
dependence is an inherent limitation of this type of photochromic dye. Use for
solar control is limited to applications where the temperature can be controlled
within about a 30- 400C range.
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Neutral Colored Photochromic Systems

SINOs described in previous sections are blue to blue/violet in the darkened
state. Pilkington dye design and synthesis efforts have also yielded rtd, green
and yellow photochromics. Level absorbance over the full visible range can he
achieved by using mixtures of three or four dyes (Figure 9). This results in a
colorless/gray/black transition during darkening, which is desirable for some
so!ar shading applications.

Balanced, neutral coloring mixed dye systems in polyurethane hosts have been
developed by Pilkington and are undergoing performance testing. Unfiltered
darkening and fading transmission spectra of one mixed system are shown in
Figures 10 and 11.

Mixed dye systems must be adjusted for specific exposure conditions and filters.
Each dye in the mixture has a different activation spectrum, so changes in the
activating light can alter color during darkening. Compensation for different
activation conditions and filtering normally requires only adjustment of
individual dye concentrations.

Figure 12 presents photochromic activity data for a dye mixture in polyurethane
which is neutral when exposed to unfiltered solar radiation but not neutral when
activated through a filter. The filter used in this example was a commercial
aircraft passenger window assembly, consisting of two stretched acrylic panes
and a polycarbonate scratch shield.

. . Fatigue Life ... .. . . . . . .

Organic photochromic compounds gradually lose photochromic range on exposure
to activating radiation and other environmentaI factnrs, such as oxygen, water
and elevated temperatures. Degradation is due to chemical side reactions which
convert the photochromic compound into an inactive derivative. The observed
result is development of background color in the bleached state and lower
absorbance in the darkened state.

SINOs as a class exhibit very good photochromic fatigue resistance. The host
polymer also has a strong influence on system durability. Polyurethane
compositions which enhance photochromic fatigue resistance have been
developed and are being evaluated as interlayers in transparent laminates.
Excellent stability has been demonstrated in accelerated fatigue testing.

Figures 13, 14 and 15 present accelerated fatigue testing data for two &lass
laminates with photochromic polyurethane interlayers. One laminate contains a
blue 6'-amino SINO and the other a neutral dye mixture. Performance of both
systems is essentially unchanged after 1000 hours of QUV-340 exposure. The
blue laminate has also been exposed outW ;rs for 12 months i south Florida with
no change in photochromic properties.
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Free-standing polyurethane films and bi-layer designs are expected to have lower
fatigue resistance than laminates because the photochromic material is not as
well protected from the environment. Such designs have not been as fully
characterized as laminates.

PHO'OCtH ROMIC FIJASH IRO'I'ECTION SYSTEMS

The fundamental photochromic process responsible for generution of the colored
isomer of SINO and similar photochromics is very fast, occurring in less than one
nanosecond in solution (Ref. 2). The switching rate of these compounds in a

lymer host is slower but still very fast with proper design of the host.
olyurethanes with 0.2 wt % IB8 6'-amino SINO exposed tv a 0.84 J/cm2 xenon

flash lamp pulse for 500 psec reach maximum absorbance of > 1.4 in 200 Psec.
Lyes are strongly activated by flash exposure through glass or plastic filters
(Ref. 3).

Ability to darken rapidly under flash conditions allows these photochromics to be
- -:used in passive nuclear flash protection systems. The limited temperature range

for darkening with solar exposure does not apply for flash exposure. The
darkening reaction rate is very much higher than the fading rate unless the
ambient temperature is very high. Since equilibrium is not reached under flash
"conditions, darkening occurs over a broad temperature range, well above the
upper temperature limit for solar darkening.

Slow fading (or unwanted solar darkening) of a passive flash protection system
can be a problem at-low temperatures. This can be overcome by dye and host
modifications to increase the thermal bleaching rate- or- by controlling the
temperature above the solar darkening limit of the system.

"Pilkington Optronics in the UK are evaluating photochromic dye technology
described in this paper for visor applications (Ref. 4). Performance targets for
their program have been achieved.

Pilkington Aerospace participated in two programs involving development of
integral nuclear flash protection systems incorporated into aircraft
transparencies. Systems employ photochromic dyes in polyurethane interlayers
coupled with other technology. Flash testing completed to date has yielded
positive results and has highlighted design improvements which will further
enhance performance.

During one program, Pilkington Aerospace demonstrated ability to manufacture
full-scale transparencies with a thermoset polyurethane interlayer containing a
photochromic dye. Processing methods and transparency structural properties
were not affected by addition of the dye component.
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CONCILUSIONS

1. Recent Pilkington advancements in photochromic technology have yielded
"materials with high photochromic activity, a wide range of darkened colors
including neutral (gray/black), good fatigue life and compatibility with
transparent polymers, particularly polyurethanes.

2. Photochromic polymer systems with practical utility for aircraft
transparency solar shading and flash protection applications are now
available.

3. Photochromics incorporated into polyurethane interlayer materials in
laminated transparency constructions have demonstrated excellent
performance in testing programs for both transparency solar shading and

ash protection applications.

4. Incorporation of photochromics into polyurethane coatings/liners aad other
polymeric materials may also be feasible but has not been fully
demonstrated.
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Figure 1. Photochrumic Dye Chemistry
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Figure 3. Darkening Transmission Spectra
of a 6'-Amino SINO in Polyurethane

Simulated AM2 Solar Exposure, 21*C
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Figure 4. Fading Transmission Spectra
of a 6'-Amino SINO in Polyurethane

Simulated AM2 Solar Exposure, WC
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Figure 5 - Integrated Visible Transmission
(Darkening) of PW8 and IB8 6'-Amino

SINOs in Polyurethane
Simulated AM2 Solar Exposure, 21sC
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Figure 6 - Integrated Visible Transmission
(Fading) of PW8 and IB8 6-Amino SINOs

in Polyurethane
Simulated AM2 Solar Exposure, 21 OC
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Figure 7 - Effect of Filters on Equilibrium
Darkening of 6'-Amino SINOs in

Polyurethane
Equilibrium .Simulated AM2 Solar Exposure, 21 *C
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Figure 8 - Effect of Temperature on Equilibrium
Darkening of SINOs in Polyurethane
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Figure 9. Absorption Spectra of a Photochromic
Mixture for a Neutral Coloring System

Simulated AM2 Solar Exposure, 21*C
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Figure 10. Darkening Transmission Spectra of a
Neutral Mixed Dye System in Polyurethane
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Figure 11. Fading Transmission Spectra ol a
Neutral Mixed Dye Systemn in Poyuretbane
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Figure 13 - Effect of QUV-340 Exposure on
Bleached State Transmission of a 6'-Amino

SINO in Polyurethane
CGlasslPolyurethane/Glass Laminates
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Figure 15 - Effect of QUV-340 Exposure on
Darkened State Transmission uf a 6'-Amino

SINO in Polyurethane
GlassIJolyurethane/liass Laminates
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HIGH TEMPERATURE URETHANE tE240)

by

Khushroo H. Lakdawala
John Raffo

Soerracln/Sylmar Corporation

ABSTRAC

S-240 Is a Slerracin/Sylmar Corporation proprietary formulation based on
pcyurethape chemistry, developed to improve upon the limitations of existing
tansparuncy materials. Analytical techniques to evaluate the properties and reactivity
of the monomee of S-240 are lIIustrated. Polyurethanes are conventionally used, as
Interlayers, in laminates of various cross sections for aircraft windshields. In a vast
majority of windshield designs for hIgh-speed aircraft the outer ply is comprised of
acrylic, and the structural ply Is polycarbonate. Both these materials have field service
limitations, Il acrylic tends to crack and craze readily, whervas polycarbonate is
susceptible to hazing, poor abrasion resistance, and Is readily attacked by solvents.
S-240, a high temperature urethen., is capable of being used as an outer ply and
circumvents the common drawbacks associated wh acrylic faced (outer) plies.
Laboratory tests Indicate that S-240 has superior high temperaturi, Impact, abrasion,
and solvent/craze properties and Is presently available for full scale application
testing.
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Introduction

The major materials currently being used, as an exterior ply, for
aircraft transparencies are methyl methacrylate based polymers and/or
glass. Certain inherent limitations exist with either class of
materials. In a prior study, premature failure of F-16 windshields
was attributed to crazing or cracking of the acrylic face ply in a
vast majority of cases. Based on these observations, Sier-acin has
developed a material capable of enhanced performance and increased
service life. Development of an ideal material can only be achieved
by an iterative process where the formulation changes are directly
correlated with field service performance. The tremendous
versatility in formulating a urethane molecule makes it an ideal
candidate for these purposes.

Polyurethanes are a broad class of materials having a common urethane
(--NH(C=O)-O--) chemical linkage. The urethane groups are
predominantly formed by the reaction of an isocyanate with a hydroxyl
containing compound (Equation 1). The great variations that are
possible in the type and functionality of the hydroxyl and isocyanate
raw material components make polyurethanes a uniquely versatile
class of polymers. The possibility of custom tailoring the chemical
structure to suit a particular application's requirements has opened
a range of new uses for polyurethanes. In addition to urethane
functional groups, polyurethanes could also contain amide, ether,
ester, urea, amine, etc type functional groups. To date, however,
no material is available that can withstand the harsh environmental,
chemical and mechanical rigors experienced by the outer ply of a
sophisticated aircraft and still provide the desired service life
expected by Operational Commands. S-240 addresses -the drawbacks
associated with a conventional methacrylate-based face ply material.
Additionally, the high temperature capabilities of S-240 are a
significant asset of this material.

CharacteusUcs of Seamented Polurethenes

The structure cf typical segmented polyurethanes consists of
alternating blocks of flexible chains of low glass transition
temperature (Tg), amorphous or low melting components (soft
segments), and a relatively rigid block component (hard segments)
that has a crystalline melting point well above room temperature.
The varying polarity and chemical nature of both the blocks tends to
separate the polymer into two phases designated "soft" and "hard".
The hard blocks tend to associate into domains because of chemical
structure and hydrogen bonding. The extent of phase separation has
a significant effect on the final properties of the polyurethane.

Polyurethanes are typically categorized based on the ratios and types
of the above components. Soft segment concentration (SSC) is defined
as the ratio of the mass of polyol chain without the terminal
hydroxyl groups to the total mass of the polymer, usually expressed
as a percentage. The difference, making the total 100%, is the hard
segment concentration (HSC). A one phase polyurethane can also be
obtained by reacting the soft segment polyol with isocyanates,
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without the use of a chain extender to obtain one dimensional
polyurethanes with significantly reduced properties such as tensile
strength, modulus, etc.

The structure, concentration and organization of the hard segment
blocks have a dominant influence on the physical and mechanical
properties of the polymer. Characterizing the property changes that
occur with formulation changes is important in order to develop a
polymer for specific end-use applications. Analytical techniques
ike differential scanning calorimetry (DSC), thermomechanical

analysis (TMA), Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) and
dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA) are ideal tools for polymer
characterization in relation to useful and desired practical
properties.

Chemistry and Monpholoav f Pourthanes

Polyurethanes are polymers which have the characteristic linkage
-NH-(C=O)-O.. These are formed when a diol undergoes step-growth
polymerization with a diisocyanate. Segmented polyurethanes are
obtained by two basic procedures: the prepolymer technique and the
'one shot' method. In the former case, the polymer is synthesized
by 'capping' or terminating the reactive groups on the polyol with
an excess of difunctional isocyanate in specific equivalent amounts
required to obtain the requisite soft or hard segment concentration.
This *pseudo* prepolymer macrodiisocyanate is subsequently used in
chain-extending with a low molecular weight diol or glycol (Figure
1). The soft and hard segments are each more nearly uniform in
length. In the 'one shot' case, the diisocyanate, polyol and glycol
react directly to yield a more polydispersed polymer (Figure 2) where
the length of the hard and soft segment blocks is more random.
Typical isocysnate reactions are as follows:

n(O=C=N-R-N=C=O) + n(HO-R'-OH) .... > .(-C-N-R-N-C.O-R'-O-)-, (1)

0H HO

Urethane Formation

R-NCO + HO-R' .... > R-NH(CzO)O-R' (2)

Urea Formation

R-NCO + H2N-R' .... > R-NH(C-O)NH-R' (3)

Reaction with Water

R-NCO + H20 ---- > R-NH(C=O)-OH ---- R-NH1 + CO (4)

AlloDhonate Formation

R-NCO + -NH(C=0)O- .... > -N-(C-O)O- (5)

RNH-CEO
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Biuret Formation

R-NCO + -NH(C=O)NH- ... > -N.(C=O).NH. (6)

RNH-C=O

An ideal segmented polyurethane can be prepared only if equations (3)
through (6) are suppressed. The polymerization kinetics of
polyurethane formation is not exactly of second order. The overall
kinetics is of third order at very low concentrations (-OH) but of
second order at higher concentrations. The structure of a segmented
polyurethane is highly heterogenous and depends strongly on the
reaction conditions as well as the reactivity of the individual
components, choice of catalyst, and the presence of impurities.
Stoichiometric adjustments are necessary to obtain a system with
optimal molecular weight. The structural formulae of the
industrially important diisocyanates are given in Figure 3. A
synergistic combination of some of these isocyanatus has proven to
provide beneficial optical and physical properties which has enabled
us to develop the S-240 class of polymers comprised of a linear
compact molecule with significant intermolecular interactions and
good phase separation.

Segmented polyurethanes possess a two phase morphology wherein the
hard and soft segments are, to varying degrees, incompatible with
each other (Figure 4). Despite this incompatibility, however, a
significant amount of mixing between hard and soft segment blocks
exists. Hydrogen bonding between hard and soft blocks or between
individual hard blocks can beneficially affect the physical
properties of the polymer (Figure 5). In the latter case a three- .
dimensional molecular -domain- structure can exist to produce -polymers
with the temperature capabilities similar to, crosslinked or
thermosetting systems.

The appearance of apherulites in the polymer may be due to the
building of hard blocks in a transverse direction to the molecular
axis (Figure 4). The morphology of segmented polyurethanes is also
dependent on the chemical constitution and thermal history of the
polymer. The performance of polyurethanes at elevated temperatures
is dependant on the structure of the hard blocks and their ability
to remain associated at these temperatures. DSC analysis indicates
a transition temperature for the soft blocks at greater than -300C
(-22°F), an endotherm corresponding to the dissociation of hydrogen
bonding in the soft segments at less than 804C (1760F), an endotherm
due to break-up of the urethane hydrogen bonds at less than 1500C
(302;F) and, lastly, transitions above 1600C (320"F) which are
attributed to the thermal dissociation of the hard block aggregates.

Progerles of S-240

Although, as previously mentioned, the chemical structure and
physical properties of polyurethanes can vary widely with minor
changes in formulation, all data presented in this study has been
taken from material of the same Sierracin/Sylmar proprietary
formulation to assure continuity.
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lensile Prooerties

The tensile strength was measured using a United Calibration test
machine with a 1000 lb load cell. The specimens were cut as per ASTM
0 1708. The average values from 5 spacimens has been reported. The
samples were mounted in mechanical grips with serrated faces. The
tensile properties are summarized in Table 1. The exact variation
in the hard segment content affects the modulus, tensile strength and
ultimate elongation significantly. This effect is illustrated in the
S-240 formulations 'A' through 'D'.

Thermal Analysis

The softening characteristics were determined by thermomechanical
analysis (TMA) using a Perkin-Elmer Thormomechanical Analyzer, TMS-2
with a Perkin-Elmer System 4 thermal analysis microprocessor
controller. The samples were heated in a helium atmosphere under a
lou psi load. The heating rate was 100C (180F) per minute. The
samples were run from 30°C (86°F) to the softening point of the
sample. The TMA trace in Figure 6 displays the effect of the chain
extender (diol) on the softening point of the urethane. The
softening point of S-240 was 1930C (379°F).

The curing characteristics of the polymer were evaluated using a
Perkin-Elmer DSC-4 (differential scanning calorimeter). The
instrument was purged with nitrogen. A premixed sample weighing 8
to 15 mg was encapsulated in a high pressure aluminum pan and crimped
before placing into a DSC sample chamber. The test was run from 400C
(1040F) to 2200C (4280F) at 100C (18°F) per minute. The DSC studies
gave significant insight into optimization of catalyst level and

. curing conditions. The DSC thermograms depicted in Figure 7 indicate .
the effect of catalysts on the curing characteristic of S-240 system.
The curing kinetics were interpreted from dynamic experiments. The
amount of catalyst decreased the peak curing temperature from 1730C
(3430F) to 1130C (2350F).

Dvnamulc Mechanical Analysit

The dynamic mechanical properties were evaluated using a Rheometrics
Dynamic Analyzer (RDA-700). The samples were run in a rectangular
torsion mode. A liquid nitrogen controller was used to attain
appropriate temperature. The test measurements were taken at 100C
18°F) intervals with a 3 minute equilibration duration. Figure 8
epicts a typical DMA trace of 8-240. The polymer system manifests

significant phase separation as indicated by the tan delta trace.
In general, use of DMA analysis has allowed tremendous insight into
the formulation aspects of 8-240, and has cut development time
considerably.

The extent of phase separation attained for a combination of isomers
at specific levels of hard segment was extremely critical. Figure
9 demonstrates the variation in modulus Tor such specific
combinations. Lastly, the DMA traces of the two most widely used
transparency materials, acrylic and polycarbonate, are compared with
8-240 (Figure 10). The modulus of S-240, from room temperature to
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the glass transition temperature, was lower than either of the
materials. However, the enhanced dissipation capability offsets the
effect of lower modulus as the tough characteristics of S-240 enhance
the resistance to crazing and cracking as compared to acrylic.

Abrasion Resistance

The abrasion characteristics of S-240 were evaluated as per ASTM F-
735, using a Bayer abrader. The delta haze values, after 600
strokes, for a series of S-240 formulations are given in Table 2.
The apparent increase in haze after abrasion is directly related to
the increased stiffness in the formulation.

Impact Tesling

The impact performance of thin sections of S-240 sheet was evaluated
using a Gardner impact tester, with a half inch hemispherical
indenter. Table 3 illustrates the impact characteristics of a series
of S-240 formulations. Impact performance is significantly superior
to acrylic of similar thickness and is similar to polycarbonate, the
most impact resistant material used in aircraft transparency
application.

Craze Resistance and-Chemical-Exposure

Tables 4 and 5 summarize the ability of S-240 to withstand various
solvents. The craze testing was performed on a 15 x 1 x 0.07 inch
thick beam sample according to Mil-P-8184E. The poor craze
resistance of acrylic at 710C (1600F) is in sharp contrast to the

Ssuperior craze resistance of S-240. The chemical exposure studies
were done using a 16 minute liquid saturatedpatchtest. Also, S-240
performs satisfactorily when exposed to various, sm chemical
warfare agents.

High Temoerature Caoabilities

Extensive testing was done to evaluate the performance of S-240 in
comparison to other high temperature materials readily available in
the market. The various materials tested are listed in Table 6. A
comparative study exposed the materials to 1779C (3500F), 2040C
(4000F), and 246"C (4754F) for one hour.

Degradation is enhanced at temperatures above the glass transition
temperature (Tg). Consequently, modulus was measured, using DMA, at
fixad temperatures and varying frequencies (frequency sweep) betore
and after the thermal exposure. Decrease in modulus at a specific
frequency indicates the extent of degradation. Table 7 summarizes
the change in modulus after temperature exposure for the different
materials. S-240 was the only material that survived 2460C (4750F)
exposure testing.

Process Characteristics of S-240

Cast sheets of 8-240 were successfully laminated to polycarbonate
with a urethane interlayer (configuration similar to an F-16). The
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cast laminate was subsequently vacuum formed to stretch the outer S.
240 ply over 28 percent. Adhesion of S-240 to the urethane was
excellent. No delamination or other adverse effects occurred and no
abnormalities were observed after the forming cycle.

Concluion

Sierracin S-240 is a potential faceply material which, when laminated
to a suitable structural ply, is expected to improve the service life
of advanced transparencies significantly. S-240 eliminates the
drawbacks associated with conventional, external acrylic based cross
sections. The overall advantages of an S-240 system are summarized
in Table 8.

Sierracin is currently under contract to scale-up the S-240

technology to full size operational transparencies.
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SOLID PARTICLE IMPACT EFFECTS ON AIRCRAFT TRANSPARENCIES

Robert G. Oeding

PDA Engineering
2975 Redhill Avenue
"Costa Mesa, CA 92626

ABSTRACT

Both military and commercial aircraft may be forced to operate in
environments which contin significant loadings of dust, sand and debris.
Distributions of small solid particulates can extend to flight altitudes and remain
airborne for significant periods. Detection and avoidance of such particle
environments by operational aircraft is not feasible with current instrumentation.
Thus, the response of aircraft transparencies to solid particle impacts is an
important issue.

Under government sponsorship, PDA Engineering has developed and
-. . -currently operates a test facility to simulate the effects-of solid particle impacts on

critical aircraft surface materials. With this facility, the key impact parameters (i.e.
particle size, speed, impact angle and total mass loading) can be controlled
independently. Data from the facility are used to assess the vulnerability of
existing aircraft surfaces/components, evaluate erosion resistant
materials/protective techniques and to provide an experimental database for the
development of predictive response models. Aircraft windscreens, canopies and
sensor windows are especially vulnerable to particle environments. The response
of aircraft transparencies to particle impacts will be presented in terms of the
physical damage mechanisms and optical degradation.

Particle impact damage extends beyond the laboratory. The hazard to
aircraft operations posed by airborne particulates has been well established through
a number of commercial aircraft encounters with volcano-generated ash clouds. A
Boeing 747400 co-pilot front windscreen which flew into a Mt. Redoubt ash cloud
was obtained and evaluated. The physical and optical degradation characteristics
of this transparency which occurred in flight are presented.
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INTRODUCTION

The hazards to aircraft operations posed by airborne sand/dust
environments have been well established in receni years through commercial
aircraft encounters with volcano-generated ash clouds and military aircraft
experiences in Desert Shield/Storm operations. These experiences have shown
that a number of aircraft surfares and components are vulnerable to solid particle
impact damage. Specifically, volcanic ash cloud encounters have resulted in the
loss of engines (for a significant period of time), severe hazing of forward
windscreens and landing light lens, plugging of pitot-static probes and removal of
paint on leading edges and forward-facing surfaces.

Aircraft transparencies including windscreens, canopies and sensor
windows are particularly vulnerable to solid particle impact damage. Although
windscreen hazing is not as serious as engine loss, damage to transparencies ter
to occur at much lower particle loadings than do engine related effects. Thus, for
particle environments less severe than volcanic ash clouds, for example,
transparency degradation will likely be a p~imary damage mode. For military
aircraft operations, aircrew visibility loss and/or sensor performance degradation
can have a significant impact on mission performance and crew safety. In
addition, aircraft transparencies are expensive components and the reduced
service life associated with operations in sand/dust environme,.ts has important
cost implications.

The interaction of solid airborne particles with aircraft systems is a complex
one and involves several issues including- (1) the characteristics of the ambient
particle environment, (2) the interaction of the particles with the aircraft flowfield,
(3) the actual response of aircraft surfaces to the particle impacts and (4) the effects
of particle-induced damage on aircraft system performance and component service
life. It is important to recognize that the damage produced by irregularly shaped
solid particles is significantly different than that due to waterdrop impacts.
Although an extensive database exists for rain erosion effects on materials of
interest, these data are generally not of value in assessing solid particle 'impact
damage. The physics. of the impact process and materials response are quite
different for waterdrop and sand/dust particle A,apacS.

Although a better understanding of ambient partic'e environments and the
perturbation of those environments by the aircraft flowfield is important, the
primary need is an understanding of the material / component response so that
materials related vulnerability issues can be addressed. To characterize the impact
response of critical aircraft materials, a valid experimental simulation of particle
impact effects was required to assess vulnerability of existing aircraft surfaces and
components, evaluate erosion resistant materials, assess mitigation techniques
and provide an experimentil database for the development of predictive response
models.
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When the issue of aircraft dust erosion was first addressed in the early 1980s,
no suitable facility existed for characterizing dust erosion effects on aircraft
surfaces. Single impact test capabilities did exist for investigating the physics of the
impact process; however, this type of approach could not simulate realistic particle
loadings over multi-sample arrays. Although a fairly extensive solid particle
erosion database existed at that time, it was for materials and impact conditions
that were not relevant to aircraft or missile flight through particle environments.
These erosion data were generated for low velocity impacts (< 100 m/s) of
alumina, silicon carbide or quartz particles of which only quartz is indicative of
natural environments. The standard erosion facilities such as particle laden arc
heaters, combustion tunnels, and rocket sled ranges were not suitable to simulate
the subsonic velocity regime, had high uncertainties on particle size and unpacted
mass, limited (short) test times, ard were complex and expensive facilities to
operate.

The capability to conduct coupon scale tests in a well characterized and
controlled particle environments was established at PDA Engineering's laboratory
facilities through DOD support in 1983. This facility was later expanded and has
been in operation since 1986 under the sponsorship of the Defense Nuclear Agency
(DNA). Test programs have been conducted for a number of government agencies
and industry users. A variety of materials including transparencies, paints,
coatings and composite materials have been evaluated.

.... .... ..-- This paper -describes the experimental technique and associated facility -.. - .
developed for simulating solid particle impact effects on various aircraft surfaces
including transparencies. The response of typical transparency materials to
particle impacts as well as the effects of the key impact parameters are examined.
Also, as an example of erosion effects on actual flight hardware, the
characterization of a Boeing 747 front windscreen which encountered a Mt.
Redoubt ash cloud in December 1989 is presented in terms of both physical damage
and optical degradation.

DUST EROSION FACILITY

The general requirement for simulating the response of surface materials to
particle impacts is to effectively match the key physical parameters associated with
the impact phenomenology. These parameters include particle type/size, mass
concentration, impact velocity, impact angle, and air flow. Thus, simulation of
aircraft dust erosion effects requires a facility which can produce steady, well
controlled, low-concentration particle flow environments. Since aircraft operation
is predominantly at subsonic cruise speeds, a high velocity test capability is not a
primary requirement. However, accurate control of impacted particle mass and
velocity are required over a broad range of velocities in order to determine the
erosion characteristics of critical materials.
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In order to provide a suitable test facility for addressing aircraft erosion
issues, PDA Engineering, developed what is currently known as the DNA Dust
Erosion Test Facility. This facility was designed to meet a wide range of flight
environments and provides precise control over the key physical parameters in a
laboratory test environment. The facility it, located at PDA Engineering's
laboratory facilities in Santa Ana, California. Specific simulation requirements
included particle sizes from <38 to 250 gm, particle mass fluxes as low as 0.5
mg/cm 2 /min, run times from a couple minutes to over an hour, particle
velocities over a broad range of subsonic Mach numbers (20 - 300 m/s) and
adjustable impact angles (15 - 90 deg with respect to the specimen surface).

.7 Simulation Approach

In order to accomplish simulation requirements, dust particles are
accelerated in a small diameter (approximately 0.25-inch) high speed gas jet and
caused to impinge on a test specimen as illustrated in Figure 1. Since the diameter
of the dust jet is smaller than the test specimen area, the specimen holder and jet
are articulated so that the test specimen is moved through the dust jet in a
uniform manner. This articulation provides a uniform particle loading (dust
mass intercepted per unit surface area) over an approximately square area of 310
cm 2 (i.e. 6.9-inch square).

The transport gas stream is provided by eitl-er compressed air or pure
-..... ,nitrogen (GN2) with regulators and pressure transducers to measure and control

the pressure at the nozzle inlet. Dust particles are metered into the transport gas
stream from a pressurized screw feeder system (Accu-Rate Series 300). With this
system both screw type, diameter and RPM can be controlled to provide a wide
range of flow rates with particle sizes from a few micron to millimeters. Particle
flows are uniform and stable. The dust mass flow rate is established by prior
calibration for each particle size range or special blend. The total particle mass
delivered to the specimen is then determined from the measure exposure time
and the calibrated particle feed rate.

Dust velocity is determined as a function of the nozzle inlet pressure and
/ the particle size by pre and post-test calibration. A laser doppler based velocimeter

(LDV) is used to rapidly obtain accurate velocity distributions for large particle
sample sizes. Thus, for a given test with a specified particle size, a specific test
velocity is selected from this velocity versus pressure calibration. Once the
pressure condition is established, particle velocity is verified via both pre and post-
test measurements using the LDV system. Particle impact uniformity over the test
area is determined by exposing a 6 x 6-inch glass sheet at the test conditions of
interest. Haze measurements are then conducted at 25 locations over the glass
sample with the standard deviation the haze values providing a measure of
exposure uniformity.
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Particle size, velocity and impact angle can be controlled independently.
This provides an excellent capability to parametrically evaluate the response of
critical aircraft materials to solid particle impact effects. Materials from such
components as leading edges, windscreens, radomes, paints and any special
coatings can be evaluated in a well controlled laboratory environment under

realistic particle impact conditions. Details of this facility are described in
Reference 1. A photograph of the primary test hardware is presented in Figure 2

S\ which shows the gas flow control panel, an earlier (fluidized bed type) particle feed
S* system, the test chamber, switching box for diagnostic instrumentation and a strip

chart recorder. Separate areas for specimen preparation, physical
examination/measurement and optical evaluation are also part of the laboratory
facility but are not shown.

The primary concerns in selecting a test particles for simulating erosion
response are (1) that the particle, composition and shape representative of real
environments and (2) that the material is available in a broad range of sizes.
Although a variety of particle types and sizes can be used test facility, most of the
testing conducted on transparencies te date has utilized a crushed silica material
ranging in size from <38 lam to 177 I~m. The material, -eferred to as foundry sand,
is 96% silica with a trace of iron (providing a brown color). The material is
purchased in bu!k and specific particle size ranges are obtained by sieving. Ten

.. screen sizes ate available and particle cuts between most of the adjacent screen
sizes are maintained in stock. The three different sizes of the crushed silica
material are shown in the photomicrographs in Figure 3. The particle shape and
composition is quite similar to desert sand samples from the middle east.

i/
Test Specimen Configuration

Due to the facility design and test approach, flat test specimens are the

standard configuration; however, specimens with moderate curvature can be
accommodated with some loss in exposure uniformity. Test fixtures exist to
handle up to 6 x 6-in square (flat) specimens. For materials screening tests, an
array of 9 specimens of 2 x 2-inches (see Figure 4) or 16 specimens of I-inch
diameter can be accommodated in existing test fixtures. The 1-inch diameter
"sample array is used primarily for sensor window materials. The use of sample
array for screening tests reduces the number of exposures required and provides a

'* direct comparison between materials. Also, the specimens can be exposed
A. :incrementally with physical characterization and/or performance measurements
Ji • conducted after each exponsure. Thus, material response (e.g. mass loss, haze, IR

transmissivity, etc.) can be determined as a function of the particle loading
(gm/cm2 ) for specific test conditions (i.e. particle size, velocity and impact angle).
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Relationship to Flight Environmeni

The dust erosion test facility differs from the real flight environment in that
a stationary test specimen is impacted by a moving dust field. Whereas the key
parameters in the flight environment are the static particle cloud concentration
(mass of particles per unit volume) and the eircraft velocity, in the dust erosion
facility the key parameters are the particle mass loading (mass of particles per unit
surface area) and particle velocity. For the range particle flow rates and velocities
tnat can be achieved in the facility, the key parameter for correlating material
damage is the particle mass loading since it represents the total particle mass
impacting a unit area of the test surface. The relationship between the particle
mass loading in the test facility, the impact velocity, and the particle cloud
concentration in the flight environment is as follows:

4Am o0.006 CC Up At sina (1)
As

where
Am - particle mass impacting reference surface area (As),
Cc = ambient cloud concentration (gm/m 3 )
Up = impact velocity (m/sew)
As = surface reference area (= 310 cm 2 )
a = impact angle (normal impact = 901)
,At = exposure time (minutes)

In the test facility, the particle mass flow rate (Am/lit) is controlled by
adjusting the screw feeder system. This involves adjusting either tie speed of the
screw and/or the screw diameter. For the current facility configuration, stable
particle flows can be achieved for particle flow rates between approximately 0.2
and 20 gm/min.

For specific test conditions, the corresponding equivalent cloud
concentration range that can be simulated in the dust erosion facility is
determined from Equation (1). Solving for the cloud concentration, Cc, yields:

Cc 166.7 Am (2)
Up A, lit sina

For example, with normal particle impact at a velocity of 250 m/s (820
ft/sec), equivalent cloud concentrations between 0.00043 and 0.0430 gm/m 3 can be
simulated in the dust erosion facility corresponding to the maximum particle flow
rate (20 gm/min) and the minimum flow rate (0.2 gm/min).
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TRANSPARENCY RESPONSE

Aircraft transparencies are particularly vulnerable to solid particle impact
damage. These include cockpit transparencies, windscreens and canopies, which
are required for aircrew vision as well as sensor windows such as those used on
FUR systems. Strategic, C3 and commercial aircraft generally have large composite
windscreens which utilize a glass outer ply. These glams plies are strengthened by
chemical or thermal tempering thus providing a hard surface for resisting minor
abrasion damage. Tactical. aircraft canopies, on the other hand, generally have
complex shapes which require formable plastic materials such as acrylic and
polycarbonate. These materials are softer than glass and more easily pitted and
scratched. Sensor windows utilize glasses and polycrystalline materials with
special coatings in order to achieve high transmittance in selective wave bands.
Both substrate materials and coats are susceptible to particle impact damage.

The response of the transparency surface to particle impacts is material
dependent. Glasses and polycrystals are brittle materials which can easily fracture
under particle impact loads while plastics are soft and deform when impacted by a
solid particles. Since the transparency is a critical component in an optical imaging
system, even minor surface damage may seriously degrade the optical
performance of the system. Optical degradation occurs well before any significant
material mass loss occurs. Impact induced surface craters act as scattering centers
for incident light. This scattered light appears as a veiling luminance which
reduces the image contrast and impairs aircrew visibility and optical detector

. performance. -This effect is generally referred to as hazing and is measured for ------
visible transparencies in the laboratory with a Hazemeter in accordance with
Federal Test Standard No. 406, Method 3022 or ASTM Method D 1003 (Reference
2). For sensor windows with transmission bands in the mid-wave (MWIR) and
long-wave infrared (LWIR), spectral transmission measurements provide a simple
and sensitive approach for assessing particle impact damage. Also, on sensor
windows particle impacts remove or damage anti-reflection and/or other special
coatings which may be required to achieve system performance goals.

Erosion tests have been conducted on samples of primary windscreen and
canopy materials, coatings designed for erosion protection and a variety of sensor
window materials. Specific transparency materials that have been tested are
summarized in Table 1. The most extensive database has been developed for
glasses and acrylics which include variations in velocity, impact angle, particle size
and dust loading. The primary optical performance measurements obtained for
the exposed transparency specimens are luminous transmittance and haze. Haze
is quite sensitive to surface damage and provides a convenient and objective
measure of optical degradation.
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"Photomicrographs of typical surface craters produced by impacts on chem-
tempered glass, aircraft grade polycarbonate and cast acrylic are shown in Figure 5.
For brittle materials such as glasses and IR transmitters, the damage mode is
localized fracturing at the particle impact site. Lateral cracks are formed below the
surface which may extend well beyond the point of impact. Although damaged
material may remain in place, the fracture pattern acts as a light scattering surface.
The occurrence and fracture pattern is dependent on impact parameters. The effect
of impact angle on haze level for glass and acrylic specimens is presented in Figure
6 for a specific particle environment and impact velocity. For brittle material such
as glass, the maximum haze level occurs at the normal impact angle. Plastic
materials are more ductile. Particles impacting normal to the surface deform the
surface and imbed while particles impacting at shallow angles tend to "plow"
material from the surface forming elongated craters as shown in the
photomicrographs. Thus, with plastics maximum surface damage occurs at
shallow angles of the order of 30' from the surface. Since particle impacts on
installed cockpit transparencies generally occur at angles less than 300, plastic
canopies are generally more susceptible to hazing than comparable glass
transparencies.

The relative performance of the primary cockpit transparency materials at
shallow impact angles typical of aerodynamically deflected particle impact
conditions on windscreens and canopies is presented in Figure 7. Performance is
presented in terms of measured haze as a function of the particle loading.
Maximum acceptable haze values for production cockpit transparencies are
generally less than 4%. - Significant visual degradation may occur at-haze -levels .. -

greater than approximately 15% depending on ambient lighting conditions. For
shallow impact angles, material rankings in order of increasing haze (i.e. surface
damage) are polycarbonate, acrylic, glass and a good elastomeric protective coating
(over a primary substrate). For the conditions listed in Figure 7, polycarbonate
reaches haze values of 15% at dust loads of the order of 0.005 g/cm2 while a chem-
strengthened glass can withstand a dust load of 0.024 g/cm2 before incurring the
same degree of haze. The erosion resistance of the primary cockpit transparencies
can be further enhanced through the use of a tough elastomeric coating such as a
high tear-strength polyurethane on the external surface of the transparency. The
better elastomeric coatings offer significant protection from both hazing (as shown
in Figure 7) and damage to substrate surface coatings.

Damage characteristics of sensor windows are similar to those of glass
windscreens. The particle impact, if sufficiently energetic, causes localized pitting
which contributes to surface scattering of the infrared radiation and reduces the
quality of the signal reaching the sensor. Thus, the optical performance of
infrared-transmitting windows and domes may be significantly reduced. Even
without pitting the substrate material, damage to anti-reflection and abrasion-
resistant surface coatings can result in significant degradation in optical
performance. Since the optical performance of infrared (IR) sensor windows is
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based on IR spectral transmittance measurement, it is difficult to compare sensor
window optical performance with that of windscreen and canopy. Based on
general surface damage characteristics, the baseline LWIR transmitting materials
such as zinc sulfide, zinc selenide and germanium appear to be more vulnerable to
surface damage than the cockpit transparencies. Based on limited data, MWIR
transmittance materials such as magnesium fluoride and spinel, on the other
hand, appear to be significantly more resistant to particle impact damage than the
LWIR materials. The vulnerability of sensor window is also enhances, compared
to windscreens and canopies, by.the fact that they are usually mounted nearly
normal to the particle flow. This is important since impact angle effects for brittle
materials result in maximum damage near the normal impact angle.

Test Parameter Effects

The effects of key impact parameters on haze level have been evaluated
parametrically for unstrengthened soda lime glass and should be representative of
other brittle materials. The most sensitive parameter is particle velocity. Effects of
particle velocity on haze are shown in Figures 8 and 9 for specific dust loads and
"impact angles, respectively. Haze varies approximately as the square of the
velocity for these conditions. Impact angle is also a sensitive parameter for brittle
materials at shallow impact conditions. As shown in Figure 10, haze increases
with impact angle for glass until a maximum is reached at normal impact
conditions. Particle mass loading, which is essentially a measure of the number of

- particles impacting the surface, is a less sensitive parameter than velocity or angle.
-- . . Haze -varies linearly with dust load (as seen in Figure 7) until the surface becomes

obscured to the point that particles begin to impact previously damaged areas.
However, this non-linearly effect usually only occurs at very high haze levels.

over a For IR transmitting materials, the loss in average spectral transmittance
over a specific IR band is used as a sensitive and convenient measure of window

* .. •degradation. As an example, Figure 11 presents, for a typical LWIR window
material, measured transmittance loss as a function of particle loading for several
impact velocities. A semi-log format is used in Figure 11 in order to display the
three order-of-magnitude span in particle loading. As the figure indicates, for a
200 m/s impact velocity, significant optical damage occurs at particle loadings less
than 0.01 gm/cm 2. These damage levels in terms of threshold particle loading (the
particle loading where measurable damage occurs) are similar to those of acrylic
and polycarbonate shown in Figure 7. In both cases, only very low particle
loadings are needed to product significant optical degradation. The strong
influence of particle velocity on the threshold particle loading level is also
apparent for the IR window material. For a specific level of optical degradation,
the associated particle loading varies as approximately the square of impact
velocity.
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EXAMPLE OF INFLIGHT DAMAGE

"A number of aircraft encounters with volcanic ash clouds over the past
several years have demonstrated the vulnerability of critical aircraft components
and systems to severe particle environments. As related to transparencies, an
examination of windscreen damage from volcanic ash clouds not only
characterizes the damage level but also can provide insights into the particle and

S- flow characteristics over that particular region of the aircraft.

One of the more serious incidents involved a Model 747-400 commercial
airliner making a descent into Anchorage Alaska at 20:25 on 15 December 1989, the
day after an eruption of near-by Mount Redoubt. The flight crew and air traffic
controllers were unaware of the ash cloud hazard. The aircraft entered the ash
cloud at 25,000 feet and experienced flameouts of all four engines. The flight crew
was able to restart two of the engines at 17,000 feet, after several attempts. The

- -remaining engines were finally restarted after several more attempts at 13,000 feet
and the aircraft was able to make a manual approach and landing at Anchorage.

Damage to the aircraft was extensive including such items as engines,
.: contamination to various systems, erosion of protruding components/parts, pitot-7 static system failure and hazing of forward transparencies. A more detailed

- -, description of the incident and damage to the aircraft can be found in References 3
and 4. The forward facing transparencies suffered significant damage due to ash
particle impacts during Mt. Redoubt encounter. A detailed examination of the co-
pilot's front windscreen has provided important information that may be useful
in characterizing both the ambient ash cloud and the aerodynamic flow of the ash
over the forward aircraft surfaces. The front windscreen was a glass-polycarbonate
laminate having a thermally tempered outer glass ply which was exposed to the
ash flow. Examination of the windscreen involved two different approaches: (a)
microscopic examination of the windscreen outer surface and (b) a variety
measurements to characterize erosion effects on windscreen optics.

Windscreen measurements consisted of gridboard photographs of the
complete part, luminous haze, contrast and inferred particle flow direction taken
at a variety of gridded points aL.ross the windscreen surface. Results showed that
the damage pattern varied significantly over the windscreen surface. This is
illustrated in Figure 12, a photograph of the windscreen in front of an optical grid
board. An area adjacent to the centerline of the aircraft and covering
approximately one-third of the windscreen was totally obscured. Except for a small
area along the the lower edge shadowed by the deicing nozzle, none of the original
glass surface remained undamaged in this area and visual resolution was not
possible regardless of the target. Damage decreases from the centerline to the
outboard edge. As seen in the photograph, a region adjacent to the outer edge
remained essentially undamaged.

/
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In order to characterize erosion damage over the surface of the
windscreen, optical measurements were made a fixed grid locations. Figure 13
shows a photograph of the co-pilots windscreen at the installed attitude. Haze,
contrast and surface damage measurements were made at each of the circular grid
points shown in the photograph. A contour plot of the haze distribution based on
these measurements is presented in Figure 14 and shows the smooth decrease in
haze from the centerline to the outboard edge.

Surface damage was characteized by two types of craters: (1) thin
elongated craters resembling scratches and (2) standard brittle fracture patterns.
Figure 15 presents p? .)tomicrographs of the surface in both the highly damaged

,' •area near the aircraft centerline 'and at a location near the outer edge of the
"windscreen. These two types of surface damage can be clearly seen in the
"outboard" photomicrograph. The surface "scratches" appeared to be caused by
particles closely following the airflow and impacting at very shallow angles. They
were not due to cleaning or other forms of surface abrasion.

The local direction of these "scratches" was measured and is shown as
lines drawn through each grid point in the photograph in Figure 13. A contour
plot of these inferred flow angles is shown in Figure 16. Although the flow angle
contours are not as smooth as the haze data, they do indicate the increasing angle

; (as measured from the centerline) with distance from the centerline edge of the
windscreen. The brittle craters appear to be the result of larger particles impacting
at steeper angles. The overall pattern of damage appears to be consistent with
-particle/flowfield interaction effects. Severe damage occurred along the centerline
(more normal impact angles) and decreased as the windscreen curved toward the
outboard edge of the aircraft (shallower impact angles).

Data obtained from an examination of inflight transparency damage
such as the 474 windscreen may prove useful in developing a better understanding

[ of both the particle flow characteristics over the forward portion of the aircraft as
well as the ash cloud particle size/concentration ranges. Comparisons of the
inferred surface flow data obtained from the examination of the 747 windscreen
with computational fluid dynamic calculations may useful in validating

y / computational methods for predicting particle flow and impact conditions.

In order to infer integrated ash particle loadings or particle size ranges,
laboratory in~duced damage on samples of the outer ply material with ash particles
would be required. Preliminary tests on tempered glass specimens at very shallow
impact angles using volcanic ash particles indicate that the damage modes seen on
the 747 windscreen can be duplicated in the laboratory. Although not a simple
task, the correlation of laboratory and windscreen damage in terms of crater size
and density may provide insight into ash cloud characteristics.

/
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SUMMARY

Airborne sand and dust environments represent a serious hazard to both
commercial and military aircraft. Encounters with dense particle environments
such as volcanic ash clouds can lead to serious ,ircraft damage and possible loss, if
prompt action is not taken by the air crew. Dense particle environmaents may also
be encountered by military aircraft during low altitude penetration missions or
tactical battlefield support. Examination of a front windscreen fromn a commercial
747-400 airliner which encountered a volcanic ash cloud from ?)'t. Redoubt in
Alaska illustrates the severe damage produced by dense particle envronments.

Natural desert or sand environments such as those experienced in the
middle east during Desert Shield/Storm are usually less severe than the volcanic
ash clouds and are primarily a threat to aircraft transparencies. Windscreens,
canopies and sensor windows are particularly vulnerable to particle iP.Ipacts which
may affect mission performance and crew safety. However, the primary effect of
these low density environmcnts is to significantly reduce transparenc', service life
which increases aircraft down time and maintenance costs.

The overall particle impact phenomenology is complex and involves
several issues such as environments, aircraft flowfield interaction, - materials
response and damage assessment. Since protecting or hardenin- exposed
materials is the most direct approach to reducing damage and improving service
life, the evaluation of material response to particle impact environmi nts is a
critical area. Solid particle impact phenomenology is significantly diffei ent than
that of waterdrops and the extensive rain erosion database that has been developed
for aircraft materials and components cannot be readily ,nse to predict materials
performance in solid particle environments. A solid particle effects database
similar to that for rain erosion is needed to better characterize and improve the
hardness of aircraft transparencies. To meet this need, a laboratory scae facility,
has been established for evaluating particle impact effects on critical aircraft
surfaces and components. This facility is located at PDA Engineering laboratories
in Santa Ana, California and has been in operation under DNA sponsorship since
1986.

The primary damage mode associated with particle impacts on
transparencies is optical degradation due to light scattering from surface pits and
craters. This can occur at very low particle loadings well before any significant
surface mass loss occurs. Surface damage is a strong function of impact velocity
and angle. Impact angle effects may also be material dependent as is seen with
brittle and ductile materials. For shallow impact angles associated with forward
windscreen and canopy surfaces, plastic materials experience aignificantly higher
damage levels than glass surfaces. At near normal impact angles associated with
sensor windows, for example, the opposite is true with glass or brittle IR
transmitting materials experiencing the greater degradation.
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Test results indicated that the use of an elastomeric ;iner (such as high
tear-strength polyurethane) as a protective external coating can significantly reduce
surface damage and hazing. This approach may be of particular value for plastic
windshields and forward canopy areas on tactical aircraft which must operate it,
desert environments. For sensor windows, mitigation efforts have been directed
primarily towards the use of hard external coatings to protect fragile AR coatings

* and window substrates. Specifically, some hard carbon or diamond-like coatings
have shown improved impact damage resistance under certain conditions.

In addition to improving material hardness, methods to enhance the
deflection of particles by the aircraft flowfield have received some limited
attention. Flow deflectors or similar devices would deflect the surface air flow
(and particles) from critical areas such as windscreen areas used for target
this approach are the requirements for sophisticated two-phase computational

fluid dynamic (CFD) analyses and the potential for disrupting the aircraft
-- aerodynamics and affecting overall aircraft performance.
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Table 1. List Transparency Materials Evaluated in Dust Environments

APPLICATION TYPE MATERIAL VARIATIONS

WINDSCREENS GLASS Soda Lime Strengthened
& Unstrengthiened

CANOPIES WNW -. -

PLASTIC Acrylic Stretched
Cast

Polycarbonate A/C Grade
Conmeial

SENSOR MWIR Magnesium Fluoride Various Coatings
WINDOWS ALON

Spinel
/ / : -Calcium Aluminate

LWIR Zinc Sulfide Various Coatings
Zinc Selenide
Germanium_
Silicon
Dianmond

SNozzle Impact Angle

Test
•; ' "Specimen

Dust Jet

Figure I. Test Configuration
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Figure 12. Grid Board Photograph of 747 Forward Windscreen

Figure 13. 747 Windscreen with Measurement Grid
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HYPERVELOCITY IMPACT DAMAGE TOLERANCE OF FUSED SILICA GLASS

K. S. Edclsiein
NASA/Johnson Space Center
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Hypervelocity Impact Damage Tolerance*
of Fused Silica Glass

K. S. Edelstein"
NASA/Johnson Space Center

Houston, Texas

A test program was conducted at the NASA/Johnson Space
Center (JSC) concerning hypervelocity impact damage in fused
silica glass. The objectives of this test program were: to

S•,expand the penetration equation data base in the velocity range
between 2 and 8 km/s; to determine how much strength remains in a
glass pane that has sustained known impact damage; and to develop
a relationship between crater measurements and residual strength
predictions that can be utilized in the Space Shuttle and Space
Station programs. The results and conclusions of the residual
strength testing are discussed below. Detailed discussion of the
penetration equation studies will follow in future presentations.

CP Crater depth, penetration depth
d Projectile diameter
.. Projectile Velocity - -

P P Projectile Density
Front spall diameter

,KC Critical Stress Intensity
.,, Stress concentration factor
a Flaw size (depth)
a* Flaw size computed from model
S Residual strength
8* Residual strength predicted by model
HVI Hypervelocity impact

In the decade since the Shuttle's first flight, four vehi-
cles have together flown more than forty times. The Shuttle

/ vehicle successfully performs its various missions because of its
versatile design. The Shuttle windows, specifically the outer-
most pane, must accommodate aeronautic loads (3-5 psi burst), re-
entry heating (1200"F), and orbital operations (-1350F < T <
3500F: debris and micrometeoroid environment). The window system
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must safely retain cabin pressure and provide operational and
recreational viewing during all parts of a Shuttle mission.

There are eleven windows in the Orbiter Crew Module/Forward
Fuselage area. Nine of these are sets of three glass panes,
mounted in stiff frames in the vehicle structure (the other two,
between the crew module and the payload bay, have only two panes
"of glass). In the sets containing three panes, the outer window,
or Thermal Pane, is a structural element of the forward fuselage
and is made of fused silica (Corning 7940). After every flight,
the Thermal Panes are inspected in detail to detect any surface
damage which might cause the pane's failure during the next

A - ascent. These inspections detect one or more damage pits on
almost every flight. The dimensions of the pit are measured
using a mold impression technique and a profilometer; these mea-
surements are then evaluated by stress analysts who determine if
the window pane's residual strength and remaining life are
adequate for continued operation. About half of the damages
result in window removal.

The procedures and specifications used in inspecting the
Orbiter windows are derived from the original window specifica-
tion provided to Corning Glass Works. In this specification, the
maximum depth of a surface flaw allowed in the fused silica (as
delivered) is .0006". The maximum flaw size in each pane is
verified with a flaw screening test, also called a proof test, at

. .-the-vendor- This .0006" flaw size was chosen after considering
the desired window strength, its life, handling damage potential,
and the inspection methods practical for this vehicle.

In designing the window and determining an appropriate
initial strength, certain assumptions are made regarding the flaw
size and shape. As is done industry wide in glass manufacturing,
a factor of 3 is used on the size of the last grind particle to
determine the depth of surface flaws after the final grind.' The
same conservatisms are used in analyzing the surface damages
found during inspections. The flaw depth measured after a flight
is multiplied by 3, and the life analysis is performed using this
value. Other conservatisms built into this analysis are 3-sigma
flaw growth properties and conservative wind gust loads in the
load-time profile. The result of this flight experience and
analysis method is the replacement rate shown in Figure 1.

It is always in the interest of the Shuttle program to
minimize costs when changes can be made safely. The multiple
conservatisms inherent in the window system maintenance compel
investigation into more reasonable maintenance techniques and
replacement criteria. The Space Station Freedom program, NASA's
biggest development effort of the decade, can also benefit from
increased understanding of fused silica's response to hypervelo-
city impactl fused silica is the material being used in all
Freedom windows.
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The test was performed to resolve the replacement criteria
issues primarily, and also to provide a larger penetration
equation data base. Details of the test procedures and results
follow.

"" bitet Wiindow Replacement Rate

I ~i l

30 A 10 " "NM 3

S" Figure I
... Test Procedures

S... + + ...... Using six fused silica panes scrapped from the Shuttle-. .
S~program (damaged thermal panes), target disks were prepared at
S~JSC. One disk from each scrapped thermal pans was cut around the

pre-existing damage which had caused the pane's removal. The
selection of the scrapped panes included some consideration of

S.....the damage location and relative size. In general, the panes
' with the largest damages were selected. one window with a pit

considered a micrometeoroid damage was specifically selected t3
investigate the hypothesis of the source. The flight-damaged
disks were delivered to a Scanning Electron Microscope (SEX)
laboratory for analysis.

The remaining fused silica was cut into about twenty disks
per window and, less two for strength testing 4ontrol purposes,
these disks were impacted at Jet's Hyparvelocity Impact Research

: Lab (HIRL) with a variety of projectiles. The first not of
targets war* subjected to impacts with aluminum spheres, varying

S~in diameter from .4 mm to 1.25 mm, and in velocity from 3 km/s to
4 km/A. Further testing included spherical garnet and glass pro-

!• jectiles used to vary projectile density, oblique incidence
angles, and thicker target disks. Impact velocity was consis-
tently within the range of 3 - 8 km/s; a majority of shot* were
done at approximately 6 km/s.

Once the disks were damaged, the craters were measured at a
i .'. SC materials lab, using the same technique that Kennedy Space

, Center technicians use on the Shuttle windows. This involves
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taking a mold impression of the crater, and then measuring the
mold dimensions under an optical microscope. The crater diameter
was also measured directly on the target disk using a digital
micrometer and magnification. This process had to be used
because often the surface spall was not ejected, and the crater
diameter was not discernable from a mold.

Following the pit measurement, the damaged disks were
fractured in JSC's Structural Test Laboratory. After the first
set of disks were broken, additional disk preparation procedures
were added to the test program. These new procedures were
devised to provide a fracture surface with a minimum of sub-
critical crack growth. The process involved drying the remaining
disks in a 250"F oven, then bagging them in a vacuum to prevent
any moisture contact with the crack surfaces during the strength
testing.

Further changes were made as the test program progressed.
After an initial set of shots and disk fractures (27 total), the
experiment procedures were reviewed. A new test matrix was de-
signed using fractional factorial techniques to compare the
effect of different parameters on the penetration depth, aspect
ratio, and residual strength. The parameters studied were
projectile velocity, diameter, and density, target thickness and
obliquity of impact. After these sixteen tests were completed,
eighteen more tests were performed to specifically focus on the

.. .. -- parameters which influenced the penetration depth, the crater
aspect ratio and the strength the most.

The strength data, pit dimensions and fracture analysis com-
prise the results of this test program. This will be described
in the following sections of the articlot. The discussion will
focus on the residual strength element Qf the test program, and
will include penetration depth and crater aspect ratio results as
they pertain to the strength issue.

Penetration DeDth

The depth of the damages were measured using a mold yim-
pression. The molds were formed and then measured under an
optical microscope. The "highest" peak of the mold was taken as
the maximum depth of the crater (P ). Figure 2 shows an example
of depth vs. velocity for the Al 2017, .397 mm projectile.
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Crater Asoect.Ratio

The front spall diameter was measured using a digital
micrometer and a magnifying lens. Two measurements were taken at
90° to each other and then averaged to arrive at an approximate
diameter. Figure 3 identifies the different diameters discussed
in this paper.

May. Extert Surfwe Spaill~ sa~•

I\Vr~ Smlmay

Figure 3

Several differjnt aspect ratios were investigated in this
study. One which showed a very interesting trend was the ratio
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of front spall diameter (01) to projectile diameter (Dr). When
plotted, as in Figure 4, against the energy of impact, a hyperbo-
le can be drawn through the data.

Diameter Ratio's vs. Impact Energy
Figu ree. 4inmE 5n0

gO

t0 ,

Another ratio that was examined was the crater diameter (0,)
S~to the crater depth (P.) measured by mold impression. Much .
S............. .. information was obtained from plotting this ratio versus differ .. •-:

S~ent impact parameters. In one set of experiments, the projectile
S~density and velocity were hel~d constant while the projectile

diameter was varied. Figure 5 shows the results.

Crater Aspect Rastlo vs. ProJ. Diameter'

eel act 01 0 I$ A = o lcn Gs

* IA

o a

a Is moo - ftg 0 14 San0a

Figure 4
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Residual Strength

The residual strength of the damaged disks and the control
disks was measured using a concentric ring bending fixture in an
Instron (see Figure 6). The concentric ring test configuration
allowed any cracks beneath the damage pits to be randomly orient-
ed, since the biaxial tension stress created by the load is a
constant inside the diameter of the inner ring. Therefore, the
strength-controlling flaw in each glass disk could grow to a
crack in any direction.

Load

i~I -.......

To verify the original condition of the window surface, the
strength of undamaged disks was also tested. The nine undamaged
disks tested had an average strength of 10.5 ksa, with a standard
deviation of 1.5 ksi. The strength of these windows at the
beginning of their life is a minimum of 8.6 ksl, as established
by a flaw screening test at the vendor.

To establish a comparison between orbital experience and the
test, the flight-damaged disks were fractured in this fixture.
Figure 7 shows the residual strength of each flight damaged disk
and the depth of the damages. (One flight damaged disk was
broken accidentally).
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i The complete da•a set from this test program can be found in

Appendix A.

S.. .. Strenc• h Prediction . .................. ::::-• •-•::-•-• • " --:- :-• ....... ... .... . :-: "

The motivation for this study can be clearly illustrated by
comparing the strength predicted by the Shuttle program's current
techniques with the actual strength demonstrated in the lab.
Early in thIL effort, when the first few HVI disks were frac-
tured, the disks were 2 to 2.5 times stronger than the strength
predicted by the Shuttle program tochnlque.

For this comparison, the predicted strength was calculated
using two different equations. The first and simplest, was a
straightforward fracture equation,1 with the factor of 3 on the
crater depth. The other technique included subcritical crack
growth in the computation of residual strength. This was done
using a computer program that computes the amount of subcritical
crack growth in a static fatigue condition by iterating the time
under load and the crack velocity until a critical crack size is
reached. The factor of 3 on the crater depth was also used in
this technique to determine flaw depth. This most closely
approximates the strength that would be calculated by the
Shuttle Os prime contractor for a flight-damaged window.

Hv•ervelocltV ImpaCt

The physics behind creation of the crater during hypervel-
ocity impact are well understood for both ductile and brittle
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materials. In a brittle material like glass, the dynamic load of
any impact generates compressive, shear and Rayleigh surface
waves. The tensile components of the surface wave extend pro-
existing surface defects, initiating fracture at all of the
defects above a critical size.

A hypervelocity impact, which is limited on the low end by
the speed of sound in the target material, produces shock waves
in both the projectile and the target. The peak stresses at the
tips of the shock waves significantly exceed the material's
strength, causing gross deformation, with the material behaving
like a compressible fluid.Z When the shock front meets a free
surface before its energy is sufficiently depleted, surface
spallation will occur. The shock waves are reflected as tensile
waves, in order to meet the boundary condition of zero pressure
at a free surface. Because of glass's brittle nature, these ten-
sile stresses dominate the material strength over a relatively
long period of time, resulting in more extensive damage compared
to a ductile target subjected to the same impact. 3

Crack extension in hypervelocity impact must take place.
Evidence from an earlier study indicates that this crack exten-
sion might be negated by the loss of the cracked material in a
spall product.4 It can be assumed that some cracks exist in the
material beyond the crater. What is not well understood is what
kind of cracks these are and how they will effect the strength of
the glass.

Previous studies of the residual strength of glass after
impact have focused on "low" velocity damages. In one efforts a
critical impact velocity was found above which the residual
strength dropped significantly. This testing was performed at
velocities between 0 and .7 km/s, so does not relate to hyper-
velocity impact (V > 5 km/s). However, another result of this
effort found that at "high" (V a .7 km/s) velocity, the average
fracture stress was a weak function of impact velocity. This
result was corroborated in the present study of hypervelocity
impact.

As described in the test procedures section, certain seg-
ments of the test program were designed to focus on specific
issues: what are the strongest factors, among the impact parame-
ters, in determining residual strengthi and once those were
found, what was the quantitative effect of a variation in those
influential parameters.

In the first such test segmeat, the projectile diameter was
found to have the strongest influence on residual strength. The
next strongest effect was projectile mass. With this informa-
tion, two more test segments were designed, where diameter and
density were varied at three different levels. Regression
analysis was performed on this data.
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Finally, the entire database was used to define a useful
relationship between residual strength and any crater parameters.
Since crater depth and crater diameter are easily measured crater
characteristics, while impact parameters such as projectile
velocity, diameter and density must be derived from crater
measurements, the relationship sought was one which would derive
directly from crater measurements.

The technique used in the Shuttle program, as described in
the Background section above, assumes that the crater depth
itself is the "measurable surface flaw." This value is multi-
plied by a factor of three, as is done with glass manufacturing
flaws, and the resulting "flaw depth" is used in a static fatigue
analysis to predict remaining life and residual strength. The
fracture relationship used in this calculation is given in
equation (1):

SO= x~e(1)
Z.* 12 i

where a w 3PC1

Clearly, the impact pit itself is not the strength control-
ling crack. A crack exists near the crater that causes the
fracture of the glass at the load found in the test program. By
inverting equation (1), the flaw size can be calculated using the

-... known fracture strength and the appropriate geometry -- factors for__ .
the crater.

In equation (1), the flaw described is a penny-shaped crack in
a semi-infinite medium. This description would certainly fit a
manufacturing flaw in a glass plate, but loses its relevance when
applied to the pit created by a hypervelocity, impact. In re-
search related to hypervelocity impact damage', a stress concen-
tration factor was found for a hemispherical pit at a free
surface in a state of plane hydrostatic tension: K. - 2.23. Also
related to hypervelocity impact damage, additional research7
found that Kt is approximately 3.8 for a 450 hyperboloid cavity
and 3.5 for a 60" hyperboloid cavity in a thin plate under
hydrostatic tension.

To derive the size of the critical flaw causing failure in
the hypervelocity impact test specimens in this test program,
factors such as the above should be used, compounded with the
geometry factors inherent in the fracture equation (1).

Before applying these factors to the fracture equation,
however, the loading condition of the test plates was considered.
These plates were fractured in bending, in a concentric ring
apparatus. The two research efforts described above calculated
geometry factors for plates in hydrostatic tension. Another
source was found which addressed the case of bending in a plate,
but examined the geometry of a deep hyperboli, notch, not a
central pit.$ For the dimensions found in the test specimens in
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this study, the stress concentration factor derived from this
source would not exceed 3.6. For the purposes of this effort,
the hydrostatic tension cases described above ware used, with a
conservative value of K-4.0 (by plotting KX vs. hyperboloid
angle given in ref. 7, It can be shown that Kt approaches 4 as
the angle approaches 0").

Additional consideration is due to the scale of the damages.
For the test cases, where the hypervelocity pits are created in
the lab, the smallest crater had a depth of .02 inches. Compare
this to the six flight-damaged disks tested, where the l
pit had a depth of .012 inches and the smallest was .0009 inches
deep. In analyzing the fracture of these disks, the thin plate
assumption was used for the test disks (Kt-04), while the free
surface model was used for the flight-damaged disks (Kt-2.23).
The fracture equation is now:

(rims (2)

Now the strength controlling flaw size can be found from the
failure strength.

As described earlier in this paper, most of the specimens
were dried and vacuum bagged prior to the strength testing, to
prevent sub-critical crack growth. In this part of the analysis,
only the data from the bagged specimens was used, since some sub-
critical crack growth presumably occurred -in the remaining 7
unbagged disks prior to their final failure. The strength data
from the bagged disks was used with equation (2) to compute a
flaw depth.

The flaw depth data were used in a linear reggeasion analy-
sis with the crater depth measurements and a relationship between
them, in equation (3) was determined. This relationship is shown
in Figure 8.

a(pe) s.001608+.01063pe (3)

Figure 9 shows several curves and data points. The A
indicates a tested value. The lowest curve, labeled "fatigue
model," is the strength that would be predicted by the current
Shuttle Program techniques. The next curve, "fracture model," is
a value that would be calculated if no static fatigue was as-
sumed. The curve labeled "S*", running through the mean of the
test data, reflects the fracture strength based on a best-fit
curve for flaw depth as a function of crater depth (see equation
(3)).
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bagged, so the static fatigue curve for a* should be a conserva-
tive predictor for the bagged specimens' strength. This method
was next tested against the unbagged specimens of the test
program, using the curve of equation (3) to predict flaw depth,
as shown in Figure 10.

Resid ul Stre.gt h of Fused Si lica
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Figure 10

_.-Finally, this technique was evaluated using the flight-
"damaged disks. It was immediately apparent that the difference
in scale between the craters on the test disks and the flight
damaged disks would make application of equation (3) impossible.
The crater depth for the STS-61B damage is only .0009", while the
smallest flaw depth predicted by equation (3) is .0016". The
result of using this relationship would be extremely conservative
predicted strengths for the verwy small flaws found on the Space
Shuttle windows. To resolve this problem, the strength data from
the vacuum-bagged flight disks were included in the derivation of
the flaw depth equation.

A new equation was derived from this data:

a (pa) -. 000845 + .022264p, (4)

This curve is compared with equation (3) in Figure 11:
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The strength predicted from this equation is shown in
Figure 12:

Residual Str~ntth vs. Crater Deotlh
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Figure 12

The curve showing estimated fatigue strength from a* has a
*jog" in it for the smallest crater depths. This "Jog" is
attributed to the different Kt used for flight damaged disks,
because the craters are so small with respect to the thickness of
the plate (the free Purface assumption is used here, rather than
the thin plate assumption as discussed in references 6 and 7).
This figure demonstrates that the test data is bounded by the
fatigue curve.
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This technique was evaluated by using the unbagged test
specimens and flight damaged disks:

"Resi duaI Strength of Fused Si 1i1ca

S4 0

0 81 0 s

• " .

Figure 13

The critical aspect of this graph is the fact that the curve
"fatigue on a*" lies below all of the test data strength values.

. . A conservative predictor of window strength has been derived. .

"The strength of a window pane damaged during orbital opera-
tions can be conservatively predicted by following the procedures
outlined below:

(1) Accurately measure the depth of the impact.
(2) Predict the size of the strength controlling flaw by using
equation (4).
(3) Use a conservative fatigue analysis to calculate the residu-
al strength and life of the Shuttle window; an additional stress
concentration factor of 2.23 is used in the computation of KIC
for this analysis.

This analysis should result in a strength value for the
window that is conservative, ie. includes a margin of safety over
the actual value, but that will not be as conservative as the
current techniques. This new technique will be recommended to
the Shuttle Program as a change to current maintenance and
failure analysis. Further testing will probably be done to
establish a high degree of confidence in this method. Such
testing should include more exploration into issues of scale and
stress conLentration factors.
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i ,This research effort has resulted in a great deal of data
and analysis, a small part of which is presented here. Future
papers will address the penetration equation, the possible
relationships between crater aspect ratio and impact energy, and
will further explore crack growth during hypervelocity impact.
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Appendix A

shot Note- D Vp Angle ret p
U riot el

1888 At 2.7? 0~.39S 7.54 45 me 0.02 0.54? 2217.18 968.20
2017

1909 At 2.77 0.395 3.96 4s no 0.02 0.272 2619.74 734.10

1912 Garnet 3.8 0.395 2.47 0 o 0.021 0.285 2360.24 679.40

18N5 Al 2.7? 0.794 3.14 0 Yea 0.029 1.15 1663.35 479.6
2017

'6914 At 2.77 0.395 3.92 0 no 0.031 0.352 2464.04 1076.0
2017

1812 At 2.77 0.6 7.3 0 yea 0.041 0.96? 1808.56 520.60
201?

1814 At 2."? 0.6 7.03 0 yes 0.042 1.06 2156.66 620.80
1201?

2008 At 2.7? 0.39S 5.24 0 no 0.048W 0.611 91.7 837.70
- 2017 - - - - - - --

181 Al 2.7? 0.6 7.28 0 yOS 0.051 1.23 2297.36 661.30
2017 -1

2003 At 2."? 0.395 5.53 0 no 0.0517 0.6 2716.32 781.90
1201? 7

1902 Al 2.7 0.395 7.16 0 no 0.053 0.63 2529.77 n28.20
~20177~~ - -

1816 Al 2.7r 0.6 4.53 0 Yea 0.053 0.896 2721.63 800.70
* ~ ~~20177~~

197 At 2.7? 0.794 6.25 0 yea 0.055 1.51 2553.04 M3.90
~20177~~

1905 Al 2."7 1 4.24 45 Yea 0.05" 1.39 1801.77 786.60
2017

*2006 At 2.7? 0.395 6.04 0 no 0.06.03 0.74 2103.51 605.5
2017

1918 Garnet 3.8 0.395 3.91 45 no 0.062 0.408 2363.2W5 1032.0

*A1481 Garnet 3.8 1 3.85 0 ya 0.064 1.76 1587.69 6973.40

1996 At 2.77 0.395 3.26 0 no 0.0648 0.73 2481.13 714.20
2017

Is3 Gainylt 3.8 0.395 7.14 45 no 0.066 0.756 2642.67 76.70

1803 At 2.77 0.794 4.04 0 Yoea 0.069 1.36 170.34 490.60
- 2017 - - .

1899 At 2.7? 1 6.6 0 yea 0.071 1.77? 1665.92 M3.20
1 20177~ - -

1820 At 2.77 0.6 4.68 0 Yoea 0.0n 0."9 2176.46 626.30
~2017~~ - -

1806 At 2.7? 0.794 2.91 0 yea 0.074 0.906 254.53 7M.6
- 2017 - - - -- - --

''Garnet 3.8 0.794 6.6 0 10.7 1.74 157.74 448.40
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Sho Nate- pp 0p Vp Angte reer Pc 01 5re. Load9 tatspelt

(g/caý) (, ) (kIate) (dg) . .... XIn) (in) m(pe) (lb)

1819 At 2.77 0.6 5.17 0 ye. 0.078 1.06 1584.49 456.10
2017

S.20171973 At 2.77 0.6 7.62 0 yes 0.086 1.04 1092.96 105.90
2017

1904 At 2.77 0.6 5.4 0 ye. 0.066 1.08 1748.8 5034.0
2017

1974. At 2.7? 0.6 5.94 0 ye. 0.086 1.08 2552.00 734.60
2 0 1 7 . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . .

1802 At 2.'7 0.794 5.03 0 yes 0.087 1.49 2507.19 721.7

1980 GCrnet . 3. 0.794 6.29 0 Yes 0.087 1.59 2624.95 755.60

A1478 Carnet 3.8 1 6.97. 45 _. 0.088 2.2 1412.47 616.80

1933 Garnet 3.8 1 3.92 45 yes 0.08 0.758 1506.67 433.70

1967 At 2.77 0.794 6.48 0 ye. 0.088 1.48 2260.88 650.80
2017

1961 Garnet 3.8 0.794 6.68 0 yes 0.089 1.63 1148.85 330.70

1922 Garnet 3.8 0.395 8.25 0 0.091 0.88 1814.60 792.40

1978 Garnet 3.8 0.794 ,6.06 0 Yoe" 0.093 1.72 i540.37 443.40

2060 2,ass 2.3 0.756 6.2 0 y 0.0931 1.47 2080.23 59.80

2"6 .mss 2.3 0.756 6.68 0 Yes 0O93 1.47 2235.87 643.60

2059 tess 2.3 0.756 6.89 0 yes 0.0965 1.52 2728.13 755.30

A1477 Garnet 3.8 1 6.58 0 y" 0.1 2.06 1130.79 325.5O

1971 At 2.77 0.794 4.79 0 yes 0.103 1.53 25'4.83 723.90
2017

1903 At 2.77 1 6.67 45 yes 0.105 1.74 2369.96 682.20
2017 1.... - -. -

1968 At 2.77 0.794 5.03 0 yet 0.106 1.53 254.36 732.40

A1479 Garnet 3.8 1 3.84 0 yes 0.129 0 2127.83 612.50

1896 Garret 3.8 1 6.17 0 yes 10.136 0 2147.56 937.80

1800 At 2.77 0.794 3.31 0 ye. 0.048 1.18 0.00 N/A
201711

2064 visas 2.3 0.756 6.24 0 yes 0.0874 1.53 2483.91 715.00

1758 Al 2.77 0.397 3.65 0 no 0.0357 0.352 2608.97 751.00
16217 -1

1667 At 2.77 0.397 8.3 0 yea 0.0366 0.671 2126.78 612.2
20V - -.- -.. 1 - -

1666 At 2.77 0.397 8.6 0 yes 0.0386 0.421 2869.18 825.9
2017 ..
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Shot Nee- pw 0 V Ante reer Pc 0 ra Load
# Piat spelt

-.- (g/¢C3) (am) (kW (g) s (in) (in) 060 (b)

1670 At 2.77 0.397 6.42 0 yet 0.0395 0.622 2900.44 834.9
-. - - - - -017.-

1764 At 2.7? 0.397 4.65 60 no 0.0403 0.374 351..69 1012.0
- 207 1

1754 At 2.77 0.397 4.3 0 no 0.0423 0.764 2009.71 578.50
2017

1795 At 2.77 0.794 5.62 0 yes 0.043 1.41 1743.95 502.00
2017

1755 At 2.77 0.397 5 0 ye" 0.0433 0.474 2935.53 845.00
2017 . .

1673 At 2."7 0.397 4.65 0 no 0.0436 0.498 2330.71 6?0.9
2017

1762 At 2.77 0.397 7.61 4S no 0.057 0.638 2584.66 744.00
- 2017 -...... - - -

1668 At 2.77 0.397 7.56 0 yes 0.0582 0.624 1764.10 507.8
~20177 ~ ~ -1

1669 At 2.77 0.397 6.43 0 yes 0.0599 0.665 1901.32 547.3
2017 ----

1799 At 2.7? 0.794 5.31 0 yes 0.067 1.48 1946.81 560.30

1767 At 2.77 1.25 6.48 0 yes 0.1025 2169.17 624.40-- • - ~ ~2017. . . . . .. . . . . . . . .----- 2W
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FATIGUE ANALYSIS OF POLYCARBONATE TRANSPARENCIES

L. Garrett, A. Mayer, R. McCarty
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Dayton, Ohio

Y. Kin
Purdue University Calumet, Hammond, Indiana

There are compiaints of fatigue failures of the canopy transparencies
in flights, and, therefore, there is a need to improve the canopy design and
prolong its fatigue life and reliability.

The study described in the paper is devoted to this goal and includes
three parts:

1. Investigation of fatigue behavior of structural polycarbonate plies on
the basis of the developed long-term test procedure. Fatigue characteristics
have been determined for the coupons manufactured from plies with
different thickness, for the solid coupons and for the specimens with stress
concentrators.
2. Accelerated investigation of fatigue parameters of the coupons from
structural polycarbonate. The accelerated fatigus test procedure has been
developed and permits to control a stabilit,, of the manufacturing process of
the polyciqrbonate sheets and enables quick preliminary estimates of the

.. . . design changes. - ---

3. Investigation of fatigue failures of coupons from polycarbonate
transparencies in different environmental conditions. The combination of
different temperatures, weathering, and chemical actions can significantly
change polycarbonate fatigue crack propagation parameters. This part of
the project is in progress but some results are presented for discussion.

The paper partially combines the data published in 11,21 with the
addition of temperature exposure fatigue investigations.

INTRODUCTION

There are complaints of F-16 transparency failures in flight (3,4,51.
The nature of failures is not quite clear, but some ividence implies that
transparency life is limited by fatigue. At present, no experimental fatigue
statistics on the composite material used for F-16 transparency were found.
Therefore, today no data exists that allows life prediction for a canopy
based on fatigue or crack propagation, and thus no basis for comparison of
new materials and designs taking into consideration their resistance to
fatigue and crack propagation.

The F-16 transparency is manufactured from a laminated composite
material. Components of the composite are an acrylic face ply, a
polycarbonate ply, interlayers, and coatings with some variations among the
vendors. Design of the canopy allows to unload an acrylic ply and that is
why the structural polycarbonate ply of the composite was the primary
concern during fatigue investigation in this project.

Note that a long-term fatigue test procedure requires the breaking of
20 to 30 identically prepared specimens and 15 days to one month to
complete. Thus, manufacturers do not perform a conventional fatigue test
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in spite of its obvious utility. Therefore, there is a definite need t;' n
accelerated test which can be completed in approximately one shwt .-nd the
fatigue tests results gained in this study can be useful to verify thc '.•rcision
accelerated test procedure developed.

The project also includes some investigations of fatigue resistL,',.A of
polycarbonate sheets with different thickness, and study of fatigue life
under different load frequency and temperature.

MATERIAL AND SPECIMENS

The material used was supplied by Wright-Patterson Air Force Base.
The testing coupons were cut from the 0.5-inch polycarbonate sheets. The
sheets were extruded, pressed and polished in accordance with the military
specification MIL-P-83310.

The configuration and dimensions of the test specimens are shown in
Fig. 1. The specimens were cut by a fine band saw with the lowest
possible speed and using a cooling liquid. The holes were also drilled very
slowly with intermittent stops and using cooling liquid. The hole edge burrs
were not removed to prevent invisible damage. The cut specimens were
divided into two groups. In the first group the edges were left as they were
after machining. All machined specimens in the second group were polished
on the sides and edges by carbimet paper disks for automet attachment.
The 8" x 2.5" self-adhesive back disks NO. 30-5158-120, grits 120-180,
were manufactured by BUEHLER LTD. The 3/4" core-series 17-0310 scotch
tape was used to protect from damage the gripping area of the specimens. .
The scotch tape was bonded in three layers on each end of the specimen.
It took usually about 10 minutes after the beginning of the test to adjust the
loading regime assigned due to formation of "bed" by hard jig rollers in the
soft tape layers.

The flexure fatigue tests were conducted on an MTS machine using
four point MTS flexure system to provide pure bending. Actual flexure
fixture and loading diagram are shown in Figures 2 and 3.

Note that load reading on the MTS machine controller is P, in other
words the load reading on the machine device doubled comparing with that
shown in Figure 3. The appropriate support and load spans were selected
to provide minimum possible deflection of the zopecimens. The small
deflections provide more stable position of the specimens between jig rollers
and permit to eassign greater testing frequency.

The fle:.ure fatigue tests under different temperatures were
conducted.

FAILURE CRITERIA

Different options were analyzed prior to the assign a final failure
criterion.

1. Certain percentage load drop can be considered as failure during
constant stroke and hence controlled specimen deflection testing. This
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testing mode permitted crack growth observation and decreased creep
influence. But non-uniform and inconsistent load drop registered during
preliminary tests did not permit to make a clear test result interpretation.
Also constant deflection conditions do not reflect the actual situation.

2. During constant load testing the complete separation or certain
percentage crack propagation can be considered as failure and the
preliminary testing showed that the resultant scatter was significantly less
than in the constant stroke test. The constant load mode also better
simulates the actual loading.

3. Crazing and therefore visibility lost definitely can be considered as
failures for the canopy material.

4. A minute crack detected by eye can also be considered as a failure
because there is no data on how fast an initial crack will propagate in the
polycarbonate sheet tested.

Taking this into consideration the decision was made to perform the
test under constant load regime and develop S-N diagrams with different
failure criteria (complete separation or 80% crack propagation over the
specimen width, crazing, minute crack formation).

LONG-TERM TEST PROCEDURE (ROOM TEMPERATURE)

The pulsating bending tests were conducted in the laboratory-------------
atmosphere (about 70UF and 50% relative humidity). The tests were run at
least at four load levels and four specimens were tested at each load level.
The regimes are given in Table 2. The ratio of minimum load over maximum
load was 0.2 for all tests. The testing time per day was not more than 10
hours, hence the possible influence of stops was not considered in this
project. The tqpts continued until specified damage were observed but not
longer than 10 U cycles. Regression analysis was used to treat the test
results.

LONG-TERM TEST RESULTS AND DAMAGE DESCRIPTION

The test results of 0.5-inch coupons are plotted in Figures 4, 5, and
6. The cracks were always started at the bottom tensile zone of the
specimens (Figures 7, 8). In all solid specimens with the exception of two
cases the cracks propagated from the edge toward the center of the
coupons tested. In all specimens with stress concentrators the cracks
propagated from the hole edges toward the specimens' sides. Usually craze
(minute crack) spot preceeds the crack formation and propagates ahead of
the crack tip and it can be concluded that damage mechanism is very similar
to that described in 161 for crack propagation in polysterene under fatigue
loading. When the visible separate minute cracks were detected during the
high load level testing, the massive craze zones developed after that very
fast. It can be noted that the lives of specimens are significant after the
massive craze spot formation until complete breakage. For low load levels
no massive craze zones were observed. But again in many cases after the
Initiated crack was easily visible we could detect a substantial number of
cycles until complete breakage of the specimen. Comparison of the S-N
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diagrams in figures 4, 5, and 6 shows that the stress concentration
influence on fatigue life of the tested polycarbonate specimens is significant.
The specimens without stress concentration have much longer fatigue life.

Comparison of fatigue lives for the 0.5" and 0.25" thickness
specimens tested under the same stress is given in Figure 9. The test
results show that the life of the thinner material is less. The breakage of the
0.25-inch specimen occurred almost without any "warning." Complete
separation was approached very fast after the crack initiation.

The results of fatigue tests conducted at different load frequencies
are given in Table 1. The results show that the properties of the material
tested are time dependent. The number of cycles until complete separation
strongly depends on frequency, but specimen life in hours was almost the
same for the specimens tested at the same load level and different
frequencies. It can be taken into consideration to provide optimal usage and
efficiency of the polycarbonate parts.

ACCELERATED FATIGUE TEST

It appears ihat the fatigue properties of polycarbonate sheets vary
significantly from sheet to sheet. Therefore, it is important to have a
mechanism which permits quality control of polycarbona~e sheets, detects
deviations in the manufacturing process, and enables preliminary estimates
of the design changes. The accelerated procedure proposed in this project
is-based on Locaty's accelerated method [71 used as prototype. The major
objectives of the study was development of a detailed procedure of the
accelerated fatigue test for coupons cut from structural polycarbonate
sheets.

The Locaty's accelerated fatigue method is based on the concept of
cumulative fatigue damage (81 considering d(I -- 1-5, where nL is the
number of cycles which the specimen worked in the specified test regime,
and NL is the number of cycles which the xpecimen could potontially work
in accordance with the fatigue curve received from the long-term fatigue
tests of the same type of specimens. The loading program and the
treatment of results are presented in Figures 10 and 11. Figure 10 shows
three fatigue curves received from a long-term fatigue test. From Figure 10,
the magnitudes of

are determined. With these parameters and the corresponding stresses, we
can find the coordinates of the points which result in the curve shown in
Figure 11. Now, if according to an accepted hypothesis fatigue strength
corresponds to a definite value it is possible to determine the magnitude of
fatigue strength.

The long-term fatigue test regimes and results are given in Table 2,
and plotted in Fig. 12. The example of program and parameters of the
accelerated tests and experimental results are given in Figures 12, 13, 14
and in Tables 3 and 4. The testing lives n1 are taken from an accelerated
test program which is given, for example, in Figure 15, and expected lives N.
for the curves A, B, and C (90%, 5%, and 95% probability of survival) are
taken from Figure 12. The repeatability of the results is quite reasonable
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and, therefore, the sum of relative lives which is determined experimentally
can probably be recommended as a basic parameter to confirm whether the
specimens tested during the control procedure belong to the entire
population. The time of accelerated tests was never more than 6 hours.
The faiiure damage and failure mechanism during long-term and accelerated
fatigue tests were similar. The cracks always started at the bottom tensile
zones of the specimens. In all specimens with stress concentrators the
cracks propagated from the hole edges toward the specimens sides.
Usually a minute crack spot preceded the crack formation and propagatedI
ahead of the crack tip during the entire damage process.

TEMPERATURE EFFECTS

This part of the project is in progress and only limited results can be
presented. The goal is investigate the flexure fatigue resistance of the 0.5-
inch polycarbonate. Coupons exposed to temperature changes in the range
from -50 0 C to + 50 0 C. The test procedure, specimen design, equipment
and loading diagram are the same as described for the long-term fatigue
test. By this time the study under positive temperatures is completed and
results are given in Figures 1 5, 16, 17.

The influence of increased temperature (Fig. 15, 16) is very strong,
and the fatigue lives of the specimens tested are from 2 to 3 times less
comparing with the test results under room temperature. It is important to
note that complete fractures of the coupons tested under increased
temperatures followed almost immediately after crack initiations, therefore,
there is no "warning" before the break. The fracture surface topography
shows (Fig. 17) that it is brittle failure and it is different from the failure
under room temperature.

CONCLUSIONS

1. The 0.5-inch polycarbonate coupons have substantial fatigue life after crack
initiation until complete fracture.

2. The stress concentration effect on the fatigue life of the polycarbonete
coupons tested is very strong. Therefore, frameless canopies without holes
for fasteners can be very promising.

3. The results of the accelerated tests have good repeatability. The procedure
can be useful to, .ontrol the stability of the manufacturing process and for
preliminary estin',te of new designs.

4. The polycarbonato sheet thickness (from 0.25" to 0.5") has a strong effect
on the fatigue life of this material.

5. The fatigue life of the polycarbonate tested is time-dependent. The
specimen life in hours does not depend on the testing frequency.

6. The fatigue life of the polycarbonate tested is significantly decreased as the
temperature is increased (from 200 C to 50 0 C).

7. Programmed fatigue investigation is strongly recommended.
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FIGURE 7. Crack at tensile zone of the solid polycarbonate specim~en, 20X.
Crack is initiated from ithe edge. Craze spot is located ahecacl of the crac'A- tip.

.qm

FIGURE 8. Ctack at tenslen zone of the specimen with 114* Din hole. 20X. Crack
is started from the hole edga. Craze spot Is located ahead of the crack tip.11 163000 cycles.
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FIGURE 9 Comparison of fatigue lives of the specimens with
different thickness. Variable bending. Specimens
1kith streass concentration. Fequency 5 Hz. Five
Specimens tested in each group.

TABLE 1
Fatigue lives of specimens tested at different frequencies.
Specimens with stress concentration. Amplitude load is 240 Lb.

Specimen Frequency, Number of cycles Time until Average
number Hz until failure failure, h failure

time, h

1 8 119300 4.14
4.69

2 8 151000 5.24

3 S 92000 5.11
4 5 99000 5.5
5 5 115000 6.39 5.31
6 5 100000 5.57
7 5 72000 4.01

8 2. 40900 5.68
9 2 33700 4.68 4.70

10 2 61300 3.74
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FIGURE 11. A diagram for graphical determination of fatigue strength.
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FIGURE 13. Program and reaults of accelerated fatigue test. Specimen #1 with
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TABLE 2.
Testing regimes (Long-term taut; variable 'ending).

Amplitude lead, Lb Amplitude F FrequencyIstrens. nsI. Ma. tSres3 HZ
Plate with Solid
a hole Dlate ..... . .. . . .

180 240 1440 0.2 12
360 2160 0.2 8

360 480 2880 0.2 6
600 3600 0.2 5

540 720 4320 0.2 4
750 990 1 57 0 . 0.2 _. 3

TABLE 3. Accelerated test results.

Specimen Max. load Number of Number of Number of
number increment, cycles at steps until cycles until

Lb one load failure failure
level

1 200 15000 4 56000
2 200,______ 15000 5 7420.0
3 200 15000 4 50500
4 200 15000 3 53900

TABLE 4. Accelerated test result treatment.

hmplitude Curve A Curve B Curve C

SX8 I -_
Ni, n*,/Ni Ni, nj/Ni Ni, nI/Ni

cycles cycles cycles

1280 450000 0.030 350000 0.043 230000 0.065

1920 300000 0.050 260000 0.058 150000 0.100

2560 170000 0.088 140000 0.107 100000 0.150

3200 105000 0.105 85000 0.129 68000 0.162

0.273 0.337 0.477
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FIGURE 17 Failure surface topography for the specimens tested
under different load and temperature.

1 Amplitude Load = 400 lb
Temperature = 400C

2 Amplitude Load = 240 lb
Temperature = 400 C

• 3 Amplitude Load = 160 lb
Temperature - 400 C

4 Amplitude Load - 400 lb
Temperature - 300 C
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PHYSICAL AGING OF POLYCARBONATE

BY FREE VOLUME CONSIDERATIONS

by

D. M. BIGG and K. J. HEATER

BATTELLE

ABSTRACT

A major problem associated with amorphous polymers is that they are not in
thermodynamic equilibrium after forming, and it may take a long time for equilibrium to be
reached. As a result, even when the other destabilizing factors are eliminated, amorphous
polymers physically age with time. This phenomena is characterized by molecular rearrangement
into a thermodynamic state of lower free energy. The rate of molecular rearrangement increases
with increasing temperature, and has been found to be nonlinear with time. This means that the
thermal history of the material has a strong influence on the state of aging the material has
experienced. The decrease in free volume of the polymer slows with time, as has been shown in
long-term creep tnsts, and by viscoelastic measurements that show an increase in relaxation time.
Laboratory experiments, in which a nolymer is subjected to well-defined and known thermal
histories, have shown that aging results in a number of changes in the polymer that eventually
lead to changes in the macroscopic property performance of the polymer. In particular, it has
been shown that aged amorphous polymers become brittle. An appropriate method for analyzing
polycarbonate fracture is based on the model of a critical free volume leading to a ductile-brittle
transition.- It is hypothesized that a master curve of free volume versus aging time, normalized
for stress level and temperature, can be developed to provide a predictive tool for determining
how close a transparency is to the critical transition point. Since it has been shown that
polycarbonate can be rejuvenated by reheating above its glass transition temperature and
requenching to regenerate the necessary excess free volume, brittle failures can be averted in
transparencies that are close to the ductile-brittle transition. Positron annihilation spectroscopy
con be used to measure the free volume of as-molded and laboratory-aged polycarbonate samples.
The free volume can then be correlated with the mode of failure of the polymer, and a model
developed that will relate the free volume of a transparency to the condition of the aged polymer
at any time In its post-molded life.
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INTRODUCTION

A technical approach addressing the development of a useful testing protocol and analysis
methodology for aging of polycarbonate is proposed based on the concept that the key mechanical
properties of an amorphous polymer are directly related to its free volume. There are two basic
classes of polymers: amorphous and semi-crystalline. Semi-crystalline polymers have a complex
molecular morphology and their aging behavior is determined by changes in either, or both,
phases. In contrast, amorphous polymers have no ordered morphological features. They are
vitrified liquids, whose main chain molecular motion has been frozen. A number of changes can
occur to amorphous polymers during aging that depend on the environment to which they are
exposed.

Many of the long-term performance characteristics of polymers are not well understood.
In addition, it is realized that additional stresses, which are not always well known or consistent,
can be introduced by various manufacturing techniques. The variability in molded-in residual
stresses makes the understanding of the material even more difficult. Yet understanding the
material at the basic level is necessary for developing the capability to predict and extend service
life. A number of other phenomena can also influence the long-term behavior of polycarbonate.
In addition to molded-in stresses, these phenomena include residual orientation, surface defects,
absorbed moisture, and UV d-'iradation. Molded-in stresses and surface defects make the
polymer susceptible to stress cracking by small concentrations of solvent. Molded-in stresses and
residual orientation will slowly relax with time, but in Joing so will alter the mechanical
properties of the material, and can often lead to warpage of the part. Absorbed moisture and UV
degradation will reduce the molecular weight of the polymer, thereby reducing its mechanical
properties. The effects of all of these phenomena are to make the polymer more brittle.

S....Many of the above problems with molded polymers can be eliminated by quality mold -.............
design (to eliminate surface defects), close control over the molding process (to eliminate residual
orientation, molded-in stresses, and absorbed moisture), and chemical modification (to provide
UV protection). Even If these precautions are taken, however, the problem remains that
amorphous polymers are not in thermodynamic equilibrium, and it may take a long time for
equilibrium to be reached. As a result, even when the other destabilizing factors are eliminated
by suitable processing and stabilization, amorphous polymers physically age with time.

Figures 1-3 show that while the tensile strength and tensile modulus of polycarbonate do
not change in any significant detrimental manner during physical aging, the impact strength of the
polymer exhibits 3 sharp reduction over a very short period of time. I In order to make
reasonable predictions of the time at which the polycarbonate changes from ductile to brittle
behavior, it is necessary to identify some property of the polymer that changes in a dependable
manner and can be correlated to the onset of brittleness. Moreover, this property must be
capable of being measured in a sensitive manner during short-term *aging* experiments.

THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS

Although the rate and extent of aging varies for each polymer, depending on the polymer
type and its thermal and mechanical history, research has shown that physical aging is
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thermodynamic in nature, and, therefore, the extent of aging can be described as a state
function. 2 This means that the extent of physical aging of a polymer can be described simply by
determining the thermodynamic state of the polymer at a given point in time. The state function
that has been most closely correlated with the extent of physical aging in a polymer system is the
excess free volume of the polyrrz" system. Free volune exists in polymer systems because the
randomly coiled polymer molecules cannot pack to I(X) percent molecular density. The term
"excess' free volume is used because there will always be unoccupied space, or free volume,

available In a polymer, even at maximum molecular packing (i.e, the "equilibrium" free volume
content of a totally amorphous system). The excess free volume in the polymer system allows
molecular motions to occur that would be frozen out if the polymer were able to relax to its
equilibrium level of free volume during cooling. It is this molecular motion that allows structural
rearrangement and free volume relaxation to occur within the polymer, and leads to the process
generally described as physical aging in the amorphous regions of polymer systems.

At any point in time, the rate of physical aging is typically dependent on the structure of
the polymer system (i.e. how far the system is away from its equilibrium level of free volume)
and the temperature of the polymer system. The farther a given system is away from its
equilibrium structure, and the higher the temperature at which the process is allowed to occur,
the faster the effects of physical aging will be noted. Thus, it is obvious that the thermal and
mechanical history of a given polyme,' material, not only defines the current state of physical
aging the material exhibits, but also has a strong influence on the rate at which physical aging
will proceed. It had been demonstrated through numerous studies that polymers age more rapidly
as the temperatures to which they are exposed approach their glass transition temperatures. This
is expected since the rate of molecular rearrangement, and hence structural relaxation, increases
with increasing temperature.

High excess free volume often results in more ductile behavior, as characterized by a-large....
strain-to-break or high impact strength.3 This type of behavior is not found in a1l amorphous
polymers, but primarily those which exhibit low secondary (sub-Tg) transition temperatures. For
example, polycarbonate, which has its lowest secondary transition temperature at -85 C,
demonstrates ductile behavior (as exemplified by its high impact strength) at temperatures well
below its glass transition temperature of 150 C. However, laboratory experiments, in which a
polymer is subjected to well defined and known thermal histories, have demonstrated that
physical aging results in a change in the free volume of the polymer that eventually leads to
changes in the macroscopic property performance of the polymer. In particular, evidence exists
that a Aift from a ductile-to-brittle failure mode will occur when free volume decreases below
some aritical level of excess free volume. 4 Since the excss free volume is simply the actual free
volume minus the constant equilibrium free volume at a given temperature, measurement of the
free volume is all that is needed to provide an Index of the degree to which the polymer is aged.5

Furthermore, the free volume of a polymer sample of any age and history can be correlated to
the strain-to-break at failure or high impict strength. Crissman and McKenna have even
demonstrated that the aging of amorphous polymers under different conditions could be reduced
to a single master curve of strain-to-break versus time, with appropriates shifts to account for
aging temperature and loading force.6
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The free volune of polycarbonate can be measured as a function of time at various
temperatures, and those curves can be shifted to produce a single master curve of free volume
versus time at the temperature of interest. That single free volume-time curve can then be used
to predict the time at which the critical free volume for the onset of brittle failure will occur.

FREE VOLUME MEASUREMENT PROCEDURES

Until recently precise determination of the free volume of polymers required tedious
dilatometric measurements. In the last few years an important technique has been applied to the
study of physical aging that significantly reduces the time required to make this measurement and
greatly enhances the precision of the data obtained. This technique is Positron Annihilation
Lifetime Spectroscopy (PALS).7,s Figure 4 shows that this technique is quite sensitive to small
changes in free volume and has been used to quantify the aging behavior of polycarbonate.4

When positrons are injected into solid matter, some of the positively charged particles combine
with electrons to form ortho-positronium, which becomes trapped in local regions of free volume.
Positron annihilation spectroscopy measures the time for ortho-positronium to decay, and the
intensity of the decay event. The decay time of ortho-positronium is between I and 5
nanoseconds. This decay time is proportional to the average size of the free volume sites in a
polymer sample. The intensity of the decay is proportional to the number of free volume sites in
which ortho-positronium is trapped. Therefore, the free volume is simply the product of tIa ..-..

size times the number of void sites. The decay events are measured from gamma rays emits. -
from the source (at one energy level) and the positronium (at another energy level). A typie-ai
positron lifetime curve is shown in Figure 5. This decay curve in polymers is typically a
composite of four contributions, which can be expressed mathematically as:

Y(t) -Ae + Be + Ce-+D +)

Y(t) is the number of positron annihilations recorded at time, t. D is the magnitude. ot ;he
background decay recorded by the instrument. A, B, and C are zero time intercepts of the three
curves that comprise three modes of positron decay. a, P, and -, are reciprocals of the slopes of
these lines. The curve Aeat is related to the decay of para-positronium, a short-lived positron.
electron complex and other short lifetime events. The decay time associated with this type of
first component is on the order of 0.1-0.3 ns. Curve Be& is related to the decay of free positrons
with electrons. Free positrons have a lifetime between 0.3 ns and 0.8 ns. The curve Ce~t is
related to the decay of ortho-positronium, a relatively long-lived, (1-5 ns), positron-electron
complex. Ortho-xositronium is postulated to become trapped in free volume sites prior to
decaying, thus the lifetime of ortho-positronium is related to the free volume in a sample. The
size of the free volume sites is related to the reciprocal of slope of the CeA curve, 73 - 1/7.
The area under each of the three decay curves c= be calculated to produce three quantities; 11,
12, and 13. 13 is related to the magnitude of the free volume in the sample.
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ANALYSIS OF AGING BEHAVIOR

An important element in analyzing the performance of polycarbonate is the way in which it
is evaluated to determine its lifetime in a given service environment. Specific evaluation tests
must be conducted on samples removed from an accelerated aging environment, usually at
elevated temperatures, and correlated with data taken from samples in the actual service
environment. The objective of all the evaluations is to determine the projected lifetime of the
polymer for use in the service environment.

Several mechanical properties are particularly sensitive to the performance of
polycarbonate parts. These include elongation-to-break and impact resistance. As shown in
Figures 1 and 2, the degree of aging of polycarbon a-e cannot always be determined by tensile
strength and modulus data. The polymer may not show evidence of visual or mechanical
property changes during a limited aging investigation. In addition, chemical or physical changes
in the polymer may take excessively long to manifest themselves as vinual or mechanical property
defects, even under accelerated conditions. Thus, it would be usefuI to have a technique that can
provide early detection of significant changes in the material.

The proposed testing procedure is designed to provide specific information about the
performance of polycarbonate, and its anticipated performance in the future. The goal is to
provide information that can be used to either detect when a part will fail, or project how long it
can be relied upon to perform satisfactorily. The most basic testing conducted on polymers is to
measure their stress-strain response under tension and flexure. A number of important pieces of
information can be obtained from the stress-strain response of a material. The stress-strain curve

- ---- -__ thati generated provides a tangent modulus, yield stress, breaking strength-,-failure strain, -and:=
work expended to break the sample (area under the stress-strain curve). All of these factors are
importn in determining the performance of the polymer at any point in time after molding, but
in particular, the elongation-to-break and area under the stress-strain are indicators of brittle
behavior. These characteristics of the polymer will change with either chemical or physical
changes that occur during aging. They are also sensitive to changes in the surface of the
material, where localized changes can lead to premature initiation of failure in the bulk material.
The only shortcoming of mechanical testing is that mechanical changes are not always directly
proportional to the physical or chemical changes that can occur in a material. They are essential,
however, since the failure of the mitrial will be in response to a stress, whether it is a
mechanical stress imposed on the material, or an internal stress developed by chemical or
physical changes.

The tensile. properties of a plastic provide basic information about its bulk mechanical
behavior to an applied stress. Flexural tests are often utilized, in addition to the tensile tests,
because they Impose a more complex stress on the sample than a simple tensile load. Flexural
loading impa'ts a tensile stress on one side of the sample and a compressive stress on the other.
In some instances an aged material may be more affected by one form of these two basic stresses
than the other. By measuring both tensile and flexural behavior, any distinction in response can
be determined. As an example, if the surface is attacked by chemicals and produces microscopic
etches on the surface of the polymer, the tensile strength may not be affected until the etching
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process has proceeded quite far. Flexural failure may then occur sooner, since the etches provide
notches for the initiation of failure in this stress mode.

It has been demonstrated that the primary failure mechanism expected of aged
polycarbonate is brittle failure. While brittle behavior is exhibited as a reduction In the
elongation-to-break in a tensile or flexural stress-strain test, brittle failure is most dramatically
evident in impact testz. The important difference between tensile and flexural stress-strain test.
and impact tWts is that the rate of application of the stress is much higher in an impact test than
in a stress-strain evaluation. The impact behavior of plastic changes very sharply as the material
under goes a ductiie-to-brittle transition during the aging process. This is shown in Higure 6,
which mimics the anticipated elongation-to-break response of a ductile amorphous polymer, such
as polycarbonate. The tL rne required to reach the ductile-brittle transition is too long for
reasonable experimentation. Fortunately, this ductile-to-brittle response can be produced by
changes in the basic short term environment of the plastic; e.g. lower temperatures. This is
shown in Figure 7, where the hypothetical elongation-to-break is plotted against free volume,
achieved by measuring :'. strain-at-break at progressively lower temperatures. The ductile-brittle
transition occurs at a critical temperature as polycarbonate is cooled. This graph identifies the
critical free volume associated with the ductile-britde transition. Aging experiments, in which the
free volume is monitorcd as a function of time, at various temperatures between room
temperature and just below the glass transition tempe'ature, can now be generated to produce the
time-temperature shifted master curve of free volume versus time at room temperature. This
shifted master curve enables confident extrapolation to be made to the time at which the free
volume reaches the critical value for the onset of brittle behavior. Figure 8 is an example of
such a hypothetical master -urve. The molecular conditions responsible for both occurrences of
the brittle-ductile transition are the same, namely changes in free volume.

SUMMARY

Recent studies of aging In amorphous polymers have shown that knowledge of the free
volume in a polymer at any time-after-mninufacture can provide the necessary information for
quantifying the "age" of the polymer, thus providing a methodology for predicting the lifeme of
polycarbonate, an amorphous polymer. Data can be generated to measure both the free volume
and mechanical properties of test coupons subjectdl to an accelerated aging procedure. That ditA
can then be correlated to short-term laboratory experiments in which the critical free volume for
the onset of brittle behavior is identified. As discussed previously, there will be minimal change
In the tensile modulus an strength properties of the candidate plastic materials during any
reasonable aging period, so that impact strength and elongation-to-break are the key mechanical
properties of interest.

The strain-at-break of even brittle polymers can be changed without aging through various
thermal conditioning, e.g. making the samples colder. The conditions that make a plastic brittle
under these circumstances are the same conditions that make a plastic brittle after aging. The
reason for this is that the response of the plastic is determined by its thermodynamic status,
which is Independent of its actual age. Therefore, it is possible to study the conditions In the
laboratory that will make polycarbonate brittle, and measure its free volume at that condition, to
Identify values of these parameters that can be considered critical.
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In the aging study a free volume versus time master curve can be generated by aging the
polymer at temperatures up to the glass transition temperature. That curve can then be used to
extrapolate to the time at which the critical free volume !3 reached for the change from ductile-to-
brittle behavior, theteby providing an estimate of the expected life of the plastic. This premise is
based on the evidncre that the physical *age* of polycarbonate is not a chronological age, but
rather a thermodyznanic age.
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ABSTRA(CT

The methodology for canopy reliability analysis is outlined in

this paper. It incorporates three elements. The first is the

observation and characterization of an existing population of defects

recorded during the inspection.- The second is the analysis of the

stress, strain, temperature fields the canopy is exposed to in service.

And the third is the formulation of the fracture criterion.

An inspection tool and inspection manual have been developed

to monitor the existing crack population and its evolution. The stress

and temperature fields in a canopy under the service condition are

obtained either experimentally or by numerical simulation.

The search for an adequate fracture toughness parameter leads

to recognition of various failure scenarios depending on the stress

level, thickness, temperature, rate of' loading, environmental

conditions, etc. We have identified five basic micromechanisms of

fracture initiation in polycarbonate. These mechanisms were

summarized in the form of fatigue crack initiation map for various
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stress levels and thicknesses of the polycarbonate plate. The

appearance of each mechanism is illustrated on the map by
presentlypinsere map and e cra -s a guideline for optimal design.

An implementation of tihe reliability analysis for the canopies

presently in service and the crack initiation map for the advanced

design of the next generation canopies will be discussed.

I. INTRODUCTION

Canopies are designed to sustain high speed impact, chemical

aggression, UV radiation, temperature aid humidity cycles, low and

high frequency mechanical stress. etc. An unfavorable combination of

the- above factor during-the--service time -lead to=-'material- degradation

"and to a significant danger of sudden catastrophic failure. At present

time the design philosophy does not include the lifetime and reliability

factor. In this paper we outline a rational for a new design philosophy

as well as a simple remedy for the canopies already in service.

There are three progressive stage of polycarbonate failure: 1) damage

nucleation and growth leading to crack initiation. 2) stable (quasi-static)

crack growth and 3) transition to unstable (dynamic) crack propagation.

The third stage take just a fraction of a second. Thus the lifetime of a

component depends on the duration of the first two stages. Much effort

has been place in the studies of crack propagation. The summary of the

conventional approach can be found in 11,21. A relatively new crack

layer analysis of PC fracture is reported in 13-51. Fatigue ciack growth in
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transparency grade PC is reported in 16,71. Comparing with the crack

propagation, crack initiation has not been paid enough attention.

However, the prediction of service lifetime and the reliability

assessment require the formulation of an adequate criterion for crack

initiation, the kinetic equation for slow crack growth and the crack

stability criteria.

The three progressive stage of polycarbonate failure are presently being

conducted at the Fracture Research Laboratory, UIC. Meanwhile, the

practical recipes are developed for the reliability assessment of the

canopies already placed in service. As result of tile visual inspection, tile

presence of the cracks at the canopy's perimeter has been reported. It

means that some region of the canopy have already passed the first

stage of failure process (crack initiation). Therefore the remain canopy's

lifetime prior to a catastrophic failure is the major concern. The

criterion for the transition from slow io dynamic crack growth is

employed as the rejection criterion for the canopies in question.

Below, we report I) the crack initiation scenarios which summaries tile

canopy failure analysis, 2) a new inspection tool and inspection manual

for the canopy field inspection together with the rejection criterion, and

3) a failure crack initiation map for polycarbonate. The latter may serve

as a basis" for the advance design philosophy for next generation of

canopies.

1!. FRACTURE SCENARIOS

/
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The present study is based on the examination of a canopy removed

from the plane and place in the Fracture Research Laboratory at UIC.

The sketch of canopy is shown in Figure i. All the crack recorded are

associate with the bolt holes along the canopy's perimeter. There are

very small crack (less then 5.0 mm length) emitting from tile bolt hole

with on preferable orientation, The N-W crack shown in Fig. 2

exemplifies this type of cracks. The fate of this crack is not clear at the

early stage. The local stress field and material degradation determine

the trajectory of fracture development of the crack. Figure 3 displace

the two more mature cracks. The south bound crack runs to the edge of

the canopy and does not constitute any dangerous, since the metal

frame support. The second N-W crack aims to center of the canopy. The

-. -detail stress analysis- is needed to estimate the -risk- level associated with

this crack. A higher risk of failure is associated with the crack connected

two or more bolt holes, since they act as one long crack. Such scenarios

is exemplified in Fig.4. The sketches shown in Fig. 2. 3 and 4 result from

an inspection tool developed in FRI. (see Fig.5). The geometry of the

inspection tool is design to allow one to observe and measure the length

and orientation of the cracks along the canopy perimeter covered by the

metal frame.

During the visual inspection an inspecLor fills up a 'yes-no' table. There

is a computer program which converts this table data into the particular

configuration of crack distribution in the canopy in question. Once the

number of cracks, their size and distribution are known. The values of

fracture mechanics parameters, such is Stress Intensity Factor K,
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Energy Release Rate G and Crack Opening D)isplacement 8. can result

from stress analysis. Stability conditions for britilc crack lead to the

critical value of ERR or SIF. This results in the rejection acceptance of

the canopy with the existing pattern of cracks for the next mission. The

developments described above aimed at inspection and maintenance of

the canopies in service. In- the next section. we discussed the

mechanisms of crack initiation in PC to assist in the design of the new

generation of canopies.

III. THE FATIGUE CRACK INITIATION MAP

Experimental procedure

Polycarbonate sample with molecular weight Mw=29.000 glmole was

kindly provided by the Dow Chemical Company. After drying in a

vacuum oven at 130 0 C for 24 hours, the plaques were compressed to

smaller thickness under the following conditions: preheat 240°C

under no load for 10 minutes, under 3(1 tons ram pressure for 20

minutes then cooled to 200*C by air followed by water to 30*C while

still maintaining pressure. Rectangular specimens 8(0 mm x 20 mm

were cut from the sheets and a 6(10 V-notch milled into the center of

one long edge with notch length I mm and notch radius 0.01 mim.

For tensile testing, dumbbell shaped specimens of gage length 50 mm

x 10 mm were machined from the 3.1 mm plaques and pulled at an

initial strain rate of 0.02% S-1. The tensile yield stress, ay, was

determined as 68 MPa.
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The tension-tension f atigue experiments were conductcd on a

servohydraulic Instron Testing Syste.m a! t room temperature.

Sinusoidal waveform loading with frequency 1.0) liz wais used for

fatigue testing. The range of stress levels was. (Cm;ulOy) 0.35 - 0.75

and minimum to maximum stress ratio. R (aOiaju/Ci:;x)= 0.4.

For evaluation of the number of cycles to crack iititiation, Ni, under

the various conditions, the crack is considered to have initiated when

it reached 0.2 mm from the n, 'i on the specimen surface. '1"lhis

convention wais adapted for ease of detluction of the 4;rack and hence

consistency of measurement with duplicale specimcns,.

Results and discussion

Figure 6 shows the typical crack surrounded by a process zone. Such

a system is refer to as Crack Layer (('L) 13-51. When the extensive

process zone exists in the fracture, it is .alled cooperative fracture. In

polycarbonate. the process Zone im1ay c.'onsist of shear hanids (ductile

micro-mechanism), craze or micro-cracks (brittle micro-mechanism).

From these appearance of process zone, we can identify three basic

crack initiation mechanisms and two mixed ones.

A typical example of t'opelralitv (l'lil=e is seen in Figure 6. The

cooperative ductile mechanism is so) naimied because the process zone

associated with crack initiation consis•s of yielded material as

reflected by at large thinning ratio and heun'ce representative of
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significant cooperative ductile processes. This mnechanism appears

analogous to necking behavior in polycarbonate 18.91.

Figure 7 shows a typical fracture surface in the viinity of the notch.

The process zone apparently consists o1' a large ntumber of micro-

cracks or crazes and so) we call the mechanism of) initiation

cooperative brittle. At this scale of magnificatimi we were unable to

determine whether these micro-features were actually crazes as

suggested by 181 or cracks, as described by J101. In our studies the

main crack did not initiated in the mid-plane of the process zone, hut

followed a tortuous path through the process /one. The rough

appearance of the fracture surface seen in Figure 6 clearly indicates

the main crack initiated through a cloud of micro-cracks or crazes.

----Figure 8 illustrates an example of a mechanism we have- named solo-

crack brittle Solo-crack brittle is a well-known failure mechanism

of cross-linked polymers such as epoxies 111,121 with very little

thinning. The process zone is extremely small and observable only at

the corners of the notch tip. As hie niame suggests. only solo crack

(no process zone) is illitiated and propagates immediately within one

cycle to ultimate failure. Consequently. the surface is seen to be

"mirror-like".

Under certain intermediate conditions, some of the mechanisms

described above are in competition with each other. For example. in

Figure 9, the outer fracture surfaces of the specimen process the

characteristics of the cooperative ductile fracture whereas in the core
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of the specimen a flat planar surface. reflects the solo-crack brittle

fracture.

The above observations of the various crack initiation scenarios are

summarized in the form of a map shown in Figure 10. On the map.

five different crack initiation mcchanisimns are classified by various

applied stress and specimen thickness. The orders of' values of Ni are

also shown in the plot.

For PC lifetime analysis, it is useful to see the relationships between

stress-level and the thickness of the shicet which determines the

failure mechanism and the time ti) initiation. In Figure II is plotted

the normalized applied stress versus Iog_(Ni) for the various

thicknesses denoted, where Ni is the number of' fatigue cycles to

initiate the 0.2 mm surface crack. The solid lines represent the

connection of experimental data with thle same failure initiation

mechanism. The dashed lines represent the extension of a single

mechanism and the l•otted lines a transition in miec.hanisim. From a
general perspective, the values of" Ni decrease with increase in

thickness and increasing stress levels. Ilowever. with thickness

greater than 1.2 mi, the number of cycles to• initiate a crack will

increase with decreasing applied stress. For certaiin stress level, the

transition in initiation mechanismus froumt cooperative ductile to solo-

crack brittle is very sudden with increasing thickness whereas

transition from cooperative ductile it) cool)rative brittle is less well
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defined. This latter phenomenon is similar to that observed in

fracture toughness evaluation of polycarbonate 113.141.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

I. The fracture scenarios of canopies are characterized and result a

new developed inspection tool for field inspection. Those works lead

to the rejection criterion of the canopy with the existing pattern of

crack for next mission.

2. Novel fatigue crack initiation mechaiiisms maps are under

development for polycarbonete. An illustrative example with

polycarbonate is given where the effects of thickness (0.5 - 4 mim).

and applied tensile loading at I'requency I Iiz oni shigle-edge notched

specimens are examined.

3. The number of fatigue cycles to initiatte a Crack were ftound

strongly dependent on the micro-int.chiiist o1" deformation which

occurs at the notch tip prior to crack formation and hence not to be a

simple function of the applied stress.
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Figure 6 Cooperative ductile ftitgue failure initiationl in MC

amax/cay 0.75. thickness~ 0.5 mm.

Figure 7 Cooperative brittle fatigue failure initiation in PC.
(;max/(Ty =0.45, thickness 0.5 mm.
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Figure 8 Solo-crack brittle fatigue failure initiation in PC.
amax/ay 0.45. thickness 1.2 mm.

Figure 9 Mixed cooperative brittle and solo crack fatigue failure
initiation in PC. Omax/Gy = 0.45, thickness 1.4 mm.
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ABSTRACT

Chemical crazing is directly responsible for many aircraft transparency removals.
Laboratory chemical stress craze testing can be used to evaluate the effects of different chemicals
on aircraft transparencies. Most craze testing to date has been uniaxial, while the stress state in an
installed aircraft transparency is biaxial. The uniaxial craze test is easier to conduct and requires
less and more simple fixturing than the biaxial craze test. It is desirable to be able to use uniaxial
data to predict the effects of a biaxial stress field on crazing. The focus of this effort was to
develop an empirical time-to-craze criteria for cast acrylic applicable for both uniaxial and biaxial
states of stress. Uniaxial tests were conducted using tensile specimens with isopropyl alcohol to
determine the effect of creep and stress relaxation on time-to-craze. Results indicated no time-to-
craze dependence on creep, but increasing time-to-craze as stress relaxed. Uniaxial cantilevered
beam tests and biaxial craze tests (with a pressurized acrylic disk) were then conducted to
determine time-to-craze as a function of stress. Results plotted in stress space (tension-tension
quadrant only, due to the stress distribution in a pressurized disk) show that critical stress, for a
given time-to-craze, can be represented by an inclined ellipse. The axes of the ellipse are smaller
for longer craze time, larger for shorter craze times. The elliptical criteria do not agree with other-._-----
criteria suggested in the literature.

*Performed under Contract F33615-84-C-3404 for the Flight Dynamics Directorate,
Wright Laboratory, Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio.
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ABSTRACT: Chemical crazing is directly responsible for many aircraft transparency removals.
Laboratory chemical stress craze testing can be used to evaluate the effects of different chemicals on aircraft
tranhparencies. Moet craze testing to date has been uniaxial, while the stress state in an installed aircraft
transparency is biaxial. The uniaxial craze test is easier to conduct and requires less and more simple fixtunng
than the biaxial craze test. It is desirable to be able to use uniaxial data to predict the effects of a biaxial stress field
on crazing. The focus of this effort was to develop an empirical time-to-craze criteria for cast acrylic applicable for
both uniaxial and biaxial states of stress. Uniaxial tests were conducted using tensile specimens with isopropyl
alcohol to determine the effect of creep and stress relaxation on tine-to-craze. Results indicated no time-to-craze
dependemce on creep, but increasing time-to-craze as stress relaxed. Uniaxial cantilevered beam tests and biaxial
craze tests (with a pressurized acrylic disk) were then conducted to determine time-to-craze as a function of stress.
Results plotted in stress space (tension-tension quadrant only, due to the sess distribution in a pressurized disk)
show that critical stress, for a given time-to-craze, can be represented by an inclined ellipse. The axes of the
eUipse are smaller for longer craze time, larger for shorter craze times. The elliptical criteria do not agree with
other criteria suggested in the literature.

INTRODUCTION

Background

The US Air Force has been and continues to be concerned with aircraft transparency life-
cycle costs and overall durability. As part of this concern, the Air Force has funded programs to
study transparency materials, evaluate transparency durability, and develop durability test
methods. Acrylic plastics are frequently used for aircraft transparencies. Acrylic is subject to a
phenomenon known as crazing. Crazes appear to be small cracks in the surface of the material,
although they are not. Crazing is a form of yielding in polymers characterized by a spongy void
filled fibrillar structure. The density of the material in the craze changes, causing a change in the
index of refraction, which causes light to be reflected off of the crazes. Crazing occurs when
tensile stresses are present, and is accelerated under the presence of certain chemicals and when
temperature is increased. Crazing generally occurs perpendicular to the direction of the largest
principle tensile stress [I]. The significance of crazing of acrylic is that it degrades transparency
optics and often is the cause for transparency removal and replacement.

The current method of evaluating transparency chemical craze resistance, is the uniaxial
cantilever beam craze test (reference ASTM F 484). This test method has been used almost
exclusively in the transparency industry. The advantages of the cantilever beam craze test are that
it is simple, it requires minimal equipment, and it is relatively inexpensive. The disadvantage of
the cantilever beam craze test is that it does not simulate real world stress conditions. Aircraft

*Performed under Contract F33615-84-C-3404 for the Flight Dynamics Directorate, Wright
Laboratory, Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio.
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transparencies are typically under a biaxial state of stress.

This paper is divided into two parts. The first Part deals with a set of uniaxial craze tests,
conducted to deterine whether craze is a stress or strain driven phenomenon. Part II details a set
of biaxial and uniaxial craze tests run to evaluate chemical craze initiation criteria, and to evaluate
the use of uniaxial craze tests to assess resistance of transparencies to craze.

Objective

The objective of Part I was to establish a basis for a craze initiation criteria in acrylic by
determining whether craze i.s a stress or a strain dependent phenomenon. The objective of Part U
was to investigate the relationship between uniaxial and biaxial chemical stress crazing of cast
acrylic, and to develop a better understanding of the crazing phenomenon. The development of a
relationship between uniaxial and biaxial crazing would validate the use of the inexpensive
uniaxial chemical craze testing to evaluate the effects of various chemicals on aircraft
transparencies.

Part 1: Effect of Creep and Stress Relaxation on Crazing

Developing craze criteria in order to enhance aircraft transparency durability requires a
fundamental understanding of the craze phenomena. The abundant literature which describes
crazing agree that specific factors, such as temperature and solubility of the craze agent, influence
crazing. Virtually all previous work also recognizes the effect of internal and external forces on
craze [1]. However, past research on this effect is not consistent: some refer to the stress in the

. .material, while others refer to the strain [2,3]. For a purely elastic material, the terminology is
interchangeable, since the two quantities are related by a constant. For a material such as aircraft
transparencies at service temperatures, the terms "stress" and "strain" cannot be interchanged
because of the material's time dependent properties. This inconsistency represents a void in the
basic understanding of craze. It inhibits development of a craze initiation criteria, since the basis
for the criteria must first be established.

Part I Testing

To evaluate craze dependence on stress and strain as independent quantities, one quantity
was held constant, while the other changed with time. A material held under constant stress will
experience an increase in strain (creep), while a material held under a constant displacement will
experience a decrease in stress (stress relaxation). Decreases in time-to-craze for material under
constant stress would indicate a strain dependence of craze, since the strain increases with time.
Increases in time-to-craze for material held to a constant displacement would indicate a stress
dependence, since the stress decreases over time.

For the purposes of this discussion, the term "creep" specifically refers to the increase in
strain experienced by a viscoelastic material under a constant stress. Creep is not the same as
"stress relaxation," which refers specifically to a decrease in stress experienced by a viscoelastic
material under constant strain.
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Part I Test Specimens

Figure 1. shows dimensions for the dogbone specimens used in this study. Samples were
machined from 3/16" Polycast acrylic "Poly 84." This material conforms to MIL-P-8184 and
possesses low moisture absorbing properties. Butyl rubber applied to the test surface prevented
the crazing solution from penetrating the edge of the sample and producing invalid edge initiated
crazes. It also defined the test area for each craze test. Sanding of all specimen edges prior to
testing also helped to prevent edge initiated crazing, Strain gages installed at the underside center
of each specimen provided strain data during the test.

Part I Test Plan

Twenty tests were run under constant load, while five tests were run under constant strain.
Table 1 gives the test matrix for the constant load tests. Table 2 shows the constant displacement
test matrix. Creep data obtained by Bouchard [41 for laminated transparency material with acrylic
surface plies formed the basis for stress level selection. These levels were also chosen to provide
enough variation to make the creep effect on craze evident.

The length of each sample permitted 4 craze tests to be conducted on each sample. Each
craze test was conducted after the sample had been allowed to creep for a specified length of
time, as shown in Tables I and 2. Based on test results as the program progressed, some samples
were allowed to creep for longer periods of time.

Based on information available in the literature [5], conversations with other workers ir
the field [6), and past craze testing at UDRI, the results were expected to show a craze
dependence on strain. The high number of constant load tests reflects this expectation. TheThe
anticipated result of the constsnt displacement tests was simply verification of the strain
dependence through no change in time-to-craze. Consequently, fewer constant displacement tests
were conducted.

Part I Test Fixture and Hardware

Figure 2a displays the creep fixture employed to conduct the constant load tests. A lever
arm, wire rope, and dead weight assembly applied the load to the specimens, which were rigidly
fixed at the opposite end. The lever arm provided tan 8x increase in the load applied to the
specimen, thereby reducing the amount of dead weight required to run the test. Nylon blocks
inserted between specimens prevented the samples from rotating as the load was applied.

I Figure 2b shows the fixture used for the constant displacement tests. Samples were
loaded between rigid aluminum plates by loading bolts. A full-bridge strain gage array installed
on each load bolt provided load data during these tests. The gages were calibrated by the UDRI
Structural Test Lab with standards traceable to NITS. The gages installed on the specimens
monitored strain to ensure that load reduction during the test was not due to slip in the fixture.

A Measurements Group, Inc., P3500 Strain Inlcator and SBI0 Switch and Balance Unit
provided measurement capabilities for both the specimen gages and the load bolt gages. Strain
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gaged Polycast acrylic plates served us temperature compensation in the bridge circuitry ,or the

specimens.

Part I Test Procedure

All tests were conducted at 70° F and 50% RH. Constant load and displacement tests
were monitored for creep and stress relaxation, respectively, for ten minutes after the load or
displacement was first applied. Strain (constant load test) and stress (constant displacement) were
then monitored every 48-72 hours thereafter until the final craze test was conducted.

Craze tests were conducted roughly at the intervals shown in Tables I and 2. Isopropyl
alcohol (99% by volume) was applied to the test area and reapplied when necessary to prevent
evaporation from drying out the surface. Time-to-craze was defined as the time when crazing
was first apparent by visual inspection. A Precision Instruments Co. timer, accu.rate to 0.1
seconds, pmovided accurate indication of the time for the craze to appear.

Each craze test was terminated when one of the following conditions occurred: (a) the
first sign of crazing appeared in the test area; (b) edge craze (due to seeping under the butyl
rubber) threatened to cause specimen failure; (c) a significant amount of time (generally 10,000
seconds) elapsed with no crazing apparent. The alcohol and butyl rubber were removed from the
specimen and the time-to-craze (if any) noted. The strain (or load) of the specimen being craze
tested was also recorded immediately after each craze test.

Part I Results and Discussion

... . . ..... Figures 3 shows creep data plotted for one sample from each group of stress levels tested
in the constant load tests. Figure 4 shows stress relaxation for sample 1, 2, and 3 of the constant
displacement tests. In general, Figure 3 shows creep ranging from 70% to 90% over the duration
of the test Figure 4 shows stress relaxation of 45% to 48%. The definition of percent creep is
given by

%creep - r ei (

in which ,f is strain at any time and Ei is the initial strain. Percent rmaxation is defined in a similar
mannerl

%relaxation - lO({00- !L (2)

The creep and relaxation appear to be quite considerable and represent significant changes in the
strain or stress in the material over time.

Figures 5 shows time-to-craze data for the constant load tests. The graph categorizes the
data parametrically into groups with the same nominal stress. Variations of the actual stress from
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the nominal averaged 95 psi for all specimens. The scatter in Figure 5 is typical of crazing data
and is a function of several factors, including variations in surface roughness and flaw size across
the surface of the sample, and variations in test area. The data suggests that creep does not
influence crazing to a significant degree, as the time-to-craze is relatively constant over time,
while significant creep has occurred. The slight decrease in time-to-craze for some groups may
suggest a weak dependence on stress, but the small number of tests and wide scatter prevent more
detailed analysis of this trend.

Figure 6 displays time-to-craze data for the constant displacerrcnt tests. Results from all
five samples are plotted independently. The initial strain in :hese samples represents a stress of
approximately 2000 psi. The data show an increase in time-to-craze as the time under a constant
displacement increases. Althvugh the low number of samples may suggest this trend was simply
due to the natural dispersion seen in craze data, the increase is much larger than the widest scatter
band in the constant load data. The increase in time-to-craze was attributed to the relaxation of
stress.

In both Figures 5 and 6, several of the data points indicate that tests were stopped before
crazing initiated. These points were plotted to indicate that the lack of crazing in these tests
supports the observed trends. In particular, several of the later tests in the 1500 psi stress group
did not craze even after 14,000 seconds.

In comparing the creep curves and time-to-craze curves (Figures 3 and 5) , it appears that
the greatest percentage of creep occurred within the first 200 hours under load. While a
substantial number of data points exists prior to 200 hours, the majority represent tests conducted
after 200 hours of creep. Future programs should consider conducting more tests sooner, or
allowing the specimens to creep for a substantially longer periods of time. Stress relaxation data
(Figures 6) past 800 hours were not available due to instrumentation problems, so a
determination of percent relaxation past 800 hours is not possible. However, it does appear that
craze times continue to rise as time under displacement increases, despite apparent reduction in
the rate of stress relaxation. The small number of data points prevents the formulation of a more
specific relationship between time-to-craze and stress.

Part I Condusions

The craze tests conducted during this program suggest that criteria for craze initiation in
acrylic should be based on the stress in the material. However, a statistically small number of
tests were conducted, preventing more detailed evaluation of the relationships between time-to-
craze and stress.

The general conclusion has several implications for loading mechanisms in aircraft
transparencies that are considered craze inducing. Constant displacement states, such as installing
a canopy or windshield into an aircraft, may not be primarily responsible for craze since the stress
associated with installation presumably relaxes over time. Residual stresses due to manufacturing
may also relax over time and therefore become less significant to crazing. Crew module
pressurization may increase craze susceptibility in a transparency if the induced stress is high
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enough, but the resulting creep will have no effect.

The result also has several implication for the criteria itself. A stress formulation implies
that craze is a function of the strain energy in the material. As the stress relaxes, the strain energy
is dissipated by viscous flow at the molkcular level. Extending an energy based criteria to biaxial
stress implies a tension/comprssion field is more susceptible to craze than a tension/tension field.
It also implies that maximum principal stress may not be a good criterion for predicting craze
initiation, since the presence of a second stress field alters strain energy in the material. A
tension/compression stress state produces more strain energy than a uniaxial tension state, and
therefore may increase craze susceptibility.

A chemical craze test has been developed to evaluate the effect of biaxial stresses on
crazing, using a circular plate with clamped edges and a uniform pressure load. While this biaxial
craze specimen is more simple to fabricate, test, and analyze than those used by other researchers
to study biaxial crazing, the test is more complicated and more time consuming than the uniaxial
craze test and requires special fixturing.

PART II: BIAXIAL TESTING AND CRAZE INITIATION CRITERIA

This Part of the program consisted of craze initiation theory development and
craze testing. A series of uniaxial and biaxial craze tests was conducted at various stress levels in
conjunction with isopropyl alcohol. Isopropyl alcohol was the chosen chemical craze agent
because it is a representative chemical which is often used for cleaning of aircraft transparencies.
The results of this testing were ,nalyzed to develop craze initiation criteria which apply to uniaxial
and biaxial crazing. This effort has also been published as Reference 7.

Theoretical Development of Craze Initiation

Craze initiation criterion are analogous to stress yielding criterion. Stress yielding
criterion describe the necessary conditions (state of stress/strain) for yielding to occur. Stress
yielding criterion which nmy apply to chemical stress crazing include: maximum principal stress,
maximum principal strain, maximum shear stress (Tresca), distortional energy (von Mises), straki
energy, and combinations of these, deviatoric stresses, and/or flow stresses. These yielding
criterion were considered as a starting point for the development of chemical stress crazing
criterion.

While there is extensive information in the literature concerning stress yielding criterion
(although most of it has not been applied specifically to polymers), there is limited information
available in the literature concerning chemical stress crazing of polymers. The majority of •tie
research which has been conducted has been concerned only with stress crazing, not chemical
stress crazing. Two basic craze initiation criteria have been proposed. Sternstein and Ongchin [8]
proposed a critical stress bias criterion for surface stress crazing of polymethylmethacrylate
(PMMA, acrylic) as follows:
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A

where a, and q2 are the principle biaxial stresses, and A and B are functions of time and
temperature. The difference between oa and a 2 represents a stress bias or flow stress (this is
equal to twice the maximum shear stress), and the quantity of OI + q2 represents twice the first
stress invariant cr the mean stress. This criterion, along with the von Mises criterion for yielding
(which has beer shown by the same authors to be fairly representative of yielding b-.havior for
acrylic) is plotted in biaxial stress space in Figure 7. Sternstein and Ongchin based their
conclusions on cylindrical specimens under tension with internal pressure, and on combined
tension/torsion tests, all at elevated temperatures (500, 600, and 700C).

A second similar criterion, based on critical strain, has been developed by Oxborough and
Bowden [91 for polystyrene, as follows:

yl - 40;2 M + B (4)

The oidy difference between this and the previous criterion is that the left side of the
equation represents the maximum strain in this case, where gi is Pcisson's ratio. Oxborough and
B'wden based their conclusions on combined tensile and compressive tests, at room temperature,
conducted on rectangular annealed polystyrene specimens with a hole in the center. This criterion
plotted in stress space is similar to Figure 7.

Uniaxial Chemical Craze Testing

Uniaxial chemical stress craze testing was conducted using ASTM P484-83 as a guideline.
The craze beam specimens were I inch x 7 inch x 1/8 inch thickness. Polycast Mii-P-8134 Type
1U (low moisture uptake) cast acrylic from the same lot was used for all testing. The craze tests
were conducted at 75± 10_F. The cantilever craze beams were loaded to produce a maximum
stress at the fulcrum of 2000, 3000, and 4000 psi. The underside of the berms were marked at
0.25 inch intervals. After the load was applied, the beams were allowed tn stabilize for ten
minutes before the test chemical was applied to the beam surface. The edges of the beams ,ere
protected with a butyl rubber sealant to prevent the chemical from coming in contact with the
machined or cut edges and ausing premature crazing. Isopropyl alcohol (99% pure) was applied
to the top surface of the beams as required to maintain a wetted condition. Time to craze
initiation and location (corresponding to a discrete stress level) were recorded during the tests.
Thw uniaxial chemical craze test setup is shown in Figure 8.

"Notice that using craze beams in uniaxial testing is fundamentally different than using
tensile bars, as in Part I. The craze beams have a stress gradient across the surface, while the
tensile bars have a constant stress. The area available to craze at any given stress level is
infinitesimal for the craze beams, while the area is finite for tensile bars. One would expect
different craze times for these types of specimens due to the area effect, even if material and craze
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chemical are identical.

The results of the uniaxial craze tests are summarized in Figure 9. The uniaxial craze
results plotted in Figure 9 indicate that there is a linear relationship between the log of time to
initiation of craze and applied stress.

Biaxial Chemical Craze Testing

The biaxial craze tests were conducted using the general guidelines of ASTM F1164-88.
The biaxial craze specimens were 8.5-inch diameter, 3/16-inch thick plate specimens. Polycast
Mil-P-8184 Type II (low moisture uptake) cast acrylic from the same lot was again used for all
testing. The test fixturing included a pressure cell, a precision pressure regulator, and a pressure
test gauge with accuracy of 0.075 psi. The test setup is shown in Figure 10. The pressure in the
test cell was used to induce equal principal biaxial stresses of 2000, 3000, and 4000 psi at the
center of the plates. Concentric rings were drawn on the underside of the plate to facilitate
location of the crazes. The components of the principal stresses (the radial and tangential
stresses) were determined from:

3pR2  r2

a, = -(I + ,)+(I +3g)RT] (6)
811- RJ

where:

ar= radial stress (psi) a,- tangential stress (psi)

R = plate radius (inches) t - plate thickness
(inches)

1 .1 Poisson's ratio p - pressure (psi)

r - radial dimension from center to point of interest (inches)

Figure 1I is a plot of the radial and tangential components of the stress in the biaxial plate
specimen. After the pressure load was applivd to the plate, the plates were allowed to stabilize
for ten minutes before the test chemical was applied. Isopropyl alcohol (99% pure) was applied
to the top surface of the plates as required to maintain a wetted condition. Time to craze
initiation and location (corresponding to a discrete stress condition) were recorded during the
tests.

The biaxial and uniaxial test data is presented in Figure 12. A typical tested biaxial
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specimen is shown in Figure 13. It is believed that the spread in the data is due, in part, to the fact
that each plot does not represent a discreet instant in time, but represents a time interval.

All of the types of yield initiation criterion listed above evaluated. None of these criterion
fit the data in the forms that they have been used to describe yielding. The elliptical shape of the
von Mises and swain energy criterion showed promise, but did not fit the uniaxial and biaxial data
generated by test.

Equations 3 and 4 which are semi-empirical, were also evaluated. Because of the
limitations of biaxial stress combinations which can be obtained from the biaxial plate specimens
(the biaxial plate is only effective for measuring tensile-tensile stress loads of limited
combinations; see Figure 11) it is difficult to determine by visual inspection if the shape of the
craze initiation surface in stress space is cusp shaped as shown in Figure 7, or if it is some other
shape.

The parameters A and B from equations 3 and 4 were determined as follows:

For the uniaxial stress state, Equation 3 (stress bias criterion) reduces to
I

A+ B (7)

A least square fit of the data in Figure 9 provides a relationship between time to craze and
uniaxial stress

-------.. logt=3.5057-7.7I1x10-4 .. (8)

or, rearranging to solve for stress in terms of time,

(3.5057 - log t)
-. 7.7113×x10-4

Substituting Equation 9 into Equation 7, and solving for B,

B (3.5057-logt) A (...

7.7113x10-4 (3.5057- logtX7.7113 l0-4) 10)

Equation 10 is then substituted into Equation 3, leaving A, a1 , and a 2 as the only unknowns.

C1 -0 2  A 3.5057 - log t A 011)-2>-(T01+072) 7.7113x 10-4, (3.5057_ iogtX7.7i 13x 1041 11

Equation 11 is rearranged to solve for A, and the biaxial test data is then input into the
equation to determine A for each test data set oa, 02, and time t. The corresponding value for B
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is determined from Equation 10. The values of A and B are then plotted versus time, see Figures
14 and 15, and a least square fit provides a relationship between the value A and time, and the
value B and time. Note that the coefficients of determination, R, for A and B are shown on
Figures 14 and 15. The coefficient of determination, R, is a measure of the standard error
associated with the least square fit to the data. Possible values range from 0 to 1. The closer the
R value is to 1, the smaller the standard error is for the straight line fit to the data. Equation 3
(stress bias criterion) plotted in the first quadrant of stress space (tension-tension) with the
functions forA and B shown in Figures 14 and 15, is shown in Figure 16.

The parameters A and B for Equation 4 (maximum strain criterion) are solved for in a
similar manner and, along with corresponding R values, are shown in Figures 17 and 18.
Equation 4 (maximum strain criterion), plotted in the first quadrant of stress space with the
functions forA and B shown in Figures 17 and 18, is shown in Figure 19.

Most accepted yield criterion are elliptical in shape (e.g., von Mises and strain energy). In
fact, the plots of biaxial and uniaxial results for the later time periods (after 15 minutes) appear to
be elliptical shaped. The general formula for an ellipse oriented at 450 to the x and y axis is

(if+2cy0 F2 2 2 102a +0 2
A2 .... B2 =2 (12)

where the parameters A and B are functions of time. A and B are solved for in a manner similar to
that shown above. The parameters A and B are plotted versus time in Figures 20 and 21. A
family of empirical elliptical shaped craze initiation criteria curves, plotted using Equation 16 and
the equations for A and B shown in Figures 20 and 21, are shown in Figure 22. -Aplot of this .
craze initiation criteria in biaxial stress and time space is shown in Figure. 23. This surface
represents the threshold between uncrazed and crazed material. Inside the surface there is not
sufficient energy to cause crazing, The craze surface (and condition) can be reached by increasing
the available energy; the available energy is increased by moving up the time scale, increasing the
stresses, and/or increasing the temperature.

Table 3 presents the equations for each of the three proposed criterion, the values of the
parameters for each equation, and the corresponding coefficient of determination, R, for each
parameter. The elliptical stress craze initiation criterion provides the best fit to the data obtained,
with R values for the two parameters of 0.8 and 0.9.

Part 11 Discussion, Conclusions, and Recommendations

The results of this program indicate that there is a definite relationship between uniaxial
and biaxial chemical stress crazing with isopropyl alcohol. Three possible chemical stress crazing
criterion have been presented. Two represent adaptations of criterion which have been developed
for pure stress crazing (where the craze agent is air), and the third criterion represents an
empirical elliptical criterion. The elliptical craze initiation criterion provided the best fit to the
data obtained.
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The choice of a circular plate specimen prevented studying craze in all regions of the
biaxial stress state. Even though the biaxial .raze specimen design used in this effort is more
simple to fabricate, test, and analyze tl, an those used by other researchers to study biaxial crazing,
it is not possible to study all of the combinations of principle biaxial stresses of interest with this
specimen. Therefore, a different type of specimen is required for future analysis of biaxial craze.
To better define a multiaxial chemical stress crazing criterion, other tests should be conducted,
with different combinations of principle tensile stresses, and with combinations of tensile and
compressive stresses.

It is recommended that future work also include analysis of the effects of other chemicals
(in addition to isopropyl alcohol) on crazing. In addition to conducting more tests with different
combinations of biaxial stresses and with different chemicals, it is recommended that fi,.ure work
also take into account area effects. The testing on this program was conducted with time to
initiation as the measured parameter. If future testing were to be conducted with the measured
parameter being time to a specified craze density (i.e. number of crazes per surface area) instead
of time to initiation of first craze, it would allow a better comparison of different types of tests.
Time to initiation of first craze is a function of the surface area at a given stress level. Crazing
occurs sooner on larger areas than smaller ones. The cantilever beam has a given surface area of
material at each stress level, while the area at each stress level for the biaxial plate specimen is a
function of the radial location in the plate and is not equal to the area for the cantilever beam
specimen. In general, area effects have been ignored by researchers.
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Table 1. Constant Load Test Matrix

Number of Nominal Nominal Time Under Load (hrs)
Samples Stress (psi)

Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Test 4
5 1500 24 168 672 1344
5 2000 24 168 672 1344
5 2500 24 168 672 1344
5 3000 24 168 672 1344

Table 2. Constant Displacement Test Matrix

Number of Nominal Nominal Time Under Strain (hrs)
Samples Strain Test I Test 2 Test 3 Test 4
5 1500 24 168 672 1344

Table 3. Summary of Proposed Craze Initiation Criterion

CIIze
Initiation Equation Parameter A R* Parameter B R*
Criterion

Stress Bias aa...... A=5.115x 10- 0.730 B.-6.89.x0 3 .+ .0.033 __

Criterion 0+0.881 X 107 - ogt 1.848gx 1021g,

Max 0 902 A +B A-2.1768x107 " 0.446 B--1.7425xlO 2- 0.326
Strain [O1+ 2  6.3262x 106 logs 1.3776x 103 Iogf

Criterion
Elliptical aL2aiaa-0,a,+vj. 2  A=5.357x10 3 _- 0.910 B - 4.095x10 3 - 0.798

Criterion 2.028 x 103 logt 8.95 x 102 logt

*Coefficient of Determnination
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Creep of Acrylic Under Constant Load
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Figure 3. Creep Results from Constant Load Tests.
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Figure 4. Stress Relaxation Results for Constant Displacement Tests.
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Creep Effect on Acrylic Crazing
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Figure 5. Craze Results for Constant Load Tests.
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Figure 6. Craze Results for Constant Displacement Tests.
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STRESS MEASUREMENT IN STRUCTURAL PLASTICS
BY L-cr WAVES

Nisar Shaikh

Analytic Engineering Company
1590 Finch Way
Sunnyvale, CA 94087-4719

ABSTRACT

Longitudinal waves at the critical incidence (L-cr) angle have been utilized to measure
residual stress in glass and plastics used for high performance aircraft. The
acoustoelastic effect is most profound in this mode. The novel feature of this research

. -_ is the development of transducers that are pattenied after acoustic microscopy. The
reflected specular and leaky wave signals are received by separate ceramics. The phase
comparison with specular reflection allows better measurement of the acoustoelastic
(velocity changes) effect, as compared to the practice of using the input signals.
Rayleigh waves can also be used in the same fashion. Use of water as acoustic couplant
is not suitable for plastics due to the low phase velocities. Instead, a silicone rubber
medium is used in a manner similar to wedge transducers. This arrangement has an
additional benefit of dry contact scanning, an attractive feature for field measurements.
The data are acquired using a PC and they are cross-correlated with the reference signal
to determine precise transit time. Two additional measurement systems are developed
using an electronic counter and spectral technique. The stress measurements are made
on aircraft grade acrylic specimens.

INTRODUCTION

The use of acrylics and polycarbonates as structural members is particularly
desirable as transparent enclosures for high performance aircraft. The measurement of
the state of stress during fabrication and operation in these members is critical for
assessing their durability and reliability.

Among existing stress mcasurement techniques, X-ray diffraction is applicable
only to metals and is generally limited to smaller samples for laboratory use. While the
hole-drilling technique is the most common method used for field or in-situ measurement,
there are two major problems with using this procedure on plastics. The local heat
produced while drilling the hole causes material changes that distort the existing stress
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field. Also, due to large creep in plastics, there is no unique stress and strain
relationship. Thus, the measure of strain does not unequivocally relate to the state of
stress.

A viable nondestructive evaluation (NDE) technique is needed to measure both
the residual stress induced during manufacturing and applied stress incurred during
operation. Ultrasonic stress measurement, often referred to as acoustoelasticity, has
shown great promise as an NDE technique [1-3]. Farlier efforts in stress determination
in polymers were marred, due to the lack of a transducer capable of launching surface
waves in plastics [4,5]. Recently, Obata et al [5] have measured stress successfully in
acrylics by using an acoustic microscope. Their method has some limitations: it requires
the sample to be immersed in a fluid, and the cost of acoustic microscope used is fairly
high. Shaikh [6] has developed surface wave transducers and techniques for the detection
of flaws in structural polymers. These transducers and technique are applied to
nondestructive measurement of stress, as well as creep and stress relaxation in plastics.

In the past, Surface stress measurements exclusively used Rayleigh waves [3].
Recently, the surface skimming compressional wave, better known as the critically
refracted longitudinal wave (L-cr), has gained wider acceptance [2]. The L-cr wave is
most suitable for stress measurement, since the stress induced effects are the largest in
this mode. This mode also has the highest propagation velocity, approximately twice that
of the Rayleigh wave. On account of its speed, the L-cr signal is the first to arrive at
the receivin'g transducer, and is not cluttered by various reflections and extraneous
modes.

ACOUSTOELAST1CITY --- 7 -- ---

The acoustic stress measurement technique is termed "acoustoelasticity," in
analogy with "photoelasticity." The acoustoelastic effect is characterized by the fact that
the propagation velocity of an acoustic wave in a solid changes in proportion to the
change in stress in the material. The equation below illustrates the dependence of stress
on the velocity of a longitudinal wave propagating along a uniaxial stress direction.

-- v=_o (1)
V

Where V is the phase velocity in the unstressed material, and a is the uniaxial principal
stress along the direction the wave travels. For most materials, the above equation is
linear and thus the slope of the line provides the value of L. The value of L is an
acoustoelastic property of a material, similar to the familiar "elastic modules." The value
of L should be known beforehand or must be calibrated from tests for each batch of the
material in which the stress is to be measured. For the purpose of calibration, uniaxial
tension test is conducted on a material to determine its value of L. A typical value of
L for acrylics is 5 x 10"' per psi.
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STRESS MEASUREMENT SYSTEMS

The basic measurement technique involves precise determination of the time of
wave transmission that is dependent upon the stress. The stress acoustic effect is
comparatively small; under 3% for the yield stress of acrylic. Typical measurements
require the accuracy of one part per thousand, or typically within 20 nano seconds.
Three different measurement systems are being developed to provide a range of
instrumentations of varying levels of sophistication and price range.

1. Digital Ultrasonic instruments

Cross Correlation of Tone bu:sts: One of the measurement techniques that we
have developed to a great extent is digital data acquisition by a PC. It measures the
delay time by computing the cross-correlation function. The software is written in a
Windows environment with visual C++ and the algorithm is based on Fast Fourier
Transform (FFT) [7].

The correlation function is the integration of the product of two waveforms with
the argument of one displaced by the next value of r. This function takes an optimum
value when the value of r equals the delay between the signals. A simple way of
calculating involves takirg two waveform arrays of size n and summing up the product
point by point for each value of ?. This computation requires n2 multiplications where
n represents the number of digitized points of the signals. Therefore the computation

-complexity would be O(n3 ). Presently, even-with fast computer processing time-,-this is--
not desirable for large waveforms (1024 or more points) operating in a real-time
environment.

An alternative to this is to use the FFT. It has been shown that by transforming
the two waveforms by an FFT, then multiplying one of these by the complex conjugate
of the other, and finally using the inverse FFT on this product, the correlation function
could be acquired. Although this procedure sounds a bit involved, the resulting
computation is much more efficient than the direct multiplication approach. Therefore,
this has been chosen as the basis for our correlation function [7]. Figure la shows the
two waveforms, reference and the transmitted signal, acquired from a digital
oscilloscope; one is delayed from the other by the amount of time the wave travelled
through the test specimen. The correlation function is shown in Figure lb. The
correlation result was compared to the time delay read manually on the oscilloscope.
The calculated value was exactly the same for the waveforms. When the waveforms are
not similar, but have' some distortion, the manual technique becomes ambiguous, thus
requiring a technique such as cross-correlatioin.

2. Time Interval Measurement Technique

Determining the precise time of travel of ultrasonic waves through the specimen
is the single most important factor in stress measurements. In this approach, a counter,
pre-amplifier and a gate circuit are needed. A Universal Counter, which measures the
time interval between two waveforms with an accuracy of 2 nano seconds is used. A
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pre-amplifier is necessary since the transmitted signal mnay not always be of the minimum
amplitude required by the ;ounter. The need for the gate circuit is a result of signal
ambiguities. One typical problem in measuring the time delay is the distinction between
the noise and the beginning of the signals. This ambiguity is removed by providing a
gate that can be positioned at the appropriate position and instructing the counter to start
measurements from the first peak from that time onward. Figure 2a shows the gate on
the reference signal. A similar gate is also placed on the transmitted signal (not shown).
Figure 2b shows the schematic for our measurement scheme. A tone burst is sent to the
transmitting transducer and two signals are received, one by the reference and one by the
receiver (through the sample). Each of the signal is pre-amplified as necessary and sent
to the Universal Counter. The gate sends an arming signal to the counter and its position
is set with the help of an Oscilloscope. Studies are continued to establish the efficacy
of the method, including accuracy and limitations. The technique will be compared with
the digital correlation technique.

3. Sweep Frequency Technique

During the initial development stage, special wedge transducers were designed [8]
to launch and receive L-cr and Rayleigh waves in plastics such as acrylics and
polycarbonates. The transducers were made of wedges of high grade silicone rubber
whose wave velocities is smaller than those of acrylics and polycarbonates.

Success with the wedge transducers motivated further extension of the technique
of acoustic microscopy to stress measurements. A line focus transaucer was designed
for acoustoelastic measurements with a center frequency of 5 Mhz. Transducer
frequency variation can easily be controlled and measured to the accuracy of the signal
generator. For our signal generator, the accuracy is in increments of 100 Hz. Thus the
measurement of the phase and the time delay by this technique can offer an accuracy of
one part in 10,000. Figure 3a and 3b shows the classic V(z) curves of acoustic
microscopy on acrylics and aluminum respectively. In acrylic, the leaky wave is
longitudinal, with a phase velocity of 2.71 kin/sec, while in aluminum the leaky wave
is Rayleigh wave with a phase velocity of 2.97 km/sec. Typical of this research is the
measurement of V(z) curves at a constant value of the de-focus distance z. Figure 4a
shows the plot at the focal point (z=0) which essentially shows the frequency response
of the transducer. When the transducer is moved closer to the focus point by a distance

- z the leaky waves are generated along with the specular reflection. Figure 4b shows the
signal variation versus frequency; a sharp null is seen at 4.997 Mhz. This null frequency

* is unique to the phase velocity at that point and thus corresponds to the state of the
stress. The transducers and technique are being developed to measure the null frequency
in scanning mode to measure the stress field.
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CONCLUSIONS

The feasibility of the transducers and techniqnies along with the necessary
instruments is shown for measurement of stress in plastics and glass used for transparent
enclosure of high performance aircraft. The technique and hardware are being
developed for the field measurement for quality control at manufacturing stage and
durability at operation.
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AIRCRAFT WINDOW PROBLEMS
AIRCR.AFT MANUFACTURER'S ASSISTANT -

HELP OR OBSTRUCTION?

Klaus W. Edwald
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One element of aircraft structure deviates quite a bit from the extensively used
more or less durable and strong metal construction. This element is made from a
very sensitive and transparent material, which is normally handled with some
respect and even more care, because everybody has already realized its greatest
disadvantage - it breaks quite easily. Just think about your experience - a drinking
glass falling down to the floor or just falling over, or remember the story of the
football and your neighbour's window pane.

Aircraft visual transparencies, particularly the glazing material, are subjected to a
wide variety of much higher loads. That nobody, under everyday conditions,
would normally ever take into considerations.

These loads are: internal pressure, aerodynamic pressure, bird impact (your
football shot is just a gentle stroke compared to the impact of a four-pound bird
at aircraft's design cruise velocity up to an 8000 foot altitude) foreign object
damage, thermal expansion and contraction, transverse thermal gradients,
airframe torsion and bending, fatique, etc. - not one load at a time - no, all at the
same time.

With that knowledge, and the realization of a high cost burden, people should
expect that this structural element is getting the required attention within
aircraft operations.

Just the opposite seems to be the fact, mainly due to the following:
1) Lack of interest and knowledge by the airlines.
2) Defectiveness in realizing problems and coordinating them between airlines

and window manufacturers by the aircraft manufacturers.
. 3) Lack of sufficient in service experience reports due to 1) and 2) by the

window manufacturers.

Traditionally all aircraft operation problems are reported by operators to, and
discussed with, the aircraft manufacturers. Direct contacts between part manu-
facturers and airlines, at least in the past, were quite rare and seemed to be
actively discouraged.

The considerable amount of worldwide information generated and submitted to
the aircraft manufacturers - even not always of best scientific and technical
content - in connexion with the awareness of a critical, safety related airframe
component, should raise the expectation of early decisions, recommendations
and modifications, as required.

Even when close examination of aircraft window failure modes and/or damage
disclosed an inadequacy in transparency design, resulting in unacceptable trans-
parencies - urgently needin 9 redesign - soon after their introduction into service,
nothing happened - sometimes for years, even when flight safety was directly
affected.

Windows were replaced under warranty, at no charge by the aircraft
manufacturers. Their responsible engineers very often were not involved and had
no idea of the large number of returned windows and, quite often, had not the
slightest idea of the different failure modes. The window manufacturers got
absolutely no information what happened in service.
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Were they not interested? Or did some strange contract between aircraft and
window manufacturers hinder airline and service experience being coordinated ?

On June 21, 1982 the area sales manager of one of the leading window manu-
facturers, during a meeting with an aircraft manufacturer, made the following
statement:

"When you visit our facility next Friday, be aware that you will get a shop tour,
only. Nobody will discuss any technical item except somebody from the aircraft
manufacturer will accompany you."

Since that historic day, improvements are clearly noticeable and there was a
certain, very successful period of about 6 years when some airlines and some
window manufacturers solved problems without the more or less negative in-
fluence of the aircraft manufacturers.

In the meantime more and more airlines and window manufacturers have
realized that close cooperation and experience exchange is essential.

But still, even more modification/improvements or just recommendations
were not introduced because of a certain influence exerted by aircraft manu-
facturers - even though a window is not considered to be an aircraft
manufacturer's proprietary item.

However, some mystery must be involved when windows, demonstrating a
certain failure mode, are returned to the aircraft manufacturer at their request
and, on return, the following statement is received:

"__"The window we had planned to examine was inadvertently scrapped. We regret
.. the-loss of this window as we had hoped to learn more regarding the failure

condition."

This was not too long ago. This statement was received June 22. 1990.

To answer the question: "Aircraft manufacturer's assistance - help or
obstruction?" four typical failure modes are presented and discussed in detail.

The first defect/failure mode in question occured due to an aircraft
manufacturer's enforced modification to the transparency, which was later
explained to be the most successful change to reduce the probability of another
defect.

This "other" defect was pre-dominant on four of the ten window positions.

The modification actually created a more severe, safety related defect on all
windows.
The windows in question are flat and utilize chill-tempered soda lime glass for
the primary structural ply, with a substantial amount of polyvinyl butyral (PVB)
bonded to the glass. The PVB serves the purpose of a fail-safe diaphragm, as well
as being the ultimate bird-stopping agent. This windshield design relies on the
bird bagging concept.
For this method the glass pane fractures on impact and allows the PVB interlayer
to deform and absorb energy.
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With the realization that aircraft and birds will always share the same sky, and
collisions between birds and aircraft are a major flight safety problem, the
allowable limit for the new type of defect, which involves the PVB, was of course"zero".We are talking about PVB cracking - a defect, present on every window of
a certain type, after some time in service, for more than 20 years, but in many or
most cases never detected by most of the operators.
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Between 1970, when the first cracks were detected, and 1990 when the first real
fix was introduced to avoid PVB cracking, an incredible, never ending story of
non-observance, inactivity, mismanagement, and ignorance was experienced.

The new failure mode was acknowledged by the aircraft manufacturer, all
windows returned under warranty were replaced at no charge, no information to
other operators, or changes to the windows were made.

About two years later, due to the increasing number of windows removed due to
PVB cracking, a repair in the form of recycling of used windows in an autoclave
process was explored, in close cooperation between aircraft manufacturer,
window manufacturer (one of two) and one airline. Initially, the results appeared
to be promising.
However, a closer review revealed other problems and imperfections.
Because recycling did not appear to be cost effective for the results gained, this
process was abandoned as a means of improving window durabilKy.

The first, at least partly effective modification to reduce PVB cracking was
developed in close cooperation with airlines and a small specialized manufacturer
- by the addition of a heater bonded to the inside of the window.

It took the responsible part of that business two years to introduce something

similar or even slightly better - , but the problem never disappeared.

In 198 1 the following was published by the aircraft manufacturer:

"The cracking of the vinyl interlayer in the number 1 window (it seems that they
still had not realized that cracking occured on all window positions no. 1 to 5. left
hand and right hand) was attributed to cold areas in the window. Production
improvements achieved more uniform heating by relocating the heater wires and
making them from a heavier gage.
The heater-wires-were moved from the forward (inboard) and aft (outboard)
edges to the forward lower and upper aft corners of the window.
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The wires in the vinyl interlayer were also relocated so that they would be nearer
to the outer glass ply rather than the inner glass ply. Each new heater is divided
into two parallel elements.
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Sound's good!?
I still have some doubt whether this change was introduced as an improvement or
due to production cost reduction

This change became effective July 1979 at only one window manufacturer.

It was absolutely no surprise, that shortly after introduction of this improvement
a new type of defect was to be found in the area of the new heating element,
and - PVB cracking was found in an increasing number after a very short time in
service, again

"Due to severe, PVB shrinkage and warping, just in the area of the heating
element, wires had to fail,.causing arcing and local overheat - the new defect, but
by then the heating element was completely inoperative and we were back to
square one - a completely cold corner, with high stresses and consequent PVB
cracking.
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But why was such severe shrinkage and warping occuin? The new heating
element should have been capable of supplying sficient heat.

Sufficient heat? That's the question!

3.0-Watt Area
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\ 3.0-Watt Area
(2.0.0 in. +, .15)
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the aircraft manufacturer published details on vinyl cracking and the area of
occurancel

Nearly everything in that publication was wrong or at least misleading1!!
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Due to legal problems with the two established window manufacturers - they
were working too close y together with the airlines - the aircraft manufacturer in
1987 began working with a third manufacturer (known for excellent
performance with other types of windows) to develop improved windows.

The first windows successfully completed full certification testing and were FAA
certified in May 1988.

Shortly after in-service evaluation installation of some of these windows at ore
airline we received the first reports on PV8 cracking !!

Nevertheless on May 18, 1989 the aircraft manufacturer proudly announced:

"We are pleased to announce the incorporation of improved windshield assem-
blies. Development testing and in-service evaluations have been successfully com-
pleted and the new windshield assemblies have been committed to production.
The new windshield configuration applied to heated window positions numbers
1, 2, 4 and 5 left and right side. Improvements included revised window edge
details, and a new type conductive coating that is currently being used on other
model aircraft.
These improvements will minimize glass edge chipping, delamination, and vinyl
interlayer cracking."

One window position is not mentioned: no. 3. This is normally an unheated
window. Together with a few other operators we are using heated windows at
that position. Since the decision was made to use the heated window in 1981, this
window, orginally installed on a long range aircraft, was a real disaster on a short
range hopper. Nearly no window ever reached a thousand flight hours.

In January 1985 an airframe manufacturer influenced new design window was
installed on new delivered aircraft. After less than one year none of the delivered
12 windows was still in service.

In close cooperation with the window manufacturer a new design entered service
in August 1986. More than 200 no. 3 windows are now in servite at Lufthansa,
with just a very few justified removals in the meantime.

Coming back to the aircraft manufacturer's announcement on May 18, 1989:

Just 18 days later on June 7, 1989 a new messag? was received:

*The first telex informed you of our intent to incorporate improved windshield
assemblies on your new airplanes.
Recent data from our in-service evalbation has caused us to reconsider the
commitment of these windshield assemblies to production.'
We are currently evaluating the situation and will advise you further by the end
of June 1989."
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"", Nothing was received by e- :c June 1989, but new aircraft were delivered in
"December 1989. What a surpftse (but as expected) we found the windows in
question installed! Following the oiklivery flight, after the aircraft had flown in
total 7 hours 18 minutes (8 cycles) ,n flight test, and 10 hours 42 minutes (2 cycles)
on the delivery flight, vinyl cracks were already apparent H

/

I"'

As warranty replacements we received so called new design from another
vendor

When they were returned to the aircraft manufacturer after 1420 flight hours,
the following comment was received-

"We concur that the upper aft corner contains a vinyl crack. The discrepancy in
the lower forward is probably a vinyl crack but is not as well defined
We plan to return the window to the supplier after a warranty disposition has
been made.
We appreciate your bringing this condition to our attention since this is the first
report on vinyl cracks in a new configuration window."
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This was the last and final comment on such a window.

The window manufacturer by the way never received the window.

"Nevertheless, vinyl cracking is no longer a problem.

Most of the design featurers involved in the earlier mentioned number 3
windows, are already in use in all other positions. These new generation windows
were made available directly to the airhnes from 1989 and have been in use at the
aircraft manufacturer for quite a while.

Aircraft manufacturer assistance - help or obstruction?

This seems to be a clear case of obstruction.

The second case in question involves a modern design window which relies on
bird bouncing on rigid material to repel a bird.

Two primary, high strength, light weight, chemically strengthened glass plies
provide fail safe and bird repel capability.

Already the first issue of the window manufacturer's component maintenance
sheet under "Limits of defects permissible in use' mentions an important fact,
deviating quite a bit from other windows:

"Scratches: Structural component:
__No scratches greater than 0.2 mm (..0079 in) in width

or 0.02 mm (..00079 in) indepth

shall be allowed."

An indication that something must be wrong when such incredible tight limits are
made mandatory ?

75 days after delivery of the first of such windows on a new aircraft type on
January 30, 1989 further suspicion was raised that something must be wrong with
the new window, with the new type of glass.
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37 flight hours (48 cycles) after delivery of the aircraft, during cruise flight, when
flight level 370 was, for a short term increased to 390, and 2 minutes after coming?
back to flight level 370, the inner main load carrying structural glass ply of the left
hand wind shieWd shattered, without any premature indication/warning.

Aircraft descended to flight level 250 with a delta p of 5 psi. During further delta
p reduction for landing, the inner pane partly disintegrated with tiny glass
splinters detaching fronm the inner glass surface into the cockpit The pilot
reported that he was lucky to be wearing sunglasses.
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On request of the aircratt manufacturer the windshield was returned to the
window manufacturer for investigation

Vie results were submitted March 1, 1990

inner ply cracked (under pressurization) Starting at one edge

fracture analysis shows a small chip; it might have been dlone at one edge

replacement under wdrra~illy

Th's replacement window will show up again later in out story
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On July 9, 1991 during the first flight after installation of a right hand windshield
the middle main load carrying structural glass ply shattered.

-A ,(ff 0

Airtraft manufacturers comment:
"We are very concerned by the window failures reported

Witndow manufacturers conclusion:
"Crack initiated from an impact on one edge of the ply
The findings clearly show that the origin o I the cracking is a shock on the glass ply
whicls Lould have happened during the windshield assembly or before.
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it was later found to be melted/fused The window, which had been ins-,led in
production prior to aircraft delivery on February 25, 1991. had been removed and
will be sent back on warranty.
On removing the window, burn evidence was noted on the first mounting
bushing inboard of the upper power attachment point. The mating structure was
also burned and required blend out.

W.,x

4
4

Ii

Two previous cases of this condition were experienced with much less dramatic
accompaniment:
On January 9, 1992, the right hand number one window was removed for a
window heat failure. The window had been installed on June 18, 1990, and had
accumulated 4051 flight hnurs and 2849 landings The same bushing was found
burned.
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The bushing removed from this window was mailed for examination.
The first case of this condition had occured some 18 months previously.

This message was sent primarily for information. However, any information on
other cases of the condition and any corrective action planned would have been
appreciated.

As a response, the subject circuit breaker was requested 20 days later,
5 months later on August 13, 1992, the following comments were received:
"Our investigation of the subject window is continuing. We currently plan to
examine another window in our laboratory to obtain additional infcrmation. We
will provide results or status of this investigation on or before November 4,
1992." In the meantime the window manufacturer, who was informed the same
day, in March, had already verbally submitted the explanation for the failure
mode.
On November 5, 1992, we had another occurence where a shower of sparks
originated from the upper left corner of the captain's window number one, when
placing window heat on during aircraft preparation for the next flight. Again the
mounting bushing was found burnt

Corrective action was promised by the a!rcraft manufacturer on November 17,
1992, which would be incorporated by the window manufacturer during first
quarter of 1993.
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On January 9, 1993, there was dnother occurence ¢.uhere an arcing/flame plus a

bang originated from number 1 right hand window, two minutes after heat

"ON". The circuit breaker had popped and the mounting bushing inboard of the

power supply terminal was severely burned. The window seal was black and

showed slight damage

S.-"~"
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Subsequent to this last report, two additional cases of burned window mounting
bushings were experienced:

1) On Ferbuary 23, 1993, during climb out from Munich, the crew reported a
short circuit with flames and smoke from the right hand number 1 window
with window heat "ON". The crew elected to make an air turnback and
returned to Munich.

2) On February 24, 1993, while on ground in Munich, there was arcing, flames
and a bang originating from number 1 lett hand window, shortly after
window heat "ON".

Due to concerns about these latest occurences including the air-turnback, and the
lack of information available on the reasons for this failure mode, plus the ab-
sence of advice on operator action necessaiy to prevent reoccurence and the lack
of any other action taken, at the time, a fix for the problem was requested
urgently from the aircraft manufacturer.
The answer was a real surprise - although typical, for that particular aircraft
manufacturer. Their response wes as follows:

o 1) What is the reason for the faikure mode ?
A 1) In response, the windshield arcing was most likely due to improper

installation or the transparency shows evidence of moisture ingress,
variation in the terminal block location or voids in the terminal block
location.

o2) What action can the operator take to prevent reoccurence?
A 2) In response, we suggest verifying proper windshield installation as given in

the maintenance manual.

o 3) What action has the aircraft manufacturer taken to date and what fix is
being made available for the airlines ? .. .

A 3) In response, please refer to our earlier message which defines improve-
ments to the transparency. We anticipate that improved windshields will be
available by the 4th quarter of this year".

The window manufacturer's answer differs quite a bit from the aircraft manufac.
turer's comments and their earlier description of corrective measures:
"Analysis of units returned by you which demonstrated arcing and melting of the
bushing in the terminal block area has resulted in a solution to the problem. In
the old design, the bushing extended through the terminal block to the inside
surface of the retainer and was insulated with epoxy. Cracking or breakdown of
the epoxy permitted arcing to the bushing.
The problem has been corrected by using a shorter bushing, and insulating both
sides of the retainer with phenolic

This answer was received 6 days before we received the aircraft manufacturer's
answer.

So, to ask our question again - "aircraft manufacturer's assistance -help or
obstruction ?"

Another clear case of obstruction appears to be the only answer 1
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The fourth and last case deals with major subject, affecting all airlines - more
related to passenger comfort and economical aspects - but it also has a severe
safety aspect, as clearly stated in an NTSB report, dated March 8, 1993:

"On July 30, 1992. an aircraft was destroyed by fire after the crew executed a
takeoff followed by an immediate emergency landing.
The Safety Board's continuing investigation of the accident developed evidence
that corrective action was necessary to ensure that flight attendants have a clear
view through windows that are installed in the exit doors.

The flight attendant who was responsible fc7 the L-2 emergency exit -was unable
to assess conditions outside the airplane, using the exit's prismatic window,
because the window's outside pane was either sratched or crazed.
The 'light attendant had to leave her exit and move to a passenger window in
orcer to see the conditions outside the exit. After assessing the condition through
the oassenger window, the found it impossible to return to her exit because
passengers blocked the aisle leading to that exit. Fortunately. another flight
at-enoant assumed her position at the exit and, when told by the L-2 flight
attencant that it was clear outside, opened the door and the passengers
successfully escaped from the burning airplane.
The Safety Board believes that door windows must be properly maintained in
orcer to provide flight attendants the best possible view of the exterior of the
aimriane through the door However, as found during this investigation, if the
winoow panes are scratched or craz2d, flight attendants may not be able to
accirately assess the condition outside a door.

The Safety Board believes that because this condition may exist on othe.r air-
Dianes that have pris.attc windows in exit doors, the FAA should ensure that
"these windows are airworthy and otherwise adequate for their intended

These unsatisfactory conditions exists on nearly every aircraft, not only on
pr~smatic windows, but on ah types of windows made from acrylic.

More recently, from around about April/May 1992 all airlines, worldwide, r,.gard-
less of aircraft Iype and also regardless of the routes flown, are being faced with
another crazing epidemit.
Witnin a couple of weeks from installation of new windows no external vision is
possibie.
This epidemic differs quite a bit from anything seen before within the last 25
years.

Oiie aircraft manufacturer, disregarding most of the actual findincgs, on August
17, 1992, published the following misleading and partly incorrect information:"This Service Letter informs operators of recent reports on premature crazing of

passenger window outer panes and provides interchangeability information to
assist in replacement of existing 'standard moisture craze resistant" passenger
window outer panes with "improved moisture craze resistance" outer panes.
Major volcanic eruptions inject both chemical and particulate pollutants into the
upper atmosphere. Contact with these pollutants can cause prematur* crazing of
flight deck and passenger acrylic windows. The chemicals, particularly sulfates,
attack the acrylic window material. The particulates abrade the window pane
surface, primarily in the forward fuselage, allowing chemicals to penetrate,
causing more rapid crazing.
This can affect all airplanes, but is most common on those that fly long duration
flights at high northern latitudes.*
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The aircraft manufacturer recommends the use of "improved moisture craze
resistance "acrylic outer panes as replacements. "Improved moisture craze
resistance" panes will minimize the affects of chemicals as a cause of crazing.
When you think about the resources available to a large aircraft manufacturer, I
have to conclude that they failed completely to investigate the problem properly
and to inform their customers correctly.
Almost nothing in that Service Letter is a true statement of the facts. In the time
this statement was made, it was already obvious that:
1) the problem was occuring worldwice-primilary on long range aircraft

ifIitially, but with strong indications that short range aircraft were being
affected, also,

2) chemical and particulate pollutants ejected from volcanoes, except perhaps
the particulate pollutant component, which may cause abrasion to cockpit
windows when flying through a cloud of them, have never been responsible
for any crazing problems.
Chemicals which later form in the atmosphere or stratosphere may be, at
least, partly responsible for some types of crazing.

3) Sulfates do not attack acrylic, but some of their components may cause
craZing before the sulfates are formed.

4) The connection to only long range flights in northern latitudes could not be
confirmed because all aircraft flying all routes worldwide are affected.

5) The recommendation to use "improved moisture craze resistance" acrylics
to solve the problem was totally misleading, because some of these acrylics
were even more affected than "standard moisture craze resistant"
materials.

One window manufacturer was even better at providing misleading-information.
The following advertisement could be found in most aerospace magazines just
recently:
"Fact: 550 active volcanoes - many blasting sulfuric acid aerosols into the stratos-
phere are adversely affecting flying conditions for aircraft. It is a fact that early,
severe window crazing is largely attributed to the destructive force of sulfuric
acid."

Of course they had a fix for that problem available.
But by looking more closely and seriously at the problem, namely the windows,
the type of crazing and the possible factors causing the problem, it was already
obvious that something else must be responsible.
Materials which are relatively resistant to sulfuric acid attack were being severely
affected, while materials normally destroyed by sulfuric acid were only slightly
attacked.
Incidentally, the volcanoes never blasted sulfuric acid aerosols into the stratos-
"Y9Pere. The blast contains various sulfuric compounds, which are released into the
It-ver atmosphere, later progressing upwards into the stratosphere, where
sulfuric acid forms.

This example is - clear demonstration that close cooperation between all
:.*,-olved parties-airlines, window manufacturers, material manufacturers and
Aircraft manufacturers is essential.

But there is real doubt whether everybody is willing to be involved in close
c.operation.
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While nothing is known about the real factors or chemical elements causing these
problems, one major aircraft manufacturer has already offered three options for
future window designs.
At the same time another aircraft manufacturer has stated that, up to now, they
have had no information that a problem even exists.
But it would be totally unfair to blame the aircraft and window manufacturers
alone.
What kind of help and assistance can you expect from them, when airlines do not
properly report their facts and findings ?
What can you deduce when they get reports from an airline, that wonders about,
and report crazing solely on only one side of an aircraft parked at an airport with
one side lit by the sun and the other side in the shade ?

From my experience, it would be better if airlines discussed their problems
directly with the window manufacturers (and material manufacturers, if desired)
and also kept the aircraft manufacturers informed.
It is essential that the airlines handle window problems more seriously and not
treat them as just another maintenance nuisance.

And finally, coming back to my original question:

"Aircraft window problems - aircraft manufacturer's assistance - help or
obstruction ?"
I will conclude by saying that in most cases, problems could have been resolved
more easily and faster, if the aircraft manufacturers had acted more responsible
within their area of expertise.
Instead of trying to solve the problems alone, the real experts, the window
manufacturers should have been directly involved. At the outset this direct
contact between airlines and window manufacturers is essential, if problems are
to be quickly and efficiently resolved.

In conclusion my answer to the question, unfortunately, has to be "Obstruction".
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Surface SealTM Coated Glass
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Abstract

A new coatirg system, developed by PPG for glass aircraft windshield facing, repels
water and dramatically improves visual acuity during flight and taxiing operations.
Incorporation into the design of a siew aircraft may allow elimination of other types
of rain removal systems and offers a significant weight savings (the coating will
weigh a few milligrams). The Surface Seal"M Coating System applies a thin coating
which changes only the wettability and lubricity of the surface and not the optics,
hardness, chemical resistance, strength, or other property of the glass. The coating
exhibits an extremely low surface free energy which reduces interactions between
water and the surface to the point where the water beads up and rolls off due to its
cohesive nature. This coating has a very high degree of durability, and is expected to
provide enhanced vision for thousands of flight hours.

Introduction

For many years, transparencies have been modified to provide enhanced vision
under rainy conditions. Some modifications are based upon silicone polymers
which are applied to the outbcard surface like a wax and generally have durability ..--
for a few days. Another system, the RainBoeM rain repellent system, sprays a thin
coating on the outside surface during flight which can be reapplied upon demand
(generally within minutes). The RainBoe system uses Freon 1130
chlorofluorocarbon as a solvent/carrier which poses environmental hazards. Freon
113 exposure to pilots has also been reported to cause physical impairment of the
pilots and has been cause for litigation. (Public documentation of problems has
occurred In The Seattle MImes, December 16, 1990, and a TV show "Now It Can Be
Tolde July 10,1992.) Reported here is a new system for imparting long term water
shedding properties to the surface of the glass and allows for enhanced visibility in
heavy rains. The treatment system chemically attaches a fluorinated polymer to the
exterior glass surface which renders the surface water-repellent or hydrophobic.

The coating imparts high water repellency to dear rain quickly fro:.t the surface.
Poor vision in rain is a result of a film of water with varying thickness that distorts
vision through the transparency due to the formation of varying lenses. If the water
cohesively retracts from an extremely repellent surface, the majority of the surface is
completely dry with normal vision through those areas. This surface is more
repellent to common contaminants and is therefore an easier to clean surface.
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The coating Is extremely thin (< 200 A) which means the fim cannot be visibly
scratched. The film has never been observed to crack, peel, chip, craze, or haze. The
thinness is also responsib!e for the lack of change in optical properties such as index
of refraction, transmission, reflection, or color. Finally, the strength of the glass is
unchanged. The only proper".'.s that change are the wettability (surface energy) and
the coefficient of friction (the COF is reduced).

The Surface SealTV Coating Systemn is based on two materials, the Surface Prep and
Coating Solution mixtures. When applied to the glass properly, the surface becomes
repellent to water and other substances. Other materials which appear to wet the
surface, such as insect residues, are much easier to remove from the surface.

Water repellency is based upon the cohesive forces within a water drop which are in
competition with adhe-lve forces to any surface. A normal glass surface exhibits a
high affinity for water and the drop spreads. A plastic surface has fewer sites in the
su:face which attract water and more sites that have no attraction for water,
therefore, the drop does not spread as much on plastic compared to normal glass.
Surface Seal Coated Glass has essentially no watax-attractive sites and therefore, the
cohesive forces within water cause the drop to self-attract, bead up, and roll off. The
relative tendency to spread or bead is thus dependent on the surface in question.
This tendency is best evaluated by measurement of the contact angle of the vector
tangent to the profile of the water drop originating at the surface. Higher contact
angles relate to a more water repellent surface. Thus, Surface Seal Coated Glass
exhibits a contact angle of -1150, temporary water repellent treatments -95*, plastic
surfaces 50-750 (dependent on type of plastic and aging of the surface), and clean glass
0-30 (depending on the concentration of surface contarinants), Figure 1.

The usefulness of repellent coatings is very much dependent on the durability of the
coating. Coatings which must be refurbished often add cost and maintenance
problems. A coating which lasts the life of the part Is the ultimate goal but no such
coating exists yet. The Surface Seal Coating System is the only known system which
is expected to be efficient for an extended period of time to allow maintenance and
refurbishment at the regular maintenance intervals of the aircraft. Durability is
evaluated via several accelerated weathering tests and flight test programs.

Wiper Abrasion Resitance. Testing was performed by Grimes Aeroipace Co.
(Urbana, OH) on a Boeing 767 right hand No. I windshield at 430 from vertical.
Wiper arm pressure was monitored and adjusted to 16 pounds pressure. Water flow
rate was adjusted to 8 gallons per hour per square foot of glass area. Contact angles
were measured periodically. At the conclusion of the test (1,544,530 strokes), contact
angle averages of the four measured areas decreased only to 860 and the wiper blade
war in good shape. That value is above the value range of 50 to 60" that is
considered to exhibit acceptable vision, Figure 2.
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Rain Erosion. A treated coupon was mounted cn a propeller blade and spun at high
speed with a water spray equivalent to -4 inches per hour. This test is extremely
severe and has been noted to erode glass and aluminum. The contact angle
remained at -90* throughout the test which has been correlated to be roughly
equivalent to several years of actual exposure, Figure 3.

U/YHumidity Resistance. A QUV® tester (The Q-Panel Co., Cleveland, OH) fitted
with UVB-313 lamps was used in this test. The test conditions were cycles of 8 hours
of relatively dry UV at 65 @C followed by 4 hours of dark, high humidity (near 100%)
at 50 C. The glass was Herculite@ U Glass (PPG), tin surface. Ten other materials
which are temporary hydrophobic treatments (or claim to be water repellent) were
also evaluated in side-by-side fashion. Of these treatments, seven are believed to be
silicones, one Is believed to be a hydrocarbon wax, most do not specify composition.
Periodic contact angle measurements were taken. Surface Seal Coated Glass is
shown to exhibit relatively high durability, Figure 4.

Humidity Resistance. A Q-C-T® Condensation Tester (The Q-Panel Co., Cleveland,
OH) was operated at 60 *C vapor temperature near 100% relative humidity. The
glass was Herculite® 11 glass (PPG), tin surface. The backsides of the coupons were
exposed to the normal indoor environment such that moisture inside the chamber
continuously condensed and ran down the treated side of the coupon. The same ten
other materials destibed in UV/Humidity Resistance, above, were also tested.
Periodic contact angle measurements were taken. Surface Seal Coated Glass is
shown to exhibit relatively high durability, Figur. 5.

Humidity Resistance (MIL-STD-810E). Humidity testing was done according to
MIL-STD-810E, method 507.3, Procedure IU, aggravated. Test conditions ranged
from 60 °C to 30°C at 95t5% RH (85% RH minimum during ramps) for a total
period of at least 240 hours. Before and after contact angles were within
measurement accuracy which shows essentially no degradation, Figure 6.

Modulus of Rupture. Coupons were carefully selected and randomized from a
single piece of glass of each type and tempered. The thermally semi-tempered glass
was Hercullte@ I glass and the chemically tempered was HerculiteM 1U glass (both are
products of PP(,). The tin surfaces of each were tested. The OEM and refurbishment
processes were compared to uncoated controls. Statistically, the differences observed
were not significant. Thus, the coating had no effect on the basic strength of the
glass, Figure 7.

Chemical Resistance. Coupons were exposed to several materials common to the
aircraft industry. These included 1% nonabrasive soap, methyl ethyl ketone, Jet-A
jet fuel, Skydrol@ 500 B-4 hydraulic fluid, iMndex® glass cleaner, Coca-Cola® soda,
75% sulfuric add/water, lype I deicing fluid, and lype U deicing fluid. Coupons of
ihe latter two fluid tests were partially immersed and partially exposed to the vapor
above the fluid (no difference was found in the vapor-exposed portion). The other
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samples were exposed according to a variation of the test method FTMS 406, method
6053 (30 minutes exposure via saturated cotton pad, unstressed since low stres
levels are not significant for glass substrates). The differences are all considered
minor and not significant, Figure 8.

Flight Experience. Sever'l flight programs have been started- Details follow:
1. Cessna Citation VII

W/S Installed 1/91
Production W/S since 8/91
FAA Certificaeion 1/92
First Citation VII delivery 4/92

2. BAe 146 (Air Nova) itl
MH, RH #1, 2 W/S instaled 4/91

Inspected: 7/91 at 903 hours
11/91 at 1410 hours
7/92 at 3035 hours
All windows remain effective

3. CANADAIR RJ Test Aircraft
LH #1,2 installed 5/91, refurbished 7/93

4. deHAVILLAND DASH 8
LH #1 W/S installed 7/91 (Henson)
Inspected: 7/92 at 2718 hours

W/S remains effective
LH #1 W/S installed 9/91 (Tyrolean)

Favorable pilot's comments 11/91
Favorable pilot's comments 7/92
Favorable pilot's comments 4/93

5. 171"M CHEYENNE (Corporate Aircraft)
LH-I1 W/S installed 9/91

Favorable pilot's comments 4/92
6. AIRBUS A320 (Northwest Airlines)

LH #1 W/S Installed 3/92
Inspected: 2/93 at 3106 hours

Coating Is providing enhanced vision
7. BOEING 777 test aircraft (On.t" 757)

RH #1 W/S coated on aircraft 5/92
Favorable pilot's comments

8. FAIRCHILD METRO (Conquest Airlines)
LH #1 W/S coated on aircraft 6/92

Favorable comments 2/93
9. AIRBUS A340 Test Aircraft

RH #1 W/S installed 9/92
Favorable pilot's comments
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10. GULFSTREAM 1 Lrnd IV SP (Gulfstream)
LH, RH #1 W/S coated on aircraft 10/92

Favorable pilot's comments 3/93
11. BOEING 737 (Linjeflyg/SAS)

Four RH W/S coated on aircraft 1/93
Favorable comments 4/93

12. BOEING 737 (Lufthansa)
RH W/S coated on aircraft 1/93

13. SIKORSKY S-76 Helicopter (Chevron)
W/S installed 3/93

Favorable pilot's ccenments 7/93
14. BEECHJET 400A (Fish Eng. and Constr.)

LH #1 W/S coated on aircraft 3/93
Favorable pilot's comments

The Surface Seal Coating System has been commercialized on Cessna Citation VII
for some time. With the Boeing Comreany, the coating system has been selected as
baseline for the 777 aircraft to replace the RalnBoe@ rain repellent system. A
qualification program has been completed, FAA certification has been granted for
the 737/757/767 aircraft, and an in-service flight evaluation is scheduled on several
different models to commence in the third quarter of '93. Upon approval, all
current Boeing models are to be certified with Surface SeaI• Coated Glass. OEM's
and operators are being introduced to the product on a timely basis.

An enhanced vision system for aircraft transparencies is now available that will
serve as a rain removal system. This new system does not require the installation of
feed lines, valves, or canisters. The weight of the system once applied to the glass is
on the order of a few milligrams which is less than one-millionth the weight of the
RainBoe system (generally 15-20 pounds). The coating eliminates the hazards
associated with the use of Freon 113 in the RainBoe system. The coating can be
supplied on an OEM part or appiled to installed aircraft transparencies and has been
shown to be durable to weathering and chemicals for an extended period of time.
The only glass properties which change are the wettability and the coefficient of
friction (no changes to strength or optics). The system Is currently available through
PPG's Aircraft Products business unit.

Rln~e Rain Replmlt Sy wm Is a tradeanrk of this Deoving Company, Freon 1130 chloroEluorocarbn isa

HarcullA I and Heral EXtIlIasus are trademark* of PPC Industries, Inc., Sksdrof WO 1-4 hydr1ulac flutid is
fadsnark of the Monsanto Compeny, Winde" glss denr i sa trademark of the Dr110a1t Coi, soa-Coa d I

Strademark of the Coa.Cola Conpany.
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Contact Angles

Surface Seal
~~Coated Glass

7 Plasics

750

Figure 1. Contact angles of water on glass and plastics. Each material has unique
surface properties that cause different wettabilities.

Wiper Abrasion Resistance

40rNOEMOw M MlW/9

0 9A 531A 1
wIN *ThOx3 0

Figure 2. WMper Abrasion Resistance is illustrated by contact angle stability up to
1.5 million wiper strokes.
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Rain Erosion Resistance

100 PPGSurfaceSeal" CoatedGlass

so.

so 5 Equ"va-nt to
Wnpor~ry raln

40 rWW

S2o

0 12 24 36 46 6 72 64

RAIN EROSION TEST (minutes)

Figure 3. Resistance to rain erosion simulation. Also shown is a straight line which
is representative of the wettability of a typical rain repellent immediately after
application without weathering.

UV/Humidity Resistance

PIM Surface SuPW coewl GOass
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100
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Figure 4. Comsparlsons of durability of Surface SealT` Coated Glass and various
common hydrophobic codtirgs under the action of combined UV light and
humidity. Testing on Herculite U glass (tin side).
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Humidity Resistance
120 PP 3uk1ace Sa'CetdGlassI100
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Available

20 Products
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Figure 5. Comparisons of durability of Surface SeaITM Coated Glass and various
common hydrophobic coatings under humidity only accelerated testirfw. This is a
severe test for many coatings. Testing on Herculite UI glass (tin side).

----Humidity Resistance
1201. Bfor* * Afteir

20

TheiffalOwn"

Figure 6. Cyclic humidity testing of Surface Sea! Coated Glass on Herculite I
(thermal semi-temper) and Herculite UI (chemically tempered) glasses (both tin and
atmosphere sides, both OEM and refurbishment processes used). Test according to
MIL-STD-810E, Method 507.3, Procedure aII aggravated.
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Modulus of Rupture

a Uncoated
%.60000 a Coated-OEM

a Costed-Ref urb.....
i40000.

0
Thermal Clhgmtcal

Figure 7. Modulus of rupture data (wunts of PSI) of uncoated, OEM-coated, and
refurbishment-coated Surface Seal Coated Glass on Herculite I (thermally semni-
tempered) and Herculite 11 (chemically tempered) glasses (tin side only since this
side is generally the weaker side).

-~ Chemical Resistance
... ~120a Before a After

120

Figure 8. Exposure of Surface Seal Coated Glass for 30 minutes to various chemicals
via a cotton pad. For simplicity, the data represents the average of Herculite I and
Herculite H glasses (both tin and atmosphere sides, both OEM and refurbishment
prcse used).
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SCRATCH RESISTANT COATINGS FOR AIRCRAFT TRANSPARENCIES
PREPARED BY PLASMA POLYMERIZATION

A. Bahlinann
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Scratch Resistant Coatings For Aircraft
Transparencies Prepared By Plasma Polymerization

A. .•.m rM, H. Stuke, K.D. Vissing
Fraunhofer-Institut IFAM, Lesumer HeerstraBe 36, D-28717 Bremen,
Germany

Abstract

Good adherent, trar.sparent coatings were deposited in a plasma
polymerization process on PMMA and PC substrates. Thercfore a reactor
with ! m3 vol'-ne was used.

IvDSO was prcvided as the monomer gas and by the admixture of 02 the
composition of the coating was varied and a gradient structure obtained. This
was investigated by JR - spectro.ccoy and XPS measurements.

Abrasion resistpnce was tested with the taber abraser method. The failure
mode was recorded by SEM- micrographs.

A superior performance of coatings with gradient structure (600 cycles:
Haze - 6 % for PMMA, 5 % for PC) compared to homogeneous films is
obtained.
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Introduction

"The technology of low temperature plasmas offers a large area of

applications for polymers. One fie~d of application are scratch resistant hard

t- - -coatings on polymer substrates. For an improved scratch resistance it is

possible to generate coatings with gradient structure in a plasma

polymerisation process. Furtheron the direct combination of plasma

activation ard cleaning processes with film deposition in the same reactor

seems to be advantageous.

In the past, few attempts have been made to use plasma polymerized films
for abrasion resistant coating of polymers. But only homogeneous films were

tested. Because such a coating should have high hardness at the outer surface
and should be ductile and good adherent to the substrate in the interface

region, a film with gradient structure promises improved abrasion resistance

over homogeneous films.

Plasma polymerized coatings

In Fig. I the schematically set up of the plasma reactor used is shown. In this

reactor the plasma is generated by an RF-discharge between two parallel

electrodes. With the aid of a directly coupled mass spectrometer and with

optical emission spectroscopy (OES) it is possible to have a look at the
plasma polymerization reactions when the plasma is active. The

monomer/gas inlet is operated by gas flow controllers that are computer.

controlled.
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Plasma polymerized films were deposited on stretched acrylic (PMMA 249,
Rahm) and polycarbonate (PC Makrolon, Bayer) substrates. For both types

of substrates the following process steps were performed:

o cleaning and rinsing in water based solutions
o drying (in vacuum)
o plasma surface activation in an O2/Ar - atmosphere
o deposition of plasma polymerized film,

FHMDSO-monomer + 02

Two types of plasma polymers were generated: a homogeneous film and a
film with a gradient structure. For the gradient structure the gas composition
-as well as the plasma parameters were changed in several steps. The first
layer of the film has to fit best the mechanical properties of the substate with
best adherence, whereas the deposited top layer should be as hard as
possible. Since such a structure is better adjusted to the needs of scratch
resistince an improved behaviour is expected compared to any type of
homogeneous film.

Infrared spectra

In Fig. 2 the IR-spectra of a plasma polymerized film from HMDSO-
monomer without oxygen admixture and a film from HMDSO-monomer
with oxygen admixture are shown. Strong differences between these spectra
are recognized. Without oxygen admixture a lot of characteristic features of

the starting monomer HMDSO are present.
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These IR-bands indicate, that the degree of fragmentation of the monomer is
low. The plasma-polymer consists basica!ly of a low fragmented HIMSO-

structure that is highly cross linked

In the IR-spectrurn of the film with oxygen admixture several of the above

mentioned IR-bands are missing. Especially the bands of the methyl group

and its fragment CH 2 are completely absent. The remaining structures may

be attributed to a strong Si-O band and a silicon-carbon structure that may

contain some remaining hydrogen.

ElementAl comnposition

The e!emental composition for the coatings was determined by XPS. Fig.3

gives the composition of the ssme type of coating with oxygen admixture
that corresponds to the IR-spectrum in Fig.2 (bottom). Hydrogen is
excluded in the calculation because it is not detected by XPS.

The oxygen content of this plasma polymer is much higher thAn that of the
starting HMDSO-monomer azd it is similar to quartz glass, indicating the

strong inorganic character of this coating type.

At the same time the cArbon content of 67 at % in the n-nomer is decreaseJ

to < 10 at % in the coating. rrom XPS detail scins it can be concluded that.

the remaining carbon in the coating belong: to Si-C like chemical bonds.

Theqe results correate very well with the JR-measurements and in summary

it was found that the HMDSO-plasma polymer with oxygen admixture has a
highly cross linked s, uncure, mainly with Si-0 2 liKe bonds and a small
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content of Si-C like bonds. Both types of bonds are interconnected and form
an amorphous structure that contains some (li'ile) remaining hydrogen from
the starting monomer.

Abrasion resistance

The abrasion resistance of coated PMMA- and PC-samples was determined
by the Taber abraser method. This test was done in accordance to DIN 52
347E, using CS-IOF wheels and a load of 2.7 N.

In this test the sample surface is exposed to a complex combination of shear
and tensile stresses. For coatings with a thickness of a few lanm the stress on
the surface of the coating is tansfeired to the boundary between the original
substrate and the deposited thin film. This boundary layer is heavily loaded
and a scratch resistant thin coating requires good adhesion and must fit to the
mechanical properties of the substrate.

In order to record the type of failure that occurs in the Abraser test, SEM-
micrographs were taken from the surface of the samples. Figs.5 and 6
provide typical micro graphs of coated PMMA an PC samples. For both
types of samples a strong influence of the substrate's properties on the failure
mode must be recognized. Obviously the scratches were propagated from the
surface to the substrate material. Scratches that are only present in the
coating were not observed.

The failure mode of the coating on PMMA is loss of adhesion. Nevertheless
the scratch resistance is good (see below) and the coatings have passed the
tape adhesion test by 100 %. If the samples were loaded with more cycles
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% after 600 cycles, whereas uncoated PMMA shows already 16 % A Haze
after 50 cycles in this test. The improvement in scratch resistance obtained by
the application of plasma polymerized, graded films on PMMA is quite high

and our preliminary results are encouraging. With respect to the low film

thickness of only 1,5 gmin a further improvement in scratch resistance seems

to be possible.

Almost the same improvement in scratch resistance is observed for coated

PC with gradient structure of the coating system. In Fig. 10 the results of A
Haze measurements for such a system are given. After 600 cycles in the
abrasion test, A Haze amounts to 5%, which is a good scratch resistance for

PC.

Conclusions

0 A plasma polymerized coating generated from HMDSO monomer + 02
was developed with a gradient film structure

0 Coating thickness ranges below 2 pm

0 Typical deposition rate is about 10 nm/min

0 Stretched acrylic and PC substrates were plasma activated and
"immediately coated with plasma polymer

0 Between the RF- electrodes a good homogeneity in thickness is obtained
in a large fraction of the inter electrode distance ( 10- 90 %0)

0 Taber abrasion resistance of PMMA and PC is strongly enhanced by the

coating
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0 Plasma polymers with gradient structure ire superior to homogeneous
plasma polymerized films

0 Further work of development is necessary to take advantage of the

technical potential of plasma polymers for transparencies

4
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Fig. 5

PMMA, coated HMDSO + 02
Taber Abraser, 2.7 N load, 50 cycles
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Figr. 6
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PC, coated HMDSO +02
Taber Abraser, 2.7 N load, 50 cycles
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VERSATILE APPLICATIONS OF S-243 PROTECTIVE COATING SYSTEM
ON AIRCRAFT TRANSPARENCIES

A. 7- Bhinanand
J. A. Raffo
SierrfucinoSylm•n Corp.
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VERSATILE APPUCATICIIS OF r-243 PROTECTIVE

""QOATING SYSTEM ON AIPLCRAFT.TARASP.ENCIES

by

Alixander Z. Bimanand
John A. Raffo

Slerracln/Sylmar Corporation

ABSTRACT

Slarracln/Sylmer'a S-243 Is a weatherable, ductile polyurethan.-batod protective
coating system. The system provides In-ervice protection for the electrically
conductive coatings such as gold and Indium On oxide, as well an the outer acrylic
and polycarbonst. surfaces of advancod aircraft transparencies with oxcellent
maintainability and optics. S-243 offers significant advwntages over the acrylic and
polycarbonate suhatrates. The advantages Include superior weatherability and
excellent resistance to abrasion, solver4 chem:cals and cradng. The test results,
properties nd performance of S-243 with rV*Z# .. Its superlor adhesion, craze
resistance -and environmental protection of aircraft traimparencles are discussed.
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INTRODUCTION

Coatings have been used for surface modification of metallic
materials with great success in aerospace and other high technology
applications for many years. Metals have been treated with various
coatings to modify the original surface to improve hardness, wear
resistance, corrosion resistance and to provide resistance to
chemical attack. In these applications the surface coating has
enhanced the properties of the underlying material by addition of
a physically similar but chemically superior material to the
surface or by chemically changing the initial metal surface through
chemical reaction.

In the case of coatings 'for plastic materials, the use of a
physically or chemically similar material, to protect the substrate
to be modified has proven unacceptable since it is these very
properties which are undesirbble in the basic substrate. One
approach has been to provide plastics with a 'glass-like' hard
coating in hopes of imparting the desirable properties of glass to
plastics. Unfortunately, the very nature of the coating concept,
i.e. a thin (less than one mil) surface covering with substantially
diflerent properties to the substrate, has produced less than the
desired results. The hard coatings do substantially modify the
surface but are too thin to protect the underlying softer plastics
from damage from puncture, cuts and physical impact. The coatings
are too thin to offer real mechanical protection and are subject to
fracture due to differences in thermal expansion between coating
and substrate. T hese materials are, however, able to improve
weatherability, abrasion, and solvent resistance due to their
glass-like chemistry. Softer coatings, such as those based on... .
acrylate, polyester and polyurethane chemistry, applied by thin
surface applications are unable to provide long lasting protection
from all of the environmental hazards endemic to modern, high
performance aircraft transparencies. These softer coatings are
more extensible and abrasion/impact resistant than their hard
counterparts; but, they suffer from mediocre solvent and rubbing
abrasion resistance. In general, the softer materials have not
performed as well when exposed to exterior environments, namely
ultraviolet light and humidity.

These deficiencies in coating materials Yor optical transparencies
have caused the industry to look to laminated outer plies of
acrylic or glass, with some success, for protection of structural
components. The mystique of the thin coating concept, with
substantially simpler processing, savings in weight, and the
potential for improved optics, has survived in hopes of
technological improvements which would make the concept viable.
Recent advances appear to have answered this need.

Sierracin/Sylmar Corporation's S-243 coating system has been
developed to combine the beneficial effects of the prior coatings
while eliminating the technical drawbacks exposed in field service
of those same materials. S-243 was developed to be versatile, i.e.
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it can be applied to a variety of substrates, acrylic,
polycarbonate, and metals, and to perform optically at increased
thickness compared to prior coatings. Since no one material can be
expected to fulfil the requirements of adhesion to a variety of
substrates, the coating system was engineered to combine
elastomeric, extensible, chemical and abrasion resistant topcoat
with various undercoats, primers or tiecoats, to achieve the
versatility goal. The data presented in this study validates the
technical approach taken to provide the advanced transparency
industry with a superior and cost/weight effective product.

S-243 pROTECTIVE COATING SYSTEM

The S-243 protective coating system is comprised of a proprietary
universal primer, FX-217, and an aliphatic, highly crosslinked
urethane topcoat, FX-216, which is covalently bonded to the FX-217
primer. The benefits of the primer in the S-243 system are:

(a) To promote the adhesion of FX-216 urethane coating to plastic
and/or metallized plastic surfaces and to retain the adhesion
after environmental exposures.

(b) To enhance weatherability of the underlying layers and the
" ,.substrate.

(c) To improve the solvent resistance of FX-216. This effect is
more pronounced when the thickness of FX-216 is in the range
of 0.5 to 3 mils.

(d) To protect the substrate surface from the aggressive materials
and/or solvents of FX-216 during the casting and/or flow
coating application.

(e) To increase the surface energy of the substrate in order to
enhance the surface flow and wetting properties of FX-216.
This increase results in superior leveling and cosmetics of
FX-216.

The primer is applied onto the substrate by flow coating technique
and cured before the application of FX-218./"

/ The FX-216 topcoat is responsible for most of the protective
properties of the 8-243 system. The benefits of the topcoat are:

(a) Excellent abrasion resistance

(b) Good dust erosion resistance

(c) Excellent hydrolytic stability

(d) Excellent ultraviolet light (UV) stability

(e) Excellent chemical/solvent resistance
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(f) Excellent chemical stress craze resistance

(g) Good elongation and ductility

(h) Good rain erosion resistance

After a short review of polyurethane chemistry and its
manufacturing methods, and application procedures of FX-216, the
attributes of the S-243 system on different substrates will be
discussed.

POLYURETHANES

Polyurethanes, and the closely related polyureas, are the products
of the reaction of isocyanates with the active hydrogen containing
compounds. The most common route for the synthesis of such
polymers is the addition/step-growth polymerization of isocyanates
by reaction with di- and polyfunctional hydroxyl compounds with di-
or polyisocyanates. When difunctional reactants are used, linear
polyurethanes are produced, whereas branched or crosslinked
polymers are obtained when the Yunctionality of the reactants is
raised to more than two.

Chemistry of Polyurethanes

All urethane compositions can be broken into three major
components: isocyanate(s), polyglycol (backbone material), and the
chain extender or crosslinker portion.

Even though the main reaction product is the urethane linkage,
other types of isocyanate reactions may be occurring in a system.

" ,This possibility is most pronounced at elevated temperatures and in
Sthe presence of certain catalysts. The reactions taking place with

isocyanates can, in general, be divided into two main classes:

K ,-(1) Ihereaction of iaocyanates with comoounds contasinang reactive

These compounds include water as well as hydroxyl and/or amino
"functional compounds to give additional products. These
reactions can further be classified into two groups:

I,(a) The primary addition of isocyanates to active hydrogen
compounds (Figure 1).

(b) The secondary addition reactions involving active
hydrogen in the primary products snd the isocyanates
(Figure 2).

Although these secondary reactions occur to a relatively small
extent by comparison with primary reactions, the importance of
these reactions should not be underestimated. For example,
formation of allophanates and particularly biurets, is responsible
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for introducing crosslinks and branches in the polymer network
which could influence the properties of polyurethane line,'s and/or
coatings considerably.

(2) Polymer±zation cf isocvanates (self-addition)

Isocyanates especially aromatic based constituents, can react
with themselves to form dimers, or "uretidine diones'. They
can also be polymerized to form carbodiimide, and 1-nylon
structures. Both aliphatic isocyanates and aromatic
isocyanates form trimers, or "isocyariurates". These reactions
are presented in Figure 3. These types of reactions may also
give rise to branching and crosclinking in the polymer chains
and thereby influence the properties of the resulting
polyurethanes.

Mcroholoov of Polvurethanes

Thermoplastic polyurethanes are randomly segmented copolymers
consi3ting of essentially linear polymer chains. The structure of
these chains is predominately comprised of relatively long,
flexible, "soft, chain segments which have been Joined end-to-end
bgyrigid hard* chain segments through covalent chemical bonds.
The soft* segments are diisocyanate-coupled, low melting
macroglycols generally with a molecular weight of between 600 3nd
3000. The "hard" segments include single diurethane bridges
resulting when a diisocyanate molecule reacts with a macroglycol,
but more particularly they are the longer, high melting
polyurethane chain segments formed by the reaction of diisocyanate

__-------with the small glycol chain extender -component such as 1,4--..
butanediol.

The polar nature of the rigid, hard, urethane ehain segments
results in their strong mutual attraction through the hydrogen
bonding as shown in Figure 4. This interaction induces aggregation
and ordering into crystalline domains in the polymer matrix (Figure
5). The net effect of hydrogen bonding is to tie together or
"virtually crosslink" the linear polyurethane chains. That is, the

primary polyurethane chains are crosslinked in effect, but not in
fact. These types of crosslink units can be disassociated at
higher temperatures to reform the material's thermoplastic
character. Due to this effect, polyurethanes display the
properties of strong, vulcanized rubbers over a practical range of
use temperatures.

Hydrogen bonding is a relatively labile chemical bond which can be
broken reversibly with heat and, depending upon polymer
composition, with solvation (Figure 5). This phenomenon offers
many processing alternatives for thermoplastic polyurethanes.
Thermal energy great enough to (reversibly) break hydrogen bonds
but too low to appreciably disrupt the strong covalent chemical
bonds, can be applied to extrude or mold the polymers. Dissolving
the polymer in a solvent which reversibly breaks the hydrogen bonds
makes the polymer suitable for coating applications.
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The hard segment imparts rigidity, hardness, and strength to the
polymer through hydrogen bonding. The concentration of the hard
segment is controlled by the total NCO content. The soft segments
increase the flexibility and reduce the modulus of the elastomer.
They also have a significant affect on the glass transition
temperature (Tg), environmental resistance, chemical resistance,
and low temperature properties. This segment is controlled by the
type and the molecular weight of the macroglycol. Hydrogen bonding
restricts the mobility of the macroglycol's long chains and reduce
their ability to organize into crystalline lattices. As a
consequence, the soft segments remain as amorphous or semi-tirdered
regions in the polymer network. The hard and soft segments are
generally incompatible due to insolubility of the hard segment in
the soft segment at room temperature. This insolubility :.s known
as phase separation. The degree of phase separation displays a
great influence on the properties of elastomers.

With incorporation of crosslinkers, such as multifunctional
hydroxyl compounds and multifunctional isocyanates, thermoset
polyurethanes are formed. Increasing the degree of crosslinking of
an amorohous polyurethane generally increases the rigidity,
softening point, and modulus of the polyurethanes and reduces
elongation. Largely crystalline polymers may be affected
differently by small increases in crosslinking. A few crosslinks
may reduce crystallinity by reducing chain orientation, changing a
high-melting, hard, dense crystalline polymer into a more elastic,
softer, amorphous material with improved solvent resistance.

Tvoical Isocvanates and Macroglycols 1-s

A fairly wide range of diisocypnates are available which offer a
broad range of properties in a hobt of-applications. They may be
categorized as difunctional vs. polyfunctional, aromatic vs.
aliphatic and/or monomeric vs. oligomeric. Aliphatic isocyanates
have superior hydrolytic and UV resistance. Examples of aliphatic
di- and multifunctional isocyanates are shown in Figure 6.

Different classes of hydroxyl containing macroglycols are available
commercially. They include polyether, polyester, polycarbonate,
polydimethylsiloxane, and polythioether based glycols as presented
in Figure 7. Each macroglycol imparts its own specific physical
properties such as abrasion and solvent resistance, hydrolytic
stability, resistance to UV light, and high/low temperature
performance in the polyurethane systems.

Tvoical Chain Extenders/Crosslinkers

Variations in the structure of the chain extender alter the
characteristics of the hard segment and thus has a considerable
effect upon the overall properties of the polymer matrix, The
symmetrical and nonbranched aliphatic diol extenders, such as 1,4-
butanediol, provide efficient hydrogen bonding and chain alignment
resulting in rigid structures in polyurethanes. Typical chain
extenders and crosslinkers are shown in Figure 8.
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•,. .... Catalysts and,,Additives
Catalysts play an important role in the preparation of

polyurethanes. They not only shorten the reaction time, but also
direct the course of various isocyanate reactions during the
preparation.

UV absorbers/stabilizers are added to absorb the UVA and UVB
radiations from the sun and to increase the resistance of urethane
coatings to yellowing/degradation and, in general, to improve
outdoor durability.

Antioxidant compounds are basically free radical scavengers which
are added to the urethane systems to improve resistance to thermal
oxidations.

Flow control agents such as silicones and cellulose acetate
"butyrates are used to enhance leveling and to avoid cratering and
formation of other coating -defects in urethane coatings.

Stabilizers have been used to complex with the catalyst and
increase the shelf-life of the formulations by retarding the
isocyanate and hydroxyl reaction.

Solvents are typically required for the flow-coatable compositions.
The film integrity, appearance and application are significantly
affected by the nature of the solvent mixture even though the
solvents are not a permanent component of these compositions. The
evaporation rate of the solvent mixture must be adjusted so that
-evaporation-takes place-quickly during the initial drying (after
flow coating application) to prevent excessive flow, but slowly
enough to give sufficient leveling and adhesion. Solvents used
should be free from alcohol, acid water, and components which
react with isocyanates. Solvents aiso influence the reaction rate
of isocyanate-alcohol reactions which are dependent on the
hydrogen-bonding and dipole moment character of the solvents.

Polyurethane Manufacture Methods

There are three major methods for producing polyurethanes; one
shot, quasi prepolymer and prepolymer.

Qne Shot Method - In this method macroglycol, diisocyanate, and
crosslinking components are mixed and reacted at one time. The
chain extending and crosslinking reactions proceed simultaneously.

Quasi Preolymer Svstem The isocyanate and part of the
macroglycol are combined. -The extender and the rest of the
macroglycol material are then mixed and reacted.

retolvmer Metho - The macroglycol is prereacted with the
diisocyanate to give a prepolymer which is then combined with the
extender and/or crosslinker.
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All these manufacturing methods have been used to produce
production polyurethanes at Sierracin/Sylmar.

APPLICATION PROCEDURES OF S-243

Three different techniques have been used at Sierracin/Sylmar to
apply the S-243 system onto the substrates.

(1) Cast in Place (C.I.P. - FX-216 (100% solids) is directly cast
controlled thickness of between 0.001 and 0.025 inches. This

application technique offers excellent adhesion due to the
chemical reaction between FX-216 and FX-217 primer. However,
applying the liner onto compound curved parts is difficult due
to the necessity for curved optical buffers.

(2) Casting and Subsequent Lamination - FX-216 is first cast into
sheet at a desirable thickness of between 0.001 to 0.025
inches and subsequently laminated to FX-217 primed substrate.
This time-consuming process gives inferior adhesion compared
to the C.I.P. technique. The liner laminated to a flat part
is subsequently formed into the desired shape if needed.

(3) Flow Coating - This technique is by far the easiest and
cheapest application procedure. Solvents are used to decrease
viscosity and to improve surface flow. With this technique,
S-243 can be applied to any type of part with minimum
difficultly and excellent adhesion and optics.

Variation in the concentration of the components of FX-216
composition results in a wide range of physical properties.
However, all the reported results in this paper are based on one
specific formulation for FX.216 which is applied by flow coating

technique, unless specified.

P1ROPERTIES OF S-243 ON ACRYUC AND QOLYCARBONATE SUBSTRATES

The S-243 coating system has been applied to as-cast acrylic
(PMMA), stretched acrylic (S-1000), and polycarbonate (PC)
substrates and thoroughly tested for abrasion, environmental,
chemical/solvent, and craze resistance. The results are documented
in the following sections.

Crosshatch Adhesion

To determine the adhesion of the coating, 100 uniform squares were
scribed into curing film using a scribe with 11 equally spaced (1
mm) parallel blades. 3M's #600 pressure-sensitive tape was then
applied to the scribed area and rapidly pulled away from the
substrate. The tape pull was repeated 10 times using a fresh tape
for each pull. The adhesion was recorded as the approximate
percentage of squares remaining after tape removal from the
surface. This method is similar to one described in ASTM 0 3359.
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r o87. The coating system demonstrates 100% adhesion with 3M's #600
tape after 10 tape pulls (Table 1).

Bayer Abrasion Resistance (ASTM F735-83)

The Bayer abrader test has been used to evaluate the ability of a
surface to resist scratching and rubbing erosion. The test has
been adopted by ASTM as a standard abrasion test method for
abrasion resistance of transparent plastics used in aircraft
glazing. The test consists of quartz silica sand oscillating over
the test specimen surface. The amount of surface haze induced in
the panel is a measure of abrasion resistance. The comparative
data after 600 strokes (300 cycles) for as-cast acrylic (PMMA),
stretched acrylic (S-1000), polycarbonate (PC), and these
substrates coated with S-243 is shown in Table 1. The results
indicate that the Bayer abrasion resistance of S-243 is markedly
superior to the plastic substrates.

* Taber Abrasion Resistance (ASTM D-1044-90)

S...The Taber abrader test is a widely used method for plastics. This
test consists of two grit-filled rubber wheels to which a
predetermined weight is applied. The wheels abrade the substrate
surface as it rotates on a table. Increase in haze is used as the
criteria for measuring the severity of abrasion. The test results
after 100 cycles using CS-1OF wheels, 500 g load, are provided in

* Table 1. The data indicates that S-243 has excellent Taber
abrasion resistance.

UV/Humidiltv Resistance- . ._..

The coating was subjected to UV radiation exposure in a 0-panel GUV
chamber in the form of UV/condensing humidity cycling from 1046F
(400C)/dry/313 nm peak/5-10 suns to 1226F (500C)/95-100% RH by a
method modelled after that found in ASTM L53-84. A full cycle
consisted of 16 hours/104°F (40°C)/dry/313 nm peak/S-lO suns plus
8 hours/122°F (506C)/95-100% RH. The total time per cycle equals
24 hours. After 2000 hours exposure (equivalent to 12 years
service), there is no evidence of coating degradation such as
yellowing, crazing, haze and loss of adhesion and/or abrasion
resistance. The coating system has excellent resistance to UV
light degradation.

Tem2eraturelHumiditv Resistance

The coating was exposed to condensing humidity (100% RH) at 1400F
(600C) for a period of 2000 hours according to Mil-Std -810, Method
507.3. After exposure, the specimens were inspected for evidence

Sof degradation, adhesion loss, and change in light transmittance or
haze. The coating had 100% crosshatch adhesion to PMMA (Poly II),
S-1000, and PC substrates with no optical and/or physical damage
"(Table 1). Bayer abrasion and so vent resistance (30 minutes
exposure to methyl ethyl ketone and isopropanol) showed no

" * significant sign of deterioration.
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$team Resistance

A condensing steam chamber has been developed at Sierracin/Sylmar
to test the steam resistance of various coatings. Basically, the
chamber serves as an accelerated condensing humidity test at 2120 F
(100°C). Steam exposure is apparently more aggressive on coatings
than boiling water exposure. Based on our observation, the damage
caused by 6 hours exposure to steam roughly equals to 6 weeks of
exposure to condensing humidity at 140OF (60 0 C). The steam test
results in this paper have been reported after 6 hours exposure.
After the test, there was no sign of physical and/or chemical
damage. The coating adhesion and abrasion resistance remained
intact indicating its superior hydrolytic stability.

Elongation

The elongation test was performed per ASTM D412. The elongation at
break of cast FX-216 polyurethane material is 78%.

Thermal Cycling Resistance

S. The test consists of thermally cycling the panels in the range of
-65;F (-54 0C) to 2200 F (104 0 C). After 100 cycles, the coating
passed luminous transmittance, haze, chemical craze resistance, and
crosshatch adhesion requirements.

Salt Atmosphere

This test is performed in accordance with Mil-std-810, Method 509,
Procedure I to verify the resistance of the transparency to
corrosive effects of salt spray. The S-243 coating system
successfully passed the test on both acrylic and polycarbonate
substrates.

* Rain Erosion Resistance

Rain erosion tests were performed on S-243 coated acrylic and
polycarbonate substrates at University of Dayton Research Institute
(UDRI) according to ASTM G-73. As a control, bare acrylic and PC
substrates were tested and were severely pitted after 10 minutes
exposure to one inch per hour rain at a speed of 500 mph at an
angle of 30 degrees. There was no damage, formation of haze or
loss of adhesion of S-243 after a 60 minute exposure on both
acrylic or polycarbonate substrates (Table 1).

ChemicallSolvent Resistance

The coating was continuously exposed to the chemical/solvents for
a period of 30 minutes and then examined for any detrimental effect
such as loss of adhesion, haze blistering, crazing, swelling or
any other defects. This test is similar to the one described in
ASTM D-1308-81. The resistance of S-243 to the chemicals normally
encountered by aircraft transparencies in service is shown in Table
2. The resistance to aggressive chemical/solvents is shown in
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"Table 3. The resistance to simulates of the chemical warfare
agents (CWAs) is summarized in Table 4. Four of the more well
known CWAs whose chemical structures are shown in Figure 9 are:

Lewisite: dichloro (2-chlorovinyl) arsine

Mustard Gas: 2,2' - (dichloroethyl) sulfide

Soman: fluoromethylpinacolyloxyphosphineoxide

Sarin: fluoromethylisopropyloxyphosphineoxide

Resistance of S-243 to actual chemical warfare agenti (CWAs) was
"not tested. Instead, liquids which contained only onz of the two
or more chemical functionalities of the CWAs, their hydrolysis
decomposition products or the decontaminants used to neutralize
them were chosen for testing.

The data presented in Tables 2, 3, and 4 shows that S-243 offers
outstanding resistance to a wide range of aggressive cthmicals and
solvents includinq alcohols, ketones, acetates, aromatics,
chlorinated hydrocarbons, acids and bases.

Chemical Stress Craze Resistance

A number of as-cast and stretched acrylic materials alon-, with CR-
39 and S-243 coated Plex 55 were subjected to 75% sulfur.:c acid in
accordance with Federal Test Method Std. No. 406A, Method 6053.
The results of 30 minute exposure to maximum stress of 4000 psi are

. summarized in Table 5. The data indicates that the s'retched
acrylics are superior in craze resistance as compared to their
corresponding as-cast materials. Also, Plex 55 showed tht poorest
result among the as-cast acrylic materials. CR-39 performed very
poorly and actually broke after a short exposure to sulfuric acid.

The results of 2 hour exposure are presented in Table 6. Based on
this data, the craze resistance of the wet (immersed in water for
a period of 24 hours at 1200F/49°C) stretched acrylics is
significantly reduced as compared to the corresponding dry
substrates. The wet Plex 55 practically crazed at zero stress
level showing absolutely no resistance tot he aggressive acid after
2 hours. However the wet S-243 coated Plex 55 showed no sign of
crazing after 2 hours exposure. These results demonstrate the
effectiveness of S-243 coating system in protection of materials
with inferior craze resistance against the aggressive chemicals.

All commercial aircraft passenger and cockpit windows are currently
undergoing premature crazing, especially those flying long distance
routes at high altitudes in high northern latitudes. The crazing
is largely attributed to the presence of unusually high
concentrations of sulfuric acid in the stratosphere due to t e
volcanic eruptions, particularly Mt. Pinatubo in the Philippines.
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The craze problem in passenger windows is drastically more severe
than on cockpit side windows. This problem is thought to be due to
"the lower operating stress levels of the cockpit side windows.
However, the passenger windows exhibit uniform crazing across the
entire daylight opening up to and around the very edge of the
rabbet cut, despite the reduced pressurization stress level present
at the edge. This crazing suggests outright chemical attack, ac
opposed to a stress-craze phenomenon, against which stretched
acrylic is particularly resistant among the transparent plastics.
After exposure to sulfuric acid, the surface of the acrylic window
contracts due to the desiccant action of sulfuric acid and
subsequent loss of water. Surface stresses are then created which
cause fine cracks or crazes to appear on the material. Other
suggested possibilities are plasticization of the acrylic by
atmospheric moisture and reduction of its critical crazing stress,
and the influence of the moisture absorption/surface drying mode
which creates uniform surface tensile stresses, resulting in
uniform crazing over the entire surface.

To our knowledge, no coating evaluated to date has proven entirely
effective in commercial airline passenger window service-life
testing. The S-243 coating system combines the best properties of
"the prior generation of both hard and soft coatings. The
polysiloxanes have usually provided superior rubbing abrasion
resistance with excellent solvent resistance, but were brittle and
tended to crack under tensile or pressurization loading. Prior
"soft coatings/liners, typically of urethane formulation, were
excellent in extensibility due to their elastomeric nature and had

-----adequate, but inferior, resistance to rubbing abrasion, but
provided excellent particle (sand) abrasion resistance. A major
limitation was reduced resistance to some types of solvent and
chemical exposure. S-243 overcomes the limitations of both types
of coating systems, hard and soft, combining the desirable
properties of both systems without the drawbacks of either. This
coating is expected to be particularly effective in the present
commercial environment of increased exposure to airborne solvent
and chemical contaminants, and yet still have the required service
and maintenance exposure resistance to function effectively in
daily operation.

Based on the results above, S-243 has great potential to provide
excellent protection for the outer acrylic and/or polycarbonate
surfaces of all aircraft transparencies.

PROPERTIES OF S-243 ON ELASTOMERIC URETHANE LINERS

Thermoplastic polyurethane elastomeric liner materials have been
used to protect the exte'ior surface of aircraft transparencies.
These liner materials are strong, tough, extensible and abrasion
resistant, but they have a major shortcoming. Their
solvent/chemical resistance is less than desirable. This
shortcoming is alleviated by the application of S.243 system. A
number of extruded liner materials, such as S-125, have been
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developed at Sierracin/Sylmar. The S-125 material coated with S-
243 has been designated as S-239. Besides providing a great degree
of substrate protection, the liner-faced transparencies, as
compared to acrylic and/or polycarbonate-faced transparencies,
offer superior resistance to impingement type damage and, most
importantly, they are completely resistant to crazing. A
ccnparative resistance of different materials/coatings to sandblast

* abrasion is presented in Table 7. The sandblast abrasioio test was
performed with a sandblaster for a period of 10 seconds at a
distance of 3 feet from the substrate surface with an impingement
angle of 90 degrees at 50 psi. The results indicate that S-239
liner has superior sandblast abrasion resistance compared to other
materials and coatings.

The liner can also be used to protect a conductive coating on the
exterior surface of the transparency. The electrostatic discharge
properties of the conductive coating is not adversely affected with
the application of the liner as thick as 45 mils as tested with a
Van de Graaff generator'. The properties listed in Table 8
demonstrate the suitability of S-239 as a pretective liner for
aircraft transparencies.

PROPERTIES OF S-2,43 ON TRANSPARENT CONDUCTiVE COATINGS

There is an ever increasing demand for transparent conductive
/ coatin s on the exterior surface of high performance aircraft

windshields and canopies. These conductive coatings require
protection from corrosion, abrasion and environmental exposure.
The exterior durability of gold, ITO, and a Sierracin proprietary

- ductile conductive coating system (S-417) all topcoated with -S- .
243, is being tested on acrylic and polycarbonate substrates.
Accelerated environmental testing is still in progress and the
complete data is not yet available.

0old/S-243 System

Evaporated gold is the first generation conductive coating that has
been used on aircraft glazing for more than 35 years. This nobel
metal has met the demand for de-fogging, de-icing, IR reflection,
and radar attenuation on commercial and military aircraft
"transparencies'. Despite objections to its color and high
reflectance, gold is still a viable conductive coating for many
aerospace glazings due to its ease oi deposition, ductility, and
chemical inertness. As shown in Table 9, the S-243 system has
excellent adhesion to hard-to-adhere-to gold laers without anyi 'adverse affect on the adhesion of the overall system. This

adhesion is maintained after 6 hours of the aggressive steam
testing and 3 weeks of OUV exposure (further testing is in
progress). The chemical/solvent resistance of this system is

* essentially the same as shown in Tables 2, 3 and 4 for S-243 on
acrylic and polycarbonate substrates.
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ITO/S-243 System

As mentioned above, there are some objections to gold coating
systems based on their high luminous reflectance (resulting in low
transmittance) and color, particularly for low sheet resistance
coatings. An alternate transparent material, indium tin oxide
(ITO), has less intrinsic color and offers superior luminous
transmittance as compared to a gold-based coating (Table 9). Being
a semiconductor, however, ITO requires a significantly thicker
coating in order to give a resistance comparable to that of the
gold system. The data demonstrated in Table 9 indicates the
excellent durability of a typical ITO system topcoated with S-243.

A major drawback for ITO is the lack of flexibility and strain
tolerance due to its ceramic nature and brittleness. ITO readily
cracks in bending tests at strain levels as low as 0.5 to 0.7%.
This brittleness limits its application on high performance
aircraft transparencies where higher strain levels are expected
during flight due to increased thermal expansion.

Sierracin/Sylmar's production ITO sheet resistance properties
versus temperature is presented in Figure 10 while its RF
attenuation properties versus temperature is illustrated in Figure
"11. Sierracin's ITO system on polycarbonate substrate demonstrates
good resistance to microcracking during this rather severe thermal
exposure.

Two F-16 'C' forward canopies with different designs successfully
passed the impact of a 4-pound bird at more than 550-knots. Both
designs had ITO coating inside for solar reflection and a ITO
Electro-StatV Drain (ESD) coating on the exterior with S-243
topcoat. The cross section was impacted at 548 knots with less
than 1.50 deflection. The additional cross sections were impacted
at 559 knots with just 1" deflection. The S-243 exterior coating
has shown no adverse effects from the bird impact.

S-417/S-243 System

Sierracin/Sylmar has developed a conductive, ducti!3 coating system
to overcome the shortcomings of gold and ITO systems. The new
system, designated as S-417, exhibits superior light transmittance
as compared to gold coating, and significantly greater ductility as
compared to ITO. The system has been subjected to a range of
environmental stresses to assess its suitability for use in
advanced glazing. The strain versus resistance properties of S-417
topcoated with S-243 (Figure 12) indicates that there is no
significant change in the resistance of the system strained to
about 2%. And, that S-417/S-243 avoids the microcracking due to
strain found in ITO systems. Optical performance and environmental
testing (Table 9) demonstrate the excellent durability
characteristics (some tests are still in progress) of S-417. This
newly emerging coating system appears to be suitable for high
performance aircraft transparency applications.
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CONCLUSIONS

Sierracin/Sylmar Corporation has developed a new, versatile and
universal coating system, S-243, which has outstanding adhesion to
acrylics, polycarbonate, and polyurethanes, as well as to
transoarent conductive coating systems, including gold, ITO, and S-
417 which have been applied to plastic substrates. In addition to
outstanding resistance to rubbing and impingement abrasion, S-243

- also demonstrates excellent chemical/solvent and craze resistance,
as well as excellent hydrolytic and ultra-violet light stability.
The outstanding weat erability of S-243 sysiv.; extends the
durability of various conductive coatings on the exterior surfaces
of advanced aircraft windshields and canopies. Application cf S-
243 to acrylic or polycarbonate outerplies is expected to extend
the service life end craze resistance of these materials. This
system has bee,, scaled up for application to production parts and
is now ready for flight evaluation on existing glazings and
advanced designs.
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FIGURE 2

SECONDARY ADDITION REACTIONS
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FIGIURE 3

POLYMERIZATION (SELF-ADDITION)
REACTIONS OF ISOCYANATES
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FIGURE 4

URETHANE GROUP HYDROGEN BONDING
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FIGURE 5

MORPHOLOGY OF URETHANES
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FIGURE 6

TYPICAL ALIPHATIC ISOCYANATES
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FIGURE 7

TYPICAL MACROGLYCOLS
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FIGURE 8

TYPICAL CHAIN EXTENDERS
AND CROSSLINKERS
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FIGURE 9

CHEMICAL WARFARE AGENTS
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TABLE 2

RESISTANCE OF S-243-.... TO
CHEMICAL/SOLVENTS

ENCOUNTERED IN SERVICE

CHEMICAL/SOLVENT RESULT

MILD SOAP & WATER GOOD

AIRPLANE WASH CLEANER GOOD

ALODINE GOOD

RAIN REPELLANT (REPCON) GOOD

kNAPHTHA GOOD

JET FUEL (JP-4) GOOD

ISOPROPYL ALCOHOL GOOD

DE-ICING FLUID GOOD
(Ethylene glycol) GOOD

PHOSPHORIC ACID, CLEANER GOOD
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TABLE 3

.RESISTANCE OF S-243 TO
.AGGRESSIVE CHEMICAL /.SOLVENTS

CHEMICAL/SOLVENT RESULT
METHYL ETHYL KETONE LIGHT SWELL,

NO HAZE

BUTYL ACETATE GOOD

TO LUEN. GOOD

METHANOL GOOD

ACETIC ACID, 20% GOOD

SULFURIC ACID, 50% GOOD

SODIUM HYDROXIDE, 50% GOOD
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TABLE 4

RESISTANCE OF S-243 TO
SIMULATES,. DECOMPOSITION PRODUCTS

AND D ECONTAMINANTS OF CWAS

CHEMICAL SIMULATED OR RESULT

RELATED CWA

TRICHLOROETHYLENE LEWISITE GOOD

1,2-DICHLOROETHANE MUSTARD GAS GOOD

ETHYLENE GLYCOL MUSTARD GAS,
DIMETHYL ETHER SOMAN OR SARIN GOOD

DIMETHYL BENZYLAMINE MUSTARD GAS GOOD
DECONTAMINANT

BLEACH MUSTARD GAS/LEWISITE GOODDECONTAMINANT

H3 P0 4 (CONC.) SOMAN nR SARIN &THEIR I, ROLYSIS PRODUCTS GOD

KOH, 50% LEWISITE GODECONTAMINANT

HCL, 5% LEWISITE HYDROLYSIS GOODPRODUCT

HF, 5% SOMAN OR SARINHYDROLYSIS PRODUCT GOOD
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TABLE 7

COMPARATIVE SAND IMPACT RESISTANCE

HAZE 7.MATERIAL AFTER TEST

STRETCHED ACRYLIC 24.0

(MIL-P-25690) 2.

POLYCARBONATE 47.0

GLASS 32.0

STRETCHED ACRYLIC/S-243 4.6

STRETCHED ACRYLIC/S-239 2.6

SANDBLAST TEST: 90 DEGRESS IMPACT/50 PSI/
10 SECONDS AT 3 FEET
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TABLE 8
SELECTED PROPERTIES OF S-243 SYSTEM

ON, -S-125 URETHANE LINER

PROPERTY RESULT

ADHESION (too0
BAYER ABRASION
A HAZE (7.) 0.8
600 STROKES . .. .... ___....... .__

QUV PASS
100 -RS |nohaze. degra4.aion, a on

HUMIDITY ... . . .PASS"
HUMIDiTY haze,- degradation or"
1000 HS, 140 F dhesion loss

STEAM, 6 HRS l:ha.haze, detration or

CHEM ICAL/SOLViENT GOOD*

CRAZE RESISTANCE EXCELLENT
(IPA AT 4500 PsI) I _____________T_* _

P-STATIC DISSIPATION EXCELLENT (ON ITO)
no arcing or puncture

RAIN EROSION PASS
610 MPH/30 DEG 100 MIN.

*SAME AS S-1000/S-243 - SEE TABLES 2 & 3
**BARE S-1000 FAILS IN THE SAME CRAZE TEST
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TABLE 9

SELECTED PROPERTIES OFfDIFFERENT
COATING SYSTEMS ON STRETCHED ACRYLIC

TOPCOATED ,, WITH S-243

PROPERTIES Au ITO S-417

LT (.) 60.8 81.2 78.5

SHEET RESISTANCE 8.8 8.6 9.1
n/SQ__ _ _ _ __ _ _

COLOR TYPICAL GOLD NEUTRAL NEUTRAL

HAZE 0.3 1.0 1.0

ADHESION (1) 00 1 100

BAYER ABRASION
A HAZE (%) 3.0 2.6 2.8
600 STROKES

QU`V/WEEKS PASS/3* PASS/5* PASS/4*

STEAM, 6 HRS PASS PASS PASS

SOLVENT/CHEMICALS GOOD ** GOOD ** GOOD **

* TEST IN PROGRESS

** SAME AS S-1000/S-243 - SEE TABLES 2, 3 & 4
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BATTLE DAMAGE REPAIR OF AIRCRAFT TRANSPARENCIES

D. W. Carter
Wright Laboratory

Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio

Ab s tr a c

Recent combat experiences showed that aircraft will return
from battle with ballistic damage to their transparencies. Canopy
replacement may not be practical in an intense combat situation due
to the lack of spare parts and time and resource criticalities.
Therefore, a rapid, usually temporary, repair may be applied to fly
additional sorties or for a one-time flight back to a repair depot.
An Aircraft Battle Damage Repair (ABDR) program has been
established to identify training and resource requirements for the
US Air Force wartime repair needs and development of an ABDR
Technical Order recommending simple, fast, and effective repair
procedures. The current ABDR concept for transparencies consists
of bolting a metallic patch and applying a fuel tank sealant over
the damaged area. This simple repair has been used in recent
conflicts such as the Falkland Islands War and Desert Storm.
Although effective, this repair concept obstructs the pilots
vision. An optically clear transparency repair procedure,
developed by the French Air Force, is being investigated by the US

--Air Force. _ This repair consists of a two-part -acrylic clear,------------adhesive, which is mixed and poured to fill the hole in the damaged
transparency. After a two hour cure, the finish is wet-sanded and
polished to obtain optical clarity. The new repair procedure has
been performed to damages up to two-inch-diameter holes on several
US Air Force aircraft transparency types, including monolithic
stretched acrylic, laminated polycarbonate, and laminated
polycarbonate/acrylic canopiaes. The repairs have been tested
(temperature and pressure parameters) using simple test procedures
for ABDR. Test results showed no leaks at the repair locations
demonstrating successful repatirs for all canopy types.

I. Introduction

As seen from past and recent conflicts, many military aircraft
will survive ballistic damage during combat. Combat experiences
have shown that for every aircraft lost, three to five aircraft
will return from combat with battle damage. In the event the US
should become involved in armed conflict, it must be assumed the
air war will start suddenly and will require maximum aircraft
availability in the early phases. To meet this demand, the effect
battle damage will have on aircraft availability must be minimized
by developing the capability to rapidly restore operational
capability to these aircraft. Also, with the current downsizing of
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US Air Force aircraft inventory, repairing battle damaged aircraft
becomes even more critical in future conflicts.

Recognizing the importance of aircraft battle damage repair
(ABDR), the US Air Force has developed a program to initiate and
standardize the preparation of ABDR. The primary goal of ABDR is
to restore sufficient structural strength and systems
serviceability to permit damaged aircraft to continue combat
operations, with at least partial mission capability, within time
to contribute to the outcome of the ongoing battle. The secondary
objective is to perform the necessary maintenance actions to allow
extensively damaged aircraft to make a one-time flight to its home
station, rear base, or major repair facility. Meeting the3e
objectives requires simple and expedient repair techniques which
may eliminate most of the fatigue- and corrosion-conscious methods
used in peacetime.

The ABDR program has established requirements to facilitate
ABDR training, tools and equipment, and technical information.
Technicians are trained to repair and assess battle damaged
aircraft during an initial two week course, and they take refresher
training at least once a year. Units have developed tool kits,
usually stored on mobile ABDR trailers, ready for deployment to the
coubat area. These trailers are stand-alone kits with tools and
materials needed to perform ABDR including a generator and a
compressor. Technical information is provided in an ABDR technical

-.---- -order, (TO 1-lH-39). -The TO I-1H-39 ic a technical manual used as
guidance for damage assessment and repair during wartime
conditions. In general, the repairs prescribed in the TO l-1H-39
are quick temporary effective fixes often neglecting fatigue,
corrosion, aerodynamic smoo%:hness, and other factors deemed
important during peacetime, but are not essential during wartime.
To obtain specific requirements for each weapon system, aircraft
specific ABDR TO's are utilized to develop the repair.

The accepted ABDR concept, as described in the ABDR TO's, for
aircraft transparencies includes bolting on a metal patch and
applying any available fuel tank sealant to seal the damaged area.
For a small hole (less than one-half inch diameter) in the
transparency, a simple bolt, nut, and washer assembly with the
sealant is prescribed as thown in Figure 1. For damages larger
than one-half inch in diameter, but smaller than 1.5 inches,
require the hole to be filled using a rubber plug (Figure 2). For
larger holes (up to four inches), holes should be drilled around
the damaged area through the metal patch and transparency, bolts
with nuts tightened, and the fuel tank sealant applied (Figure 3).

Aircraft transparencies are not iimune to battle damage.
Combat experiences have shown that many aircraft have encountered
and survived damage to their transparencies. During the conflict
in Southeast Asia (SEA), several aircraft returned from combat with
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ballistic damage to their transparencies. In some cases, such as
with the B-52 shown in Figure 4. the damage was unrepairable. When
time and resources were available, the canopy was replaced such as
with the F-4 shown in Figure 5. However, several repairs were rade
during the SEA conflict to aircraft and their transparencies in
typical ABDR fashion such as the canopy repair shown in Figure 6.

The war situation the Royal Air Force (RAF) had in the
Falkland Islands exemplifies the ABDR capability need. Limited
resources and the lack of spare parts, because of a 4000-mile
pipeline from the warzone back to their home country and a greatly
escalated conflict, created a need for innovative quick repair
schemes. One example of battle damage and repair to aircraft
transparencies involved an RAF Harrier. The Harrier received
ballistic damage to its front and left side windscreens. A
fragment penetrated the front windscreen causing a hole and severe
cracking around the hole (Figure 7). The side windscreen received
two small gouges. Locations of the damages are illustrated in
Figure 8. The front windscreen was repaired by bolting an aluminum
sheet over the damaged area. This covered approximately the top
one-third portion of the front windscreen (Figure 9*. The two
small gouges in the side windscreen were repaired by bonding a
sheet of clear plastic over the holes using an acrylic adhesive
(Figure 10). This aircraft, with repairs, successfully flew
several sorties with limitations to vision before replacement
windscreens were available.

Several aircraft involved in Desert Storm received battle
damage. As example, two aircraft received ballistic damage to
their canopies. In both cases, the damage was limited. Time
allowed for the replacement of one of the damaged canopies. The
other canopy was repaired using the bolt and washer repair scheme
as shown in Figure 11.

11, Problem

The current ABDR concept for transparencies is a s Imple, fast,
and effective procedure to permit an aircraft to continue combat
operations. However, the metal patch restricts the pilots field of
vision which may partially limit its mission capability. An
improved transparency repair method is needed that can be periormec
quickly a\id easily in an uncontrolled combat environment which will
allow at least some optical clarity to the pilot.

III. New Transparency Repair Procedure

The French Air Force (FAF) has developed a battle damage
repair method for aircraft transparencies that provides a good
level of optical clarity. The repair involves use of a two-part
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Figure 6. Canopy Repair During SEA '~onflict

Figure 7. Harrier Front Windscreen Damage
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Figure 8. Harrier Daimaye During Falkland Islands Conflict
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Figure 9. Harrier Front Windscreen Repair
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Figure 10. Harrier Side Windscreen Repair
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Figure 11. Canopy Repair During Desert Storm
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methacrylic filler material, called Altuglas adhesive P 10, made by
Elf Atochem, a French company. The repair can be performed on all
canopy types and takes approximately three hours to Complete.

The new FAF developed transparency repair procedure steps
follows. The damaged area must first be cleaned-up by removing all
protruding transparency pieces and cracks. This is usually
accomplished either by cutting out the damaged area using a hole
saw or by removing the damage with a rotary file. Also, all cracks
are removed or stop drilled. Next, make a taper of approximately
45 degrees around the edges of the hole on the in3ide and outside
transparency surfaces. To contain the adhesive material in the
hole before cure, use a piece of metallic foil tape, usually
referred to as ospeed tapeo, to cover the hole on the inside
surface of the transparency. Next, build a dam of masking tape
around the hole on the outside surface. A

Once the damage is ready, the adhesive material can be
prepared. Mix the two parts of the methacrylate polymer, 25 parts
A to one part B. The working life of the mixture is approximately
20 minutes. Pour the polymer into the hole slightly above the
level of the outside transparency surface. The methacrylate
polymer will require approximately two hours to cure at normal room
temperatures. However, the cure time can be greatly accelerated by
raising the temperature to 150 degrees Fahrenheit.

After cure of the repair material, remove all tape and begin
smoothing the repaired area. First file the repair material down
to a level slightly above the transparency surfaces. Next wet sand
the area using progressively finer grit papers as follows: 150,
220, 280, 320, 360, 400, 500, and 600. Finally, polish the repair
using a common aircraft transparency polishing material.

The final repair allows a fair level of optically clarity.
Some skill is required to obtain better levels of optical clarity.
Repairs have been made by the FAF to three centimeter diameter
holes which show little or no distortion. Because the repair fills
the hole and does not require overlapping of a patch, the area of
visual restriction is at least reduced, and therefore, is an
improvement over current ABDR procedures for transparencies.

IV. Test

The FAF developed transparency repair was tested by the US Air
Force at Wright Laboratories. Repairs were made to two-inch-
diameter holes in three canopies, F-15, F-16, and F-ill. These
three types of canopies were chosen because of their differences in
construction (monolithic stretched acrylic, laminated
polycarbonate, and laminated polycarbonate/acrylic). It was
concluded that by evaluating the repair on these three canopy
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constructions, the repair was being validated as a generic repair
concept acceptable for any aircraft transparency.

Pressure and temperature were the test parameters. The canopy
test specimens were instrumented with thermocouples near the repair
area. The test pressures were obtained by vacuum bagging the area
around the repair on the free-standing canopies. A plywood ring
was placed around the repair before installation of the vacuum bag
to ensure the bagging material was not against the repair during
the test. Therefore, generating a vacuum on one side of the canopy
creates a pressure differential between the outside and inside
cockpit areas.

The canopy test specimen with vacuum bag attached was then
placed inside an enclosed insulated box. For high temperatures, a
forced-air diesel heater was used to blow hot air into an opening
in the top of the box over the outside surface of the canopy. Two
openings in the ends of the box allow the hot air to exhaust. The
thermocouples mounted on the canopy were monitored as the canopy
temperature ramped up. The heater has a temperature control valve,
which was used to maintain canopy temperatures. A maximum canopy
temperature of 250 degrees Fahrenheit could be obtained in
approximately one hour.

For low temperatures, dry ice was placed in the bottom of the
insulated box before placing the canopy in the- box. -A small
electric fan was used to circulate the air within the box. A
minimum canopy temperature of -50 degrees Fahrenheit could be
obtained in approximately two hours.

Examples of the test matrices are shown in Figure 12. Once
the desired canopy temperature is obtained, vacuum was applied to
the canopy using a pneumatic vacuum pump. A pressure gage was
monitored while vacuum was applied to the repaired area.

V, Result2

The repairs survived all tests with no leaks during testing.
Additionally, the repairs were pressure tested to 12.5 psig using
a vacuum bag after completion of the tests and again showed no
leaks. However, some distortion with the repairs was evident after
high temperature tests of 250 degrees Fahrenheit. It was noted by
the test technician that the repair material exhibited softening at
high temperatures.

S~VI. Sw~mmry

Wartime experiences show that aircraft are likely to be
damaged during combat including their transparencies. The
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MONOLITHIC STRETCHED ACRYLIC
ULTIMATE

0 TEMP = 200"F 0TEMP = -50*F OTEMP = 200°F
PRES 12.0 PSIG PRES = 7.0 PSIG PRES 2 -5.8 PSIG
TIME = 5 SEC TIME a 5 SEC TIME = 5 SEC

OTEMP a 175'F 0 TEMP 2 -20"F ZTEMP a 70OF
PRES = 0*9 PSIG PRES 2 0+7.0 PSIG PRES a 0.9 PSIG
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TIME a 6 MIN/CYC TIME x 6 MIN/CYC TIME a 6 MIN/CYC

LAMINATED POLYCARBONATE

0 )TEMP , 250OF 0 )TEMP . -50*F (DTEMP = 225*F
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PRES 2 09 PSIG PRES z 0+7.0 PSIG PRES x 0.9 PSIG

CYCLES u 10 CYCLES z 10 CYCLES a 30
TIME 5 8 MIN/CY(, TIME u 6 MIN/CYC TIME a 6 MIN/CYC

Figure 12. Transparency Repair Test Matrices
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capability to rapidly repair battle damage is crucial to sustaining
high sortie rates. The current repair concept of bolting metal
patches to damaged aircraft transparencies is quick and effective.
However, because this repair obstructs the pilots vision, there is
a desire for an improved repair. The French Air Force has
developed a clear repair for damaged aircraft transparencies, which
is simple enough to have potential use during wartime. The US Air
Force has tested the repair, up to a two-inch-diameter hole, on
three basic canopy constructions (monolithic stretched acrylic,
laminated polycarbonate, and laminated polycarbonate/acrylic). The
repairs showed no leakage during the tests.
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Transparency Recorder for Obtaining in-f light: Environmental
Life History

Robert A. Sinclair
Nonvolatile Electronics Inc.
12800 Industrial Park Blvd.,

Plymouth, MN 55441

Abs tract

An embedded data recording system is being developed to
obtain in-flight environmental data for aircraft canopies
and transparencies. This inforyation is needed for failure
analysis and reliability predictions. The data recorder is
unique in that it is embedded in the transparency and
operates totally independently of all other aircraft
systems. It has the ability to measure and record
environmental factors such as solar radiation, aerodynamic
heating, pressure, hail impact, humidity, bird strikes, and
vibration. The information is stored in a nonvolatile data
module using a new memory technology called Magnetoresistive
Random Access Memory (inpAM). This technology is ideally
suited to this application which requires a fast write speed
to record burst eventrs. The storage module is attached
directly to the transparency to eliminates the possibility
of any data becoming separated or lost. Since the 14RAMdos -

not wear out or lose data with the loss of power, it can
store manufacturing information and maintenance data for the
"life of the transparency. Special o smart sensors* are used
to send digitized data to a control computer for storage in
thwe data module. Digitizing the data with the *smart
sensorso reduces the effects of electromagnetic interference
(EMI). This system will be embedded and tested in an F16
canopy.

This work was sponsered by the U.S. Air Force Grant No. DOD
SBIR91.1
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Introduction

"Real time data on the life experience of windshield, canopy,
and window systems for Air Force aircraft is needed since
millions of dollars are lost annually due to lack of this
in-flight data resulting in premature replacements or
catastrophic failures from lack of end-of-life data. This
data must be realistic, actual, and complete and should
contain the fabrication history and tne operational

Sexperience of thri transparency. Present data is scattered
among many sources and, when acquired and interpreted, has

J proven to be incomplete for use in failure analysis,
reliability predictions, and durability specifications. An
embedded real time data acquisition system would solve the
problems posed above as well as the scattered data problem
if it contained a reliable and permanent method of storing
the information even during a loss of power.

The results of the lack of transparency life experience dat&
can be seen dramatically by the problems of Celestial window
blowouts that occurred in the KC-135's. Ths is an old

aircraft which was first built in 1956 and was patterned
after the Boeing 707. Of the original 732 KC-135's built,
approximately 650 are still operational today. They have
been upgraded with new engines, so there is no immediate
plan to retire them. No -- complete records of the
transparencies were maintained over the 37 years of service
and as a result, the celestial windows started to fail with
resulting fatalities.

Another example of premature failure due to lack of cor~plete
data was demonstrated in the Bi bomber during it's early
"service. Operational lifa of the transparency was only one
"year or 250 operational hours. Initially the total cost for
the windshields was $240,000. These had to be replaced
every year because of failures. With an in-flight data
recording system, this could have been reduced to 3 or 4
years by changing the eesign of the transparency and thus
saving upwards of 3/4 million dollars per plane. Evan at
the current windshield cost of $140,000 a tracking system
would result in even more savings.

Dificusuion

A Study was under taken by Nonvolatile Electronics Inc.(NVE)
to determine what sensors would be needed to record the life
history of a transparency, the operational environment of
the devices, tile method of storage and packaging
considerations 1 . To accurately describe the life history of
the transparency certain events would have to be monitoed
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during the lifetime of the transparency. These are -listed
as follows along with the type of sensor needed:

0 Solar Radiation Ultra Violet
0 Aerodynamic Heating Temperature
0 Tarmac Heating & Cooling Temperature
• Pressurization Pressure
* Hail Impact Pressure, Acceleration,

& Strain
* Humidity Humidity
0 Bird Strike Strain
* Projectile Strike (Combat) Strain
0 Vibration (Flutter, Engine) Accelerometsr

These sensors along with the associated electronics in the
data recording system must operate over the same environment
as the aircraft. This includes operating in the heat of a
desert while parked on a tarmac, in the humidity of a
tropical location, and in the cold of an Arctic outpost. In
order to meet all these requirements, the data acquisition
system will have to operate over the military temperature
range of -55 0 C to +125 0 C, humidity from 1% RH to 99% RH,
vibration meeting MIL-STD-1530, and altitude from -1,000
to -+55,000 FT2 ... - ---

To insure accuracy and completeness, the information
obtained from these sensors would have to be contained in a
data base which would be attached to the transparency. This
data base must be permanent in that it must not lose data
over time or with loss of power. Permanent information such
as date of manufacture, fabrication data, and maintenance
information would be contained in the data base or *storage
module" for the life of the transparency and would be
available for immediate access when needed. Temporary
information such as raw sensor data would be down-loaded by
the crew chief on a regular basis.

The transparency data recording system must have a minimal
impact on the aircraft systems for ease of canopy
installation and removal. It must be capable of gathering
data even if the canopy is not attached to the aircraft but
stored in a hostile environment. In order to meet these
requirements, the system must be packaged within the
transparency and frame. Only power can be obtained from the
aircraft.
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The Transparency Data Acquisition System

A system is being designed and developed to meet all of the
requirement which were previously discussed. A diagram of
this system is shown in Figure 1.

smart Smar Smart Smar Smar Smart $MI
S1oensr Sensor Sensor Sensor Senior Sensor Senteor
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M RAM wt '
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Rechargable e oxerien ot r nspar onth

condition and convert th neraalgsignasfothseor

Batteries ansisi Control

compuer vi the 2  bu. An xampl rSm rt Sensor i

shown.in.Figur 2 .Ec m l iInterface s
di iConnctsr

Figure I Transparmicy Data Acquisition System

Six basic sensors are used in this system to fullycharacterize the life experience of the transparency. The
sensors are *smart' since they contain a microprocessor to
condition and convert the analog signals from the sensors
into digital signals for transmission to the control
computer via the I2C bus. An example OSmart Sensor* is
shown in Figure 2. Each module is about 1 inch square
depending on the function that it performs. Ef fects of
noise and electromagnet ic interference (EMI) are reduced by
using an all digital. transmission system. Only 4 wires are
used in the I2C bussing system (SDA -serial data, SCL-

serial clock,
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Figure 2. Example Sinn.'t" Serisoi

Vcc and Ground) . These wires can be very small sintce the
power requirements are low. This allows the bus to be
embedded into the transparency or the frame of the canopy.

The storage module used must have etnough memory to contain
manufacturing data, sensor information, and burst event
data. It was determined1 that a 4 Meg x 8 storage module
woul4--be--needed to perform this task. -- Various memory
technologies were evaluated and magnetoresistive random
access memory (MRAM) was selected for the storage module
because of its nonvolatility, no wear-out, fast write speed
(100 nanoseconds), and wide temperature range (up to

300 0 C). Other memory technologies such as Electrically
Erasable Programmable Read-Only Memory (EEPROM),
Ferroelectric Random Access Memory (FRAM), Flash
Electrically Erasable Programmable Read-Only Memory (Flash
EEPROM), and battery backed Static Random Access Memory
(SRAM) have limitations such as limited life (100,000), slow
write speed (100 microseconds), temperature limitations
(-40 0 C to +85 0 C), and potential battery failure. MRAM has
none of these problems because of it's basic design. The
storage module uses 32 1 megabit chips designed by NVE which
are packaged in a standard credit card size module shown in
Figure 3.

The control computer coiummnicates with tlhe various smart
senpors and stores the data from them in the storage module.
The control computer also conuminicates with an external
computer such as a hand held device to down-load the
information when required. This communication is
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accomplished using an RS232 interface with a small 4 pin

connector located on the canopy.

MEMORY MODULE

DATA

32 MSLft ofQ

L-1tm m - "

Figure 3. Storage Module

The power conversion module contains the circuitry to
condition the aircraft power for battery charging and system
power. It also contains the battery management circuit
which conditions the battery when charging and also provides

.m maintenance data to the storage module. This data gives
charging information, battery useful life, history of the
battery, and whether it is faulty or has been removed or
replaced.

F16 Transparency Data Acquisition

The system described in this paper is being integrated into
an F16 canopy shown schematically in Figure 4. Care has to
be taken in the placement of the sensors since most areas in
the transparency must be free of visual obstructions. Most
sensors can be mounted along the base of the transparency
above the mounting holes since they do not require light to
operate. However, the Ultra Violet (UV) sensor has to be
mounted where it is exposed to UV radiation. Two locations
are available which will not restrict the pilot's vision,
one in front of the heads-up display and the other at the
back on top of the canopy. To insure that the storage
module with the transparency life history cannot be
separated from the transparency, it is attached to it near
the rear left side on the back of an identification label.
This location does not cause a vision problem as shown in
Figure 4.
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The sensors and storage module have to be attached to the
transparency for the reasons stated above. However, the
power control circuit, control computer, battery, and wiring
can be mounted in the frame of the canopy. If the frame and
the transparency are separated for repair, the MRAM in the
data module will preserve Lhe life history since it does not
require back up power.

F16 TRANSPARENCY

~~~SN is*=, ............
: .: .i .. .. ...... . .... .......

Figure 4. F16 Transparency System Integration

Summary and Conclusions

A data acquisition system is being developed for
transparencies that will solve the problem of incomplete and
missing environmental and life history data. This system is
modular which allows it to be applied to many different
transparency configurations. It contains 6 basic %smart
sensorsO which will measure all of the environmental effects
that a transparency can experience.

After completion of the laboratory acceptance test, the
Transparency Recorder will be operated on an F16 aircraft to
obtain further information on its performance. Various
operational aspects of the system will be tested such as
sensor operation and accuracy, data compression and storage
module capacity, environmental operation, power conversion
and stability, ESD concerns, and power loss and recovery.
Results of the operational test will be used to develop a
production system.
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The design and refinements of transparencies will be
enhanced with the Transparency Recorder since in-flight data
will be available for analysis along with complete life
history. This system can be incorporated into old as well
as new transparency designs giving the designer a powerful
new tool. It will also give the user a inore accurate
replacement criteria thus reducing costs.
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ABSTRACT

In the late 1980's, Texstar Engineers embarked on a quick seal
design to reduce the amount of time necessary to install and/or
replace an aircraft transparency. The system Texstar developed
includes a one piece silicone foam pressure seal, along with an
electrically conductive fluorosilicone fairing seal, and associated
support items.

The qualification test requirements as well as the economics,
specific flight test results and birdstrike test information will
be discussed. The use of a seal system similar to this will help
the Air Force reach the goal of 4 men installing a transparency in
4 hours.
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TEXSTAR DESIGNED QUICK SEAL PROGRAM
FOR AIRCRAFT TRANSPARENCIES

INTRODUCTION

In the early 1980's, Texstar personnel developed a program to
salvage damaged transparencies used on the F-16 program. The
damaged transparencies were returned from the field with various
cuts and abrasions caused by normal flight, handling, and
maintenance. It quickly became apparent that while the original
damage to the transparency might have been repairable, the damage
caused during removal sometimes caused structural damage which was
not acceptable.

Various devices used to remove the transparencies included
hammers, chisels, crowbars, razor knives and pocket knives.
Evidence of broken knife blades embedded in the thermoplastic
structural plies, as well as crowbar indentions, indicated that
certain maintenance crews were becoming frustrated trying to remove
transparencies for routine change out. See Figure 1.

It turned out that during installation of a transparency,
various amounts of PR-1425 liquid sealant was used between the unit
and the frame, depending mostly on the techniques used by the

..... .. various maintenance or installation personnel. This sealant would
harden over time-and tended to bond the transparency to the frame.
This bond joint was difficult to reach, which added to the
maintenance crew's frustrations.

For these reasons, and because Texstar's Marketing department
saw dollar resources which enhanced an existing product line, a
"dry" seal development project was initiated.

There are actually two different major dry seal mechanisms
available for use on the F-16.

DISCUSSION

THE FAIRING SEAL AND THE PRESSURE SEAL

The fairing seal, shown in Figures 2 & 3, is a conductive
fluorosilicone rubber which seals the aluminum fairings down the
outside longeron areas. It is actually bonded onto the aluminum
faizing using a quick cure conductive adhesive and compresses
against the outside surface of the transparency when on the
aircraft. It usually remains a single continuous piece down the
side of the transparency, but can be cut and spliced as required.
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When fairings are removed for any reason, the conductive fairing
seal is reused when the fairings are reinstalled. End cap close
outs complete the seal at the forward ends. These are bonded using
the same adhesive and eliminate the possibility of moisture, etc.
from getting inside the extruded seal.

The pressure seal, shown in Figures 4 & 5, is a silicone
sponge material. It is assembled into a compound shape on a master
assembly jig. This shape matches the contour of the cast and
machined aluminum frame. A double back tape is applied to the
frame contacting surfaces, which holds the seal in place prior to
transparency installation. Holes punched through the seal are
slightly smaller than the bolt diameter used during installation,
thus allowing a pressure seal around the bolt as well as the frame.

A forward hoop cover and fairing seal end caps round out the
quick seal system. See Figures 6 & 7. This thin (.030") thick
sheet of fluorosilicone rubber eliminated the wet adhesive filler
material required to protect the leading edge of the canopy. The
injection molded end caps seal the forward opening of the fairing
seal.

The use of "dry" type seals in aircraft windshield/canopy
applications was not a new idea. Several aircraft (both military
and commercial) have used seals for many years. Nevertheless, the
dry seal system required extensive testing prior to beinei :-.epted
as qualified for flight on an F-16 aircraft.

Texstar's -internal testing to determine the bes.: i.,!)e o'
material for use included:

1) Tensile tests
2) Long term weathering tests
3) Chemical resistance tests
4) Pressure tests
5) Rain leakage tests
6) Birdstrike tests

All testing was designed around the requirements of the
General Dynamics (now Lockheed Fort Worth) transparency
specification 16ZKOO2E.

Since the two place (B/D) series aircraft contained the
largest seal surface area, it was chosen for the evaluation base on
the full scale tests, specifically the pressure rain leakage and
birdstrike tests. See Figure 8.

The first full scale test utilized non optical production
version F-16 transparencies on a customer supplied frame.
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The pressure test consisted of five sets of pressure/
temperature variations as follow in Table 1.0.

TEST TEMPERATURE CONDITIONS

Test 1 85-100°F 0-8 psi in 1.5 minutes, hold for 1.5 minutes, then to 0
in 1.5 minutes times 600 cycles

Test 2 170OF + 5° Same as above times 200 cycles.

Test 3 -20 0 F +_.50 0 - 5.7 psi in 1.5 minutes, hold for 1.5 minutes, then
to 0 in 1.5 minutes times 200 cycles

Test 4 -20F + 5 0 - 8.5 psi in 2 minutes, hold for 5 seconds, reduce to
0 in 2 minutes times 1 cycle

Test 5 225F 4._5 0 - 12.5 psi in 3 minutes, hold for 5 seconds, reduce to
0 in 3 minutes times 1 cycle

TABLE 1.0

After completion of all pressure testing, the same
transparencies were checked for leaks by continuously spraying
water on the inside for 45 minutes. No significant leakage was
found.

The rain leakage test was primarily for testing the fairing
seals.

The fairing seals were bonded to the aluminum fairings using
PTV167 sealant. After cure, the canopies were flooded with water
for 30 minutes. Minor amounts of water leakage was found upon
fairing removal; however, this was attributed to a mismatch of the
fairings used in the test. Due to the extremely minor amount of
water, the seal was considered acceptable.

Birdstrike testing using a dry seal was demonstrated on
several occasions. Both Sierracin/Sylmar manufactured units and
Texstar manufactured units were fit with seals prior to birdstrike
testing. Texstar recently fitted a next generation version of the
F-16 transparency with a dry pressure seal and successfully passed
a birdstrike test with a 4 lb. bird at over 550 knots. No
detrimental effects were found in any of the testing.

On December 26th, 1988, the first fairing seal was flown at
Hill Air Force base in Ogden, Utah. Additional seals were later
installed at Hill Air Force Base as well as Bodo Main Air Station
in Bodo, Norway. All fairing seals were originally non-conductive.
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The conductive additive was requested in 1992, to help drain static
built up on the surface of the transparencies during flight.

The first pressure seal was installed in March of 1990, at
Hill Air Force Base, after extensive installation testing at
Texstar and Lockheed (then General Dynamics) in Fort Worth, Texas.

In June of 1990, the transparency on this trial "test"
aircraft was replaced with another. The same dry seal was reused
and is still in operation on that aircraft.

SUMMARY

Highlights of this quick seal system are as follows:

"* The seal can be installed in approximately 8 manhours,
compared to 32 manhours now required using the wet sealant
method.

"* The aircraft is ready for pressure checks and flight
immediately after installation. A 72 hour cure time is not
required.

" It is not necessary to re-torque the attachment bolts.
Currently the T.O. requires a one-hour wait, then a re-torque
-of all bolts.-. This is because since no wet sealant is -used---------
causing a gelatinize effect on the original torque readings.

" Once the dry seal has been installed on a clean canopy frame,
it will not be necessary to scrape the old sealant from the
metal frame. The scraping of the old sealant from the frame
can result in damage to the paint, primer and alodine coats.
The loss of the protective coating has been shown to allow
corrosion of the metal.

"* The pressure seal can be reused. This was proven on the test
aircraft at Hill.

" The transparency is less likely to be damaged during removal
using the dry seal. Many potentially salvageable
transparencies are damaged beyond repair because of removal
damage when the wet sealant is used.

"* T.O. 16W2-5-2 has many warnings that the wet sealing compound
"is toxic and-emits harmful vapors. The dry seal is a cured
silicone and does not emit harmful vapors.
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" Since the fairing seal is made frou silicone, it will not
crack like the wet sealant now does. When the wet sealant
cracks between the fairing and the transparency, water can be
trapped in the joint of the longeron sill on the canopy frame,
potentially causing corrosion.

"* Estimated average weight savings of the dry seal system versus
the wet sealant is 4.0 lbs. on single seat version and 8.6
lbs. on twin seat.

CONCLUSION

The Texstar designed quick seal program for aircraft
transparencies has successfully demonstrated that a dry sealing
system can be utilized in today's high speed, highly technical
transparency environments.

Savings to the user includes monetary savings, installation
time savings, weight savings, downtime savings and repair savings.

The U.S. Government has evaluated these savings and has
purchased the data rights for the F-16 program.

This data enables other manufacturers to build on the success
of this dry seal program, and should mean a savings for us the
taxpayer, on existing and future transparency programs.
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QUICK FIX AND QUICK CHANGE OF TRANSPARENCIES

M. E. Kelley
Flight Dynamics Laboratory
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QUICK FIX AND QUICK CHANGE OF AIRCRAFT TRANSPARENCIES

1. Aircraft windshields and canopies are items that must be
present and serviceable for the aircraft to fly. Units have a
strong incentive to have operational aircraft for various peacetime
missions (training, etc), and an even stronger incentive to have
aircraft available for combat sorties during a conflict.

2. Aircraft transparencies are subject to gradual damage and
deterioration (fair wear and tear) to their optical
characteristics, and when they get bad enough they are either
repaired, or scheduled for replacement at some convenient time.
There are many factors that help determine the "convenient time,",
to include the types of missions the aircraft must fly and which
ones can be flown by other aircraft instead (cancel night flights,
for example), when the aircraft is off the flying schedule for
other reasons, and when there is a replacement part available. If
the transparency is not repairable, there is still a need to keep
them usable until they can be replaced.

3. One of the most important considerations for operational units
is to have usable aircraft. There is a need for both "quick fix"
techniques to make permanent and temporary repairs to keep
deteriorated transparencies usable, and "quick change" techniques
for transparency replacements so that aircraft are returned to
operational status in minimum time. This paper will address both
"quick fix" and "quick change" techniques *:.pplicable to aircraft
transparencies. .. .. ..

4. A brief word on the scope of this paper should help the reader.
For this paper, battle damage repair techniques will not be
addressed since many of those emergency repairs would not be used
in peacetime. Some transparencies that cannot be repaired at unit
level could be repaired by commercial companies or depots, but
those repair/restoration techniques will not be considered in this
paper. In addition, the "quick fix" techniques that will be
addressed have been developed for acrylic transparencies. The
permanent repair type of "quick fix" would not be applicable to
either glass or polycarbonate transparencies. The temporary
improvement "quick fix" techniques would help with any
transparency, but would be most applicable to acrylic. The "quick
change" techniques apply to all types of transparency.

5. Windshields and canopies can suffer many different types of
damage and deterioration. Various coatings exist which could be
applied in a factory environment and greatly reduce vulnerabilities
to in-flight abrasion. Other papers by other authors will address
such coatings. Prevention is a preferred approach, but very few
parts presently flying have such coatings. Operational units must
therefore have ways to deal with the problems that presently
installed transrarencies will experience.
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6. QUICK FIX: Some (but certainly not all) of these problems can
be effectively treated with some quick fix techniques. Common
problems and candidate solutions include the following:

a. Severe structural damage is uncommon, but when it occurs
there is no repair option (excluding battle damage repair
techniques) and the transparency must be replaced before the next
flight. Quick change techniques will come into play instead.

b. Gouges and scratches cannot be effectively repaired at unit
level, but such defects can usually be tolerated for several days
(or longer) until there is a convenient time to replace the
transparency. The defect(s) might cause a limitation in the
missions the aircraft can fly, such as no night flights. The "put
up with it" approach is not a temporary "quick fix," but it
sometimes has a similar affect on aircraft availability.

c. Crazing is a condition that gradually develops over many
months, and these is no effective repair technique. Transparency
replacement is the only solution, but the replacement action can be
scheduled for a convenient time.

d. Severe abrasion can occur in one flight, creating haze that
makes the transparency unusable. Abrasion is a common and serious
problem for aircraft transparencies when aircraft fly at low
altitudes in desert environments. Airborne dust and dirt sand-
blast the surface, causing severe haze. Such conditions must be
dealt--with before the next-- flight - since- in-flight abrasion
typically effects the entire windshield. Fortunately, abrasion is
also a defect that can be effectively dealt with using "quick fix"
techniques. Desert Shield aircraft experienced some abrasion
problems, and quick fix solutions were devised to help the
operational units.

7. Abrasion "quick fixes" fit into two categories, permanent
repairs and temporary improvements.

a. Permanent repairs consist of light sanding and polishing to
remove the outer abraded surface, leaving a smooth surface.

(1) The standard technique used for decades relies upon
skill and elbow grease, with an individual using the sand
paper/polishing materials by hand. This treatment is typically
attempted when there is mild abrasion, and severely abraded
windshields are discarded. The repair takes about 25 hours of
labor, which means it will take several days (or several people
working in shifts for one day) before the aircraft is again
available. This is not very quick.

(2) The new "quick fix" technique uses the same concept,
with the addition of hand held powered sanding/polishing equipment.
Significant skill is still needed, but a windshield can be restored
to a low haze/good optical clarity condition in about 6 hours. In
addition, windshields with very severe haze can be (and have been)
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successfully restored. The powered equipment technique increases
the number of windshields that can be repaired instead of
discarded, and reduces the time needed for each repair. The F-15E
SPO deserves the lion share of the credit for developing the
powered polishing kit approach, with our office providing
assistance. Our office probably did not provide enough assistance
to earn large credit for the success, but we did provide enough
assistance to receive large blame if the concept hadn't worked.

(3) The kits were successfully used by Desert
Shield/Desert Storm units to restore optical clarity to F-15
windshields. The kits have also been successfully used for several
years by other F-15 units flying in CONUS desert environments.
Over 50 F-15 windshields have been repaired with the new procedure
and have remained in service.

(4) The process of removing very thin layers of material
cannot be repeated indefinitely, whether or not the powered
equipment is used. The process can be performed several times
before the transparency would no longer be serviceable. Thickness
reductions causing strength reductions would be a concern, and
there should also be some thought given to possible strength loss
due to very long service lives. Pass/fail criteria will have to be
different for thin acrylic canopies versus thick acrylic
windshields, and should include both strength and optics. For
windshields in abrasive environments the creation of distortion

--would probably be the factor that would determine when the
windshield had to be replaced. How many times could the process be
repeated? Skill of the maintenance personnel and severity of tbs
abrasion would be main factors. Three times? Probably. Six
times? Perhaps. Ten times? Very unlikely.

8. QUICK CHANGE: Aircraft being flown by operational units (or
commercial companies) are valuable assets when they are
operational.

a. A military organization must be able to fight with the bad
guys, while a commercial organization must be able to earn money by
moving people and cargo. An aircraft that is out of commission
contributes little to an organizations's ability to "meet the
mission." While the missions are very different, some of the same
factors effect both types of organization.

b. Manhours needed to replace a part such as a windshield are
always important, and design details of windshield and canopy
systems have a large effect on the number of manhours needed for
each transparency replacement.

c. For military organizations and commercial companies an even
more important consideration is the total time the aircraft is out
.of commission. Design details are important here also, especially
the type of seal/sealant system used to install the transparency
into the frame. The seal/sealant systems used fit into one of the
following four categories:
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(1) Wet sealant;

(2) Dry seals that are included as part of the
manufactured transparency;

(3) Dry seal systems that are retrofitted into existing
aircraft and helicopters; and

(4) Non-curing sealants.

9. There are advantages and disadvantages to each of the candidate
approaches that are used.

a. Wet sealants have been the most common sealant concepts
used when installing DoD transparencies. Their advantages and
disadvantages include the following:

(1) Advantages:

(a) Compensate for irregularities and gaps in frames.

(b) When designing and making aircraft and canopy
frames, can be less exact. Wet sealants use would allow tolerances
to be less demanding.

(c) Since time needed for sealant cure has little or
no effect on the time needed to manufacture aircraft or to perform
depot level maintenance, the disadvantages of wet sealant use have .
little effect on either manufacturing or depot maintenance
functions. In addition, the aircraft manufacturing function would
not be removing installed parts and consequently would not be
effected by any increased difficulty in removing parts which were
installed with wet sealant.

(2) Disadvantages:

(a) Aircraft out of commission 1 to 4 days (or
longer).

(b) Wet sealant is messy and time consuming to remove.

(c) Cure time 1 to 3 days at 70 degrees F.

(d) In winter, aircraft must stay in heated building
until the sealant has completed it's cure. Cure time is a function
of temperature, and cold temperatures can stop the curing process.

(e) Increasing temperatures can accelerate sealant
cure, but intentionally raising the temperature with heat lamps (or
the standard practice of parking the aircraft outside in hot
summer) might cause other problems. Some transparencies have been
damaged from improper use of heat lamps. Elevated temperatures
also make it easier for hostile chemicals to attack plastics and
cause hidden structural damage.
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(f) Sealant is a two part material that must be mixed
together. This requires significant physical effort if a machine
is not available to do the mixing. Occasionally, some sealant
material is not mixed, and that unmixed material will never cure.

(g) Pressure checks are performed when sealant cure is
completed. Aircraft fail pressure checks 5%-10% of the time (F-111
results), requiring use of more wet sealant and additional cure
time. In some cases the transparency must be removed and
reinstalled with new sealant, especially if some of the sealant had
not mixed well and was not curing.

(h) Wet sealant usually has a 6 month shelf life,
assuming good storage temperatures. The supply system often
delivers sealant with expired shelf life to operational units, who
use it. Eupired sealant is typically harder to mix and use, but
usually seems to works OK.

(i) It is not uncommon for pressure leaks to develop
with transparencies that have been installed for lengthy periods,
due to deterioration of cured wet sealant. (Could use of expired
sealant sometimes be a factor? Perhaps.) Such leaks are almost
never severe enough to cause in flight emergencies, but must be
plugged (using more wet sealant with cure time) before the next
flight.

(j) once mixed, wet sealant starts to cure. "Working
time" is the time before the curing process proceeds so far that
the sealant becomes stiff. The transparency must be installed and
the bolts tightened before the working time is up. If there is a
problem or delay, the partially cured sealant must be removed and
the transparency installation process begun again. For large
transparencies with many bolts, sealant with long working time is
needed. Sealants with working times of two hours typically have
cure times of three days.

(k) Most wet sealants available for use have
aggressive chemicals that can cause structural damage to
unprotected plastics. If the wet sealant chemicals can reach the
plastic (example: bolt holes), cracks and strength loss can occur.

(1) Sealant cost varies widely, up to $50 per tube.
More than one tube is often needed for a transparency installation.

b. Dry seals being included as an integral part of the
transparency. This is the PREFERRED approach, and designers of new
aircraft are urged to use this approach. This is the typical
approach used for decades with commercial passenger aircraft.
Advantages and disadvantages are given below.

(1) Advantages:

(a) Minimizes aircraft down time.
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(b) Zero extra time and effort needed by maintenance
personnel.

(c) Cleaner and neater; no mess.

(d) No delay before performing pressure checks and
flying aircraft.

(e) Proven approach; decades of experience with
commercial aircraft.

(2) Disadvantages:

(a) Cannot compensate for large gaps, irregularities
in frames of aircraft and canopies.

(b) Retrofits to older aircraft/helicopter may be
difficult, if aircraft/helicopter was designed with wet sealants in
mind.

(c) Request for Purchase (RFP) must be revised to ask
for dry seal with new procurement. This requires detailed
knowledge of aircraft frame details, candidate dry seal systems,
and knowing what to ask for and how to te3t the new system to
determine if it will work properly. This ain't easy! Those who
would benefit (folks in operational units) aren't the ones that
would expend the time and effort, so it should not be surprising
when the status quo (wet sealant) tends to remain in use.

c. Dry seal retrofit, typically onto the aircraft or canopy
frame. Retrofitting a dry seal onto existing transparencies that
do not have dry seals is also a possibility, but having new
transparencies manufactured with dry seals would almost always be
preferred to a retrofit to the transparencies.

(1) Advantages:

(a) If the dry seal is reusable (regains shape after
crushing load removed), the retrofit dry seal approach has similar
advantages to the preferred approach (dry seal on transparency).
These include minimize maintenance effort, and minimize aircraft
down time.

(b) Gaps and irregularities in aircraft and canopy
frames could be permanently plugged/smoothed during initial
installation of dry seal.

(c) Some dry seals are very strong and very resistant
to chemical attack.

(2) Disadvantages:

(a) Significant design and testing effort might be
needed.
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(b) Dry seal is a separate item; installation
techniques, inspection procedures, and training of personnel will
be needed.

(c) Dry seal may not be reusable if installed for
lengthy period, or if damaged during transparency removal. Removal
and replacement of dry seal might be time consuming.

(d) Cost varies widely; $100 or more per transparency.

d. Non-curing sealant; "Tacky Tape."

(1) Advantages:

(a) Proven concept: F-16 (about 1980), F-ill
windshields and canopy hatch transparencies (1989), F-4 one piece
windshield (1989), F-15 windshield (end 1991), A-4 windshield
('1993). We have been told of successful (but unauthorized)
transparency installations on other aircraft using Tacky Tape.

(b) Simple installation.

(c) Easier, faster cleanup than wet sealant.

(d) Minimize maintenance manhours and aircraft
downtime. No cure time needed; conduct pressure checks
immediately. When adopted for the F-111 transparency, reduced
maintenance manhours-by 40% and aircraft downtime by 90%. This was----
equivalent to adding 9 F-111s to the fleet in terms of aircraft
availability.

(e) Compensates for gaps, irregularities in frames.

(f) Pressure leaks very rare; much fewer than wet
sealant.

(g) Easy to retrofit onto many existing aircraft.

(1) One week was needed to develop and conduct
initial tests with the Tacky Tape sealant procedures for the F-111.
Several F-111 Wings adopted the new Tacky Tape procedures before
they received a copy of the procedures. They found that the
message describing the test effort was all they needed. (Note:
The draft procedures authored by WL/FIVR in 1989 are still in use.
A message authorized the use of the FIVR document until the formal
Tech Order change was published, and units are content with the
status quo and the draft document.)

(2) A-4 windshield procedures were developed in
about 1 day by US Navy personnel at depot. The Navy personnel were
given some rolls of Tacky Tape and a couple page letter on "how to
create new windshield install & remove procedures," and they
created the new procedures without difficulty.
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(h) Indefinite shelf life.

(i) Cost very low. About $5.00 of Tacky Tape needed
to install F-111 windshield.

(J) Fewer transparency failures due to damage caused
by "removal to facilitate other maintenance." Some F-ill
transparency designs had a high failure rate during removals, with
the inner edge member tearing off due to adhesion with the wet
sealant. Similar failures still occur when Tacky Tape is used, but
not as frequently.

(2) Disadvantages:

(a) Not a true "dry seal;" has some install and
cleanup time. Much better than wet (curing) sealant, but not as
good as the zero time with a dry seal that is part of the
transparency.

(b) Some transparency failures during "removal to
facilitate other maintenance." Significant improvement over wet
sealant, but not as good as dry seals which would eliminate most of
these failures.

(c) Might not be appropriate for thin acrylic
transparencies. Tacky Tape is fairly tough stuff, and will not
"flow" as quickly and easily as uncured wet sealant. Load

i concentrations might be created at the bolt holes in the thin
acrylic transparency when bolts are tightened. -

(d) So easy to use there is a temptation to use it
where it is inappropriate. (We do not advocate making Tacky Tape
harder to use as the "fix" for this "disadvantage.")

(1) Not recommended for panels that must be blown
off or cut out during emergency escape, unless specific formal
tests prove the Tacky Tape will not interfere with the emergency
escape process.

(2) Most thin panels are probably not good
candidates for Tacky Tape use as a "ripple" effect could result
along the edges, with the Tacky Tape holding the panel out slightly
between each bolt hole.

(3) It would not be difficult to determine which
panels and other items could use Tacky Tape. However, the approach
used to find out what works and what doesn't work will largely
determine when (or if) successes will be transitioned to wide
operational use.

(a) On many occasions, maintenance personnel
in operational units have quickly developed successful solutions to
operational problems. Sometimes the solutions have been devised in
hours or days, especially in combat situations. (Necessity is the
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mother of invention.) Maintenance personnel in operational units
could probably find many items where Tacky Tape use would be
beneficial if they did some experimenting. However, it is
difficult (and risky) to officially report successful but
unauthorized do-it-yourself solutions so that they can be widely
adopted. It can also be risky to careers to ask for help when the
unauthorized actions are not successful. (Who can you ask? Who do
you trust?) And, if catastrophic failures occur folks can be in
BIG trouble!

(b) When tests are official and authorized,
successful applications can be formally adopted and widely used,
unsuccessful applications can be identified and publicized, and
other experts can be consulted whenever unexpected problems are
encountered. Catastrophic failures in the laboratory environment
produce interesting and helpful information, and usually no one
gets very excited or upset when such events occur. Authorized
testing efforts usually take a while to set up, but lab efforts
have created solutions in less than a month when the problem was
very urgent. A well-conceived research effort should involve those
who need the problem solved, and maintenance personnel would be
valuable participants in planning and conducting such an effort.

(c) Engineers in laboratory organizations and
personnel in operational units might try the same things when
attempting to devise an answer to an operational problem, and both
might develop the same solution. One would be called "research,"

---while the other might be called "failure to follow tech data." -

Research results are much easier to document, validate, and
transition to wide operational use.

10. Aircraft transparency systems can be used as examples for why
various slogans and sayings are valid. In our various transparency
efforts we have occasionally shown that "Murphy's Law" is valid,
but we've managed to overcome whatever Murphy put in our way. We
have avoided using the slogan "'Tis better to have tried and
failed..." with any of our efforts, and hope that others can also
avoid this saying. Perhaps every present and future transparency
system can eventually be a success story, showing the validity of
slogans such as "plan ahead," "do it right the first time," "a
stitch in time saves nine," and "where there's a will, there's a
way."

MALCOLM E. KELLEY
Operational Diagnostician
Aircrew Protection Branch
Vehicle Subsystems Division
Flight Dynamics Directorate
Wright Laboratory
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COCKPIT SOLAR SHIELDS FOR DOD AIRCRAFT
... A Not-So-Short History of the Program

1. Hot cockpits caused by solar heating are an annoying and costly
problem. Temperatures inside aircraft and helicopter cockpits have
been measured at over 215 degrees F at some CONUS locations, and
some overseas locations can generate even higher temperatures.
These temperatures are not good for cockpit equipment and
materials, and are not good for maintenance and aircrew personnel.

2. There are various approaches that can be used to try and
overcome the hot cockpit problems. This paper will focus on one of
these approaches: reflective cockpit solar shields. Another paper
will address exterior covers. However, one should be aware that
there are many differnnt approaches that can be tried, and many of
these other approaches are being used. They vary greatly in
effectiveness, cost, and practicality. Candidate approaches that
have been used or that one might consider using include:

a. Redesign cockpits so that avionics equipment, emergency
escape systems, canopies, fabrics, plastics, and all other cockpit
materials will survive temperature extremes. Advantages: If
successful, redesign of one piece of equipment will increase the
service life/reliability of that one item. Disadvantages: Costly
and only partially effective; only helpful for specific items that
are redesigned. Does little or nothing to help personnel who must
sit in the cockpits.---------

b. Change work schedules for maintenance and aircrew personnel
so that cockpits are avoided durli.g the hottest periods.
Advantages: Reduces illness and injury from heat. Disadvantages:
Harmful for training, aircraft readiness, and could not be used
during combat situations (unless the enemy was very cooperative).
Does nothing to help prevent deterioration of cockpit equipment.

c. Open doors and canopies on aircraft and helicopters during
hot weather. This is a common practice at many bases, and is
REQUIRED by a T-38 technical order whenever the temperature reaches
90 degrees F. Advantages: Dumps hottest air, reduces maximum
temperatures reached. Disadvantages: Cockpit surfaces still get
hot, and personnel must be available at all times (another T-38
tech order requirement) to close doors/canopies when high winds or
rain occur (to include weekend shifts for just that task). Open
canopies have been blown off aircraft, and aircraft/helicopters
with open canopies/doors have had their cockpits flooded with water
during sudden storms. (Soaking electronic equipment is usually
considered to be undesirable.) Cockpits can get filled with
dirt/sand in windy environments, and aircrew members have been
known to notice and complain about dirty cockpits during negative
"g" maneuvers. Some aircraft do not have enough operable
doors/windows to create an effective air flow rate (example: B-1B),
so this option is not available for them.
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d. Run one or more air conditioning units for each aircraft
that is parked outside. This is effective, but costly and not very
practical DoD-wide. Operational units would usually not have
enough air conditioning units to use this approach, and assigning
maintenance personnel to monitor the air conditioning unit would be
an unproductive use of available manpower. Mobility kits would not
include one air conditioning unit per aircraft, and it would not be
reasonable to expect such equipment would be available at a
deployment location.

a. Start aircraft engines, turn on aircraft air conditioners,
and abandon the aircraft until the cockpit cools off. This
technique has been used for some aircraft, but that does not mean
it is either recommended or authorized. Let your imagination run
free, and consider: If someone removed the wheel chocks,....

f. Take off with systems that either have not been checked on
the ground, or are not usable. Climb to altitude, cool the
cockpit, and see if the equipment works. Examples: (1) Some
fighter aircraft have LCDs (liquid crystal displays) that are too
faint to read on the ground when hot, but become usable/readable
about 10 minutes after takeoff when the display cools off. (2)
Some "preflight" checks of avionics equipment were performed at
10,000 feet during Desert Shield/Desert Storm. Reason: The
equipment would fail due to high temperatures if tu;:ned on while
the aircraft was on the ground.

g. Direct approach: Attack the basic cause of the problem.
Sunlight into the cockpit causes the -problem, so -block the
sunlight. This can be done by various means.

(1) World-wide solution: Block sunlight with atmospheric
debris.

(a) Massive volcanic eruptions in recent years have
effected climates slightly and created colorful sunsets, but have
not blocked enough sunlight to prevent hot cockpits.

(b) The Asteroid Answer: Massive asteroid impact to
create continuous night and years of winter. Very effective (just
ask the dinosaurs), but has badside effects.

(c) The Armageddon Approach: Detorate thousands of
nuclear warheads and create nuclear winter. Very effective, but
has disadvantages.

(2) Down-size the world-wide solution to a local approach:
The Saddam Solution. Torch oil fields, blocking sunlight with the
resulting smoke. Advantages: Effective in blocking sunlight in
local areas. Disadvantages: Extremely costly, harmful to the
environment, and might damage the "Mr. Nice Guy" reputation of
whomever used this approach.
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(3) Use building/aircraft shelter to block sunlight one
aircraft/helicopter at a time. HIGHLY RECOMMENDED! A building is
the best "solar shield" one can have, and failure rates of many
items are reduced. For example, F-111 windshields and canopy
transparencies had much longer service life for aircraft inside
shelters in the UK than for aircraft parked outside in CONUS. F-16
canopy transparencies lasted much longer indoors in Germany than
outdoors in the US. Disadvantages: Shelters are costly to build,
most CONUS bases do not have buildings for their
aircraft/helicopters, and aircraft shelters are difficult (but not
impossible) to send with deploying units.

(4) Put exterior cover over aircraft/helicopter. Covers
could cover just the transparencies, or could cover other parts of
the vehicle as well. (Some exterior cover efforts are underway,
and will be covered in a different paper/presentation.)

(a) Advantages: Effective "in reducing cockpit
temperatures, can be inexpensive if they are "do it yourself" items
(white sheets from the barracks, etc), could be designed to provide
protection against chemical warfare exposures, could be designed to
provide camouflage, and could be designed to provide protection
against other hazards such as hail, rain, or dropped tools.
Exterior cover concepts are worth pursuing, but it is not a simple
task.

(b) Disadvantages: Exterior covers can cause
scratches,-crazing, and other damage to transparencies.
Inappropriate covers (dark and thin covers for example) used in hot
climates have caused windshields to become unserviceable in one
day. It is difficult (but not impossible) to design an exterior
cover that is easy to use and does not cause damage. Exterior
covers can be heavy, expensive (over $5,000 each), difficult to
install and remove, and may be impossible to safely install or
remove in windy conditions. A truck is required to move some
covers to the aircraft/helicopter. Some exterior cover designs
prevent cockpit access when installed.

(5) Use reflective solar shields that install inside the
cockpit against the transparencies. (These shields will be the
primary focus cf this paper/presentation.)

(a) Advantages: Very effective, easy to install and
remove in any weather, causes no harm even when installed
incorrectly, low initial cost (10% of comparable exterior covers),
low life cycle cost, durable (2+ year service life expected), light
weight, and can be stowed on/carried on many of the aircraft and
helicopters during deployments. Solar shields also solve a variety
of other problems, to include preventing humidity extremes
(condensation and baking/drying) and helping prevent very cold
cockpits during winter weather. Maintenance and aircrew personnel
have found shields cause large improvements in the cockpit
environment, and one base installs their prototype solar shield in
whichever aircraft is undergoing lengthy maintenance checks because
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it makes the cockpit more comfortable. Shields are environmentally
friendly, and can be recycled as shoe inserts for both hot and cold
weather. Savings to DoD from solar shield use have been estimated
at $440 million per year due to decreased failure rates of cockpit
equipment. This is an 80,000% "return on investment" from buying
and using a solar shield.

(.') Disadvantages: None. Limitations: During actual
co-.bat when one is trying to hide from the enemy, do not use
reflective shields which are easy to see. If chemical warfare
ex')osures are involved, some other protective measures will be
needed. Shields help with many different problems, but there is no
tr-th to the rumors that shields prevent flu, baldness, or tooth
decay, and shields are only a slight help in solving world hunger
(some shields used in Somalia).

3. The cockpit solar shield effort was created in response to
vw rious reports of hot cockpit problems. It started with one brief
flash of inspiration, but all later achievements resulted from
perspiration.

a. The overall solar shield effort began as a flash of
inspiration in September, a month after the invasion of Kuwait.
However, the flash was NOT provoked by Desert Shield news stories.
It was provoked by a "Tiger Team" report from one B-1B Wing which
stated that 190 degree cockpit temperatures were causing many
problems, but no suitable solar shield/cover had been created. The

. •Tiger Team report was read on a Wednesday afternoon, the flash
occurred, access to a B-1 was arranged, a crude but usable do-it-
yourself shield was designed and build, and on the next Monday the
shield was demonstrated at a meeting of all B-1 Wings. It
successfully served two roles, one planned and one unplanned.

(1) The shield was intended as a cheap ($40) proof-of-
concept that would be a one-time effort by us. This was the
planned role for the shield. Operational personnel could then copy
and improve upon the concept, and it was very favorably received by
B-1 personnel at the meeting. At the end of the demonstration it
was thought that the one-time effort had concluded.

(2) At the same time that the B-1 shield was being
demonstrated in Oklahoma, our office at Wright-Patterson was
getting a phone call. Contents of the call: "Units in Desert
Shield are having a lot of problems due to hot cockpits. Do you
think you can come up with any ideas to help them?" A "yes" answer
was provided, based largely upon the crude B-1 shield. This was
the unplanned and unexpected role that the B-1 shield played.

4. The solar shield program was created, and we were off and
running. On second thought, it might be more accurate to say we
were off and walking. "Running" didn't fit; the arief inspiration
phase was behind us and we now had to rely upon perspiration and
hard work. The concept created for the B-i was a decent partial
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solution for the B-1, but it was not applicable even as a partial
solution for most aircraft supporting Desert Shield.

A°. Much information was sought and acquired, many ideas and
concepts were thought of, and many materials were acquired and
tried. The needed performance characteristics and other
requirements for the shields were determined, such as effective,
easy to use, and cause no damage or other problems when used. The
trial and error process then began, seeking usable concepts.

(1) An unserviceable F-16 canopy (with frame) was acquired
and placed upside down on the floor to allow easy access to the
interior. (Note: We recommend this "upside down on floor" approach
not be used with serviceable canopies, especially if they are
installed on an aircraft.)

(2) A roll of cheap translucent plastic film was acquired
and laid into the canopy. Multiple "tucks" were needed to make the
film conform to the compound curvature shape of the canopy. This
film use made it apparent that compound curvature would pose
challenges for any design. It also demonstrated that supplemental
support/stiffeners/attachment techniques of some sort would be
needed to hold the film up against the transparency.

(3) Possible sources for highly reflective materials were
investigated. NASA provided a roll of aluminized, thin Mylar film.
This film was the leftover material from the ECHO satellite. (We
-did- not devise a solar-shield concept that used the thin film, but
we have not thrown the material away.)

(4) Many versions/variations on the theme were tried to
devise some configuration that would make practical solar shields.

(a) A "backbone" stiffener for the film that would run
down the center of the canopy could be used to create a usable
solar shield, but the resulting shield would not be easy to use.

(b) The possibility of attaching/gluing/sticking
something to the canopy frame and/or transparency was considered.

(1) Permanently attaching pieces of velcro (or
anything else) to the canopy frame would require a great deal of
testing, Justification, and formal approvals, and the
administrative workload involved was very intimidating. Velcro on
the frame did not seem to offer a solution, anyway.

(2) Permanently attaching a piece of velcro to the
top of the canopy transparency would h&ve helped keep a reflective
film in place, but the known and possible problems that such velcro
would cause were very significant. Reasons for immediately
rejecting this velcro-on-canopy concept included optical
distraction to the aircrew, possible structural harm to the plastic
canopy transparency from the velcro glue attachment, the need to
use white or reflective glue and white velcro to prevent creating
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a "hot spot" on the plastic, and the possibility that the white or
reflective spot would make it easier for the bad guys to spot the
aircraft in flight.

(c) Some other material was needed instead of the thin
films to use as solar shields. The other material needed to have
enough structural stiffness/strength to prevent it from flapping in
the wind, or falling out while the person installing the shield
reached for a supplemental support.

(5) Various concepts for supplemental supports were tried.

(a) Strips of cardboard were cut out and laid in to
the canopy to determine lengths and widths that would he needed.

(b) A scrap venetian blind was obtained and
disassembled. The long slats could be made to work as supplemental
supports, but they would not work well. Something better was
needed.

(c) A 1/8 inca thick acrylic sheet was obtained and
cut into 2 inch wide strips. These strips worked well as
supplemental supports.

(d) To determine long term effects on the acrylic from
being in the bent (installed) position, two simple tests were
conducted. Acrylic strips were positioned in the F-16 canopy and
left there. Other strips were placed in a bent position and kept
in the office area where they could be examined daily for two
months. The office test used partitions/wall dividers to anchor
the ends of the curved acrylic. The strips thereby served a
secondary role, forming distinctive and unattractive archways
leading to the desk of the solar shield project officer.

(e) The acrylic did not break when bent to the needed
shape, or when bent well beyond that point. However, it seemed
certain that someone, sometime would bend the acrylic strips enough
to break them. Question: What would happen? A simple test was
conducted to answer the question. Result: The acrylic broke into
multiple pieces, and chunks of acrylic impacted a wall with
considerable force. Such an event would pose both an injury risk
and a FOD hazard.

(fM A sheet of 1/8 inch polycarbonate was then
acquired and cut into strips. Polycarbonate looks like acrylic,
supplemental supports of polycarbonate would work as well as
acrylic, and polycarbonate will not break. Concentrated effort
(folding the strip back and forth) is needed to intentionally break
It, and then the "breaking" consists of tearing the fatigued and
thinned material. Polycarbonate costs a bit more than acrylic, but
the effect on the total cost of a solar shield is insignificant.
The decision was made to only use polycarbonate, and acrylic was
not used with any solar shield.
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(6) A General's private aircraft was examined that had
solar shields installed. The name of the shield manufacturer was
noted. The next day an office member brought in an Aero Club
nagazine with an advertisement for cockpit solar shields for small
aircraft. Same company. OK, we can take a hint. The company
(Kennon Protective Coverings) was then called.

(7) At the start of Desert Shield, the company had
offered to create and deliver (at no cost) some solar shields to
help Desert Shield units. However, after repeated efforts and
multiple phone calls they had been unable to locate anyone who was
able to accept the gift...or understand solar shields. When we
called them, they decided we were the ones they had been seeking
and they extended the "free shields" offer to us. We accepted.

(8) The company had the solar shield material, and
expertise and experience with solar shields for private aircraft.
However, they had no experience with making shields with compound
curvatures, or how to hold large, overhead shields (example: canopy
shields) in place. They had what we lacked, and we could provide
what they lacked. It looked like together, we could do it!

(9) The initial attempt to create a prototype solar shield
used the same approach that is used for private aircraft. The Air
Force Museum provided access to several aircra't, and we traced the
shape and size of the transparencies on large pieces of paper. The
paper tracings were sent to the company.

(10) The company determined that this approach was not
workable with the large, compound curvature transparencies that
were of interest. We then arranged for their Chief Designer to
gain access to F-15 aircraft during his Christmas vacation in
Alaska.

(11) Three days were spent trying to develop solar shields
for the one and two seat version of the F-15. The designer did not
have materials for supplemental supports available, and did not
produce a usable design. Operational personnel at the base
requested an exterior cover (seems hot cockpits aren't a big
problem during Alaskan winter), and the requested cover was
created.

(12) After some discussions, it was agreed that the pieces
of the unsuccessful F-15A eolar shield would be sent to Wright-
Patterson AFB, and we would try and create a usable design.

(13) The pieces arrived in late January, and access to the
Air Force Museum's F-15A was arranged for the morning of 1 Feb 91.
Cockpit access was provided at 1100, the needed length of
supplemental supports was determined, and the task of creating the
supplemental supports was handed to a student who was assisting the
project. The solar shield project officer then went into the Air
Force Museum to witness a briefing to news media by the F-15E SPO.
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(14) There were a few last minute changes to the briefing.
The solar shield project officer found that he would also brief the
media (Who, ME? Gulpl). Since the media was already there, they
would also have the F-15A solar shield demonstrated (Gulp! Sure
hope the supplemental supports the student is making are being made
in the correct length!)

b. Fortunately, the supplemental supports had been made in the
correct lengths and the initial installation of the prototype
cockpit solar shield went smoothly. This was documented by TV
crews from 3 stations plus reporters from several newspapers.
(Talk about pressure! If the shield hadn't gone in easily the
first time, would the attempt have been on network Bloopers shows?)

c. This initial F-15A solar shield design needed some
significant changes to improve ease of installation, but the
concept had been shown to be practical. We now entered the next
phase: Refine/perfect the F-15A design, and then create comparable
solar shield designs for other DoD aircraft.

d. Edwards AFB CA was chosen as the location for the next
phase since they are a testing organization that has many different
types of aircraft and helicopters. Kennon Products and the
Windshield Program Office (WL/FIVR) would each provide individuals
to perform the tasks in the next phase. The task description:
"We'll meet at Edwards AFB and start inventing." Costs for design
creation were rather low from the DoD point of view. Kennon

. Products agreed to provide people, equipment, and solar -shield
material at no cost. WL/FIVR would bring strips of polycarbonate
for making prototype "flexible bow frame" supports. Kennon would
be paid for production solar shields, with no assurance that orders
for solar shields would be forthcoming. They would be paid nothing
for design creation.

e. Edwards AFB was visited in late Feb 91, and the efforts to
create practical solar shield designs were very successful. In the
28 months since then, designs have been created for over 70
different DoD aircraft and helicopters. Limited numbers of most of
these designs have been purchased and distributed to various
organizations for teuting and operational evaluations. Numerous
foreign governments, CONUS companies, and overseas companies have
also gotten into the act, but non-DoD organizations have to
purchase their own shields directly from the manufacturer. Solar
shields produced by the solar shield effort are now being tested or
used by someone on every continent except Antarctica. One DoD
operational unit used solar shields in Alaska during the winter and
found them very helpful in preventing cold cockpits, so solar
shields might eventually be used on every continent.

(1) Tests and operational evaluations to date have
included fit checks, use of solar shields by operational units for
"a summer or longer, and tests using instrumented aircraft and
helicopters to measure temperature and humidity. Various tests and
computer analyses have also been conducted to determine the
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strength, durability, safety, and effectiveness of solar shields
and solar shield material. Most tests were formal using standard
testing techniques, but some additional destructive tests were also
conducted that were rather informal.

(2) Tests with instrumented helicopters and aircraft have
shown solar shields reduce cockpit temperatures by 60 to 80 degrees
F, eliminate large daily temperature swings, and prevent humidity
extremes.

(a) Shields not only prevent high daytime
temperatures, but also prevent large temperature drops at night.
One formal test program conducted by a foreign Air Force used two
instrumented aircraft, one with solar shields and one without
shields. The unprotected aircraft had a daily temperature change
of 90 degrees, which could help explain why problems occur such as
jammed canopies, canopies that cannot be closed, and canopies and
canopy frames that crack. The solar shield aircraft had much lower
daytime maximum temperatures, and slightly higher nighttime minimum
temperatures. The daily temperature swing was 40 degrees.

(b) The above test program also included humidity
measurements, the only formal test effort that has tracked humidity
to date. In the test the unprotected aircraft had humidity
extremes that indicated all moisture was being baked out of the
cockpit materials during the day, creating a dew point of well over
100 degrees -. P....- At night, falling temperatures--would- cause
significant amounts of moisture to condense on the coolest surfaces
(windshield and canopy probably). The solar shield aircraft had
much higher minimum humidity, and a much lower maximum dew point.
Little or no condensation would have formed.

(c) US Army personnel had previously advised us that
nighttime condensation in helicopters was a problem, creating
puddles of water on the glare shield and instruments. They
suggested solar shields might help solve that problem. Their
inputs alerted us to the humidity issue, and caused us to analyze
the humidity data generated by the foreign test program. The
analysis indicates the Army personnel were correct when they
thought shields would also help solve humidity problems.

(d) Maximum cockpit temperatures of 215 degrees were
measured in one US Army test, with the 215 degree readings being
reachel on five consecutive days.

(e) One Marine Corps test showed that in some
situations the solar shields can cause the cockpit interior
temperature to actually be lower than the outside ambient air
temperature.

(f) An Air Force operational unit installed shields
in a T-37 which was not on the flying schedule. Several days later
they measured the cockpit temperature as 98 degrees when the
outside temperature was 94 degrees.
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(g) One DoD unit evaluated C-141 solar shields and
found they were very effective in preventing hot cockpits during
summer weather at a southern CONUS location. The same unit also
used the solar shields in Alaska during the winter and found
shields were good window insulation and made it easier to heat the
cockpit and retain heat longer.

(h) Several informal destructive tests were also
conducted, to include the following:

(1) The "stand on it" test. Solar shield material
was stepped on. Result: No damage.

(2) The "run over it" tests, phase I and Phase II.
Phase I had a tug run over the solar shield material on a smooth
cement floor. Result: Once the dirt from the tire was wiped off,
there was no indication that the test had been conducted. Phase II
had a step van run over it on an asphalt surface. The rough
asphalt made permanent dimple marks in the solar shield material,
but the shield material was not punctured, did not deflate, and
would have still been a serviceable solar shield.

(3) The "cigarette lighter" test had a piece of
solar shield material held in the flame of a cigarette lighter for
about 20 seconds, outdoors in somewhat windy conditions. The
result: no noticeable effect on the solar shield material. (Note:
Solar shields weren't designed with flame in mind, and we don't
suggest that shields have to be able to endure flame exposures. We
were surprised when it did not burn. Larger flame, less wind, and
longer exposure might get a different result...but since passing
the test isn't needed in the first place ..... )

(4) The "crew chief challenge" test, Phase I and
Phase II. A piece of solar shield material with unfinished edges
was handed to a crew chief and he was challenged to tear it without
using sharp objects/tools. It was difficult, but he managed to do
it. Phase II repeated the challenge using solar shield material
with finished edges. The solar shield material won this time and
was unaffected by the crew chief's efforts.

(i) Fill-in-the-blank evaluation forms include
sections for ease of use when the shield was installed the first
time, and ease of use after personnel knew how they were supposed
to be installed. Even though we suggest "easy or difficult" as the
evaluation criteria, close to half the responses give "very easy"
as their evaluation. (Is that a 12 one a 1 to 10 scale?) One
evaluator might have gotten a little carried away when he said
shields were so easy to use he didn't need people; he could teach
monkeys to do it. (Animal trainers: please do not submit
unsolicited proposals to pursue this; monkeys would not pass egress
safety training courses needed for cockpit access.)

(3) Various Air Force, Army, Navy, Marine Corps, and Coast
Guard units have evaluated solar shields, and evaluations have
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almost always been very favorable. Problems have been uncommon,
almost all problems have been very minor (label locations, etc),
and all problems have been promptly solved.

(4) One good way to help assess a product is to look at a
list of good things/achievements/benefits, compare it to a list of
bad things/problems/defects, and see which list has the most
important items. Good things are mentioned throughout this paper,
but a complete list is too long to include. However, a complete
list of all bad things/problems fits easily. Here is a list of all
the problems experienced with solar shields at some time during the
effort. (Not included: Paperwork and administrative problems and
resulting headachea internal to DoD; which forms to use, how to
process them, etc.) Those who might be horrified by the number and
seriousness of the problems should remember that the problems have
been solved.

(a) The first fit tests with a production solar shield
used four different designs, the F-16A/C, F-16B/D, F-15A/C, and F-
15B/D/E. Fit checks were performed, and shield effectiveness was
evaluated for one day. Shields were very effective, but this is a
"problems" list. Two problems were noted.

(1) One F-15 flexible bow frame was 1/2 inch too
long to fit properly in the selected aircraft. It took about 10
minutes to trim it to the optimum length, cutting off 1/8 inch at

-- a time until the best length was reached.... Polycarbonate is easily
trimmed with a hacksaw. It was eventually learned that the problem___
was due to tolerances in the CANOPY transparency. The original
flexible bow frame length fits perfectly in about 90% of the
aircraft, but manufacturing tolerances allow some transparencies to
have less curvature and a lower "crown" height. This reduces the
side-to-side circumference by up to 1/2 inch. The polycarbonate
bow frames will have to be trimmed to fit those particular
aircraft. Operational units typically assign ground equipment to
each aircraft and stencil the tail number on the item, so the need
for a one-time bow frame trimming for 10% of shields is no big
deal.

(2) The storage bag for the F-15B/D/E shield
shipset was a bit too small. This has been the MOST SERIOUS
PROBLEM experienced to date, as it is the only problem that has
caused lingering harm to the program. (BAG SIZE is the biggest
problem???? Explanation needed.)

(a) During shield removal, the shield pieces
could not be stuffed back in the bag when loosely rolled. The
pieces had to be carried down the ladder and rolled against a hard
surface before they were small enough diameter to fit in the bag.
This created the possibility of dropping one of the pieces, and one
of the pieces was dropped. The dropped piece was immediately
retrieved, the shield pieces were tightly rolled and inserted in
the bag, and a design change was made so that ALL future bags for
ALL solar shields are oversized. All solar shields can now be
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loosely rolled and inserted into the storage bag before leaving the
cockpit.

(b) What's the big deal, you ask? The solar
shield test was described to other F-15 Wings by someone who knew
of this first test. The key part of the test that was remembered
by members of other Wings is that shields can get dropped, which
means they can blow around the flight line and become FOD hazards.
Personnel in one Wing refused to see the solar shield demonstrated,
stating they already knew about it and knew they didn't want it.
They also referred to the shield as "flimsy," relying upon what
they remembered being told. (Light weight, yes; but the "drive
over it" test doesn't suggest it's flimsy.) This situation shows
the truth of the saying, "you only get one chance to make a good
first impression." (Perhaps this is one reason Ford and GM don't
let anyone see prototypes until they've worked out all the bugs.)

(3) In a couple cases, some of the shield pieces
in the first prototype didn't fit well. The design was redone in
each case.

(4) In one case, the first prototype was missing
one piece. The master shield pattern for that one window had been
lost. The pattern was recreated and the shield piece provided.
(Total number of individual shield patterns created for DoD
aircraft/helicopters to date: about 850.)

(5) Similar nicknames for two helicopters resulted
in the shield shipLets being switched: The Jolly Green Giant (HH3)
shield shipset was labeled as being the CH-53 shield, and the CH-53
shield was labeled as being for the H-3. A nickname for the H-53
is the Super Jolly. OOPS! Got the "Jollies" reversed! These
glitches were caught by us, so operational units didn't get the
wrong items.

(6) The shield piece for the small, fixed
transparency behind the canopy of the F-16A/C was the right size
and shape, and worked OK. However, the way it was cut from the
roll of solar shield material meant that it rolled up from front to
back. It was easier to use if it rolled from side to side. The
master pattern was changed.

(7) In about 30% of the shield shipsets, one or
two of the pieces have a label in the wrong place. Most common
error: "left" and "right" decals reversed. This causes about 10-20
seconds of confusion during initial installations. To date, only
one operational evaluation has bothered to mention this very minor
defect. (Understandable. It takes longer to mention it than to
correct it, and it doesn't hurt anything to just ignore it.) The
decals can be easily peeled off and reapplied on the proper pieces,
or simply ignored. We prefer perfection (especially since it costs
the same), and have tasked ourselves with performing a fit check on
every design to look for such minor defects before we consider our
job complete. However, we recognize these defects are "nits" we
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wish to pick and we will not delay assigning NSNs until our fit
check has been performed. Once operational units have evaluated
the shields and indicated they are ready for general operational
use, we will press on with requesting NSNs.

(8) That completes the problem list. What has it
cost to correct the problems? No dollar cost to DoD for additional
parts, and the administrative burden has been minuscule. Usually
a phone call identifying the problem was all that was needed.
Sometimes a hand-written note and/or drawing was faxed when that
was a better way to communicate the problem.

(9) It is hoped that no one considers the above
problem list as too intimidating, especially since they are former
rather than current problems. Since each solar shield design is
created and evaluated as a separate entity, the above problem list
is the compiled total for 70 different efforts.

(5) Transparency manufacturers, aircraft and helicopter
manufacturers, and foreign services have all conducted tests with
solar shields.

(a) Several foreign governments have completed their
testing and have ordered shields in large numbers. A couple
aircraft manufacturers have decided to have solar shields as
standard equipment with new aircraft they deliver.

(b) We have been told that the test reports are very
favorable, and the follow-on orders for large numbers of shields
certainly seems to indicate the evaluations are very favorable
indeed. We are attempting to get copies of the various test
reports from foreign countries, but to date have gotten only the
RAAF test report from Australia. Since we didn't provide any of
the shields to foreign cc-intries or companies (they had to buy them
directly from the shield manufacturer), none of them "owe" us a
report. The RAAF formal test report described the shields as
"incredible," "invaluable," "remarkable," and "fool-proof."

(5) Two different transparency manufacturers conducted
tests using solar shield material to determine if any coatings or
other transparency materials would be adversely effected by solar
shields. They determined solar shields could be used with all
transparencies, with one exception. One use limitation was found
that applies only to DoD F-16s.

(a) Most F-16s operated by the DoD have a gold film
solar coating on the canopy inside surface. The gold film is
rather delicate and can be marred by lengthy contact with solar
shields (or any other material). This would be an optical defect,
and shields should not be used with these gold film parts.

(b) Some DoD F-16s have clear (no gold film) canopy
transparencies, and shields can be used with those aircraft. There
are also some prototype canopy transparencies that have metal films
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on the outside surface, and aircraft with those parts could use
solar shields. However, these aircraft are a small percentage of
the total DoD F-16 fleet.

(c) Solar shields can be used with all F-16s in
foreign Air Forces. Almost all foreign F-16s have clear
transparencies, and can use solar shields. A few foreign F-16s
have transparencies that use ITO on the inside surface instead of
gold, and solar shields can be used with those aircraft as well.
Cne foreign country that tested one F-16 solar shield ordered 22
more. We haven't seen their test results, but perhaps a purchase
order can be counted as proof of a very positive evaluation.

5. So, where does the solar shield effort go from here?

a. The selected approach has proven to be very successful,
most of the solar shield designs have been evaluated by someone,
most of the tested designs were successes on the first try, and all
designs with problems had the problems fixed and the designs became
successes. So far, so good, but we aren't done yet!

b. We will continue with tests and operational evaluations of
designs that have not yet been sufficiently tested, to include
performing fit checks to look for small errors/defects (label
locations, etc) that units usually do not bother to mention.

c. We will create some additional designs for additional
aircraft when good "targets of opportunity" present themselves, but
that is becoming an increasingly small portion of the overall
effort. We are running out of DoD aircraft and helicopters that
don't have solar shield designs already.

d. Our primary emphasis will shift toward those actions that
will make it easier for operational units to acquire solar shields
via the normal supply channels.

(1) The big payoffs do not come from developing and
proving the worth of new products, although that is the "fun" part
of any Research and Development effort. The largest payoffs come
from transitioning the results so that operational units can use
the new products. Some organizations (example: several foreign
countries) have already acquired large number of shields and are
experiencing the benefits from shield use, but they had to take
special actions to get the shields. Standard, routine supply
procedures were not sufficient.

(2) Creating and processing unexciting and unglamorous
paperwork will make those big payoffs attainable for any
operational unit that wanted solar shields. These paperwork
activities include assigning National Stock Numbers to designs that
have completed testing, and getting a Military Specification
published to aid those that will procure future solar shields.
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(3) As the saying goes, the job isn't done until the
paperwork is completed. We'll get the job done.

MALCOLM E. KELLEY
Solar Shield Program Manager
Aircrew Protection Branch
Flight Dynamics Directorate
Wright Laboratory
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EXTERIOR TRANSPARENCY COVERS & HAIL TESTING

M. E. Kelley
Flight Dynamics Laboratory
Wright Laboratory
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EXTERIOR TRANSPARENCY COVERS R HAIL TESTING

1. There are a variety of hostile environmental exposures that
parked aircraft transparencies are exposed to, both natural and
man-made. Natural exposures include solar heating, rain,
condensation, frost, snow, freezing rain, acid rain, blowing
sand/dirt, bird droppings, very hard water dripping from ceilings,
and hail. Man made exposures include dropped objects, paint
overspray, aircraft wash rack chemicals, grease and chemicals on
hands and cloths of maintenance personnel, and possible combat
hazard exposures such as chemical agents and decontamination
chemicals/temperatures. Other papers have discussed other
approaches to prevent or deal with problems caused by some of these
exposures, to include cockpit solar shields, quick fix/quick change
techniques, and transparency coatings.

2. This paper will address two related topics:

a. Exterior covers to protect transparencies from hostile
exposures, to include solar heating, liquid precipitation, and
severe hail.

b. New concepts and techniques being pursued for conducting
hail impact tests on unprotected items (to determine baseline
vulnerability and need for protection), protective covers, and
items (windshields, etc) with protective covers installed.

- 3. It is fairly easy to make an exterior cover that fits over an-.-
aircraft windshield or canopy. Many have done this, to include
individuals as do-it-yourself covers, private companies, and DoD
organizations (Wings, depots, laboratories, etc). The difficult
part is developing a practical cover that does not cause
significant harm to transparencies. Even when an exterior cover is
a partial or complete success when used in aome environments or
situations, it may be completely unsuitable for use in other
environments/situations.

4. How does one develop an exterior cover design?

a. One way would 'be to determine all the situations and
environments where one would want to use exterior covers, consider
all of the exposures and user needs that are involved, and create
a comprehensive list. This list would then evolve into the list of
requirements the exterior cover would be asked to meet. Candidate
cover designs would then be created, prototypes made, and
evaluations conducted.

(1) A similar conceptual approach with air vehicles would
produce a list of missions that included strategic bomber, air
defense fighter, close air support, reconnaissance, transport cargo
and passengers for thousands of miles, refuel other aircraft, land
and take off from small clearings, and hover while one or more
individuals ascends or descends via ropes/cables.
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(2) If this philosophical approach produced exterior cover
designs that worked well, Great!

b. If the above approach did not produce exterior covers that
met all requirements, the next step should NOT be to give up.
Instead, a little re-thinking of the situation would be in order.
Consider the list of missions of air vehicles. No air vehicle
performs all of those missions, yet there are many aircraft and
helicopter designs which are considered successful.

(1) L1l of the requirements for exterior covers may be
valid for one or more exposures and situations, but all of the
requirements would not be applicable at the same time. For
example, freezing rain would not be combined with solar heating and
blowing sand, and chemical warfare exposures would not be
encountered in peacetime or in CONUS during a conflict.

(2) Perhaps a better, more general approach should be to
consider which exposures/conditions would occur in the same climate
and/or situation. Develop cover designs that would work well and
meet all requirements which would apply to that climate/situation.

(a) For example, let us presume winter weather was
causing severe transparency problems for a particular
aircraft/helicopter, a cover design was created that solved those
problems, and no other approach provided the needed winter
protection. The decision might be made to purchase that cover for
use in cold climates, even if it did not solve problems experienced
in hot weather. If the cover was not suitable for use in hot,
windy climates that fact should be recognized. However, it should
not be a reason for rejecting the cover for winter use.

(b) This philosophical approach is actually used for
many items. Tests have conclusively shown that personnel can be
injured/harmed when they wear heavy parkas in Arizona in August, or
short sleeve shirts in Alaska in January. Despite this, parkas and
short sleeve uniform shirts have been purchased and used anyway.

(c) The above "cold climate" cover would compete with
other options. If another cover design solved both cold weather
and hot weather problems (and all other considerations were equal),
then the multi-use cover should be chosen instead. The best multi-
use cover would be one that worked in every climate and
situation.. .the approach given above in paragraph 4a.

5. Before one sets out to create exterior covers, it would be wise
to learn how users would use covers, what climates and conditions
the covers would be used in, what materials and design concepts for
exterior covers could be used, what covers have been used in the
past, what good and bad things could result (or havq resulted) from
cover use, and other approaches/options to solve problems that
could be used instead of or in addition to exterior covers.
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a. Some examples are provided in Attachment 1 of exterior
cover designs which illustrate problems and challenges- that
exterior cover development ef:fforts must consider.

b. One alternative approach is to use reflective cockpit solar
shields that fit inside the cockpit and prevent hot cockpit
problems. While there is an obvious overlap in function between
interior solar shields and exterior covers, it is a mistake to
think cne must select one approach and reject the other.

(1) They have different advantages and capabilities, and
there are some situations where one or the other would be the
clearly superior product. For example, reflective cockpit solar
shields are much lighter than semi-rigid exterior covers, and fit
in a much smaller space. They can be stowed on helicopters and on
some fighter aircraft and are available for use at th2ir
destination, which is not possible with semi-rigid exterior cover
designs. Since both products can be valuable (assuming a good
exterior cover is available), and since both are fairly
inexpensive, some operational units might decide to use them both.

(2) An analogy might be to try and decide which vehicle
was superior-a pickup truck or a motorcycle. Both vehicles have
superior crpabilities for some missions/taskings. There is no
requirement that individuals who like pickup trucks must also
dislike motorcycles.

_ . -- 6 .--- Climates and situations that might call for use-of exterior .......
covers would include the following:

a. Hot and dry weather, hot and wet/humid weather, hot summer
weather, cold winter weather, nighttime condensation, large
temperature cycles (daytime high to nighttime low), severe hail,
snow, frost, freezing rain, rain, air pollution, blowing sand,
wind, infilde buildings for maintenance at Wing or Depot level,
inside humid shelters that drip water from ceilings, daily install
& remove use for aircraft on flying schedule, long term
installations on stored aircraft or "hanger queens," aircraft wash
rack, painting of aircraft, missions requiring rapid preflight and
launch of non-alert aircraft, aircraft on alert, flightline
maintenance requiring several hours in cockpit in either very cold
or very hot weather, aircrew in fighter cockpit in hot weather
(aircraft not running) waiting for up to an hour for word -to
launch, normal peacetime operations, wartime situations where
camouflage of aircraft/helicopter was desired, and wartime with
possible chemical warfare exposures.

b. There are many other wartime exposures that could also be
encountered, but we will NOT make any special attempts to provide
protection against those threats. Threats we will not try to
counter (but might accidentally provide some protection against)
include ballistic projectiles (bullets and shrapnel), nuclear
weapon effects, and lasers.
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c. Other requirements for the covers would inclurde ease of
use, as foolproof as possible (example: if installed upside down,
have distinctive colors or other markings visible which make it
obvious from far away that the cover was incorrectly installed),
appropriate information and/or markings that identify
climates/situations where the covers should and should not be used
(could be on the cover, or in a technical order), all the factors
that would make the cover affordable (rearonable initial cost, low
life cycle cost, durable, repairable, and maintainable), factors
that make the cover obtainable/available (able to purchase/acquire
using normal supply channels, National Stock Numbers assigned,
etc), cause no damage or injury during installation, removal, or
while installed, cause no damage or injury when inproperly used (if
improper use is possible), and provide adequate protection against
all applicable environmental exposures.

7. The examples in Attachment 1 include some designs that work
well (or would probably work well) in somc climates/situations, but
were used in climates where they caused more problems than they
solved. Some of the "lessons learned" include avoid having thin
heat-absorbing covers in contact with transparency outer surfaces
during hot weather; avoid the combination of three expusures:
sand/dirt on transparency, cover touching surface, and cover moving
due to wind; and do not use highly reflective covers if there is a
wartime situation and you are trying to hide from the bad guys.

a. It would not be correct to conclude that exterior covers
should not be pursued because they cause problems. Instead, one
should realize that there are many requirements that must -be
satisfied by an exterior cover in each particular
environment/situation.

b. While it would be nice if a single cover satisfied all
requirements for all environments, a cover should be considered a
viable candidate for procurement and use if it satisfied all
requirements in one (or more) specific environment(s) or
situation(s).

(1) Users would have to understand that the covers should
be used in some environments/situations, and should NOT be used in
others.

(2) A mistake to he avoided is settling for a compromise
cover that met some of the essential requirements in every
environment/situation, but failed to meet all essential
requirements in any particular environment/situation. Going back
to the summer/winter clothing example used earlier: Short sleeve
parkas and fur lined short sleeve shirts would be compromises that
would partially work in both environmental extremes, but would be
unsatisfactory in almost every desired application.

S. OK, that's enough of "doom and gloom" on what can and has gone
wrong, and why good exterior cover designs are difficult
(impossibly difficult?) to develop. How about something
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encouraging, some ideas on what could be pursued that might be
feasible. What could be done to create a successful design?

9. Good news! There is ALREADY an exterior cover design for the
F-15 windshield that is a big success, a design that meets all
requirements in all environments and situations. Utopia!!! Folks
at McClellan AFB (SM-ALC/TIEC) made the covers.

a. The first prototype F-15 windshield covers got rave early
reviews from users, but some easily solved glitches eventually
became apparent. The current (revised) covers have been undergoing
operational evaluations (still in progress) and have received very
high marks from users. The semi-rigid covers weigh about 25 pounds
and are durable, effective, and easy to install and remove even in
windy conditions. They protect the windshield against almost
anything that would drop on, form on, or radiste on the
transparency. This includes exposures such as summer sun, winter
frost, snow, freezing rain, blowing sand, hail, rain, acid rain,
air pollution, bird droppings, dropped objects/maintenance errors,
wash rack chemicals, and chemical warfare exposures.

b. There appears to be no reason that similar semi-rigid
windshield covers would not also be successful with most or all
other fighter, attack, and trainer aircraft. If there is an
operabla canopy behind the windshield, the above conceptual
approach for exterior windshield covers should work well.

. .c. Reason for needing an operable canopy: The individual
installing (or removing) the cover stands inside the cockpit, which
gives him a safe and stable place to stand. He/she can brace
himself against wind gusts, and safely install/remove the cover.
There also needs to be somewhere to hook/secure the cover in place.
The rear arch of the F-'15 windshield works great for that function,
and we anticipate the rear arch of other aircraft windshields would
also perform this function. If there is no operable canopy, then
it's back to the drawing boards to find a way to anchor it/position
it in the needed location.

d. The cover is made in a mold. Start-up costs include
creating the mold, which would be in the 10K to 20K range. It also
takes some time to create the sold. Neither cost nor time are
excessive, but they are more than zero. Candidate users that
decide they need an exterior cover for a particular aircraft should
not expect covers to be designed, created, and delivered
immediately. Fast response is always possible to fill urgent
needs, but candidate users who allow time for the cover to be
created are more likely to have the covers available when needed.

e. Does the above success mean that nothing else needs doing?
Not by a long shot.

(1) Canopies still need to be considered. Some prototype
F-15 canopy covers are being made using the above approach, and
those will probably be good covers to protect transparencies from
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mishaps/damage during indoor maintenance at Wings or Depots. The
covers will be much larger than the windshield covers, and
personnel must stand on ladders on the outside of the aircraft to
install/remove the covers. It could be hazardous to people and
transparencies to try and install/remove these canopy covers on the
flight line in windy conditions.

(2) Some aircraft such as the B-1 do not have canopies or
other operable cockpit windows, and windshield covers could not be
installed by someone in the cockpit. A semi-rigid cover would have
to be placed over the windshield from a maintenance stand. A very
good attaching/securing/positioning system would have to be
devised, probably relying heavily on long straps run to various
attachment points on the bottom side of the aircraft (nose landing
gear and access ladder). There would have to be some good design
work done, to include devising ways for one person to safely remove
the cover in windy conditions.

(3) Some aircraft such as the C-130 have operable side
windows in the cockpit. Perhaps an approach could be devised where
an exterior semi-rigid cover would be pulled or placed into
position using either straps/ropes from the two side windows, or
maintenance stands on the outside of the aircraft. The frame of
the operable window looks like a convenient and tempting place to
help tie down/secure the cover in position, until one thinks of the
possible results from putting large loads on the window frame. The
window frame was not designed for those loads. Yt would be wise to
rely upon more sturdy attach points totie down the exterior cover.

(4) There are some situations where the aircraft or
helicopter will take off from one location and land in another. It
would be highly desirable to have protective covers that were light
enough and small enough to be stowed somewhere in the aircraft so
they would be available for use at the new location. However,
"covers that could not be stowed on the aircraft/helicopter would
still be viable designs, just not utopian designs.

10. The semi-rigid exterior cover concept works very well indeed
for windshields on aircraft with operable canopies. Are there
other exterior cover concepts that could provide protection against
hostile exposures in applicable environments? Yes, definitely.
Some concepts have already been tested, while other concepts are
still on the drawing board. Others could undoubtedly come up with
other ideas that might work well.

a. At the start of Desert Shield there was concern that our
forces might be subjected' to attack with chemical weapons.
Problems due to heat and blowing sand were on the news on a daily
basis. Several operational units created and used do-it-yourself
exterior covers, but found that they caused transparency damage.
WL/FIVR initiated several efforts to address these concerns. One
of these efforts produced an exterior cover for the F-16.
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b. A prototype exterior cover for the F-16 was created to
provide protection against possible Desert Shield exposures, to
include wind, blowing sand, solar heating, and chemical warfare
exposures.

(1) The cover weighs about 25 pounds, does not touch the
transparency, and would not prevent cockpit access while installed.
The design features a framework that folds into a "U"-shaped arch.
It is placed on the canopy by two people while in the folded/stowed
position. It is then extended/unfolded forward and back to cover
the entire canopy. Installation time is about 3 minutes.

(2) The cover could be safely removed in windy conditions
by removing the outer cloth from the frame (attached with velcro to
the frame), then removing the frame. It could be removed and
thrown aside in seconds during an alert-type response situation
(with some chance of damaging the cover).

(3) The cover design was developed when there was great
concern that Desert Shield units could be attacked with chemical
weapons, delivered via either aircraft or SCUD missile warheads.
Heat and blowing sand were other important deoign drivers.

(a) In a chemical warfare scenario, the covers could
literally have been life-savers. Protecting the transparency from
"sand-blasting" of wind-blown sand was another large payoff.

-.......- ........ . --- (b) .For normal, day-to-day use in peacetime we feel
the cover may be more trouble than it's worth. Two of the largest
advantages are chemical warfare & blowing sand protection. One is
not applicable during peacetime, and the other is applicable in
only a small percentage of operating locations. Subtract those
from the "advantages" list and a compilation of advantages vs
disadvantages would lead most to conclude that the covers were not
a good choice for peacetime use .... at least for use on the
flightline. (They might work well as indoor maintenance covers.)

(c) When chem war and blowing sand are not
considerations other options become more appealing for flightline
use.

(1) Leaving canopies slightly open to reduce
cockpit heating is feasible if blowing sand is not a problem.

(2) Internal cockpit solar shields (discussed in
another paper) work well in preventing hot cockpits, and can be
used with transparencies that do not have gold solar films on the
inside surface. The F-16 is the only aircraft with a gold film in
a location that could be marred by solar shields. Most DoD F-16
units have gold film transparencies now and should not use the
solar shields (sorryl). None of the foreign services with the F-16
have gold solar film transparencies. Several countries in the
Desert Shield area have tested and adopted these reflective shields
for the F-16 and several other types of aircraft and helicopter.
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11. How about some other concepts/approaches that could either
solve one or more r:oblems by itself, or be a specialized
feature/layer in a multi-ply (or multi-function) cover concept?

12. We need to develop a light-weight cover to effectively deal
with conditions that include wind, large hail, and solar heating
for peacetime, plus possible chemical warfare exposures and the
need for camouflage in combat situations. We also need some
effective, realistic, yet inexpensive testing techniques that will
represent severe hail storms.

13. Let's expand our mental horizons and look at other industries
for technologies, products, concepts, and materials. Let us seek
items and ideas that could be adapted for and adopted into an
exterior cover effort, or that provoke ideas that could be used.
We will also have to have 3ome way of testing the resulting covers
versus severe hail storms to determine if adequate protection is
provided, so testing equipment/procedures/ideas must also be
sought.

14. Life is too short for any individual or organization to learn
everything he/she/it needs to know via personal experiences,
mistakes, and discoveries. It is much better to make use of the
discoveries and mistakes made by others, and build from there.
Some of the areas that have contributed ideas, products, concepts,
information, and/or prompted ideas include the following:

a. Protective armor vs ballistic impact; more specifically,
the principle of spreading impact energy over as wide an area as
possible to dissipate and absorb the energy and defeat the threat.

b. Bullet-proof glass windows for cars that met all defined
requirements, yet allowed the assassins to shoot the vehicle's
occupants.

(1) The requirement was to stop a bullet. The glass
window did that, and (as expected) was damaged. More bullets from
rapid-fire weapon, more damage, and the window collapsed.

(2) Perhaps the assassin should be reprimanded fir using
a machine gun type weapon rather than a single bullet as per the
assumptions in requirements. Standard test methods use one bullet,
and testing requirements rely upon standard test methods. An
alternative philosophical approach would be to rethink the
requirements, even if this results in develop'.- and using
something other than standard test methods.

(3) We suspect that severe hail storms will not obey
instructions to only deliver one hail stone (as per standard,
approved test methods), so we plan to adjust requirements to match
hail storm conditions and devise appropriate testing procedures.
The cover will be designed for (and tested against) multiple rapid-
fire impacts...Mother Nature's version of the machine gun.
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c. Do-it-yourself window solar heat collectors; ideas on how
to intercept solar heat in an outer air space and continually dump
the heated air so there is no temperature build-up. Cold air
enters at the bottom, is heated by solar radiation, the warmed air
rises, and exits out the top of the collector as slightly warmer
air.

d. Dirt repelling concepts for the inner surface of the
material that will touch the transparency. These concepts include
no-stick Teflon fry pans, smooth and soft fabric surfaces (silk,
etc), stain and dirt resistant treatments for fabrics, and dust
repelling properties on furniture from using new furniture
polishes. The ultimate product: dirt repellent "Ever-Clean"
clothing (in a sci fi story) that never needs washing; just shake
and it's clean. (If someone creates an "Ever-Clean" product,
please give me a call.)

e. Waterproofing concepts for shedding rain, and small design
detail (weep hole) in some storm windows. Avoid materials that
will absorb water or deteriorate whean exposed to conditions such as
water. Recognize that water will get inside the cover eventually
(as rain or condensation), and provide means for water to drain out
if the air inlet holes do not prevent water accumulation.

f. Repairability, maintainability, redundancy, and fail-safe
concepts. The cover will become damaged eventually. The damaged
cover should be repairable, and it should continue to provide
protection until it is repaired. --- ---

(1) If the cover had two separate inflatable layers, and
each layer had replaceable subdivisions/strips, then damage to one
part of one layer would degrade but not eliminate the cover's
ability to protect the transparency.

(2) The damaged subsection could be repaired or replaced
rather than replace the whole cover.

g. Judo; more specifically, the concept of using your
opponent's strength, momentum, etc to your own advantage. Perhaps
a cover design could use Judo concepts against wind also.

h. One way valves, especially flapper valves in furnace
exhaust pipes.

i. Air filled mattresses for floating in swimming pools, to
include design details such as long parallel tubes and a simple
valve with a removable snap-in plug to close it.

J. Air bags in cars for crash protection.

k. Self-inflating sleeping mattresses for hikers and climbers
to carry in their back packs.

1. Trampolines.
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m. Safety nets for high wire circus performers.

n. Driving nets for golf balls.

o. Static cling films used on food leftovers in refrigerators.

p. All information on hail storms we could find, to include
size and weight of actual hail stones, and tests with artificial
hail stones to determine impact velocities that would be involved
in severe hail stones. Worst case situations: golf ball to
baseball size hail, impact velocities approaching 100 MPH. If a
cover (that meets all other requirements) would protect versus
multiple strikes of 100 MPH baseballs, we'll have really gotten
somethingi

q. Form-fitting clothing, to include "W'Underwear" (underwear
for horses), people underwear (with elastic), and shorts worn by
bicycle enthusiasts.

r. Baseball; more specifically, baseball pitchers, pitching
machines, and hitting balls with baseball bats.

a. Golf; especially hitting golf balls with drivers through 5
irons.

t. Ice cube trays, to include custom designed trays to produce
optimum hail stone sizes and shapes.

u. The KISS principle (keep it simple, Sammy) as far as the
user/installer is concerned. It's OK to add additional features if
they increase reliability and ease of use. It's not OK if the user
needs any special knowledge or training to use the cover. One does
not have to be a mechanic or automotive engineer to use a car, and
one should not have to know details about the cover design or why
it is effective to be able to use it.

v. Ice machines in hotels, and 10 pound bags of ice cubes sold
in stores.

w. Tennis balls, filled with water and frozen.

x. Jello and gelatin; no particular flavors. More
specifically; tennis balls filled with gelatin.

y. Jai Alai; especially the large curved basket strapped to
the hand and used to catch and throw balls.

z. Lacrosse sticks (we tried them, but they didn't work well
for our effort).

aa. Sling shots. Huge designs were drafted that included
long, wide elastic straps/webbing and a large framework that the
sling shot user would sit/lie upon. (Half a year later, saw TV ads
for a comparable product (minus the framework) intended for use at
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the beach. The super sized sling shot launches water balloons 200
yards. Why didn't I think of THAT use for the concept, which
promises to make money for the inventor? Oh well, a day late...)

bb. Radar guns used to measure speed of pitches in baseball
games. Suitable model found for a little over $1000.00, will
measure velocity of golf ball size objects.

cc. Very large fans and wind machines used in movies (to
create high winds usually present in severe thunderstorms and hail
storms).

dd. Small vacuum pumps, or evacuated containers that could be
used as a vacuum source in the absence of active vacuum pumps.

ee. Sitting under an apple tree and getting hit on the head
with an apple.

ff. Mathematical formulas for calculating impact velocity "x"
for an object dropped from "y" height.

gg. Tallest building on Wright-Patterson AFB, which also has
balconies and railings on the top floors. (Perhaps our reputation
will get even better if word spreads that we are "able to reach
(the top of) tall buildings in a single climb.")

hh. Commercial advertising campaigns. Once we have a
successful design, we will have to let others know about it. TV,
radio, newspapers, magazines, etc have many advertisements to make
customers remember products and want to get them. Perhaps we
should follow those examples and use some catchy slogans and
advertising gimmicks for the covers. Let's see...if the design
includes some air inflation features for impact resistance, perhaps
phrases/ideas could be used such as "Not just another bag of wind,"
"Cover up your windows with our old wind bag, and smile, smile,
smile...," a cartoon drawing of a happy airplane wearing a cover
and singing "Hail, Hail, you can't get me, What the heck do I
care,...", the cartoon aircraft bounding off the ground while
singing "I love what you do for me, Hail cover!", and "Brought to
you by the blow-hards at Wright-Patt." Another idea: To emphasize
"ease of use," show a dog tugging on one of the cover straps with
the caption "Very easy to install and remove; even Fido can do it!"
Ham ... needs work. Perhaps we'll forget the slogans and theme
songs for now and concentrate on the technical part of the effort.

15. Let us focus primarily upon the wind part of the environment
for the moment. Let us also remember that sand on the transparency
plus movement of the cover in contact with the transparency
produces scratches. We will also keep in mind that solar heating
and hail are other concerns. Some ideas for addressing the
problems include the following:

a. One conceptual approach is to not touch the transparency
with the cover; no contact means no scratches. This is the
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approach taken with both the semi-rigid F-15 windshield cover and
the folding F-16 canopy cover. This is also the approach used with
one of the most effective cover concepts yet devised...a building.
Buildings have a few disadvantages (cost; hard to take along during
deployments), so there is still a need for external covers.

b. Another conceptual approach i. to allow contact, recognize
that there will be some movement, and somehow guarantee there will
never be any dirt present between the cover and the transparency.
A soft, high-tech, and expensive exterior cover used on numerous
RAAF aircraft in Desert Shield tried to use this approach, and we
have heard that about 100 canopies became unserviceable.

c. Another conceptual approach would be to develop a
reasonable cover, and then state it can only be used with
transparency surfaces that are almost immune to scratches. If the
cover was usable with glass transparencies, the cover concept would
be a worthwhile (but disappointing) result from a developmental
effort. However, if transparencies with special coatings would
have to be retrofit to the fleet before the cover could be used,
the cover design would have to be considered a failure. If some
aircraft adopted such coatings for other reasons, the cover might
eventually change from a failure to a limited success.

d. Another conceptual approach is to allow contact, but
eliminate all movement. If successful, this conceptual approach
could be widely applicable and could have very large payoffs. What
design concepts might work?

(1) Static cling would be one property that might be
utilized, at least as a partial solution for some applications and
situations. Several variations on the theme are described in Atch
2, to include using a static cling film/layer by itself (a do-it-
yourself approach for operational units) and using the static cling
film/layer in conjunction with another exterior cover. Some areas
where some testing should be done are also discussed.

(2) A somewhat messy but simple do-it-yourself approach
would be to only focus on the wind blown sand problem and settle
for protecting the outer surface from that exposure.

(a) Rather than use a transparent static cling film,
get the same protective effect with a transparent gel-like coating
that was safe to use. (A highly reflective gel coating might also
work.) The coating should be easily removed with water, must not
attack or otherwise harm the transparency, and must not make it
easier for other environmental exposures to damage the
transparency.

(b) Perhaps covering the gel with a thin film (the
static cling film concept again) would protect the gel from rain,
prevent it from becoming impregnated with dirt/dust, and/or keep
the gel from absorbing harmful chemicals. A dirty film in summer
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would become a hot film, and transparency damage would probably
occur.

(c) This would be cheap (assuming the gel was cheap)
and simple, but would be messy and labor intensive.

(1) If the situation were bad enough (frequent
sandstorms) units might wish to use this approach if no other
feasible approach were available.

(2) Some of the aircraft/helicopter design details
that would have to be considered include what items, equipment, and
areas the gel could get into when washed off. If the gel would
puddle/collect somewhere and then hold dirt and/or chemicals,
something bad might happen even if the gel itself was not attacking
or harming the item.

(3) Perhaps a multi-layer design could be successfully
developed that relied upon outer layers to somehow intercept and
overcome the wind, so that wind forces would not be transferred to
the inner surface and the inner surface would not move in windy
conditions. We have some ideas/concepts on the drawing board, but
we expect to perform several iterations of "make one; try it"
before we determine the feasibility of this conceptual approach.

(a) Preventing wind-induced movement of the inner
surface will be a big challenge. The wind forces on the edges and

-.. .. --..outside surface of the cover must somehow be defeated so that they
do not cause the inside surface to move. This can be done, if we
are clever enough.

(1) Consider the concept of having an inner cover
that covers the transparency, and is securely held down with
straps, etc.

(a) Elastic edges or even some elastic
properties for the entire inner cover would probably be involved
with this "underwear" for the transparency, producing a snug, form-
hugging fit.

(b) Over the inner cover would be an outer
cover (which actually would be a different layer of the overall
cover). The outer cover/layer would extend past the inner cover in
all directions by perhaps one foot. The outer cover would also be
held down with straps, and there would probably be some elastic
used at the edges. Wind that got under the outer cover would push
the outer cover upwards, but would also push the inner cover
downwards. If the inner cover still tended to move too much,
another cover/layer could be between the outer and inner cover.

(2) A variation on the theme that might be
feasible in some cases would be to have an inner cover that would
be air-tight.
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(a) The inner cover would probably have to
have a plastic film layer over the entire cover to prevent air
leaks through the cover itself. Some cover edge design features
would also be needed to form an air-tight seal on the perimeter.
A small vacuum pump could be used to draw air from underneath the
cover. The cover would then be pressed tightly against the
transparency surface by ambient air pressure.

(b) This concept would probably NOT be a
preferred design in most cases. It would be difficult to get a
good seal around the entire perimeter of the cover. The cover
might have to use the perimeter of the transparency as the surface
it would seal against rather than extend onto the metal panels
adjacent to the transparency. Perhaps more importantly, the
additional complications involved with either a vacuum pump or a
vacuum bottle (which would need frequent replacement) would make
the design much less user friendly.

(3) Perhaps the above approach (without vacuum)
would be able to counteract the bad effects that wind could cause.
However, we can probably do better than that.

(4) Rather than view the wind as just an enemy,
try viewing the wind as momething that could be used to advantage.
Use the wind to help defeat the wind (Judo philosophy).

(a) Wind will get under the outer cover layer,
so why not use it? Consider air bags, inflated air mattresses for
swimming pools, self-inflating sleeping mattresses (contain
compressible foam that springs back when pressure released), and
one-way "flapper" valves. The air-filled bags/mattresses all
provide impact resistant with low weight, the characteristics that
are needed for an effective hail impact protective cover.

(b) As a means of harnessing and using wind,
use one (or more) self-inflating layers.

(1) Each layer would be subdivided into
sections/strips so that failure of one section would not cause the
entire layer to deflate.

(2) Each section would have thin, strong
film for the top, bottom, and sides. One continuous tube made from
a piece of film might be the best approach.

(3) At each end there would be a simple
"flapper valve". For example, visualize a small, square, vertical
piece of fairly rigid material with a hole in the middle. On the
top inside surface of the square piece, attach a flap of material
that hangs down and covers the hole.

(4) When the wind blows in one end, the
flap of material is blown back and the air enters the section of
the cover. The same wind pushes the flap against the hole on the
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other end of the section. The air cannot leave, so it inflates the
section of the cover. The same process occurs in each section of
the cover, inflating the entire layer. If there are two such
layers in the cover, the same process occurs with the second layer.

(5) Note the effect of having one section
with a large rip/puncture. The section would not remain inflated
when the wind stopped. However, the sides of adjacent sections
would be glued/attached together. The top of the damaged section
would sag when the wind was not blowing, but the inflated sections
on each side of it would hold the edges up. The top of the damaged
section would droop/sag from side to side, but would still have an
air gap and still offer some hail impact protection.

(6) The sections of cover will remain
inflated when the wind stops only if the flaps remain pushed
against the holes. The flaps will stay in position because they
fell there via gravity, they are slightly spring-loaded to the
closed position, and/or because there is a slight pressurization
inside the inflated cover.

(a) We are not pressurizing a constant
small volume (example: a diver's air tank). Instead, we are
inflating the cover and creating a larger volume of air against a
very slight resistance (example: a toy balloon). Elastic
properties either in the film itself (probably degrade strength and
durability), or in gentle elastic attachments for the top portion

..... ... of each section would provide the resistance. The elastic would
maintain a constant, very slight pressure on the inflated cover to
keep the flapper valves closed.

(b) The length of time the cover will
remain inflated will be a function of how air-tight the flapper
valves are in the closed position (assuming the film is intact and
air-tight in the rest of the section of cover). Perhaps the
flapper design should not be a flat piece with a hole and a
moveable flapper, since the flat piece might not atay upright.
Instead, perhaps the flapper valve design should be a small cube
with holes on two cube faces. A cube would stay properly oriented.
Two moveable flappers could be used in series, one against each
hole in the cube. Both flappers would have to fail before the
section would fail to remain inflated.

(c) When the cover was removed from
the aircraft, it would need to be folded or rolled into a compact
shape for easy storage. The cover would need to be deflated, and
there are several options for accomplishing this. The flapper
valves could be defeated by inserting something to keep them open,
but this would be labor intensive. Simple valves such as those
used in air mattresses for swimming pools could be installed in
each section, and when the plug was pulled from the valve the
sections would deflate. Better, but still labor intensive.
Instead, why not connect all the relief valves to one tube, and
only have to "pull the plug" on one master valve. Since each
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opened valve would have to be closed again the next time the cover
was used, time saved during deflation would also be time saved
during installation.

(c) One additional wind-powered feature that
could be considered would be the addition of a wind-powered vacuum
pump attached to the inner cover. The vacuum pump could be
positioned in many different locations. Example: Attach it to a
wide part of a cover attaching strap. As discussed previously, the
vacuum pump approach would probably not be feasible for most
aircraft/helicopters. However, a wind-powered vacuum pump would be
a way of eliminating the need for either power or frequent
maintenance attention for a vacuum bottle of an installed cover.

(d) Self-inflating sleeping mattresses (for
hikers and climbers) are very light weight. They have foam that
easily compresses into a small volume, but when the mattress is
rolled out the foam expands, pulling air in through an open valve.
The valve is then closad to trap the air, and the inflated mattress
is ready for use.

"(1) Using a large, foam-filled mattress as
a hail/solar cover would probably work, but it might be too bulky.
Then again, users might find it very satisfactory.

(2) Instead of a continuous piece of foam,
use small pieces of tcam periodically in the cover to keep the top
and bottom edges of the inflatable sections spaced apart. They
could also help keep the edges spaced apart -so that wind would
reach the flapper valves more easily.

(a) It is possible but unlikely that
a severe hail storm would occur with no wind before or during the
storm. In that situation, the foam would insure there were some
air gaps in the cover. The deflated cover would provide some
impact protection. The larger the foam pieces, the farther apart
the cover layers would be, and the more protection the deflated
cover would provide. Such a design would also provide some impact
protection against dropped objects in an indoor maintenance
environment.

(b) Taken to an extreme, the cover
with foam piece spacers would start to use the energy absorbing
principles found in trampolines, safety nets, and golf driving nets
rather than air bags. This conceptual approach might work just
fine, and it would make possible the deletion of the flapper valves
should those prove to be an unreliable or costly component in the
cover design. It would also probably make it faster and easier to
fold, roll, and store the cover since there would not be the need
for deflating the cover using one or more small valves.

16. Is a practical design possible that could be created and
purchased at reasonable cost? ABSOLUTELY; we arm certain it is.
We believe there are several designs that would work well. Will we
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have the resources (money, time, people, ideas) to properly pursue
creating such a design? The effort won't cost a great deal, and we
have high hopes that we will get the resources we need. Are we
smart enough to create a successful design, given adequate
resources? We think so, but time will tell.

17. So much for cover design ideas. There needs to be some
testing techniques that can determine if a promising cover provides
adequate protection against solar heating, rain, and severe hail.

a. Preliminary coupon level tests could determine which
materials were suitable and safe to use as inner surfaces for
covers which would contact the transparencies. Two of the most
critical characteristics to verify would be that the material would
not hold dirt and cause scratches, and the material does not have
plasticizers that would "outgas" and cause crazing of acrylic.

b. It's not too hard to come up with realistic tests to
evaluate covers exposed to solar heating and rain...operational
evaluations using actual aircraft and actual maintenance personnel
would be the most realistic testing technique.

c. hail impact testing becomes a bit more difficult. One
needs to consider (1) the testing equipment used to launch/fire the
simulated hail stone at the target, (2) what projectiles would be
suitable for impacting unprotected items, and (3) what projectiles
would be suitable for impacting protective covers.

d. There are already several standard testing procedures
published by the American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM),
but these procedures are intended for use when one is evaluating
the effects on uncovered materials/objects when the items are hit
with hail.

(1) The simulated hail stone is made by freezing water.

(2) The standard tests and testing equipment involve
shooting one hail stone against the item. The testing equipment
includes a single-shot gun which is not intended for multiple shots
in rapid-fire fashion.

(3) The single shot approach is perfectly adequate for
determining vulnerability of and damage to an unprotected item.
For example, if hail impact caused dents in sheet metal, it would
make little or no difference if multiple impacts occurred seconds
apart, or hours apart.

(4) The single shot testing approach is NOT a realistic
way to determine if a cover will provide adequate protection. For
example, a properly designed inflated cover should have no trouble
with stopping the first hail stone. However, will the first,
second, and third hailstones cause the cover to partially deflate?
If so, will the cover still provide protection against hail stone
#20? #30? Severe hail storms do not last long, but they typically
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last several minutes. The hail storm will subject the cover to
multiple impacts in rapid succession.

e. The simulated hail stone projectile should have the same
size, weight, and impact velocity as an actual hail stone.

(1) If the simulated hail stone will impact against the
unprotected item, the projectile used should also have the same
physical characteristics (hardness, strength, etc) as actual hail
stones.

(a) Frozen water seeme to be the best candidate as a
simulated hail stcne projectile. Different mold (ice cube tray)
sizes and shapes can be used to produce whatever sizes and shapes
are desired. By varying the length of time in the freezer, one can
make hail stones with liquid centers. That is a possible real
world hail stone, but it is not apparent what additional
information would be gained by using both completely frozen and
partially frozen hail stones in the testing program. We need only
concern ourselves with hail stones that could do damage, and can
therefore disregard small, soft hail stones.

(b) Test equipment and techniques used to accelerate
the projectile to desired velocities will have to be appropriate.
Equipment or techniques that shattered the simulated hail stones
during the acceleration phase would not be appropriate.
Techniques/equipment for launching/firing the frozen water
projectiles must result in an intact hail stone impacting the
target -at 100-MPH.-- ---Some options for accomplishing this would -
include:

(a) The equipment specified in the ASTM test methods.
Modifying/redesigning the equipment for faster reloading and firing
could be considered. Using multiple launchers against the same
target would be another way to get multiple impacts in a short
length of time. However, the equipment is expensive.

(b) Drop -r throw hail stones from the top of a tall
building. The initial hail stone velocity could be zero (if
dropped) or higher (if thrown), and gravity would increase the
velocity during the descent. This would be a low cost and
realistic testing approach, provided some conditions could be met.
These conditions would include:

(1) The intended target zone must either have no
items in the viuinity that need protecting (windows, cars,
pedestrians, etc), or adequate protection must be provided to those
items. The possibility of hail stones impacting the side of the
building during their descent must also be considered.

(2) It must be acceptable to use large numbers of
hail stones in a steady stream to produce multiple impacts in rapid
succession and to allow for dispersion/inaccuracies. Most of the
hail stones will miss the intended target.
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(3) There must be no possibility that personnel
condu.cting the test (such as myself) will accompany the hail stones
during their descent. Such an event would be extremely harmful to
the overall program even if the cover was not damaged.

(c) Giant sling-shots that would provide steady
acceleration and not shatter the hail stones. To get rapid-fire
impacts, use several sling-shots at the same time.

(d) The long, curved baskets or gloves used by Jai
Alai players to catch and throw balls. For multiple rapid-fire
impacts, have several baskets and several individuals using them.

(e) Perhaps some specially designed cross-bow could be
created and used. The principle would be similar to that of the
sling-shot (using bent wood or bent composite instead of stretched
elastic), but the acceleration would be much higher because it was
over a shorter distance. If the acceleration was too high with a
traditionally sized cross-bow, a giant cross-bow could be created
that used a longer distance to accelerate the simulated hail stone.

(f) Another variation on the theme that could be tried
would be a giant size bow and arrow. The arrow could be tethered
so that it was stopped before It impacted the target. The head of
the arrow could consist of a cup into which the hail stone was
placed.

(g) Another variation on the sling-shot, cross-bow,
and bow and arrow concepts are to create a large, rigid rack or
framework, and mount multiple copies of the hail stone launchers
side by side. For example, position them at 6 inch intervals.
Each launcher would be loaded and the string/elastic pulled back
and engaged into a releaso mechanism. One individual could then go
down the line, releasing each launcher in a rapid-fire manner.

(hM The number of different launching devices that
could be created is large, and each could be constructed in a
variety of ways. Perhaps a disciple of Mr Ruben L. Goldberg would
agree to be a consultant during the design process to help insure
the final result was memorable and noteworthy.

(2) It the simulated hail stone will impact against the
protective cover, other simulated hail stone options become
available. Size, weight, and impact velocity must still match the
real world hail stones.

(a) The hail stone impact event will now consist of
the hail stone impacting the cover, the cover absorbing the impact
energy and momentum, and the cover distributing/transferring the
impact energy/momentum to the aircraft in a way that causes no
damage. It is no longer important for the simulated hail stone to
match the strength and hardness of real world hail stones. It
would be wise to use real hail stones during a final qualification
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test, but real hail stones would not be essential during
developmental tests.

(b) What are some simulated hail stones that could
now become candidates for testing?

(1) Frozen water will always be a suitable
material for simulated hail stones, but the use of frozen water
places limitations on the type of equipment that can be used to
launch/fire the projectile.

(2) Tennis balls filled with frozen water are one
possibility. The tennis ball cover would keep the frozen water
from shattering when the launching/firing equipment provides a very
sudden acceleration to the simulated hail projectile.

(3) Tennis tills filled with congealed gelatin
might work well, especially if there were sometimes delays in
launching the projectile that would cause frozen water to partially
melt.

(4) Golf ball size hail is a threat. Why not
use an actual golf ball?

(5) Baseball size hail is the "worst-case"
threat, so using a baseball would seem reasonable.

(3) When the simulated hail projectile is NOT ice, other
options become available for projectile launchers.

(a) All of the equipment and techniques discussed
above that could be used to launch frozen water could also be used
with other projectiles. However, some additional precautions would
be needed if the tall building approach was used for golf balls or
baseballs. All hard surfaces (driveways, walkways, hard dirt, etc)
would need to be covered with mattresses or similar to prevent the
balls from bouncing long distances.

(b) Baseball bats could be used to launch baseballs.
Place ball on "T" and hit it. Use several people, bats, and OT"s
to get the rapid-fire effect. Caution: Be sure there is enough
spacing between people to prevent injuries. Perhaps the entire
testing setup should be enclosed in netting to ensure impact tests
are not conducted with building windows, cars, or pedestrians
passing by.

(c) Baseball pitching machines could be acquired and
used. Multiple machines could be set close together, and create
the rapid-fire effect.

(d) Baseball pitchers could be used who have major-
league caliber fast balls of 90 MPH or faster. Possible problems:
Would they do it for free in exchange for "thank you" letters to
them and to their team? Will minor league pitchers with control
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problems be sufficient, or would we try for major leaguers with
multi-million dollar salaries? But...what happens if Rob Dibble or
some other famous pitcher hurts his arm while participating in our
testing effort? Can we take the chance of being mentioned on ESPN
Sports Center and national news shows as the reason the Cincinnati
Reds probably won't make the playoffs next year?

(e) Golf clubs work just fine as devices for launching
golf balls. In addition, good golfers have fairly repeatable
swings and the velocity of golf balls will not vary greatly from
shot to shot. Desired velocity changes can be made by changing
clubs. For example, perhaps a 5 iron will produce an 85 MPH
velocity and a driver will produce 120 MPH. Rapid fire impacts
could be produced by having two good golfers perform a special
training routine: Line up a row of golf balls on tees, swing back
and forth continuously, and hit a ball about every second. Large
driving nets to keep mis-hits from getting away would prcbably be
needed.

f. Whatever simulated hail stone are used, and whatever
equipment and techniques are used to launch the simulated hail
stone, some means of measuring the velocity of the projectile will
have to be used.

(1) Standard test methods typically rely upon electronic
devices that measure the time it takes for the projectile to pass
between two points, and automatically calculates the velocity....... Trip wires,•- X-rays, and other techniques for -noticing .the
projectile are used. These techniques could be used with most of
the launchers discussed above (except perhaps the tall building
approach).

(2) An alternative would be to use a radar gun, such as
those used on highways by police, and to measure the velocity of
baseballs thrown by pitchers. The gun sbould be portable and must
be capable of measuring the velocity of golf ball sized objects.
Such an item was located which would cost less than $1200. As an
additional benefit, the speed gun could have a second career after
the cover effort was completed, being used as a baseball speed gun
by the base baseball team. The radar gun could be used to measure
and calibrate the velocity of any of the projectiles, launched by
any of the equipment items.

(3) A less sophisticated but still usable technique would
be to fire at some distant target (example: 200 feet away), use a
projectile that has minimum air resistance, measure the time in
flight for the projectile with a stop watch, assume velocity was
constant (bad assumption), and calculate the velocity.

18. To summarize:

a. There are situations where exterior covers are needed to
protect aircraft transparencies from hostile environmental
exposures.
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b. It's not easy to create a cover that will be of significant
benefit, and one must beware of covers that cause significant harm.

c. Once a cover has been created, it must be evaluated. No
standard test techniques now exist for evaluating the effects of
severe hail storms.

d. We are confident we can create a worthwhile cover design,
and we are also confident that we can devise and use realistic and
effective testing techniques to evaluate covers versus severe hail
storms.

e. Rather than just express confidence and philosophy, we have
gone out on a limb by providing specific examples and details of
what we have in mind for both cover designs and hail impact testing
techniques. Such specific information is much more helpful and
interesting to readers and candidate cover users. Some might
become interested in and supportive of the effort, and others might
want to check at a future date to see if our ideas and concepts
actually worked. Perhaps someone who has both problems and
resources might want to "press on" and make covers that use our
ideas.

f. What will the future bring? Will our cover concepts and
hail testing ideas prove to be feasible? Stay tuned for further
developments.

MALCOLM E. KELLEY 2 Atch
Operational Diagnostician 1. Ext cover lessons learned
Aircrew Protection Branch 2. Static cling cover concepts
"ehicle Subsystems Division
Flight Dynamics Directorate
Wright Laboratory
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EXTERIOR COVER EXPERIENCES.. .AND LESSONS LEARNED

a. Example 11: A private aircraft owner used a thin exterior
windshield cover regularly on his aircraft, and was content with
it. He then flew to a southern location on a summer day, and left
his aircraft parked for a day with the usual exterior cover
installed. When the cover was removed, the windshield was unusable
due to severe crazing and had to be replaced before he could leave.

(1) Cause of problem: Unless they are perfect reflectors
(nothing is), materials will absorb some solar energy and get
warmer. If the material is thin, the inside surface temperature
will be about the same as the outside surface temperature. If the
item is in contact with the item underneath (i.e., the windshield)
the outer surface of the item will also be about the same
temperature.

(2) For aesthetic and other reasons, exterior covers would
typically be neither highly reflective nor a bright white color.
Even if they started as a white color, a used cover would become an
off-white due to dirt and stains. Colors and patterns that do not
show dirt or attractive scenes would tend to have appeal to private
customers. Camouflage patterns would appeal to DoD customers,
especially if the covers might be used during combat operations.

(3) ... The unrealistic "worst case" cover color (that
hopefully nobody wants) would be a flat black. In hot sunny
weather, black surfaces can reach temperatures between 200 and 250
degrees F. The temperature reached by an exterior cover would be
determined largely by it's color, and covers with patterns or non-
white colors might have temperatures in the 140 to 180 degree
range.

(4) Crazing of acrylic is caused by combinations of
factors, to include stress, chemicals, and elevated temperatures.
The same stress and chemical exposures that have no noticeable
effect at room temperatures can cause severe crazing at higher
temperatures such as 150 degrees F.

(5) Lesson to be learned: Design the cover so that the
exterior cover does not raise the temperature of the transparency's
outer surface. There are a variety of design concepts that could
accomplish this.

b. Example #2: It is important to avoid scratching the outer
surface of thw transparency. A soft material would seem to be a
logical choice. A felt material was used with some helicopter
covers, and a soft artificial fur was used with covers for various
aircraft canopies. These covers caused scratched transparencies.
Reasons:

(1) Consider the Desert Shield environment. High winds,
blowing sand, and periods of rain were experienced.
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(a) Dry felt will tend to pick up and hold sand and
fine dirt. Felt would also tend to absorb water, and sand would
stick to wet felt very well indeed. Wet felt plus sand might
remind some of sandpaper. Place these covers against
transparencies, add wind for the rubbing action, and severe
scratching will result.

(b) Lesson learned: Don't use felt, especially if
water or sand is part of the environment.

(c) Artificial fur is soft, but blown sand and dirt
can penetrate the fur and be retained. Place the cover on an
acrylic transparency and add wind. An excellent design might
greatly reduce of even prevent additional sand/dirt from blowing
under the cover and onto the transparency. However, sand/dirt that
was already in the fur would be shaken out, and would have no place
to go except onto the acrylic. Sand being rubbed back and forth by
soft fur will cause scratches.

(2) Lesson to be learned: The combination of sand/dirt,
wind, and rain is a very important (and very challenging)
environmental exposure. If sand/dirt is present on the
transparency (or is deposited on the transparency by the cover
itself), then using a cover which is in contact with the
transparency and moves with the wind will probably cAuse
transparency damage.

c. Example #3. Let us go forward in time and use a
hypothetical example from this future. _

(1) An exterior cover design has been developed that works
great in preventing hot cockpits, using a highly reflective outer
surface. The design somehow manages to be utopian in virtually all
other important categories, to include ease of use, preventing
damage in wind/blowing sand, etc. The design is in use on all DOD
aircraft and helicopters.

(2) A conflict breaks out and DoD units deploy to the
area. USAF aircraft are parked at an air base fairly near the main
conflict area, and US Army units with helicopters are positioned
several miles from the conflict. The bad guys make a sudden, sneak
attack on our forces during daylight, using small ground forces
versus our helicopter units and aircraft versus our aircraft. The
attack is very successful.

(3) After-action analysis determines that the reflective
exterior covers made it easier for the bad guys to spot our
aircraft and helicopters.

(4) Lesson to be learned: If you need to hide an aircraft
or helicopter, then you should not cover it with something that
makes it easy to see and identify.
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STATIC CLING FILM CONCEPTS AS EXTERIOR COVERS

1. A thin static cling film could be applied as a sacrificial
protective film layer. It would be removed and discarded before
each flight.

a. Ways to apply the film to the transparency could include
having the film on a roll, place it on one edge of the
transparency, and unroll it across the surface. If there are two
individuals, one could be on each end of a sheet of film, pull it
tight in the air, and then lay it/place it on the transparency.
Taping it down around the edges would probably be needed (not
feasible with some aircraft surfaces).

b. To prevent heating of the transparency's outer surface when
the film was used by itself, the film would either have to be a
perfect reflector, or be completely transparent. Alternatively,
the film could be applied to the transparency and then a separate
reusable exterior cover installed.

2. The concept sounds simple, with little or nothing to worry
about. However, it might be a tad premature to declare success,
publish a final report documenting this achievement, and terminate
further efforts in the area. Before pressing on with this "sure-
fire" solution, perhaps the following items/topics should be
considered.

a. In some conditions it might score poorly in the "ease of
use" criteria. Installing it in windy conditions might be
annoying. It might not stick at all in some situations, such as
moist and/or cold surfaces.

b. Use of the approach would involve cleaning the
transparency, then applying the static cling film. If the film is
impervious to chemicals, whatever residual cleaning chemicals were
on/in the transparency would be trapped there and unable to
evaporate. Would this result in crazing developing sooner?

c. Perhaps the film would not be impervious to chemicals, and
would allow them to pass through. This might be good news when one
is worried about trapping chemicals against the transparency. It
would not be good news if one was trying to use the film to protect
the transparency from chemicals such as acid rain, paint overspray,
or bird droppings.

d. Perhaps the film itself would deteriorat& from natural and
man-made environmental exposures. If the deterioration process
resulted in loss of protection, that would be an annoyance. If the
deterioration process instead caused damage to the transparency, it
could be a very serious problem. For example, if chemicals
attacked and partially dissolved the static cling film, the result
might be film residue that would be difficult to remove. What
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would the effects be of installing the film and leaving it
installed for weeks at a time?

e. Could and should the static cling film be installed on a
wet transparency, a cold transparency, or a dirty transparency?

f. Another worry: If the aircraft had a system such as hot
air rain removal that was function checked by maintenance
personnel, would the hot air on the film cause anything bad to
happen?

3. Other cover design possibilities that would use variations on
the static cling idea might include the following:

a. Static cling properties could be induced in various
materials. One design variable would be the film thickness, but
other possibilities would exist. For example, a thin three-ply
cover might be worthwhile, consisting of a static cling film on the
inside, a very thin cushioning and insulating layer over it, and a
reflective mirror-like surface on the outside.

b. When the static cling film was used in conjunction with an
outer reusable cover, it should be verified that the film would
cling to ONLY the transparency, and would not cling to the cover.
If it clung to the cover instead of the transparency, the required
"no movement" feature would be eliminated.

C. A possible design variation would have the static cling
layer against the transparency, the reusable exterior cover over
it, and between the two would be a "super-slick" layer that would
stick to neither one. The super-slick layer would prevent the
cover's sidewards movements from producing any sidewards forces on
the imner static cling layer. If the super-slick layer was
reusable it would be an integral part of the cover. If it were a
one-tine use material it could either be applied over the static
cling Layer as a separate additional maintenance action, or the two
films kstatic cling and super-slick) could be on the same roll and
applied tN-ether by users. One minor technical difficulty: We
don't know of a suitable super-slick film product. (Details,
details.)

d. Another possible design concept would have a static cling
inner surface as an integral part of the exterior cover. In that
case, tests would have to show that the static cling feature was so
strong that wind would not cause the inner surface of the cover to
move. A static cling layer would probably not allow the cover to
be pulled into position, so the cover would have to either be
placed in position, or unrolled into position.
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